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Glossary

Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
ABS is a government authority that assists and encourages informed decision making,
research and discussion within governments and the community. ABS leads a high
quality, objective and responsive national statistical service. ACS (see below) provides
raw figures regarding international trade to ABS for statistical purposes.
Australian Customs Service (ACS)
Australian Customs Service (ACS) is the controlling point for import and export trade
in Australia. In particular, it works closely with various government agencies to regulate
and improve Australian export. All goods to be exported out of Australia need an
Export Clearance Number (ECN) from ACS.
Australian Institute of Export (AIEx)
The Australian Institute of Export is a non-profit private sector organisation. It assists
Australian exporters and export service providers by providing export education and
training. The Institute operates in all states of Australia, and is a member of the
International Association of Trade Training Organisations. Its purpose is to effectively
foster and support potential and established exporters by providing them with
representation, resources, guidance and recognition for success and growth in the vital
export sector of the Australian economy.
Australian Quarantine and Inspection Services (AQIS)
Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service is part of the Australian Government
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF). It is Australia's first line of
defence in protecting the unique country environment against exotic pests and diseases,
and provides inspection and certification for a range of exports. AQIS facilitates the
export of Australian agriculture and food products by providing information, inspection
and certification to meet overseas country requirements. AQIS regulates food exports
including fish, dairy produce, eggs, meat, dried fruits, fresh fruit, vegetables, and some
processed fruit and vegetables.
Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries (DPI – Fisheries)
Fishing and aquaculture are Australia's fifth most valuable rural industry after wool,
beef, wheat and dairy, and offer great potential for continuing growth and development.
The Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries develops the industry while
ensuring the sustainability of Australia’s marine ecosystem.
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Division of Effort (DE)
In this research, division of effort replaces the conventional term division of labour.
Kuutti’s (1995) concept of division of effort was used but not Engestrom’s (1987). DE
in this thesis does not refer to the division of tasks between the people based on their
specialised skills and division of power and statu, but to the effort and intention that
users contribute in order to use the portal to facilitate the exchange of thoughts and
discourse within the export trading community.
Domestic Trading
Domestic trading (or domestic trades) refers to the sale of any products to one or more
buyers within a host country.
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
EDI is a traditional form of business document interchange between two business
parties using computer systems such as mainframe and dialup connection software via
the telecommunication line. EDI messages are written in two internationally wellknown formats: ANSI 12 and EDIFACT standards. The two standards are adopted in
various countries in different parts of the world.
Electronic Clearance Number (ECN)
As a requirement of ACS, all exporters are to declare what goods they export out of
Australia. Exporters usually submit the export trade declaration to ACS and obtain an
electronic clearance number for the trade declaration before the goods leave Australia.
An ECN is also a manifestation of what goods, what quantity, from which port the
goods are leaving Australia, what consignment number is allocated to the goods, what
port the goods will arrive at, and other details of the goods. Each ECN will be checked
by an ACS customs officer at the port where goods leave.
Export
To export is to send goods out from a country for sale to one or more buyers in another
country. Export (or exports) also refers to goods exported.
Export Trading
Export trading (or export trades) refers to the sale and export of any products to the
buyer(s) overseas.
Exporter
Literally, ‘exporter’ refers to a person who engages in export activities in order to sell
any kind of product to one or more buyers overseas. In this thesis, an exporter refers to
an organisation or a firm involved in exporting by selling products to the buyers
overseas.
Exporting
Exporting is an act to export goods.
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Exporting Firm
An exporting firm refers to the firm that exports a type of cargo. Exporting firms may or
may not involve themselves in domestic trading. An exporting firm makes use of assets,
staff resources and information systems to conduct export activities.
Export Trading Community
This is a common term used throughout the entire thesis. It refers to government
departments involved in export, exporting firms, export service providers (e.g. shipping
companies, cargo consolidators, carriers, etc.) and any parties involved in the operations
of export (e.g. export training institute, export professional association, chamber of
commerce, etc.). The critical stakeholders selected for empirical study in this research
are Australian Customs Service, quality authority, shipping company, freight forwarder,
export professional association, export logistics and training services organisation, and
exporter. In this research, the export trading knowledge portal is recommended for the
use of the export trading community. Each member in the community can be one of the
abovementioned parties. The research refers to each member as an ‘export trading
community member’.
Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI)
HCI is the study of interaction between people (as users) and computers. HCI is an
interdisciplinary subject. It relates computer science with many other fields of study and
research. Users interaction with computers happens at the user interface which involves
both software and hardware. HCI studies examine how people design, implement and
use interactive computer systems, and how computers affect individuals, organisations
and society.
Human-Human-Interaction (HHI)
HHI is face-to-face communications in our real-life activities. In HHI, ideas originating
from one person are shared with others in the communications. In a community of
practice, persons who are inspired with similar goals or interests interact to exchange
thoughts and ideas with one another. Spoken language is effective for human-human
interaction, but often visual aids are used to further clarify complex thoughts and
concepts. Emotions (e.g. frustration) are common and intrinsic in HHI, but HCI may or
may not elicit and detect emotions.
International Commercial Terms (INCOTERMS)
INCOTERMS (International Commercial Terms) is a set of definitions of international
trade terms developed by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC). The defined
terms (e.g. EXW, FOB and CFR) are recognised worldwide for international trade
purposes. See http://www.export911.com/e911/export/comTerm.htm for detail.
Non-exporters
Firms that are only involved in domestic sales and do not export are non-exporters (or
domestic traders).
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Permit Issuing Authority (PIA)
As some restricted goods need to fulfil some forms of Australian standards and control,
there are government departments and agencies inspecting and controlling such goods
before any export permit can be granted. Such responsible government offices and
agencies are known as the permit issuing authority.
Portal/ Web Portal/ Portals
The terms ‘portal’, ‘portals’ or ‘web portals’ are commonly used to refer to websites
serving as a single door entry (sometimes also called a window entry) into a world of all
types of relevant information resources and services for an intended user community.
Portal Technology
Portal technology is a more specific term refers to the technology used to develop
portals which serves single door entry websites into a world of all useful information
resources for the intended audience.
Portlets
Portlets are means of user interface that are managed and displayed in a web portal.
Portlets perform designated functions and display dynamic contents on the web pages.
Trading
Trading (or trades) generally refers to trading involving buying and selling activities of
the product(s), and these activities happen in both domestic trading and export trading.
Trading is sometimes also termed as general trading, which is a wider umbrella term for
all buy and sell activities, encompassing both domestic and export trading.
Web Technology
This is a broader term than portal technology (i.e. portal technology is a form of web
technology). Web technology refers to the technical details of the technology used to
develop websites, their related functionalities and their web applications. The web
programming logics, algorithms, web development languages are all part of the web
technology.
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Acronyms

ABS
AIEx
ACAP
ACS
AQIS
AT
CA
CSCW
DA
DE
DPI Fisheries
ECN
EDI
HCI
HHI
INCOTERM
ICT
IS
IT
KM
PACAP
PIA
QCA
RACAP
TOKC
SECI
WWW

Australian Bureau of Statistics
Australian Institute of Export
Absorptive CAPacity
Australian Customs Service
Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service
Activity Theory
Content Analysis
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
Domain Analysis
Division of Effort
Department of Primary Industries - Fisheries
Electronic Clearance Number
Electronic Data Interchange
Human-Computer-Interactions
Human-Human-Interactions
International Commercial Terms
Information and Communications Technologies
Information Systems
Information Technology
Knowledge Management
Potential Absorptive CAPacity
Permit Issuing Authority
Qualitative Content Analysis
Realised Absorptive CAPacity
Theory of Organisational Knowledge Creation
Socialisation, Externalisation, Combination and Internalisation
World Wide Web
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Conventions

The following conventions are used in this thesis:

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

The APA (American Psychological Association) style convention is adopted for
citing references.
All citations show AUTHOR and YEAR information. Where a page number (e.g.
Creswell, 2003, p. 196) is shown, the citation is taken from a sentence or part of
the work on the page. If a range of pages is shown (e.g. Creswell, 2003, pp. 196204), the citation is taken from across a number of pages.
Direct quotes from literature are shown using “double quotes” or as indented text.
‘Single quotes’ are used when referring to an idea, a terminology or a concept, e.g.
‘the portal’, ‘portal technology’, ‘knowledge creation’.
To emphasise a key point or key words in a sentence, the words are shown in
italics. For example, Gillham (2000, p. 1) defines, “a case is a unit of human
activity that exists in the here and now, embedded in the real world and to be
understood in context, but its precise boundaries are difficult to draw”.
The emphasis of a word or words that come with an important negative meaning is
shown in underlined text e.g. Not the focus, Not in use.
All figures or tables originating from other sources but used in any parts of this
thesis will be acknowledged. The label ‘Adapted: AUTHOR, YEAR’ will appear
immediately after the number and title of the figure or table.
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Abstract
This thesis examines how tacit knowledge about export trading is tapped and
collectively used in a web portal by a community of practice. Working with a design for
application software, such as a web portal, requires an understanding of the application
software domain. This research focuses on an export trading knowledge portal for use
by an export trading community. The community comprises members involved in
export activities. The research adopts three theories useful in the design of the portal.
First, theory of domain analysis specifies an application software knowledge domain
and explores the thoughts and discourse of the user community. Second, activity theory
is used to understand the inherent knowledge in human interactions and the resultant
human activity system in relation to the portal use. Third, the theory of organisational
knowledge creation is used to explore how knowledge conversion processes take place
in the human interactions in the portal.

The knowledge captured and collectively used in the portal is beneficial to members for
their work purposes. It is argued that tacit export knowledge is exchanged through
human interactions. Thus, it is critical to understand what tacit knowledge can be
captured and managed in the portal and how this can be done. It is argued that
effectively managed knowledge can help members and their organisation to achieve
export success. This research is important, as export creates revenues and stimulates
economic growth in both the exporting firms and the exporting country. It is particularly
important for members involved in export activities who make use of the captured tacit
knowledge at work.

The principal research questions of this thesis are: what constitutes export knowledge,
and how does portal technology help members use and exchange knowledge? From
these main questions, the sub-questions are: (1) what portal features can help export
trading members interact; (2) what portal features can help export trading members seek
and use important useful resources; and (3) how can members’ previous version of
knowledge be renewed and new knowledge created when the collective knowledge in
the portal is used?

v

Export trading is a complex trading domain in comparison with domestic trading. As
the context of how portal technology supporting export trading knowledge use and
exchange is a complex phenomenon to study, a ‘purposive’ case study set within the
qualitative interpretive constructivist paradigm was designed in the research
methodology for the intent of this research. Empirical data were collected through casestudy multiple collection methods such as interviews, observational interviews, openended survey questionnaires, document material and archives. The multiple data
collection methods served the purpose of data triangulation. The three theories
discussed above provided a framework for analyses of empirical findings. Content
analysis is used to enhance and strengthen thematic formations and pattern matching
useful for categorisations of theoretical conceptions in theory building. These analyses
formed the basis of theoretical triangulation critical in qualitative research.

Using Matusik and Hill’s (1998) knowledge taxonomy, tacit knowledge explored in
human activity in this research refers to shareable and communicable tacit knowledge in
human interactions within the export member community. Tacit knowledge comprises
expertise, skills and experience of humans involved in exporting activities. Knowledge
originates and is applied in the minds of knowers (Davenport & Prusak, 1998, 2000;
Mitchell, 2003; Tsoukas & Vladimirou, 2001). Knowledge in the mind is tacit
knowledge. Tacit knowledge is subjective, experience-based and context specific
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Laupase, 2003). The portal is for the users who come from
the same ‘specific context’ or ‘background’ of export trading. This thesis argues that the
portal users can understand each other, given that the users interact in the same
knowledge context. It is contended that the portal handles explicit knowledge or
previously tacit knowledge as web information. A strength of the portal design is that it
considers technical means that enable members’ tacit knowledge to be externalised. The
research also examines the design of the portal and its methods for supporting
knowledge exchange, externalisation, capture, use, storage and reuse. The overarching
argument is that well-managed tacit export knowledge on the portal is a way to keep the
export businesses viable, and help their members and firms to succeed.

The research identified both the essential types of knowledge that enable export firms to
achieve export performance, and the portal methods that support the use and exchange
of knowledge, based on the knowledge of seven stakeholders studied in the empirical
investigation. A few conceptual frameworks for the management of export trading
v

knowledge by using a portal are proposed and a few separate theoretical models are
developed showing how technology can be used as an enabler to tap knowledge and
facilitate this knowledge exchange in the portal (as in a private Intranet or World Wide
Web environment). A theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation is developed
using the theoretical concepts in the frameworks and models, grounded in the case study
data for the portal users. In this research, wisdom is defined as export trading members’
intellectual capabilities of performing work related to export functions. Wisdom advises
human actions such as decision making, problem solving, planning and strategic
orientation. Wisdom forms business intelligence and competitive advantage. It is argued
in this thesis that export performance is an outcome of wisdom as a result of using and
exchanging knowledge in the portal. Theory of net-user knowledge renewal and
creation explains how the well-managed domain knowledge can generate wisdom in
exporting firms and how this wisdom is used to operate effectively in a complex export
trading environment. The research outcomes suggest using tacit knowledge in the portal
to enable decision-making and planning in dynamic export business environments.
Whilst export is a representative of a community of practice in business in this research,
the theory generated has a theme in tacit knowledge management on the designed
portal. It is believed that the theory can be generalised to the network-users in a similar
portal application environment, particularly in an import trading or domestic trading
environment.

v
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1.1

Introduction

The program of research in this thesis explores the way in which knowledge is made up
and how portal technology (a form of web technology) can be used to support
knowledge use and exchange between the export trading community members. This
thesis, therefore, belongs to and is positioned in the information systems domain. The
principal research questions of this thesis are: what constitutes export knowledge, and
how does portal technology help members use and exchange knowledge? The
subsidiary questions are: (1) what portal features can help export trading members
interact; (2) what portal features can help export trading members seek and use
important useful resources; and (3) how can members’ previous version of knowledge
be renewed and new knowledge created when the collective knowledge in the portal is
used? The study is a qualitative interpretive constructivist research. Qualitative research
produces findings not arrived at by statistical procedures or other means of
quantification (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) and is social inquiry (Schwandt, 1997).
Interpretive research helps information systems researchers understand human thought
and action in a social and organisational context, and produces deep insights into
different information systems phenomena (Klein & Myers, 1999). The constructivists
are interested in the ways in which human beings individually and collectively interpret
or construct the social and psychological world in specific linguistic, social and
historical contexts (Schwandt, 1997). In the light of qualitative interpretive
constructivist research, the thesis aims to construct a social understanding of human
thought and action in an export trading context and in an export trading knowledge
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portal through an embedded case study. An embedded case study is a program that
involves various units of projects (Yin, 2003). Yin states (2003), “No matter how the
units are selected, the resulting design is an embedded case study” (p. 40). This research
adopts case study methodology because case study methodology is a theory building
approach (Dooley, 2002; Turnbull, 2002; Eisenhardt, 1989; Pare & Elam, 1997). This
study builds a new theory, namely the theory of net-user knowledge renewal and
creation.

In this thesis, export performance also means export success. Hence, the two terms,
export performance and export success, are used interchangeably in this thesis. In this
study, wisdom is the critical reason for using the portal. Wisdom is defined as the
intellectual capability in the export trading members that informs human actions, such
as decision making and problem solving, planning and strategic orientation. Wisdom
also helps generate business intelligence, market intelligence and competitive
advantage. The research results indicate that new knowledge and renewed knowledge
are more powerful forms of knowledge that will generate wisdom. Since wisdom
advises actions, export performance is an outcome of wisdom. The new theory predicts
the wisdom that determines export performance in the portal users as a result of using
the portal for human knowledge use and exchange. It is discovered in this study that
export performance is an outcome of wisdom, and wisdom advises human actions such
as decision making, problem solving, planning and strategic orientation.

Information systems are seen as primarily inter-disciplinary or multidisciplinary (Ellis,
Allen & Wilson, 1999, p. 1096). This research is multidisciplinary, having a grounding
of knowledge in different disciplines of business, information technology and
sociology. Three theories are used in this study – domain analysis, activity theory and
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theory of organisational knowledge creation. They originate from different disciplines.
Domain analysis is a cultural-sociological theory that comes from the discipline of
library and information science (Hjorland, 2002; Abrahamsen, 2003; Broughton,
Hansson, Hjorland & Lopez-Huertaz, 2005; White & McCain, 1998) or information
technology (Prieto-Diaz, 1987; Goguen, 1986; Neighbors, 1989; Prieto-Diaz & Arango,
1991). Activity theory was developed from the original ideas of Soviet culturalhistorical psychologist Vygotsky (Hung, Tan & Koh, 2006; Boer, Baalen & Kumar,
2002). Activity theory is cultural-historical psychological having an origin in sociology
(Chaiklin, Hedegaard & Jensen, 1999). The management of knowledge is a frequently
discussed topic in the management literature (Nonaka & Konno, 1998). Theory of
organisational knowledge creation is related to management of knowledge, particularly
new knowledge created. Hence, it is to be considered as an organisational or
management theory in the business discipline.

Broadly, in this research, the export trading community comprises the exporters, the
government departments involved in export and the export service providers. Portal
technology is a form of information technology (Chan & Chung, 2002; Christ, 2002;
Collins, 2001, 2003; Zirpins, Weinreich, Bartelt & Lamersdorf, 2001; Compaq Global
Services, 2001; Desmond, 2002; Allmen, Deans, & Bartosiewicz, 2001; Detlor, 2000;
Murray, 2002; The Delphi Group, 2002). This study includes the design of an export
trading knowledge portal, called ‘the portal’ throughout the thesis. Export trading is a
form of international trade (Fitch, 1988; Kaleka, 2002; Pinkstone & Meredith, 1992;
Robertson & Chetty, 2000; Leonidas, Katsikeas & Samiee, 2002). Managing an
international business environment is a form of international management, and this
makes the study a type of business study (Samson & Daft, 2003). Sociology is the study
of communities and societies (Abrahamsen, 2003). The use of knowledge involves
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humans, their behaviour and their communities or societies. Further, domain analysis
studies the thought and social discourse in a community (Hjorland, 2004; Albrechtsen,
1993; Abrahamsen, 2003; Tennis, 2003). The research involves the study of human
actors, their knowledge and their communicating behaviour in using knowledge within
an export trading community. Hence, the exploration of the human knowledge use and
the application of domain analysis positions the research as a sociological study.

The aim of this chapter is multifold. First, it identifies the research problem. Second, it
spells out the aim of this research. Third, it discusses the significance and need for this
study. Fourth, it describes the research design of this study. Fifth, it explains the thesis
scope and limitation. Sixth, it states the contributions of the research. Seventh, it
informs the readers of the thesis structure. Overall, the thesis explains what constitutes
knowledge in the export trading community and how portal technology can support the
use and exchange of the knowledge.

The dynamic, uncertain and complex export trading environment warrants the use of a
portal. A thread of overarching argument in the thesis is that the use of the portal
amongst the members of an export trading community will help the members constantly
renew their existing knowledge and create new knowledge. This research distinguishes
between knowledge renewal and knowledge creation. In this thesis, knowledge renewal
is a process that updates a previous version of knowledge in a knowledge holder using
the most updated information inputs. The renewed knowledge enables people to
effectively and efficiently perform tasks in export activities. Knowledge creation is a
different understanding generated by incorporating the related information about the
aims, need, and useful facts about the world. New knowledge is created through a
synthesis of thinking and actions of individuals in their interactions within and beyond
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the organisational boundaries (Nonaka & Toyama, 2005). In export trading, new
knowledge creation is shown in the creation of a new item, new business strategies, new
business ideas, innovations, the redesign of products and new product design. Both
knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation are critical factors to create export
success in global marketplaces. The research demonstrates that effective knowledge
acquisition1, use and exchange form business intelligence and competitive advantage
that keep export businesses viable in competitive global markets.

New information inputs can stimulate thinking to generate new knowledge and so
people see things from a different perspective. Knowledge creation generates new
1

The terms ‘knowledge acquisition’, ‘knowledge mining’ and ‘knowledge discovery’ are similar in
meaning. However, a few important differences have to be noted. The terms ‘knowledge mining’ and
‘knowledge discovery’ are widely used in computer science or information technology literature,
specifically in the research areas of ‘artificial intelligence’, ‘knowledge based systems’ and ‘knowledge
engineering’. The terms ‘knowledge mining’ and ‘knowledge discovery’ are used to refer to the seeking
and capture of knowledge.
In business, social science and education disciplines, researchers in knowledge management use the terms
‘knowledge discovery’ to refer to the act of discovering and obtaining knowledge and ‘knowledge
acquisition’ to refer to the seeking and capture of knowledge. It is important to note that this thesis is
situated in a business school and uses multi-disciplinary knowledge within the business, sociology and
information systems domains and the two terms are used within the context. The term ‘knowledge
mining’ is a technology-oriented term and hence is not used in this thesis. It is usually associated with the
information technology domain and not in the business application represented in this thesis.
Mined and discovered knowledge, in the computer science and information technology literature, have a
strong focus on how knowledge is sought, found, captured and stored. The clear aim of the computer
scientists and information technologists is to reflect how knowledge is found and captured. For example,
this is shown in the literature of Ishikawa, Ohta and Yokoyama (2003) and McDermott et al. (2005), in
their use of algorithms and computer codes to present intelligent web page management and knowledge
mining application. Discovered and acquired knowledge, in the business, social science and information
systems literature, has a clear theme on how knowledge should be utilised and managed so that the
greatest number of benefits from using knowledge can be realized. For example, this can be observed in
Urso and Vacher’s (2004) examination of knowledge renewal as a product and process in industry, and
Smeds’s (2001) investigation of knowledge creation and knowledge renewal associated with business
process innovation. A clear distinction can be seen between the computer scientists’ and information
technologists’ presentations of algorithms or formulas for web content management, and researchers
concentrating the articulation of human manipulation, behaviours and actions related to the use of
knowledge.
This thesis stressed the importance in the use of knowledge that has been sought and captured. It is argued
that it is knowledge assimilated in the human mind through human cognitive processes that will results in
knowledge renewal and knowledge creation. For readers who have a computer science or information
technology background, especially in knowledge based systems, knowledge engineering and artificial
intelligence, it is important to note that assimilated, mined/discovered knowledge can be processed
cognitively by users. After the cognitive processes, new knowledge can be created and/or existing
knowledge can be renewed.
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realities by breaking down rigid thinking and assumptions (Bhatt, 2000). New
knowledge is created by combining existing, dispersed knowledge (Olivera, 2000). For
example, in innovations or in new product designs for overseas market buyers, an
exporting firm has to consider the buyer preference, health impact of products, product
labelling regulation, colour, texture, tastes, packaging and so on. These ideas influence
the final design and result in the redesign of existing products or new products that suit
the overseas buyers. As export trading involves global competition, a full awareness of
the competitiveness of the global marketplace makes efficiency and innovation
necessary for continuing success (Davenport & Prusak, 2000; Nonaka & Toyama, 2005;
Julien & Ramangalahy, 2003; Zou, Fang & Zhao, 2002; Jones, 2001). The effective use
of knowledge creates ‘wisdom’ (Davenport & Pruzak, 2002; Goldschmitt, 2001;
Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka, Takeuchi & Umemoto, 1996; Nonaka & Toyama,
2005). It is emphasised in this research that wisdom is an important driver for export
performance (as the capacity to perform at work and to ensure export success), and
wisdom originates from the effective use of export trading knowledge. Indeed, the
overarching argument in this thesis is that effective use of portal knowledge allows new
knowledge creation and the renewal of the previous version of the portal users’
knowledge.

This chapter adopts the following structure. Section 1.2 provides an understanding of
the research problem by explaining the limitations in existing literature, defines
terminology and outline research questions and sub-questions. Section 1.3 outlines the
aims of this research. Section 1.4 explains why this study is important and its
usefulness. Section 1.5 informs the research design used in this study. Section 1.6 states
the research focus and the limitations. Section 1.7 discusses the study’s contributions to
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the relevant scholarly fields. Section 1.8 outlines and briefly discusses the organisation
of the thesis. Section 1.9 provides a conclusion to the chapter.

1.2 The Research Problem

This thesis focuses on an export trading knowledge portal for the use of an export
trading community. In this research, the community comprises members involved in
export activities such as the exporters, the government department regulating export and
the export services providers. In this study, the community members are from seven
stakeholders, namely the Australian Customs Service (ACS), quality authority
(comprising Department of Primary Industries – Fisheries and Australian Quarantine
and Inspection Services), exporting firm (three exporting companies), freight
forwarding organisation (two organisations), a shipping company (a shipping carrier;
one organisation),

export

logistics

and

training services

organisation

(two

organisations), and professional export association (one organisation). They are
regarded as the portal users for the portal design purpose in this study.

‘Export trading’ (or export trades) refers to the selling of any products to one or many
buyers overseas. ‘Trading’ (or trades) generally refers to trading involving buying and
selling activities of the product(s), and these activities happen in both export and
domestic trading (or domestic trades), which involves the sale – e.g. products, services,
or ideas – to one or more buyers in a host country or overseas (Soon, Chen &
Underwood, 2004). Related terms are ‘export’, ‘exporting’, ‘exporter’, ‘non-exporter’,
and ‘export trading community’. To export is to send goods out from a country for sale
to one or more buyers in another country. Export (or exports) also refers to goods
exported. Exporting is an act to export goods. The firms that sell products overseas are
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exporters. Exporting firms may or may not involve themselves in domestic trading. In
contrast, firms involved only in domestic sales and who do not export are non-exporters
(or domestic traders).

Export trading involves risks, uncertainty and unpredictability (Baldauf, Cravens, &
Wagner, 2000; Yeoh & Jeong, 1995; Zhao & Zou, 2002; Robertson & Chetty, 2000).
Export trading is a competitive and challenging environment constantly requiring
solutions to new problems (Jones, 2001; Morgan & Katsikeas, 1998; Robertson &
Chetty, 2000; Winklhofer & Diamantopoulos, 2001). It is important to obtain and use
export-specific knowledge to advise actions and conduct export activities in order to
help achieve export performance (Robertson & Chetty, 2000; Julien & Ramangalahy,
2003; Baldauf et al., 2000; Souchon et al., 2003; Winklhofer & Diamantopoulos, 2002;
Dhanaraj & Beamish, 2003). In such a complex export trading environment, obtaining
critical knowledge and using it effectively requires knowledge management. Managing
knowledge has a central advantage in creating a competitive business advantage in
organisations (Burn, Marshall & Wild, 1999; Cleland & King, 1975; O'Leary, 2001;
O'Leary & Selfridge, 1999, 2000; Patrick, 2001; Spiegler, 2000; Zack, 1999a, 1999b).
Technology is a form of knowledge management enabler (Stenmark, 2000-2001;
Migliarese & Verteramo, 2005; Davis, Subramani & Westerberg, 2005; Davenport &
Pruzak, 2000; Desouza, 2003; Corno, Reinmoeller & Nonaka, 1999; Merali & Davies,
2001; Hoffmann, Loser, Walter & Herrmann, 1999; Migliarese & Verteramo, 2005). On
this basis, an export trading knowledge portal (as a portal technology) is designed in
order to enhance export performance and achieve export success.

The thesis addresses the research problem through the following questions. The
principal research question is “what constitutes export trading knowledge and how does
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portal technology support the use and exchange of this knowledge amongst the portal
users?” The subsidiary research questions derived from the main problem are: (1) what
portal features can help export trading members interact; (2) what portal features can
help export trading members seek and use important useful resources; and (3) how can
members’ previous version of knowledge be renewed and new knowledge created when
the collective knowledge in the portal is used?

1.3 The Aims of this Research

Within the framework of the research questions (above), this thesis first aims to provide
a conceptual understanding of export knowledge and why knowledge renewal and
creation is important in export trading. Portals are websites also known as web
information systems (Scharl, 2001a, 2001b), which are a form of web technology
(Atluri & Gal, 2002; Allmen et al., 2001). The second aim is to examine how portal
technology supports knowledge used in export trading. The overall goal is to discover
how portal technology can support human interactions and use of knowledge
electronically in order to achieve enhanced export performance as a result of knowledge
creation and knowledge renewal. The research explains how the members of the export
trading community can communicate and interact to exchange knowledge in a portal.
The web is a rich knowledge source with an enormous volume of information stored for
web users (Hargittal, 2000). Information on the web is explicit knowledge. Electronic
publishing is a one-way distribution of explicit knowledge to a user community (Zack,
1999b). This explicit knowledge was originally tacit knowledge in the mind of an
original knower but expressed as information for knowledge sharing and publishing on
the web. In the portal, information consists of data in the basic units of all formats as
text, raw data, voice, image, graphics, etc.
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There is a strong reason for using and exchanging export trading knowledge in the
portal. The low cost of information and communication technology has created a
potential infrastructure for knowledge exchange and has opened up important
knowledge management opportunities (Davenport & Prusak, 2000; Corno et al., 1999;
Migliarese & Verteramo, 2005; Green, 2000; Stenmark, 2000-2001; Hoffmann et al.,
1999; Merali & Davies, 2001; Davis et al., 2005; Desouza, 2003). Traditional face-toface networking only allows people to keep relatively small functional networks, but the
new information communication technologies allow people to expand on processes and
shape them differently (Garcia-Lorenzo, Mitleton-Kelly & Galliers, 2003). In addition
to the face-to-face human networking, tacit knowledge in peer members in the export
trading community is very important for export success and may be made explicit for
electronic exchange. The use of electronically exchanged knowledge can enable the
successful running of business activities and increase export business viability.

1.4 The Significance of and Need for this Research

Export activity provides such beneficial outcomes as economic growth, profits and
revenues into the exporting companies and countries (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2000; Australian Trade Commission, 2000; Morgan & Katsikeas, 1998). To undertake
exports, a firm has to interact with other organisations and government departments that
facilitate or regulate export trading. There are government departments controlling the
conditions and ways goods are exported out of the country. There are export service
providers from a number of export business firms that help market, pack, transport,
ship, distribute goods, or handle export procedures (such as export declarations,
payments, insurance, etc.) of exporting firms but do not produce goods for overseas
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sales themselves. These firms or people, who are not exporters but are closely related to
export, carry out major functions in export and have to interact with exporters and
export-related people in real-life export trading scenarios. In this research, we refer to
the export trading community as the entirety of government departments regulating
export, the export service providers, and the exporters.

Exporting can open the door to a leap in sales and profits (Australian Institute of Export,
December 2004/January 2005, p. 19). Export activity provides several beneficial
outcomes for countries and firms (Morgan & Katsikeas, 1998). Export can provide
growth and profit (Australian Trade Commission, 1999) in both the exporting firms and
the country. According to Bajpai and Sachs (1998), rapid overall economic growth
depends on rapid export growth. In Australia, export is important because it brings more
revenue into Australia and allows for economic growth (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2000). Australian is fully committed to achieving greater access to markets worldwide
for Australian goods and services (Australian Government, 2004). The Premier of
Queensland, a state in Australia, Mr. Peter Beattie MP, commented that the thriving
export sector is critical to achieving one of the government’s key goals of boosting
economic development and creating jobs (Queensland Government, 2004a, 2004b).
Export allows the opportunity for production of goods, produces demand for work and
hence creates jobs. In Australia, export accounts for around a fifth of gross domestic
product (GDP) and approximately one job in five (Commonwealth of Australia, 2001).
Business in Australia operates as part of a global economy (Australian Institute of
Export, 2004), and the global trading environment is a key factor in shaping a country’s
economic development.
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Since exports bring more profits into an exporting firm causing business growth, that is
a main reason or motivation to export at the organisational level. Since export creates
business profits, helps grow the country’s economy and creates more jobs, export is an
important activity to be encouraged in any country. Export is hence a business agenda at
the national level. The seller may be unsure and inexperienced in dealing with new
buyers in a different country where the product has not been previously sold. Areas of
unfamiliarity may be associated with people, trading agents, laws, product packaging,
marketing, distribution and many other factors in a different country. Hence, the export
trading environment may be thought of as hostile, unstable, uncertain and unpredictable.
However, exporting without careful planning and marketing activities is a risk-taking
enterprise. Considering these issues, it is vital for anyone taking part in export trading to
study the environment, address the export-specific needs in one’s business operations
and see critical issues that determine export success or failure.

This thesis demonstrates that there is a great need to understand the vital frequent use of
the latest relevant and reliable knowledge. This knowledge may be consolidated on a
specially designed portal to enable export success. The thesis explores the types of
knowledge the export trading community use, the members’ needs for interactions for
knowledge and how the portal can support knowledge use and interactions. This
research design marries the theoretical grounding literature and real-life export trading
phenomenon in Australia to develop an understanding of how the use of information
and knowledge drives export success. The research suggests that the use and exchange
of knowledge are essential activities in real-life export trading, and that portal
technology supports and facilitates knowledge use in a form of technology-enabled
knowledge management. Portals integrate diverse interaction channels at a central point,
providing a comprehensive context and an aggregated view across all information
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(Wege, 2002). The research contributes to the theoretical fields of networking
technology and knowledge management and the applied work of export trading
community by informing the community members that the use of the portal helps their
interactions, use and management of crucial knowledge.

In this research, graphic models are presented to explain how export trading knowledge
is communicated and used in human interactions, how export trading knowledge is used
to enhance export performance and how portal technology supports and manages
knowledge use. An important concept in knowledge use is ‘wisdom’. Wisdom is an
evaluated understanding (Hicks, Dattero & Galup, 2006). Wisdom is used to guide
decision making, problem solving, planning, strategic orientation and create business
intelligence and competitive advantage. All these important export actions contribute to
export performance. The theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation is
developed in this thesis to predict the wisdom (for decision making and so on) of the
members of the export trading community by using export trading portal information
and knowledge. The models within the theoretical framework provide some guidelines
on what export traders have to do to achieve export performance.

By implementing and using the portal designed in this study, it is argued that the
following outcomes are possible: (1) improvement of work effectiveness and efficiency
of the members of the export trading community who take up the portal technology (and
really use the export portal) as a result of advice and ideas obtained through
interactions; (2) using the portal, the users exchange knowledge and share new ideas,
perspectives and beliefs, thus renewing existing knowledge. Further, new ideas,
perspectives and beliefs are critical values providing information inputs for knowledge
synthesis to the portal users. New knowledge may be created resulting in innovation,
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redesign of existing products and new products designed to suit the global
marketplaces; and (3) improvement in export performance is due to availability of
information and knowledge obtained from tacit knowledge through interactions with the
portal users. The portal users are the members of the export trading community, who are
also known as export trading community members in this thesis. They share their skills,
experience, expertise, intuition, hunches and success through their knowledge use and
exchange in the portal.

1.5 The Research Design

As stated, the research aims to examine how the portal technology can support
knowledge use and exchange within the export trading community. It also aims to
explain the importance of knowledge renewal and creation due to the knowledge use
and exchange that can lead to export success. Humans’ use of knowledge on the portal
is a form of human-computer-interaction, which is far too rich and complex to force into
a set of hypotheses that can be quantitatively tested (Rogers, Bannon & Button, 1994, p.
28). Case study methodology supports qualitative interpretive constructivist research
and is adopted in this research. Yin (2003) states, “Case studies have a distinctive place
in evaluation research. There are at least five different applications. The most important
is to explain the presumed causal links in real-life interventions that are too complex for
the survey or experimental strategies” (p. 15). Furthermore, as Lee (2000) suggests in
relation to studies of tacit knowledge, the causal links between how export trading
knowledge is used and exchanged in the portal is a new and unknown phenomenon
which lends itself to qualitative inquiry. Hence, this study is framed within a qualitative
interpretive constructivist research paradigm, which places an emphasis on the valueladen nature of inquiry and seeks answers to questions that stress how social experience
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is created and given meaning (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). The study is designed to be a
qualitative interpretive constructivist research due to the need to understand the
thoughts and actions related to tacit knowledge of the members in the export trading
community. Constructivist research is qualitative interpretive research that helps
information systems researchers understand human thought and action in the social and
organisational context, and produces deep insights into different information systems
phenomena (Klein & Myers, 1999). Being qualitative interpretive constructivist
qualitative research, this study obtains a deeper socially constructed understanding of
the information systems phenomenon and designs the portal with important functions
that meet the export trading community members’ needs for knowledge use and
exchange.

Case study methods have a distinct place in evaluation research, including explaining
the causal links in real-life interventions that are too complex for survey or experimental
strategies (Yin, 2003, p. 15). This research adopts case study methods set within a
qualitative interpretive constructivist framework for empirical data collection, analysis,
explanation building and theory building. The case study in this research is not a single
case study but an embedded case study comprising two main units of analysis. An
embedded case study involves various units of analysis in the projects (Yin, 2003). In
the embedded case study, unit of analysis I does not contain sub-units, but unit of
analysis II contains two sub-units (units of analysis IIA and IIB). The unit of analysis is
a critical factor in a case study (Yin, 1994, p. 20). The unit of analysis is related to the
way a researcher defines the initial research questions (Pare, 2002; Yin, 2003). The two
units of analysis (I & II) in this thesis are specially designed to address the subquestions derived from the principal research question. Unit of analysis I is designed to
examine ‘what constitutes export trading knowledge’ and unit of analysis II to discover
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‘how the portal technology supports the use and exchange of this knowledge amongst
the portal users’ and addresses three sub-questions. Unit of analysis IIA seeks empirical
data to answer the first two sub-questions: (1) what portal features can help export
trading members interact; and (2) what portal features can help export trading members
seek and use important useful resources. Unit of analysis IIB collects data to address
sub-question (3): how can members’ previous version of knowledge be renewed and
new knowledge created when the collective knowledge in the portal is used.

In case studies, data can be collected through multiple sources. The sources used are
surveys, interviews, observations (i.e. work observations and user demonstrations of
legacy systems software and portal software), documents and archives. Case study
research has the ability to use all methods within the data-collection process and to
compare within-case and across-cases for research validity (Dooley, 2002, p. 338). Case
study supports thematic formations and pattern matching (Stake, 1995; Yin, 1997,
2003). In this study, comparisons of data collected from different data sources for each
lowest-level unit of analysis, across different sub-units of analysis and between the two
main units of analysis were performed for research validity. Comparing data from
different sources or across various units also creates themes and patterns in the case
study. Content analysis is a more powerful means to categorise themes, concepts and
patterns from different forms of data. For this reason, content analysis is employed to
enhance and strengthen the effects of case study thematic formations and pattern
matching useful in theoretical understanding and theory building. The case study shows
the possible result of wisdom in the minds of the portal users due to the important
effective knowledge use and exchange enabled supportively by the portal technology.
The case study also explains that the effective use of portal knowledge provides
information inputs to renew the portal users’ previous version of knowledge and also
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allow new knowledge to be created. The research builds a theory of net-user knowledge
renewal and creation using the case study research approach.

1.6 The Research Scope and Limitations

This thesis discusses the use of knowledge as tacit and explicit knowledge and regards
explicit knowledge as information readily available in any textual, graphical, database,
tabular and many other formats. Knowledge is made explicit (into information) after an
externalisation process. The research regards tacit knowledge as knowledge in the
minds of the knowledge holders that can be articulated if shareable. Tacit knowledge is
therefore the shareable human experience, skills, expertise, intuition and hunches. This
research focuses on explicit knowledge in the general use of the portal, and on human
interactions that convert shareable tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. The
research defines knowledge as intellectual capability that resides in the mind as tacit
knowledge, and knowledge having left the mind in expressed formats (as discussed
above) as explicit knowledge. In the portal, the web pages show information that is
explicit knowledge (externalised by the original knowledge holders) expressed in
various formats acceptable on the web.

In business, not all knowledge is shareable. For example, an exporter will not share a
trade secret with competitors. This research adopts Matusik and Hill’s (1998) taxonomy
of knowledge as a guideline to distinguish what knowledge can and what cannot be
shared. Knowledge that cannot be shared includes matters of confidentiality and of
potential conflict of interest to the knowledge-holders in business. The thesis is that
shareable tacit knowledge in export-related activities can benefit the entire export
trading community in achieving export performance. Technology is an enabler of
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knowledge management (Hoffmann et al., 1999; Stenmark, 2000-2001; Green, 2000;
Desouza, 2003; Davenport & Pruzak, 2000; Merali & Davies, 2001; Migliarese &
Verteramo, 2005; Davis et al., 2005). The findings in this thesis strongly advocate the
adoption of the portal designed in this study for the mutual benefits of the export trading
community as the portal users. It is argued that the export trading knowledge portal is a
knowledge platform of export-centric knowledge useful for knowledge renewal and
creation that helps win more export success in the competitive global marketplace.

There are some limitations identified in this study. First, export trading community
members suggested for this study include major representatives from three main groups
of people: the exporters, the government departments involved in export and export
service providers. Seven stakeholders are involved in the above three main groups: the
Australian Customs Service (ACS); quality authority; exporter; freight forwarding
organisation; shipping company; export logistics and training services organisation; and
professional export association. As each group may consist of many sub-groups, it is a
limitation of this study that it could not consider all sub-groups in the real-life export
domain but considers a number of key players for each group and its sub-groups (as
seven stakeholders) in this study. A second limitation is the degree of relatedness. Many
parties in the sub-groups can be considered to be related, with the parties being slightly,
moderately, or highly related. The empirical aspect of this study involves the most
important key players in export (i.e. highly-related parties). Future work could include
moderately- or even slightly-related parties in export trading knowledge portal research.
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1.7 The Research Contributions

This research will make four types of contributions: theoretical, technological,
methodological and practical. These contributions are explained as follows. A new
theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation, derived from and supported by
theoretical conceptual diagrams and models, is a major contribution of this research. In
this study, the three complementary theories used have enabled a theoretical grounding
of human interactions using export trading knowledge. Based on these guidelines, the
theoretical understanding informs how the portal can be designed. This theoretical
perception helps analyse the obtained empirical data in the evaluation process. Many
further socially constituted conceptual understandings were derived after interacting
with the respondents about their world views. With the empirical fact-finding results,
theoretical analyses were carried out. As a result, a new theory, namely a theory of netuser knowledge renewal and creation, was developed as a research output in this thesis.
The theory can predict the portal user’s wisdom as a result of using the portal
knowledge.

The study also resulted in the development of an export trading knowledge portal design
after undertaking both the empirical and theoretical analyses. This is a major
technological contribution to the field of information systems. The portal design
considers the need for export knowledge use and exchange, and incorporates many web
links and web tools to facilitate this exchange. The portal design integrates additional
websites from the portal users’ company, websites of overseas export authorities,
websites of other related export parties holding important export trading information
and more. The integration is for relevant and useful knowledge resources, sharing of
electronic documents and important web information publishing. The portal design
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considers information seeking and enables searching for useful experts who can be
contacted for help. The consideration includes export institutions for more export
information and knowledge in training and education. The design also considers the
recruitment of portal users with experience and background in export trading. The portal
design considers the importance of user motivation and incentives which encourage the
regular use of the portal and help to retain the portal users.

The methodological contribution refers to the analytical methodology developed (in
Chapter 5), which was used to analyse empirical data collected from the qualitative
interpretive constructivist perspectives in this research. Within the qualitative
interpretive constructivist paradigm, case study research supports the use of theory,
theory building or refinement in research. The analytical methodology is created using
the case study research method and the theories that blend in case study research. Case
study researchers such as Yin (1994, 2003), Stake (1995), Lee (1989a, 1989b), Pare and
Elam (1997) and Gillham (2000) have so far discussed general ways to use case study,
the benefits of case study research and the use of case study in theory building, testing
and refinement. However, in their research there is lack of attention to ‘how and in what
process the empirical data retrieved can be analysed in the light of theory in a case
study’. The developed analytical methodology that can be used to guide the theoretical
interpretation and analysis of empirical data in all case study research is an important
contribution of this study. The use of analytical methodology is believed to help
researchers who use theory in case study research to understand the relationship
between data and theory, and to know how to analyse data by inferring the data to the
theory. Analytical methodology is believed to help researchers formulate concepts in
their studies that will lead to their findings.
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The practical contribution is a socially constructed conceptualisation of the export
trading knowledge portal use shown in the results of analysis, conceptual diagrams and
framework.

The

social

construction

(resulting

from

qualitative

interpretive

constructivist research) of the export trading portal knowledge use and exchange is
produced after evaluating the collected empirical data. Social construction, although
driven without the use of theory, is a powerful research paradigm used to obtain critical
social conceptions directly from empirical data obtained from the export trading
phenomenon and the portal software specialists studied. Markus (1997, p. 22) states,
“research that systematically observes information systems practice is a scientific
contribution, even in the absence of explicit theory that predicts or explains the
observations”. By empirically examining the export trading phenomenon and the reallife use and design of portal software, a deeper constructivist understanding is derived
from this study. This study creates a socially constructed understanding that reflects an
importance in real-life human interactions for information and knowledge that aids
success in export ventures, and also reflects how a portal is used to manage the use and
exchange of human knowledge. The socially constructed concepts identified from the
empirical study also clearly formulate an essential awareness of the need to not only
dynamically obtain but to be serious about using knowledge effectively for export
performance (i.e. decision planning, decision making, innovation, business intelligence
and work capability).

The research contributes to three groups of the targeted research audience. The first
group includes members in the seven stakeholders below: the Australian Customs
Service (ACS); quality authority; exporting firm; freight forwarding organisation;
shipping company; export logistics and training services organisation; and professional
export association (or the three main groups: the exporters, the government departments
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involved in export, the export service providers), and anyone who has an interest in
export trading and export performance. The second group involves the portal designers,
the portal specialists, the portal project managers and anyone with an interest in portal
design and development. The third group involves scholars involved in the area of
export trading, especially its high-technology end, and case study researchers who wish
to know more about how to analyse data using theory in case study research.

1.8 Thesis Structure

This thesis consists of eight chapters which are outlined as follows:

●

Chapter one provides an introduction to the entire research. It states the aims,
the significance and importance of the research, the scope and limitations of this
study, contributions of the research, research problems and the thesis structure. It
clearly states the principal research problems as (1) what constitutes export
trading knowledge, and (2) how the export trading knowledge portal supports
knowledge use and exchange amongst people in export trading. The three subquestions are: (1) what portal features can help export trading members interact;
(2) what portal features can help export trading members seek and use important
useful resources; and (3) how can members’ previous version of knowledge be
renewed and new knowledge created when the collective knowledge in the portal
is used.

●

Chapter two is a literature review of the three main related areas: export trading,
knowledge management and portal technology. It provides a general theoretical
background to the research problem and examines strengths and weaknesses in
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prior studies. Prior scholarship provides the research framework. The literature
review reveals a gap in previous research and positions the problems of, and the
need for, this research.

●

Chapter three explains the need to use theories in a study like this in the field of
information systems (IS) research. It explains the rationale behind using three
theories (domain analysis, activity theory and theory of organisational knowledge
creation) in this research.

It also explains why the three theories are

complementary and how they are used together to form a theoretical framework.
It discusses how the use of the theoretical framework informs the analysis of
empirical data and helps develop a new theory.

●

The nature of social inquiry warrants a qualitative research method (Guba &
Lincoln, 1989) in this study. Chapter four explains why qualitative rather than
quantitative research method is adopted to address the research problem and how
the theoretical framework guides the methodology. The chapter also explains that
quantitative data cannot address the research problem. The study is guided by a
theoretical framework. Case study methods support theory and theory building as
well as providing data collection protocols through multiple sources.

●

Chapter five explains the empirical data collected for evaluation. The chapter
explains the analytical methodology developed in this thesis, which is useful for
inferring empirical data to the concepts in the theoretical framework for analysis
purposes. Using the theory and data in this study, Chapter 5 describes how theory
is mapped to the data for analysis in the case study following the guidelines of the
analytical methodology. It also demonstrates how this analytical methodology
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can be applied in other case study research, how the analytical methodology is
useful and is a research contribution.

●

Chapter six presents both preliminary and theoretical analyses. The preliminary
analysis is a reflection of the empirical data and presents the evaluation of the
empirical data from a real-life phenomenon. The preliminary analysis presents a
scientific observation of empirical data without merging data to theory. Having
introduced the data in the preliminary analysis, Chapter 7 discusses how the
theoretical concepts in the theoretical framework are used together with the
empirical data in the theoretical analyses.

●

Chapter seven presents a conceptual framework regarding the use of export
trading domain knowledge. It explains the use of theoretical cumulation, which is
obtained through the explanation of theoretical concepts as a basis of theory
building. It explains how theoretical models show more theoretical concepts and
how the concepts are used and developed into a new theory (theory of net-user
knowledge renewal and creation). It explains the use of the theory of net-user
knowledge renewal and creation and discusses the advantages and limitations of
the theory.

●

Chapter eight, the concluding chapter, is a summary of the major findings and
limitations of the thesis. It also informs readers of possible future research
directions.

Appendices contain data collected and analysed in this research. A glossary at the front
of the thesis explains various key terms and concepts used together with key players in
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export trading and their activities. Following the glossary is a list of acronyms
commonly used in this thesis. Both the glossary and the acronym list serve as easy
references to terms and concepts used in the thesis.

1.9 Summary

This thesis is an interpretive research reporting an embedded case study. The research is
multidisciplinary, drawing knowledge and theories from business, information
technology and sociology. The research makes the following contributions. It produces
a methodology to analyse empirical data using theory in a case study as a
methodological contribution, provides a portal design as a technological contribution,
gives some insights into the real world of export trading as a practical contribution, and
generates a new theory (theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation) in the
export trading users context as a theoretical contribution. The export trading community
is a representative of a business community of practice. The portal designed in this
research is for managing export trading knowledge within the community. Theory of
net-user knowledge renewal and creation is developed by analysing how knowledge is
used and exchanged in the export trading community and how the portal could support
it. The theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation is believed to be able to
generalise in a similar networking user environment such as import trading, domestic
trading and general trading.

This research focuses on an export trading knowledge portal useful to the export trading
community that comprises exporters, export service providers and government
departments regulating export. It examines how the portal supports export trading
knowledge use and exchange. The central argument is that the use of the portal
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knowledge will lead to improved export performance. Export performance is a form of
wisdom which can be translated into decision making, problem solving, planning,
strategic orientation, business intelligence and competitive advantage. Knowledge
management is a critical driver of competitive advantage and a key enabler of firm
productivity (Carmel, 2005). Knowledge management enables effective use of
knowledge, especially when it is supported by technology. It is argued in the research
that export success is underpinned by the effective use of knowledge, and the effective
use of export trading knowledge is greatly enhanced by the strong support of
technology. There is a demarcation line between the types of tacit knowledge that can
and cannot be shared and used in the portal. The knowledge that can or cannot be shared
in the portal is clearly distinguished by using the Matusik and Hill’s (1998) guidelines.
Using their guidelines, knowledge not to be shared is that associated with issues of
privacy, confidentiality and conflicts of interest.

In brief, this chapter provides an overview and introduces many key aspects of work in
this thesis. It clarifies the aims of this study, explains the significance of the research,
the research scope and limitations, the research problems, the research design and its
contributions.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1

Introduction

As stated in Chapter 1 – Introduction, the thesis asks “what constitutes export trading
knowledge and how does portal technology (and design) support the use and exchange
of this knowledge amongst portal users?” Answering this question involves a review of
the literature in three key areas: export trading; knowledge renewal and creation as part
of organisational knowledge management; and portal technology, including
functionalities. The literature review of these areas indicates that export trading is a
specific trading domain with its own characteristics and knowledge needs, which may
be supported by portal technology as a knowledge management enabler for the benefits
of the export trading community.

The review therefore indicates the need for this study to examine, as a whole, how
portal technology will enhance export performance through effective knowledge
management. Several types of knowledge management literature generally explore
businesses in other trading contexts. To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, little
empirical work has been done on knowledge management in export trading. Very scarce
research attention has been given to how a portal technology is used to manage export
trading knowledge. Moreover, there is scant scholarship on applying knowledge
management to the export trading community in Australia or elsewhere through portal
technology as an obvious knowledge platform in the information age.
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The following sections of this chapter, therefore, turn to the literature in each of the
three areas: export trading, knowledge management and web technology. The summary
at the end of this chapter suggests that these areas require a theoretical framework that
brings them together. By exploring the related areas, the literature review provides a
theoretical background of the research problem. Second, the strengths and weaknesses
of prior studies are discussed. Third, the literature review also demonstrates the
groundwork done by practitioners or other academic researchers. This knowledge
provides a foundation for a conceptual understanding of this present study. Fourth, by
pointing out the gap in previous research, the review further reveals an underlying
research problem for this present study.

This chapter adopts the following structure. Section 2.2 shows export trading research in
the use of knowledge and information for strategic orientation, capabilities and export
performance. It explains the use of export trading information and knowledge for work
empowerment in the knowledge economy. Section 2.3 explains knowledge management
and the related concepts and terms. Tacit and explicit knowledge are distinguished and
discussed from the perspectives of different schools of thought in knowledge
management. A knowledge taxonomy is used to distinguished the types of shareable
tacit knowledge considered in this thesis and the portal design. The section finally
discusses knowledge renewal, new knowledge creation and innovation in export trading
knowledge management. Section 2.4 discusses the use of portal technology. It discusses
how a portal is used to support information seeking and knowledge use, so as to provide
resources on a central window webpage as an entry point to the common resources for
all targeted users, that is, for export trading community members as the portal users.
Section 2.5 highlights a knowledge gap in prior work suggesting how technology is
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used to support knowledge use and exchange through communications using portal
technology. Section 2.6 is a summary of this chapter.

2.2

Export Trading

This section discusses the characteristics of export trading, as opposed to domestic
trading, as a risky and complex undertaking. The discussion then moves to major
determinants of success in export performance as presented in the literature. Export
success includes work empowerment through effective use of export trading
information and knowledge. The discussion focuses on work empowerment that
accompanies the acquiring and using of information and knowledge in export trading. In
this section, both practitioner and scholarly literature on using export trading
information and knowledge for export performance are reviewed in order to find out
how export ventures become successful.

2.2.1

The Characteristics of Export Trading

Many scholars have analysed export trading as a complex and risk-taking business
venture in terms of the business environment (Robertson & Chetty, 2000; Yeoh, 2000;
Souchon et al., 2003; Winklhofer & Diamantopoulos, 2002), decisions and processes
(Jones, 2001), and marketing (Dhanaraj & Beamish, 2003; Yeoh & Jeong, 1995;
MacPherson, 2000; Zhao & Zou, 2002; Baldauf et al., 2000; Ogunmokun & Ng, 2004).
For example, Yeoh and Jeong (1995) state, “Exporting firms could operate successfully
in hostile or benign external environments”. Morgan and Katsikeas (1998) make the
following observation, “Between exporters and non-exporters, the former are more
committed generally to engaging in information seeking and marketing research
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activities when compared with domestic operating firms”. Export trading is more
complex, as selling is targeted towards buyers of diverse backgrounds. Selling in a
foreign environment is not like selling in a domestic market where a seller is familiar
with the buyers.

Exporters face challenges in all export ventures. Export impediments can be sourced to
the procedural and regulatory functions of both home and export market governments;
lack of government incentives, unfamiliarity with government export assistance,
bureaucratic government mechanisms for export trade, protectionist policies of export
market governments and lack of awareness regarding government information sources
on overseas markets (Morgan & Katsikeas, 1998, p. 164). Exporters have to decide any
export venture by assessing many aspects of export (e.g. overseas buyer preference and
behaviour; market research activities; redesign of the product). Sourcing for information
about challenges and impediments so that exporters can deal with them and plan their
ventures is an important undertaking in order to achieve export success. However,
foreign information is less easy to access than domestic information (Julien &
Ramangalahy, 2003, p. 241). Nevertheless, the complex and risk-taking business
venture of export trading necessitates seeking foreign information and obtaining export
knowledge.

Exporters are subject to various trading conditions that require them to know more (or
much more) than the non-exporters (domestic trading firms) in order to export
successfully. Between exporters and non-exporters, the former are more committed
generally to engaging in information seeking and market-research activities when
compared with domestic operating firms (Morgan & Katsikeas, 1998, p. 164). Yeoh
(2000) makes an observation that, “Entrepreneurship is based on discovering
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opportunities and exploiting them. In this regard, global start-ups position themselves to
opportunities in the international marketplace by being avid information seekers” (p.
52). Yeoh’s observation critically highlights the importance of identifying any global
business opportunity and exploiting it by exporting promptly. His observation, however,
triggers the thought regarding the distinctive difference between exporters and nonexporters. The exporters are more avid information seekers than the the thought
regarding the distinctive difference between exporters and as thus can identify
international market opportunity, decide quickly and consequently exploit the exporting
opportunity.

In essence, export trading is a complex trading environment and there are many reasons
for exporters to know what may go wrong and what to do to stop things from going
wrong. The critical point is exporters’ use of information and knowledge to support a
decision to export, plan the export venture and manage the export risks to make a profit.

2.2.2

Export Performance and Work Empowerment

Clearly, the characteristics of export trading will depend on concrete destinations (e.g.
China), conditions (e.g. buyer-seller relations), timing (e.g. frequency of purchase), and
product (e.g. prawns). However, for the purpose of this thesis, export trading more
generally relates to export performance as ‘the growth of foreign sales over time’
(MacPherson, 2000, p. 169) or ‘a firm’s outcomes achieved in international sales’
(Baldauf et al. 2000, p. 64). Roper and Love (2002), and Baldauf et al. (2000) state that
export performance has been measured in some extant research using quantifiable terms
such as export sales, export sales growth, export profits and export intensity. This
research focuses on discussing the use of information and knowledge on the portal
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technology as a driving factor to achieve export performance but does not look into how
to measure the volume of export sales.

Robertson and Chetty (2000) point out that export performance literature still indicates a
vast array of unknowns and uncertainties. In Roper and Love’s (2002) research about
innovation and export performance in the UK and German manufacturing plants, they
suggest that failure to keep pace with rising quality standards in international markets
was a major factor in UK’s poor trade performance up to the 1980s. Their research
indicates the importance of considering both product innovation and manufacturing
plant innovation activities in order to achieve export performance. While focusing on
product design by considering the international orientation and market intelligence in
export performance in US machine tool companies, Ogunmokun and Ng (2004)
discovered seven critical factors influencing export performance in international
marketing, as follows: (1) marketing expertise: know how to market overseas and how
to advertise in a foreign market; (2) market skimming pricing strategy and product
differentiation strategy; (3) perceptions of the benefits of exporting; (4) outside
assistance from a foreign credit insurance association; (5) ability to handle legal
environment problems; (6) manager’s personal features: the exporting manager has to
be an extrovert who is adaptable and willing to turn his/her interest towards the outside
world; and (7) strong motivation to export. Baldauf et al. (2000) report three factors
determining export performance in small open European economies like Austria as: (1)
environment (such as socio-cultural and political environment); (2) firm characteristics
(such as managerial and financial resources, production capacity and economy of scale);
and (3) business strategies (such as differentiation, low-cost and market focus strategy).
Leonidou, Katsikeas and Samiee’s (2002) research examines marketing strategies as
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determinants of export performance. They discuss export targeting, product, pricing,
distribution and promotion as international market strategies for export performance.

While there were different reflections of the failure factors and the determinants of
export performance, the findings from the research discussed above clearly did not
show the same factors. However, there are several indications of the factors and
determinants such as marketing expertise, perceptions of the benefits, business
strategies, ability to handle problems, strong motivation and socio-cultural environment.
These factors are related to the use of human action, that is, skills that require people’s
use of information as important factors in the exporting field.

2.2.3

Work Empowerment: Using Export Trading Information and Knowledge

As indicated above, the use of information and knowledge will enable capability,
decision making, strategy, planning, innovation, competitive advantage and market
intelligence. This research terms the outcome as a whole as work empowerment that
enables knowledge workers to achieve successful export. The following discussions
offer some explanations and further insights into work empowerment related to the use
of information and knowledge.

Souchon et al. (2003) stress, “Export information plays a critical role in fostering
company internationalisation because lack of information is a major barrier to both
export initiation and export expansion. Competitive advantage is found increasingly in
what is done with information and how information is used” (p. 106).
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Morgan and Katsikeas (1998) point out that the exporter’s devoted skill to use timely,
accurate, reliable and customised information establishes a suitable core set of
marketing intelligence. Exporting companies with extensive export experience usually
have employees with high export skills and knowledge about the environmental system
(Winklhofer & Diamantopoulos, 2001). While knowledge is gathered through
experience in foreign activities in international trading (Dhanaraj & Beamish, 2003),
knowledge can be foreign language, skills and experiences linked to exporting and
success in foreign markets (Tiessen, Wright & Turner, 2001).

Knowledge is revealed in various types of research as consisting of elements such as
experience, education, skills, insight, ideas and international activity requiring human
use of knowledge. For example, overseas work experience and overseas education have
predisposed firms to make contact with individuals and organisations in foreign
countries (Jones, 2001). Existing knowledge and experience provide some insights for
identifying factors that influence export performance (Baldauf et al., 2000, p. 62). Jones
(2001) observes that the firm’s size, experience and knowledge grow as international
activity evolves over time through increasing risk, cost, commitment, return on
investment and so on. Exporters help expose Australia to new ideas from around the
world and generate competitive pressure to create new ideas at home, as well as
stimulating innovation as exporting itself unleashes competitive and creative forces
from the world market into Australia (Australia Institute of Export, April/May 2005).

In essence, seeking and using export information and knowledge about experience,
education, skills, insight, ideas and human use of knowledge in international activity
generally create competitive advantage, market intelligence, experience, insights, skills
and innovations (Dhanaraj & Beamish, 2003; Roper & Love, 2002; Zou et al., 2003). In
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this line of thinking, competitive advantage increasingly lies not in the possession of
knowledge but in the skills associated with effective knowledge use (Souchon et al.,
p.106). Thus, the use of information and knowledge empowers humans at work in their
export trading activities by helping them to make better informed decisions, formulate
work plans, set up business strategy, create work capability and perform successful
exports. All this indicates a form of work empowerment.

Even though export research has gone through an evolution over the past three decades
(Dhanaraj & Beamish, 2003), there is no clear indication of what export knowledge
drives export performance. In other words, there is a clear lack of research that explains
what makes up the export trading knowledge enabling export performance. Nonetheless,
in various export literature that examines export performance (e.g. Kaleka, 2002;
Baldauf et al., 2000; Robertson & Chetty, 2000), the investment in seeking and using
information and knowledge from external sources have been clearly identified as
important to achieving export performance.

2.3

Knowledge Management

The crux of this study relates to export trading knowledge management. This section
narrows the focus from export trading to knowledge management in the export trading
environment. The discussion of the relevant literature covers the significance of
information and knowledge used in export trading and performance, scholarly work on
the taxonomy of knowledge and knowledge renewal and creation as part of knowledge
management by export traders.
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The Significance of Information and Knowledge Use in Export Trading

Export requires information and knowledge that form an important understanding of the
challenges and problems facing actual export trading. Understanding the export trading
context is crucial, even before planning and decision making takes place, to enable the
export success. By having sufficient contextual information and knowledge, exporters
then have the capabilities to undertake activities in exporting.

Apparently, the main rationale behind the use of information is that exporters make
informed decisions and plan for successful export activities to happen. Some scholars
emphasise the importance of knowledge by discussing useful knowledge seen in human
resources in export trading: the importance of using knowledge for strategic planning or
strategic orientation (Robertson & Chetty, 2000; Tiessen et al., 2001), export
performance (Baldauf et al., 2000; Dhanaraj & Beamish, 2003; Francis & Collins-Dodd,
2000; Leonidas, Katsikeas & Samiee, 2002) and developing capabilities (Zou et al.,
2002). Zou et al. (2002, p. 34) state that capabilities are a firm’s complex bundle of
skills and accumulated knowledge, exercised through organisational processes, that
enable the firm to coordinate activities and make the best use of its assets. Knowledge is
a resource that, when used effectively, establishes competitive advantage (Kalling &
Styhre, 2003).

Since the world changes rapidly, export trading is also subject to a dynamically
changing global trading environment. As such, exporting firms who have existing
knowledge to export may find their knowledge base inadequate to cope in a constantly
changing world. Global trading also becomes more complex with the likely changes in
customer behaviours in different marketplaces. Hence, the need to obtain more current
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information to update knowledge becomes vital. Knowledge obtained through
incremental experience from overseas activities is the primary means of reducing
foreign market uncertainty (Yeoh, 2000, p. 53). Exporters who use updated knowledge
in business operations can make better decisions on whether or not, how and when to
export. The ability to master information and knowledge is a critical factor in explaining
the competitive advantage and performance of exporting firms (Julien & Ramangalahy,
2003, p. 229).

To a very large extent, staff capability and skills to export becomes important factors for
export success. Companies with extensive export experience usually have employees
with high export skills and forecasting knowledge that will benefit them in their export
environment (Winklhofer & Diamantopoulos, 2001). In addition, exporting firms need
to ensure that staff are not using obsolete knowledge in business operations since both
the world and foreign markets are changing. Current useful information is important in
effective planning and decision making. Hence, obtaining new information and
knowledge is essential. Morgan and Katsikeas (1998) comment, “Export involvement is
largely a function of an organisational learning process requiring firms to acquire,
analyse and evaluate information from pertinent information sources” (p. 164).
Organisational learning is the process of improving actions at the individual, group and
organisation levels through better knowledge and understanding (Andrews & Delahaye,
1999). Hence, export trading staff are advised to adopt a learning attitude since they
work in a fast-changing world of complexity, uncertainty and risks.

In the real-life export trading scenarios, export does not happen by involving only
exporters. In order for export to take place, the export trading scenarios also involve
government departments and export service providers in addition to the exporters.
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While exporters need information and knowledge to export successfully, the
government officials and export service providers also need information and knowledge
to enable export to take place. The crux is that all people involved in export trading
must have sufficient, up-to-date information and knowledge to work competently in
export trading. Hence, this social phenomenon highlights the critical use of information
and knowledge by all those involved in export trading. Since people must seek and use
information and knowledge competently for export performance, how they behave to
obtain and use the information and knowledge in export trading is of central interest in
this study.

People’s behaviour and what they do to obtain information and knowledge for export
performance has therefore warranted a qualitative social inquiry in this study. As we are
living in the information age or a knowledge economy, the use of the Internet or World
Wide Web is popular and prevalent. Francis and Collins-Dodd’s (2000) and Jones’s
(2001) research in export performance has also highlighted the use of technology to
obtain critical information and the need to manage information and knowledge in hightechnology firms. Hence, technology is used to support information seeking and
knowledge use or exchange, and thus qualitative social inquiry can help carefully
examine how technology supports people in their behaviour to obtain and use
information and knowledge within the export trading context.

What sort of information constitutes knowledge that enhances export performance?
Souchon et al. (2003) consider ‘export-specific information’ as central to exporting
decision-making processes for exporting. Winklhofer and Diamantopoulos (2001; 2002)
contend that ‘contextual information’ supports forward planning and forecasting by
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export company executives. Dhanararaj and Beamish (2003) argue that knowledge of
foreign markets is a key factor in a company’s degree of export.

2.3.2

Knowledge Management, Concepts and Terminologies

Knowledge management research is challenging, as a complete and mutually agreed
definition of knowledge remains elusive (Schultze & Stabell, 2004). Scholars such as
Hicks et al. (2006), Liebowitz (2000), Abell (2001), and Ezingeard, Leigh and
Chandler-Wilde (2000) agree that knowledge management is an approach to identify,
capture, retrieve, share, evaluate, add value, organise, access, distribute, deploy, use and
combine useful information assets. Darroach (2005) sees that effective knowledge
management is critical to the long-term survival of firms because it underpins the
development of many firms’ capabilities. Knowledge management facilitates internal
work processes, enables the workers’ effective task performance and creates greater
values in organisational products, services and systems (Abell, 2001; Martin &
Metcalfe, 2001). Different levels of knowledge are required in order to carry out tasks
(Irani, Sharif & Love, 2005). Hicks et al. (2006), Abell (2001), and Ezingeard et al.
(2000) see that intellectual capital such as knowledge, expertise and experience of
individual workers have to be captured and used for the best long-term interests of
organisations. Mack, Ravin and Byrd (2001) point out that knowledge and expertise
have to be made accessible for use within and across communities.

There are many concepts and terms closely associated with and widely used in
knowledge management and its closely related term ‘knowledge’. Clearly, information
and knowledge are most commonly used and often used interchangeably in the
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literature. In this thesis, information is distinguished from knowledge in the scholarship
on knowledge management in the following ways.

Data show as raw figures and texts. Data are facts without meaning (Tiwana, 2000).
Information informs by delivering meanings (Prusak, 1977). The value of information
resides in the relationship between the information and the seeker’s knowledge
(Stenmark, 2002; Tiwana, 2000). Information exists in electronic, textual means and
through human contacts (Burke & Hall, 1998; Choo, 1995). Wisdom occurs in a much
more complex state of mind. Wisdom is a highly cognitive skill, turning knowledge into
intellectual capital (Davenport, 2000; Drucker, 1998; Nonaka, 1996; Porac & Garud,
1999) after synthesizing sufficient types of useful and relevant knowledge.

Knowledge, information, data and wisdom are frequently used in knowledge
management. Knowledge is power (Polanyi, 1962, 1966, 1983) and the power of
knowledge is used to perform actions and make decisions (Hicks et al., 2006).
Knowledge is an important asset of organisations (Drucker, 1998; Davenport & Pruzak,
2000). Knowledge is context specific (Nonaka & Toyama, 2005; Nonaka & Takeuchi,
1995; Laupase, 2003) and justifies true beliefs (Boer et al., 2002; Lertpittayapoom, Paul
& Mykytyn, 2007). Knowledge is obtained after some cognitive processes (e.g.
classification, indexing, understanding and application) have taken place in the human
mind (Rademacher, 1999; Chan & Rosemann, 2001, 2002). Knowledge derives from
minds at work (Davenport & Pruzak, 2000). Knowledge informs decision making,
planning, reasoning and problem solving when a mind is at work. When knowledge is
utilised through all its activities, it produces corporate competitive advantage
(Stenmark, 2002a, 2002b; Wiig, 1997). Knowledge is internalised know-how and an
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ability to tacitly know what to do and how to do it in any particular context (Zack,
1999a, 1999b, 2001; May & Taylor, 2003; Hicks et al., 2006).

‘Explicit knowledge’ is knowledge expressed and made transmittable in formal and
systematic language (Nonaka, 1995). Explicit knowledge in the portal is knowledge that
is easy to articulate, capture and distribute in different formats such as tables, graphics,
charts, texts, sounds, figures etc., which is also regarded as a formal and systematic
language. Explicit knowledge can be disseminated within and across organisational
borders (Stenmark, 2002). On the portal, explicit knowledge is disseminated as
documents or through human contacts such as a forum or a discussion board via
technology (Collins, 2001, 2003). In this thesis, it is argued that information is different
from explicit knowledge. Soon, Chen and Underwood (2003) explain that explicit
knowledge is an elaborate expression of knowledge, while information is simply each
part of a fully elaborate expression. Soon et al. (2003) give an example of the explicit
knowledge of an export cargo declaration procedure as a full explanation of all
declaration procedures on a web page, and each sentence on the web page that tells an
insignificant part of the declaration with little meaning at the information level. They
also explain that when export traders read through the entire article to conceptualise the
procedures, they obtain knowledge.

‘Organisational knowledge’ is the capability that members of an organisation develop to
carry out their work by enacting sets of generalisation based on collective understanding
(Tsoukas, 2001). A ‘knowledge worker’ exists in a special class of white-collar workers
such as professionals, consultants, technicians, scientists, intellectuals and managers
(Schultze, 2000). A ‘knowledge worker’ uses knowledge at work to improve work
results and efficiency (Mack et al., 2001; Collins, 2001, 2003; Martin & Metcalfe, 2001;
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Livari & Linger, 1999; Blackler, 1995; Ambrose, Ramaprasad & Rai, 1998).

A

‘knower’ is a knowledge holder or a knowledge owner. A knower participates in all acts
of understanding based on the knowing of skilful action (Tsoukas, 2003).

The

‘knowledge making’ process in a person is known as internalisation. Further,
knowledge must be externalised in order for externalised knowledge to be used as
information. ‘Information’ advises by delivering meanings (Prusak, 1977). Information
can be made transferable, shareable and useable to the users. Although information
advises, the advice must be ‘consumed’ mentally by individuals for it to turn into
knowledge. Externalised and communicative knowledge turns into a large amount of
related and useful information on a specific topic. The value of information resides in
the relationship between the information and the seeker’s knowledge (Stenmark, 2002;
Tiwana, 2000). Information exists in electronic or textual means and through human
contacts (Choo, 1995; Burke & Hall, 1998; Davenport, 2000, 2001a, 2001b). All related
data are put together to form information based on some relations (Soon et al., 2003).
Information is defined as data with special relevance and purpose (Drucker, 1998).

Data are discrete facts (Hicks et al., 2006), and they are raw figures and facts without
meaning (Tiwana, 2000) Systemised data are processed data in technological format
(Nonaka & Toyama, 2002; Heidi, 2003; Soon et al., 2003). Information delivers
meaning (Davenport & Pruzak, 1998, 2000). Information is knowledge transformed into
messages that can be transmitted to decision agents (Ancori, Bureth & Cohendet, 2000).
Information stored and retrieved over technology is in the forms of systemised data,
information and explicit knowledge (Nonaka, 1994; Ernst & Kim, 2002; Wiig, 1999;
Voss, 1999). Data are combined to create information, and information is combined to
create knowledge (Hicks et al., 2006). Knowledge is closely related to information.
Each new piece of externalised knowledge contributes to increasing useful knowledge
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and the combinational complexity of knowledge (Ancori et al., 2000). Knowledge
creation is dependent upon information, and the development of relevant information
requires the application of knowledge (Roberts, 2000). Generally, all organisations have
information assets and knowledge assets. These information assets and knowledge
assets may include databases, documents, policies and procedures, as well as the
uncaptured tacit knowledge in individual workers (Hansen, 1999; Civi, 2000; Hicks et
al., 2006, p. 19).

A principal knowledge management activity of organisations is to package knowledge
as information in order to move it from A to B (Hall, 2006, p. 118). ‘Knowledge
transfer’ is a process that deals with how knowledge is transported, interpreted and
absorbed (Simonin, 1999) and occurs when knowledge is diffused from one entity (e.g.
an individual, group or organisation) to other entities (Joshi, Sarker & Sarker, 2007;
Roberts, 2000). The importance of knowledge management is to ‘transfer knowledge’
for business decision making before it is needed, to enable the information access and to
generate or test new knowledge about a firm’s changing risk management requirements
(Marshall, Prusak & Shpilberg, 1996). Knowledge management is a useful and powerful
method for organisations for capturing and utilising information and working practices
via processes and tools that facilitate ‘knowledge use’ (Davenport & Prusak, 1998;
Probst et al., 2001).

‘Knowledge sharing’ refers to activities of transferring or disseminating knowledge
from one person, group or organisation to another. ‘Knowledge sharing’ is an idea that,
no matter how intangible or fuzzy it may be, knowledge is capable of being
disseminated, transferred, diffused, shared and distributed within and between
organisations, communities of practices and departments (Kalling & Styre, 2003).
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Researchers like Sharkie (2003), Zack (1999a, 1999b), Kalling (2003) and Kalling and
Styhre (2003) share the view of ‘knowledge sharing’ as a practice leading to
organisational capability, competitive advantage and performance improvement.
‘Knowledge exchange’ is a process that structures information exchange in such a way
that the provider and/or recipient of the information can systematically present/recall
information in a focused manner (Herschel, Nemati & Steiger, 2001). Knowledge has to
be externalised, transferred, exchanged and shared before the knower can use the
knowledge at work. This thesis argues that many types of tacit knowledge held by
export trading community members can be externalised and made shareable for
knowledge transfer, use or exchange in the portal as information or explicit knowledge.

In a nutshell, an underlying theme of knowledge management is the use of knowledge
to create ‘wisdom’ in individuals. ‘Wisdom’ is a highly cognitive skill turning
knowledge into an intellectual capital or a work capacity after synthesizing sufficient
types of useful and relevant knowledge (Davenport & Pruzak, 2000; Drucker, 1998;
Nonaka et al., 1996; Porac & Garud, 1999). Soon et al. (2003) explain that the human
mind creates wisdom by adopting principles, and the essential principles sufficiently
pull together the relevant useful knowledge in the same domain (e.g. export trading) and
evaluate, justify, analyse, synthesise and synergise them to create wisdom. In this thesis,
it is argued that ‘wisdom’ is required in reasoning and problem solving to perform in the
complex, uncertain and risky export trading environment. It is further argued that this
wisdom can be obtained through the use of the portal.

Furthermore, in societies operating within a knowledge economy framework, it is not
uncommon that many organisations adopt a knowledge-based perspective, which has
been widely acknowledged as a suitable theoretical background for studies of
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knowledge management (Chou, 2005). Adopting the knowledge-based perspective,
some researchers examine the absorptive capacity (ACAP) in firms (Lane & Koka,
2006), knowledge creation (Chou, 2005), organisational antecedents (Jansen, Van Den
Bosch & Volberda, 2005), innovation (Tsai, 2006), responsiveness and organisational
growth (Liao, Welsch & Stoica, 2003) and inter-organisational or inter-firm knowledge
activities (Dyer & Singh, 1998; Lertpittayapoom et al., 2007; Lane & Lubatkin, 1998).

Firms must accomplish two distinct goals: the generation of knowledge and the
application of knowledge (Chou, 2005). ACAP is seen as important to a firm in order to
sustain its competitive advantage (Zahra & George, 2002) or to ensure its long-term
survival and success (Lane & Koka, 2006). ACAP is a firm’s fundamental learning
processes and its ability to identify, assimilate and exploit knowledge from the
environment (Lane & Koka, 2006). The turbulence of the business environment has
focused attention on knowledge as a dominant source of competitive advantage (Jansen
et al., 2005). ACAP helps firms, especially small and medium size enterprises, to
respond to the external environment for external knowledge acquisition and intra-firm
knowledge dissemination (Liao et al., 2003). ACAP is a dynamic capability that
influences the nature and sustainability of a firm’s competitive advantage (Zahra &
George, 2002). ACAP is important, as the source of competitive advantage resides in
the ability to absorb knowledge and apply existing knowledge effectively to create new
knowledge (Chou, 2005).

Zahra and George (2002) differentiate two types of ACAP in firms: (1) potential
absorptive capacity (PACAP) makes firms receptive to acquiring and assimilating
external knowledge but does not guarantee the exploitation of this knowledge; and (2)
realised absorptive capacity (RACAP) transforms and exploits capabilities to leverage
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the knowledge that has been absorbed. Zahra and George (2002), and Jansen et al.
(2005) remark that RACAP is more important to firms than PACAP. While PACAP is
important for absorbing new external knowledge to enhance organisational
performance, they critically point out that it is RACAP that uses the acquired
knowledge to achieve business and commercial outcomes.

Having discussed the basics of knowledge and knowledge management, it is important
to understand the different standpoints that researchers take due to the way they
perceive and deal with the intangibility and elusiveness of knowledge. The next section
explains the various schools of thought in knowledge management. In particular, it
clearly refects the researcher’s stance in approaching this research involving tacit
knowledge.

2.3.3

Nature of Knowledge (Tacit vs Explicit) and Schools of Thought

Knowledge management researchers so far form different schools of thought due to
their different knowledge paradigms (e.g. ‘externalisability’ of tacit knowledge causes
variations in beliefs). Knowledge management aims to manage knowledge in
organisations. However, knowledge is elusive (Kalling, 2003), invisible (Bhardwaj &
Monin, 2006), highly complex, dynamic and fuzzy (Ratcheva, 2003). There are two
kinds of knowledge commonly accepted – tacit and explicit (Polanyi, 1962; Nonaka &
Takeuchi, 1995; Davenport & Prazak, 2000; Fayard, 2003; Darroch, 2005). Both tacit
and explicit knowledge take place in knowledge use and exchange. In Polanyi’s (1983)
published book ‘The Tacit Dimension’, he states that tacit knowledge is hard to
articulate, stating that “we can know more than we can tell” (p.4).
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Polanyi’s work has been influential to the subsequent work of knowledge management
researchers, but has, however, caused significant debate. Polanyi (1983) further explains
that the “very act of communication displays a knowledge that we cannot tell” (p.5).
Hence, Polanyi also highlights the importance of using an appropriate method of
coverting tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. Polanyi (1962, 1983) explains that
tacit knowledge in infants and animals cannot be articulated, limiting the scope of
unarticulated tacit knowledge to these two groups.

To clarify how the hard-to-tell tacit knowledge can be externalised into readily
understandable forms, Nonaka and Knonno (1998) explain that tacit knowledge can be
articulated by (1) involving techniques that help to express one’s ideas or images as
words, concepts or figurative language, and/or (2) using metaphors, analogies,
narratives and/or visuals.

Many researchers (e.g. Drucker, 1998; Simonin, 1999; Garavelli, Gorgolione & Scozzi,
2002; Lin, Geng & Whinston, 2005; Szulanski, 1996, Boland et al., 2001) perceive
knowledge as an object. They see the movement of knowledge and relate a knowledge
base to its knowledge use, knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer. These
knowledge management researchers see organisational knowledge as a ‘stock’ or an
asset (i.e. knowledge holding, common knowledge base) in its interpretation system
(Daft & Weick, 1984), knowledge economics (Ancori, Bureth & Cohendet 2000),
organisational memory (Olivera, 2000; Roberts, 2000; Chou, 2005) or organisational
knowledge resources (Hansen, 1999; Drucker, 1998; Bhatt, 2002; Liebowitz, 1999,
2000; Davenport & Volpel, 2001; Davenport & Pruzak, 2000).
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Many researchers (e.g. Nonaka, & Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka, Takeuchi, & Umemoto,
1996; Kalling, 2003) agree that tacit knowledge is hard to articulate but discuss how
tacit knowledge is externalised. The debate that ‘tacit knowledge cannot be articulated’
intensifies when knowledge is regarded as not just a ‘stock’ to be possessed but as
something to be ‘used in actions’. Blackler (1995) argues that knowledge, or ‘knowing’,
is an active, mediated, situated, provisional, pragmatic and contested process. He
believes that knowledge is more than a ‘stock’ that is absorbed, comprehended and
applied in the knowledge workers’ actions. Tsoukas (2003) argues that tacit knowledge
cannot be translated or converted into explicit knowledge but can only be ‘displayed’ in
what we do. Tsoukas (2003) claims that new knowledge comes when our skilled
performances show in new ways through social interaction. The commonality is that
both Blackler (1995) and Tsoukas (2003) differentiate ‘knowledge’ as what people have
from ‘knowing’ as what they do. From their knowledge-based organisational
perspectives, productivity depends on the application and development of new
knowledge and on the contribution of specialist knowledge workers. They stress the
importance of the process of knowing and doing and the system through which people
achieve their knowing. While knowing is an important work capacity, demonstrated in
individuals at work as ‘personal knowing’, it can happen at a group work level.
‘Collective knowing’ is a team’s actions and interactions embedded in unique social
contexts (Ratcheva, 2003).

The same concept that ‘knowing’ (i.e. truly gained knowledge used at work in
organisations) is more important than having knowledge as a ‘stock’ is well backed by
several researchers such as Nicolini, Gherardi and Yanow (2003), Schultze and Stabell
(2004), Gourlay (2004), Pfeffer and Sutton (1999), Orlikowski (2002), and Toukas and
Mylonopoulos (2002). These researchers stress that the essence of knowing is
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‘knowledge in the actions’ of knowledge workers within the context of knowledgebased organisations. In particular, knowing is not a static embedded capability or stable
disposition of actors, but rather an ongoing social accomplishment, constituted and
reconstituted as actors engage the world in practice (Orlikowski, 2002). Pfeffer and
Sutton (1999) discuss an organisational weakness called a ‘knowing-doing gap’ when
organisations know what to do but do not do it. The crux of the power of knowledge is
that, while organisations have knowledge, all organisational members or managers must
also have an ability to use the knowledge. I argue that knowledge ‘stock’ is seen in
PACAP processes, but ‘knowing’ is shown in the use of knowledge in RACAP. Both
RACAP and ‘knowing’ signify a critical importance to both possess knowledge (as an
asset in firms) and utilise knowledge in order to achieve firms’ outcomes.

Many knowledge management researchers below agree that information technology
supports the communication, capture, use, sharing, update and storage of tacit
knowledge and explicit knowledge. ‘Tacit knowledge exchange’ among knowledge
workers can be facilitated through use of IT such as electronic networks (Desouza,
2003). IT solutions can help locate and communicate with knowledgeable people
(Stenmark, 2000, 2001). The appropriate infrastructure can enhance an organisation's
ability to create and exploit knowledge (Zack, 1999a). The organisational, contractual
and technological tools such as ICT (information and communications technologies)
and instruments (mails, video-conferences, other web-based technologies) have
adequately supported organisational relations, improving coordination, communication
and knowledge sharing (Migliarese & Verteramo, 2005; Raol, Koong, Liu & Yu, 2002).
The web contains a large body of explicit knowledge, whilst newsgroups primarily
represent a large body of tacit knowledge (Green, 2000). To compete globally in the
increasingly competitive market, a firm must convert high quality tacit knowledge into
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explicit knowledge and utilise it efficiently and quickly through technology (Nonaka &
Toyama, 2002). Knowledge needs to be distributed electronically and through human
contacts to achieve firm-specific goals (Bhatt, 2000, 2002).

Schultz and Stabell (2004) examine the types of knowledge management research
within the four research paradigms recommended by Burrell and Morgan (1977). They
highlight that, firstly, researchers in the constructivist discourse see knowledge as
constantly shaping and being shaped by social practices of individuals in communities.
The constructivists view knowledge as the mind which does not separate knowledge
from action. Secondly, the researchers in the neo-functionalist discourse see knowledge
as an asset and the role of knowledge being to progress individuals, organisations and
society to the ideal state of enlightenment. The neo-functionalists cannot value
knowledge in its tacit form and see tacit knowledge as unmanageable. Thirdly,
researchers in the critical discourse regard knowledge as an entity separate from the
individual knower and knowledge action. Knowledge is seen as an object that can be
owned, bought and sold. Fourthly, researchers in the dialogic discourse regard
knowledge as a discipline, and tacit knowledge cannot be articulated and is difficult to
externalise, analyse and construct.

The above debate outlining the viewpoints of several researchers basically signifies that
knowledge management researchers hold different beliefs and belong to different
schools of thought. It is apparent that every knowledge management researcher takes a
different research stance, as in Schultz and Stabell’s (2002) analysis of four research
discourses. The dichotomy between codifiable and non-codifiable knowledge is highly
problematic (Johnson, Lorenz & Lundvall, 2002). The different schools hold different
doctrines about whether tacit knowledge can be articulated, how to articulate the tacit
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knowledge, what is seen as tacit knowledge that can be articulated, to what extent, and
in what context knowledge is articulated.

As far as this research is concerned, it is positioned in the constructivist (i.e. social
constructivist) research paradigm. The thesis follows the constructivists’ school of
thought in knowledge management with a main belief that tacit knowledge can be
articulated in social interaction using the appropriate communication methods, means
and techniques. The constructivists exhibit an understanding of tacit knowledge where
tacit and explicit knowledge are mutually constituted (Schultze & Stabell, 2004). The
constructivists conceptualise knowledge more in terms of being a social
accomplishment (Kalling & Styhre, 2003). In addition, Kalling and Styhre (2003)
explain that knowledge management is a practice involving various types of researchers
such as social constructivists, symbolic interactionists, feminists and actor-network
theorists, who emphasise practice. Hence, portal technology is seen as supporting
mutually constituted tacit and explicit knowledge in human social interactions for
knowledge use and exchange. From the constructivist’s perspective, externalisation of
tacit knowledge as part of the knowledge management practice is surely possible and is
supported by the portal features (e.g. chat-room, discussion forum) in human
interactions.

Even though tacit knowledge can possibly be externalised using the appropriate
methods, I argue that there are real-life reasons (e.g. confidentiality or conflict of
interests) for some tacit knowledge not to be shared and exchanged in public and in the
portal. In the next section, this thesis uses Matusik and Hill’s (1998) knowledge
taxonomy to explain why some tacit export trading knowledge is not shared beyond an
organisational boundary and in a public context. As such, the thesis excludes the types
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of tacit knowledge that cannot be articulated, have to be withheld, and cannot be shared
on the portal which is limited by the knowledge taxonomy.

2.3.4

A Taxonomy of Knowledge and Its Application to Export Trading

Since export trading knowledge is used for organisational work purposes, Matusik and
Hill’s (1998) taxonomy of knowledge usefully explains which type of organisational
export trading knowledge can be shared and which cannot. They show how knowledge
is used in organisations as organisational knowledge components in figure 2.1.

Organizational Knowledge Components
Private
(firm-specific)
)

Architectural

Component

Individual

Tacit

Explicit

Collective

Tacit

Public

Collective

Explicit

Tacit

Component

Individual

Tacit

Explicit

Figure 2.1 A Taxonomy of Knowledge (Adapted: Matusik and Hill, 1998)

Matusik and Hills (1998) see that non-firm-specific organisational knowledge can be
shared with anyone and call it ‘public’ knowledge. To distinguish public non-firmspecific knowledge from firm-specific knowledge, they call firm-specific knowledge
‘private’ knowledge. In the scope of firm-specific knowledge, there is ‘component’ and
‘architectural’ knowledge. Component knowledge is used in work tasks for the purposes
of business operations, and this knowledge is used individually or shared amongst the
staff involved in group work or projects. Component knowledge can be tacitly held in
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individuals or in groups carrying out tasks. Component knowledge in humans at the
tacit dimension is skills, experiences, insights and capabilities. Component knowledge
can also be explicitly held in work documents, printouts, publications, reports and so
forth. The terms ‘individual’ and ‘collective’ are used to clearly refer to the individuals
and groups that hold tacit and explicit component knowledge individually or
collectively. ‘Tacit’ and ‘explicit’ are the two types of knowledge generally used and
are the last type of classifications used in their taxonomy.

Architectural knowledge is held by the senior management in firms. This knowledge is
used for strategic planning and shapes the firm’s direction. It is knowledge to be shared
amongst limited people within a firm. As the knowledge is shared amongst the senior
management, it is collective knowledge tacitly known. In this research, this type of nonshareable, private, tacit, and architectural knowledge is NOT within the scope of the
study – non-shareable tacit organisational export trading knowledge is not a focus of
this study. The research focuses on the shareable non-firm-specific public knowledge
and shareable firm-specific component knowledge with other members in the export
trading community as in the knowledge taxonomy.

In interactions and communication, some private firm-specific component knowledge is
regarded as shareable when export trading members exchange knowledge with other
members who seek information and advice relevant to work problem-solving. In
addition, sharing of a member’s organisational work knowledge in a common work task
is possible, as there are no issues of confidentiality or conflicts of work interest. In the
portal design that appears in the later chapters in this research, the use and exchange of
knowledge refers to both public and private component knowledge shareable amongst
the community members. This knowledge taxonomy clearly spells out the need to
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protect all firm members’ interests by NOT sharing with others (especially amongst the
competing exporting firms), for example, the company’s strategies, plans and directions.
Clearly, components knowledge, which is within the scope of shareable organisational
knowledge (private) amongst the portal users and in the public domain, directly relates
to users of knowledge management in this thesis.

2.3.5

Knowledge Renewal and Knowledge Creation as an Important Part of
Knowledge Management in the Export Trading Community

In this thesis, ‘knowledge management’ is specifically defined as the systemised
processes through portal technology to acquire and communicate both tacit (as
externalised tacit knowledge) and explicit knowledge amongst the export trading
community users. ‘Tacit knowledge’ is purposively defined as knowledge in the mind
of individuals as personal intellectual capability. ‘Explicit knowledge’ is expressed
knowledge having left the owner’s mind in the form of electronic publications (e.g.
magazines, books, newspapers), electronic databases (e.g. CD-Rom, on-line database,
stored computer files) and electronic website data or information. In export trading, both
knowledge renewal and creation are important in order for the portal users to react
against challenges in a complex, risky and uncertain environment. Knowledge renewal
and knowledge creation are not the same. In this thesis, ‘knowledge renewal’ refers to a
process that involves the use of new information to update existing knowledge.
‘Knowledge creation’ refers to a process that uses new information to stimulate new
thinking for the creation of new knowledge. The differences are further explained in the
next two paragraphs. The focus is then moved to explaining four modes of knowledge
conversion in the work of Nonaka and his co-researchers (1994, 1995, 1996, 1998,
2002, 2005) regarding knowledge creation. The four modes of knowledge conversion
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are directly applicable to knowledge creation and knowledge renewal in the later
chapters.

Knowledge is the most sought-after remedy to uncertainty (Davenport & Pruzak, 2000,
p. 25). As export trading involves undertakings in a complex, uncertain, unpredictable
and changing environment, the previously obtained export knowledge is subject to
constant updating and re-justification of knowledge usefulness before use. In export
trading, knowledge is never a static stock and is subject to dynamic renewal for better
use and reuse of current information. Knowledge cannot simply be processed but must
be continuously re-created and re-constituted (Swan, Newell, Scarbrough & Hislop,
1999). Knowledge is continuously re-created and re-constituted through dynamic,
interactive social networking activity (Laupase, 2003). Knowledge renewal happens
when new information updates existing knowledge. The current knowledge held in all
export trading members is valid and usable soon after obtaining the new information
input, and undergoing synthesis and renewal processes. However, export market
intelligence is an ongoing dynamic information-acquisition that includes approaching
potential customers, distributors and competitors about pertinent developments in the
export marketing environment (Souchon et al., 2003). Due to these dynamic changes in
the export trading environment, the current knowledge holding soon becomes obsolete
and needs new information for knowledge renewal.

Nonaka et al. (1996) and Sumner (1999) assert that, in order to create new knowledge,
there is a need to capture the tacit and often highly subjective insights, intuitions, and
hunches of individuals, and to make these insights available for use. The process of
knowledge creation itself is a process of synthesising (Nonaka & Toyama, 2002). New
information such as new ideas, new perspectives, new values and new beliefs allow one
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to see things in a new light and to think ‘outside the box’. However, synthesis involves
comparing and contrasting ideas, thinking of reasons for change and differentiating
what is required in the future from what already exists as a precondition before forming
an idea of a new product or creation. As product markets and demands change in the
export trading environment, there is a need to provide innovations and creations as new
products. It is important to produce new product ideas and create innovative products
that suit foreign customers by using information and knowledge dynamically.

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), and Nonaka, Takeuchi and Umemoto (1996) explain four
modes of knowledge conversions in organisational knowledge creation. The four modes
are socialisation, externalisation, combination and internalisation (SECI). These four
modes of knowledge conversion evolve into a SECI model in the later work (1998) of
Nonaka and Knonno, but the four knowledge conversion modes retain the same
meanings. In the socialisation mode, experience is shared, thereby creating tacit
knowledge, such as mental models and technical skills. Socialisation can be seen in
apprenticeships, mentoring and mastery of craftsmanship. Any advanced or complex
skill learned is knowledge formation. The externalisation mode is a process to convert
tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge. In this process, tacit knowledge is articulated
into explicit concepts. This is a knowledge creation process making use of metaphors,
analogies, concepts or models. Externalisation can be seen in concept creation, dialogue
or collective reflection. The combination mode organises concepts into a knowledge
system. Finally, the internalisation mode is a process that converts explicit knowledge
into tacit knowledge. Internalisation allows absorption of knowledge through learning
by doing, training and exercising (Haldin-Herrgard, 2000), in which reality is
constructed through the way people narrate their ongoing experiences (Boland, 2001).
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Nonaka et al. (1996) state that the mobilisation of tacit knowledge is organisationally
amplified through four modes of knowledge conversion, and can be metaphorically
depicted as a knowledge spiral. The management of knowledge as a static stock
disregards the essential dynamism of knowledge creation (Nonaka & Knonno, 1998, p.
53). To understand how exporters can produce innovative products, the core concepts in
organisational knowledge creation are examined. In Figure 2.2, Nonaka and Knonno
(1998) explain that knowledge is embedded in ‘Ba’ in the shared spaces of emerging
relationships, where it is then acquired through one’s own experience or reflections on
the experiences of others.
Explicit Knowledge
Combination

Externalisation
Socialisation

Tacit Knowledge
“Ba”

Figure 2.2 Ba and Knowledge Conversion (adapted: Nonaka & Konnon, 1998)

Nonaka and Knonnon (1998) state, “The spaces (‘Ba’) can be physical (e.g. office,
business space), virtual (e.g. e-mail, teleconference), mental (e.g. shared experiences,
ideas, ideals), or any combination of them” (p. 40). Knowledge creation generates new
‘realities’ by breaking down rigid thinking and assumptions (Bhatt, 2000). When
knowledge is used beyond a single person it invokes a transferring or sharing process
requiring communication or interactions between two or more humans. Applying the
four modes of knowledge conversion (Nonaka et al., 1996), knowledge creation is a
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spiralling process of interactions between explicit and tacit knowledge between
interactive humans (Nonaka & Knonno, 1998).

Tapping the knowledge of such individuals requires interaction. Social interactions
enable humans to locate and utilise knowledge beyond formally defined information
processing routes (Nonaka & Toyama, 2005). Corno, Reinmoeller and Nonaka (2000)
explain that communication allows enterprises to share experiences and competencies
and describe communication as a fundamental activity that develops new organisational
knowledge. They explain that people from different firms share knowledge when they
have the opportunity to meet, communicate and socialise. New knowledge is created as
a dialectical process and created out of contradictions (Nonaka & Toyama, 2002).

In this section, export trading, knowledge, knowledge management, socialisations for
knowledge and the relevant constructivist’s approach in this research were explained.
However, the literature reviewed indicates a knowledge gap in what actually constitutes
export trading knowledge.

2.4 Portal Technology: Web Sites and Web Portals

This thesis argues that portal technology (and design) may support export trading
knowledge renewal and creation amongst the portal users. This section of the literature
review discusses portal technology as a form of web technology that has the potential to
operate as knowledge portals for the export trading community. Portals have the
capacity to enhance the community’s access to resources, interactivity and knowledge
exchange in the information age. I argue that web portal technology is the most
appropriate platform for knowledge renewal and creation amongst the export trading
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community. To demonstrate this claim, the rest of this section discusses the practitioner
and scholarly literature on portals and their use in export trading. It also discusses the
evolution of portals, portal definitions and the essential usage of portals.

2.4.1

World Wide Web and Portals

The Internet is the backbone of the knowledge economy (Rao, 2005, p.26). The World
Wide Web (WWW) has paved the way for the information age (Rao, 2001; 2005,
Marchewka & Towell, 2000; Australian Institute of Export, 2004). The Internet industry
is experiencing an extraordinary growth (Rao, 2001) and has become an extremely
important modern day technology for business (Sellitto & Martin, 2003). IT, such as the
Internet, intranet and extranet, plays a role in the development of knowledge (Laupase,
2003). The WWW appears to be an ideal medium for businesses attempting to promote
themselves (Ngai, 2003). The web is the primary repository of human knowledge on the
Internet (Green, 2000, p.130) and is a rich knowledge source with an enormous volume
of information for web users (Hargittal, 2000). On the web pages, information is explicit
knowledge, transmitted and displayed as expressed information. Web technology refers
to the use of WWW technology to support the development of websites, web services
and web application systems. Web information systems are information systems created
using the web technology.

As stated, portals or portal technology is also a form of web technology. Research
literature has clearly established the objectives and benefits of using portals (Chan &
Chung, 2002; Christ, 2002; Collins, 2001, 2003; Compaq Global Services, 2001;
Desmond, 2002; Detlor, 2000; Murray, 2003; The Delphi Group, 2001, 2002).
However, despite the fact that web portals have been around for several years, there is
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still a considerable amount of confusion surrounding this technology and its potentials
(Allmen et al., 2001). The terms ‘portal site’ or ‘web portal’ have not been clearly
defined and differentiated (Zirpins et al., 2001).

Different definitions of web portals have been posited by several scholars. Lim et al.
(2002) remark that web portals organise information resources within a common
domain. Li (2000) comments that many Internet portal sites try to serve as the gateway
to the Internet, and the objective of both Internet and Intranet information portals is to
provide a one-stop overview of information that is relevant to the end users. GlanderHobel (2002) sees a web portal as an entry to a repository of information on almost any
topic on the Internet. Ho (2001) adds that web portals serve as directories and search
engines by providing broad services through yellow pages, links to other sites and
searching. Bailey and Treloar (2001) state that web portals offer a broad array of
resources and services, such as email, forums, search engines and on-line shopping
malls. Kotorov and Hsu (2001) regard web portals as different newspaper stands.
Laudon and Laudon (2000) point out the importance of web portals as providing
different broad arrays of resources or services such as e-mail, on-line shopping,
discussion forums and tools for locating information.

The portal literature so far provides a conceptual understanding of what the portals do
generally. However, it does not concretely inform how and with what portal features a
portal can support knowledge use and exchange. In this thesis, a portal is defined as a
single stop window over the webpage that provides a collection of information and
knowledge resources and services for a specific audience. In particular, for a community
of export trading users, the portal is used to organise the relevant materials, integrate
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constantly used websites and facilitate communication and interaction for use and
exchange of knowledge.

2.4.2

Knowledge Portals

Australian exporters are already ‘highly wired’ on the Internet (Selby, 2000; Australian
Institute of Export, 2004), so they are ready to use portal technology. As a criterion for
export success, the WWW is popularly used for offering firms new exchange
mechanisms, computer-mediated communication, foreign market entry in world markets
and carrying out business in a new way (Moodley & Morris, 2004; Huang, 1997; Dixon
& Bauer, 2000; Commonwealth of Australia, 1996; Welch et al., 1998). The thesis will
examine how web technology provides the computer network support for exporters in
using and exchanging their knowledge in export business operations.

Several researchers, mentioned below, agree that technologies or web technology is a
knowledge management enabler. Davis et al. (2005) state, “Advances in information
and communications technologies (ICT) in the form of computer-supported cooperative
work (CSCW) systems, groupware, internet, intranet, and world-wide web (WWW)
offer capabilities for developing effective solutions to the knowledge management
system problem” (p. 101). Corno, Reinmoeller and Nonaka (1999) argue that the
capability of each firm to use the communicative potential of the network is the key for
absorption, creation and diffusion of knowledge. Hoffmann et al. (1999) stress the use
of advanced technology to “offer prospects for knowledge sharing in communities of
practice or interests in general, and in workgroups in organisations in particular”
(p.296). To make the use of technology beneficial in knowledge management, Stenmark
(2000-2001) suggests that, instead of identifying, capturing and making tacit knowledge
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explicit, we should design IT solutions that will help us locate and communicate with
knowledgeable people. Communications enables tacit knowledge to be exchanged and
shared (Hung et al., 2006; Hasan, 2002; Boer et al., 2002; Civi, 2000; Standing &
Bension, 2001; Fourer & Goux, 2001).

Nonetheless, Migliarese and Verteramo (2005) more specifically address the use of
information and communication technology instruments such as emails, videoconferences and other web-based technologies because of the distances between the
agents. They emphasise that “These organisational, contractual and technological tools
have adequately supported the organisational relations, improving coordination,
communication and knowledge sharing” (p.103). Similarly, Desouza (2003) comments
that an approach to facilitate tacit knowledge exchange among knowledge workers is
through the use of IT such as electronic networks and group support systems in which
individuals exchange knowledge via email, online discussions, chats and listservs.
Green (2000) particularly suggests the use of the WWW, as it primarily represents a
large body of explicit human knowledge whilst newsgroups primarily represent a large
body of implicit knowledge. Detlor (2004) concludes that knowledge portals must
provide (1) a ‘content space’ to facilitate information access and retrieval, (2) a
‘communication space’ to support the negotiation of collective interpretations and
shared meanings and (3) a ‘coordination space’ to support cooperative work action and
work processes.

The literature on knowledge management highlights issues of fit between IT-based
systems for knowledge management and the socially situated leveraging of knowledge
assets by organisations (Merali & Davies, 2001, p.92). In the open information society,
information and communication technologies contribute in a dynamic way (Fayard,
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2003). As Garcia-Lorenzo et al. (2003) point out, traditional face-to-face networking
only keeps relatively small functional networks, but the new information
communication technologies allow us to expand on processes and shape them
differently. As discussed above, web portals have huge potentials for use. Prior portal
research has shown that portal technology is a means to deliver messages and to
communicate information and knowledge. However, what it has not made clear is what
specific features of portals (e.g. search engines, links, use of resources, communicative
tools) are useful to support knowledge use and knowledge exchange, facilitating
knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation in a dynamic export trading
environment. Since web portals have the capacity to enhance the community’s access to
resources, interactivity and knowledge exchange, a web portal is to be designed in this
thesis to function as a local platform for the export trading community.

2.5 Knowledge Gap and the Research Question

From the foregoing discussions, it is clear that the literature reveals a lack of scholarship
on what makes up export trading knowledge and how portal technology can be used to
support knowledge use and exchange amongst the export trading community members.
This thesis aims to rectify this scholarly gap by exploring export trading knowledge and
the ways in which portal technology (and design) supports the use and exchange of this
knowledge amongst portal users.

Portal technology is situated in the discipline of information technology. Export trading
is closely related to international trade and is a type of business study. Knowledge use
and knowledge management involve humans and their behaviour, and therefore is a
form of sociological study. Figure 2.3 illustrates the knowledge gap as the intersection
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(overlap) of the six (three outer and three inner) ovals, presenting a common
intersection in the middle of the Venn diagram.

Research
Business
The
knowledge
gap

Export Trading

Knowledge
Management

Sociology

Portal
Technology

Information
Technology

Figure 2.3 The Knowledge Gap in Extant Research

In Figure 2.3, the overlap represents the purpose of this study and reflects how this
research can address this knowledge gap by researching into how the portal designed in
this study can support export knowledge use and exchange. In essence, a portal
supporting the knowledge exchange environment for export trading community
members to communicate, use and exchange knowledge has to be considered and
selected.

2.6 Summary

In essence, the literature review in export trading, knowledge management and portal
technology shows a knowledge gap (Figure 2.3) in prior research. It also identifies the
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research question to be what constitutes export knowledge, and how portal technology
helps members use and exchange knowledge. It indicates a need for a portal design to
appropriately support export trading knowledge use and exchange in the export trading
community. This chapter also explains the objectives of and need for this research.

The literature review has highlighted the fact that the export trading environment is
dynamically changing. The environment involves uncertainty, risks and complexity.
Hence, the export trading community has to perform effective knowledge management
in the knowledge economy. It points out that export trading knowledge renewal and
creation empower members of the export trading community in decision-making,
planning and problem-solving in a time of export risks and challenges. Portal
technology serves as a knowledge management enabler, and the portal designed will
support export trading knowledge use and exchange.

The literature review establishes the researcher’s stance as a constructivist in the school
of thought of knowledge management. In the constructivists’ schools of thought, tacit
knowledge can be articulated in social interaction using any appropriate communication
methods. The constructivists understand tacit knowledge to be where tacit and explicit
knowledge are mutually constituted (Schultze & Stabell, 2004) in social
accomplishments (Kalling & Styhre, 2003).

Portal technology should enable export trading community members to communicate
and share work knowledge. Knowledge is context specific (Nonaka & Toyama, 2005;
Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Laupase, 2003). The externalised tacit knowledge comes
from the portal users in the same export trading ‘context’. People with similar
knowledge and experience are able to use and interpret the codified knowledge more
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similarly (Hall, 2006). Knowledge can be shared, used and exchanged easily in the
portal by the context-specific users. The portal is designed for the export trading
community members to use and exchange shareable business information and
knowledge.

Information from the literature review reveals that the portal should be designed with a
local platform capacity to enhance the export trading community’s access to resources,
interactivity and knowledge exchange. The thesis argues that web portal use has great
potential to the export trading community in supporting the members’ knowledge use
and knowledge exchange. The portal facilitates knowledge renewal and new knowledge
creation in export trading. To understand the underlying concepts behind the use and
exchange of knowledge amongst members within a contextual domain for a community
of practice, and how interactivity is supported by the design of the portal for the export
trading community, some relevant theories will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Framework
3.1

Introduction

The literature review in the previous chapter has explained the general theoretical
account of the research problem and the need for this research. The research problem in
this thesis is “what constitutes export trading knowledge and how does portal
technology (and design) support the use and exchange of this knowledge amongst portal
users?” This chapter presents a theoretical approach towards understanding the research
problem regarding the areas of export trading knowledge creation and renewal, and the
use of web technology to handle knowledge. The theoretical approach and
understanding are critical to formulating the research design that addresses the research
problems. This chapter, drawing upon the review of theories, shows the research
directions and provides a theoretical means of analysis of the complex phenomenon of
export trading. More importantly, it articulates the fundamental theoretical grounding
for this research. This chapter investigates how the portal supports the users’ use and
exchange of export trading knowledge through portal interactions that lead to
knowledge renewal and creation. Theoretical concepts are the building blocks of theory
(Neuman, 1994). The conceptual schemata contain useful assumptions about casual
relationships that serve as effective precursors to explanatory theory (Locke, Spirduso &
Silverman, 1992). The theoretical grounding helps build a new theory in this thesis.

To understand the practical policy issues and design problems of the portal, a theoretical
framework should be adopted to help analyse and evaluate the inherent knowledge
involved in human interactions. People’s interactions related to their knowledge can be
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explored, evaluated and analysed using theory: Domain Analysis, Activity Theory and
Theory of Organisational Knowledge Creation. Neuman (2006) stresses the value of
theory and its necessity in conducting good research by saying, “Researchers who
proceed without theory rarely conduct top-quality research and frequently find
themselves in a quandary” (p.77). By using a case study theory building approach, the
use of these three theories helps build a new theory, ‘Theory of Net-user Knowledge
Renewal and Creation’. These theories explore human activity using knowledge in their
interactions in a specific human discourse. In this research, the human discourse for
analysis is the export trading context and the human interactions are related to export
trading knowledge. The theories will form a theoretical framework for this research, and
applying them through the analysis of the data within the case study will enable the
development of a new methodology. The theoretical framework is strategically used to
analyse web portal features that fulfil the users’ needs of interaction and knowledge
exchange.

The main research purpose is to investigate what knowledge constitutes export
knowledge, and how portal technology supports the export knowledge use and
exchange. In its design, the portal provides a domain of export trading knowledge and
demonstrates the use of technology to support the application and exchange of
knowledge in the domain. In a discussion of good practical information systems
research, Markus (1997) advocates the use of academic theory, in addition to using
other instruments, to explore a phenomenon as a way to codify the understandings and
communicate them to other researchers. Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 267) suggest the
use of theory as one of the four ways of triangulation. In this thesis, the use of
theoretical concepts within a theoretical framework for the analysis of collected data
proposed is regarded as theoretical triangulation.
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This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 discusses the use of theories in
information systems (IS) research. It establishes that IS research is multidisciplinary and
that the theories used in IS have origins in other disciplines. In section 3.3, the rationale
of using theory in this research is further justified, taking the standpoint that this
research, like all IS research, needs to adopt a theoretical approach. The results of the
methodological literature review indicated a need to use theory that is relevant and
useful in this research. Further, three theories are briefly introduced. As each theory has
limitations, three complementary theories are needed. How they interrelate, support and
guide this research is also explained. In section 3.4, Activity Theory is introduced and
its limitations stated. This shows the need of Domain Analysis to supplement Activity
Theory. Section 3.5 explains the use of Domain Analysis and 3.6 shows how the Theory
of Organisational Knowledge Creation can address the gap for analysis that the previous
two theories do not cover. Section 3.7 explains how the three theories blend to form a
theoretical framework, also called a focal theory in the research. Section 3.8 summarises
the aims of the chapter and the derivation of outcomes from the theoretical framework.

3.2 Theories Used in IS Research

The three theories used in this research will be formulated in a theoretical framework
that informed the research design and guided the data collection. The research also
builds a theory by using the case study approach going through the processes of
theoretical analysis, conceptualisation and theoretical construction of further concepts.
Before discussing other aspects of using theory, it is important to go through some
common understandings of theory and what theory does. Theory can be construed as a
way of seeing and thinking (Turnbull, 2002, p. 318). Theory signifies a set of formal
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propositions or axioms that explain how some part of the world operates (Schwandt,
1993, p. 8). An inquiry does not start with pure observation because some kind of theory
has to precede the collection of observation (Flinders & Mills, 1993, p. xii). Theory is a
coherent description, explanation and representation of observed or experienced
phenomena (Gioia & Pitre, 2002, p. 222). Theories are nets cast to catch what we call
“the world”: to rationalise, to explain, and to master it. We endeavour to make the mesh
ever finer and finer. (Dubin, 1978, p.15). Theory is a hypothesis of a correspondence
between a definitional system for a universe of observations and an aspect of the
empirical structure of those observations, together with a rationale for such a hypothesis
(Shye, 1978, p. 2). Theories carefully outline the precise definitions in a specific domain
to explain why and how the relationships are logically tied so that the theory gives
specific predictions (Wacker, 1998, pp. 363-364).

Baskerville and Myers (2002, pp. 1-7) state that information systems (IS) is no longer
an emerging field but a discipline in its own right that is changing within a sociohistorical context (Harvey, 1997). Researchers such as Ellis et al. (1999), Benbasat and
Weber (1996), Palvia, Mao, Salam and Soliman (2003) and Benbasat and Zmud (1999)
also share the same critical view that IS uses theories and discoveries from other
fundamental reference disciplines. Instead of ‘importing knowledge’ from the so-called
reference disciplines, Baskerville and Myers (2002) recommend that IS scholars
consider where opportunities might exist for collaboration with scholars in other fields.
In contrasting information science and information systems, Ellis et al. (1999, p. 1096)
comment that the relatively new field of information systems is seen as primarily interdisciplinary, or multidisciplinary. In their evaluation, they make the significant
observation that the domain of IS requires a multidisciplinary approach to studying the
range of socio-technical phenomena which determine the development, use and effects
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of the latter in organisations and society. To see rigour and relevance in academic IS
research, Davenport and Markus (1999, pp. 19-21) recommend the best and the most
familiar model of academically acceptable relevant research to be an ‘applied theory’
approach. Benbasat and Zmud (1999) similarly comment that the best way for the IS
field to pursue relevance is to conduct applied theoretical research. Their rationale is
that applied theory research has many of the same evaluation criteria as more basic
theory testing and is easily publishable in IS academic journals. In summary, many
disciplines are relevant for IS researchers, and IS researchers incorporate ideas and
theories from varying, more fundamental reference disciplines. This research adopts a
theoretical approach to explore the socio-technical phenomenon of export knowledge on
web technology.

3.3 Rationale for Using Theory in This Research

As Evans and Gruba (2005, p. 73) comment, the review of theory firstly gives the
background information required to contextualise the extent and significance of the
research problem, secondly it identifies and discusses attempts by others to solve similar
problems and thirdly, it provides examples of the methods others have employed in
attempts to solve these problems. These theoretical concepts are useful for explaining
how this research is performed based on the theoretical framework in Chapter 4
(Research Method) later. Glatthorn and Joyner (2005, p. 116) state, “a theory is a series
of concepts, organised into assumptions and generalisations, that leads to hypothesis
about a phenomenon”. They see several uses of theory: it guides research in a problem
area, facilitates understanding and analysis of complex phenomena, aids practitioners in
making decisions and provides a basis for predicting what might occur (Glatthorn &
Joyner, 2005, p. 116). Adopting Denzin’s (1978) classic distinctions, Miles and
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Huberman (1994, p. 267) suggest “triangulation by data source (which can include
persons, time, places, etc.), by method (observation, interview document), or by
researcher (investigator A, B, etc.), and by the theory”. Theory also acts as a means to
support the findings as a result of theoretical triangulation in this research: as Miles and
Huberman (1994) state, “Triangulation is a powerful method of confirming findings.
Triangulation supports a finding by showing the independent measures of it, agree with
it or, at least, do not contradict it” (p. 266).

This research explores and analyses export knowledge on a web portal. As noted in
Silverman’s work (1998a, p. 13), the use of theory in knowledge system development is
based on research that asks experts and novices to ‘think aloud’ or to give voice to their
‘social interpretation’. Another aspect of the research is that it adopts the approach Lee
recommended (1999, p. 30) while discussing the foci for factual scientific investigation.
Lee names a series of necessary activities, beginning with the one of determining
significant fact in a scientific community. Other activities comprise matching fact with
theory and articulation of theory. Articulation is empirical work undertaken in order to
articulate the theory, resolve ambiguities and permit the solution of problems to which it
previously only drew attention. In essence, the most favourable approach in this
research context is to conduct theoretical examination of the export trading phenomenon
concerned with the knowledge portal design.

In the following sections, domain analysis, activity theory and theory of organisational
knowledge creation are introduced. Why these theories are used is explained as well as
what their deficiencies and limitations are, and how the valuable theoretical concepts in
the three theories are integrated to form a ‘focal theory’ (a theoretical framework).
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3.4 Domain Analysis

According to Neuman (2006), “Ethnographer James Spradley developed domain
analysis as an innovative and comprehensive approach for analysing qualitative data”
(p. 470). Domain analysis is used in anthropology or ethnographic research and is a
method of qualitative data analysis in which a researcher describes and reveals the
structure of a cultural domain (Neuman, 2006). In this thesis, domain analysis (DA) is
not used as an approach or a method of qualitative data analysis but as a theory with its
theoretical perspectives.

Llorens, Velasco, Amescua, Moreiro and Martinez (2004) observe that DA was first
used more than fifteen years ago as one of the most important techniques for reusability
of software codes (software reuse) and that even today, different authors propose
different domain representation structures to represent different software components
and relationships among them. Beghtol (1995) makes a similar observation when she
notes that DA has been defined as the “process of identifying and organizing knowledge
about some class of problems in a problem domain that supports the description and
solution of those problems” (p. 30). These observations indicate that DA was primarily
developed for analysis of problems of software reuse.

Greenspan, Mylopoulos and Borgida as far back as 1982 proposed a framework of
requirements models (RMF) which evolved into a theoretical approach by the name of
DA (i.e. domain analysis), but two main groups of researchers used DA disparately. In
presenting their framework, Greenspan et al. (1982) noted that much of requirement
definitions involved such tasks as defining terms in the domain of discourse, stating,
clarifying and agreeing on assumptions and constraints, and discussing and negotiating
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the needs and objectives of an organisation in business, government or industry.
McCain’s (1985) research also focused on reusability of software. Whatever the
application “world” is, Greenspan and Mylopoulos (1982) and McCain (1985) see that
there is a body of “knowledge” used to interpret and understand that “world”. The RMF
framework continued to evolve in the hands of two other groups of researchers.

The first group comprises researchers such as Prieto-Diaz (1987), Arango (1989, 1994),
Goguen (1986), Neighbors (1989) and Prieto-Diaz and Arango (1991). This group is
represented by the leading researchers, Prieto-Diaz and Neighbors. Neighbors (1989,
1992, 1996) views DA as being more abstract than systems analysis. Prieto-Diaz (1987,
1991, 2003) and Frakes, Prieto-Diaz and Fox (1997, 1998) see DA as an activity that
occurs before systems analysis, and that its output (i.e. a domain model) supports
systems analysis in the same way that systems analysis output (i.e. requirements
analysis and specification document) supports the systems’ design tasks. In common
with Prieto-Diaz (1987, 1991, 2003) and Frakes et al. (1997, 1998), Neighbors (1989,
1992, 1996, 1998) emphasises the importance of using DA on reusable software
components (less software, same functionalities; reuse concepts, not just program
codes) and of generalising all systems in an application domain by means of a domain
model that goes beyond specific applications. DA is an attempt to identify the objects,
operations and relationships between what domain experts perceive to be important
about the domain (Arango, 1989, p. 153). DA is used informally, and all reported
experiences centre on the outcomes but not the process (Prieto-Diaz, 1987). DA relies
on logical induction and is the same vital process as scientific discovery (Frakes et al.,
1997).
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The second group of DA researchers, led by Hjorland (1994a, 1994b, 1995, 1998, 2002,
2004a, 2004b), uses theoretical perspectives of domain analysis to understand a problem
in a certain information context. Abrahamsen (2003) comments that Hjorland developed
domain analysis as an alternative to the dominant cognitive perspective. Abrahamsen
(2003) regards Hjorland’s domain analysis as a theoretical approach to library and
information science (LIS) and knowledge organisation (KO). Similarly, Sundin (2003)
remarks that DA is a broad theoretical approach that helps to unite researchers who look
at problems from a sociological perspective. So far, the first and second groups of DA
researchers have been discussed in relation to their use of the theoretical perspectives of
domain analysis.

3.4.1

Domain Analysis and the Export Trading Knowledge Portal Design

In Hjorland’s (2004) view, DA is an approach that connects theory and practice. DA
unites different sub-disciplines such as bibliometrics, knowledge organisation,
information retrieval and information literacy. It makes information systems more
transparent by combining advanced and multidimensional semantic information with
visualisation technologies. DA studies the knowledge domains or thought or discourse
communities that are parts of society’s division of labour (Hjorland, 1994, 2004; Tennis,
2003; Hjorland & Albrechtsen, 1995). Tennis (2003) also adds that DA, as a broad
theoretical approach, allows for variation and open concepts. It is also the approach
from which many theories can be derived. In an article (2004), Hjorland states that DA
provides a satisfactory and coherent theoretical view of all the phenomena in a field as
well as integrating various sub-disciplines of the field.
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Some consensual beliefs in both groups of DA researchers are as follows. They both
believe in the existence of a knowledge domain area whereby the problems in the
specific area require the expertise or knowledge of domain analysts or domain engineers
for solutions. They also share the view that domain analysis is used as an analytical
approach to solve problems in an area requiring knowledge specialisation. While the
first group focuses more on software design as solutions, the second group emphasises
the design of solutions based on information requirements.According to Abrahamsen
(2003), domain analysis considers how common concepts, terms and knowledge are
shared in the field. DA helps investigate the nature of the knowledge in communications
at the chosen level in a knowledge specialisation domain. DA claims that tools,
concepts, meaning, information structures, information needs and relevance criteria are
shaped in domain discourse communities (Hjorland, 2002).

In this research, in exploring the design of a portal dealing with knowledge work within
an export trading community, the common theoretical analytical perspectives of both
groups of DA researchers are used. Hjorland’s (2002) theoretical perspectives will set a
clear boundary of common knowledge in export trading for communication. Export
trading is the chosen knowledge specialisation domain studied in this research. As
Prieto-Diaz (1987), Goguen (1986), Neighbors (1989), Prieto-Diaz and Arango (1991)
suggest, domain analysis is a study of an activity occurring in application software
domain before systems analysis. The output of the requirements study is used as a
domain model in the systems’ design tasks that supports system analysis. Using the user
requirements information, DA identifies a body of useful relevant export knowledge for
the portal application. Domain analysis is hence useful in addition to the use of activity
theory in order to more specifically investigate the export phenomenon.
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Limitations of the Theory of Domain Analysis

Although the theory of domain analysis is supposed to provide a contextual domain
with a body of useful relevant export knowledge for the portal application design, how
humans interact in the export trading knowledge portal and what knowledge is used in
the knowledge-related activity cannot be better understood using domain analysis.
Human interactions involve the use, sharing and exchange of knowledge, which
requires human activity for knowledge to be utilised. For these reasons, a theory useful
in understanding human activity, such as the activity theory, is selected to help
understand how knowledge is used and exchanged in human interaction.

3.5

Activity Theory

According to Uden and Willis (2001), activity theory is a philosophical and crossdisciplinary framework for the study of different forms of human practices. In human
practices, development progresses with individual and social levels interlinked. Activity
theory provides a helpful theory and framework within which one can base a software
design (Cluts, 2003).

3.5.1

The Origin and Use of Activity Theory

Activity theory (AT) is a research framework and a set of perspectives originating in
Soviet psychology in the 1920s (Nardi, 1997). The theory was developed from the ideas
of Soviet cultural-historical psychologist Vygotsky (Hung et al., 2006; Boer et al.,
2002). Vygotsky’s basic idea was that human activity is mediated by cultural signs of
words and tools, which causes changes in a person’s activity and the mental reflection.
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The structure of external and internal activities therefore represents a unity. Activities
are initially carried out on the external plane, and are then internalised with many
psychological functions such as attention, memory and thinking (Gould, 2003, p. 303).
After Vygotsky’s death in 1934 at the age of 37 (Blackler, 1993, p. 867), his work was
continued by Leont’ev to develop a conceptual framework for the theory of activity
based on mental reflection and the corresponding activities evident in the evolution of
animals and humans (Gould, 2003, p. 303).

Other researchers also noted further continuation and development of Vygotsky’s work
by the cultural-historical school of Soviet psychology (Cluts, 2003, p. 145) and his other
successor(s), such as Ilyenkov (Star, 1996, p. 305), Leont’ev, (Waycott, Jobes &
Scanlon, 2005, p. 111; Diaz-Kommonen, 2003), Luria, Leont’ev, Davydov and
Zinchenko (Blackler, 1993, p. 868), and Leont’ev, Elkonin, Ilyenkov, Davydov and
Lektorsky (Hedegaard, Chaiklin & Jensen, 2002).

Gould (2003) explains that Leont’ev further developed the inner structure of activity
based on the principle of analysis by units. Analysis by units means that all main
properties are inherent in the whole. In both Gould’s (2003) and Kuutti’s (1995) work,
these authors explain Leont’ev’s idea that the units of activities are actions and
operations organised in a hierarchical structure. Activities are distinguished on the basis
of the motive. Actions are distinguished on the basis of the goals. Operations are
distinguished on the basis of the conditions under which actions are carried out. Gould
(2003) also produced a diagram, as in Figure 3.1, to illustrate Leont’ev’s concepts.
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Activity

Motives

Actions

Goals

Operations

Conditions

Figure 3.1 Activity Theory Hierarchies (Adapted: Gould, 2003, p. 303)

Activity Theory (AT) was further developed by Yrjo Engestrom (1987). His model has
been used in the analysis of materials as diverse as teaching dialectical thinking through
to model construction and the study of the effects of political repression in a colonial
regime (Diaz-Kommonen, 2003).
Tool

Production
Subject

Object-Outcome
Consumption

Exchange
Rules

Distribution

Community

Division of Labour

Figure 3.2 Engestrom’s model of activity (Adapted: Engestrom, 1987)

As illustrated in Figure 3.2 above, for the notion of mediation, Engestrom (1987)
incorporated elements such as production, exchange, distribution and consumption as
parts of his model of activity theory. Engestrom (1987) stated that a community shares
the same general objectives only through the mediation of the division of labour
amongst members of that community. He sees rules as legitimizing the actions.
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Engestrom’s model of activity theory helps to visualise and compare complicated
structures that in many cases are not directly related.
AT has been widely used as a research framework in the areas of computer design
research, especially in the areas of human-computer-interaction (HCI) (Gould, 2003;
Uden & Willis, 2001, Diaz-Kommonen, 2003); Computer-Supported Collaborative
Work (CSCW) (Nardi, Wittaker & Schwarz, 2002; Cults, 2003); computer mediated
work (Waycott et al., 2005; Turner, Turner & Horton, 1999; Lewis, 1997; Tuikka, 2002;
Hung et al., 2006); work supporting working collaboratively using information systems
(Star, 1996); and doing knowledge work in collaboration (Boer et al., 2002; Blackler,
1993; Hoffmann et al., 1999; Hasan, 2002; Iivari & Linger 1999).

3.5.2

Activity Theory and the Theoretical Notions Used in this Research

One advantage in using AT as observed by Cluts (2003, p. 145) is that it offers a set of
conceptual tools, useful in analysis and in understanding the coupling of consciousness
with activity. AT is certainly evolving and growing, and it is not by any means a static
end point (Nardi, 1997, p. 10). As discussed above, AT has been evolving due to
various types of development work continued by Vygotsky’s successors.

AT contains some theoretical or conceptual notions, discussed below. ‘Human activity’
is the simplest unit for analysis (Tuikka, 2002; Turner et al., 1999). In addition, as
mentioned in relation to Figure 3.1, ‘activity’, ‘action’ and ‘operation’ are differentiated
in AT. Turner et al. explain (1999) that an activity is described as a human activity
system whose components include those who carry out the activity, the tools and
concepts used, the object, the community in which it takes place and the rules governing
the conduct of that community. Basically, an activity system has an objective, which is
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also known as the object of the activity. Action is goal-directed behaviour which is
properly understood in the context of a larger activity. Operations are customised
actions. For further explanations of these theoretical notions, see Table 3.1 adapted from
Kuutti’s work.

A basic unit of analysis is done in a minimal meaningful context for individual
activities. This entity is regarded as an activity. The activity is undertaken by an
individual or subgroup as a ‘subject’ using a ‘tool(s)’ to achieve an ‘object’ (or
objective). As a result, it ‘transforms’ objects into ‘outcomes’. The original ideas of
Vygotsky examine collective mediated behaviour directed towards an outcome, by
taking activities as its units of analysis rather than individual actions. The ideas are
useful in examining individual actions, or actions of individuals sharing knowledge
within the context of an activity. Kuutti discusses the potential of AT and provides an
alternative framework for HCI research and design. Vygotsky’s initial ideas are
illustrated in Figure 3.3, adapted from Kuutii (1997) below. Kuutti (1997) sees that
mediation is carried out by introducing a third (intermediate) term that carries the
history of the relationship. The relationship between subject and object of activity is
mediated by a tool in which a historical relationship is condensed (as in Figure 3.3).

Tool

Subject

Object

Transformation

Outcome

Process
Figure 3.3 Mediated Relationship at the Individual Level (Adapted: Kuutti, 1997)

Further, Kuutti builds a systemic model based on the conceptualisation of Engestrom’s
model. In Kuutti’s model (as in Figure 3.4), there are three major mutual relationships
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between subject, object and community (shown as ovals in Figure 3.4). Kutti sees that
an activity is actually a systemic whole in the sense that all elements (production,
exchange, distribution and consumption) have a relationship to each other. Kutti does
not adopt elements used in Engestrom’s model but presents a different model (Figure
3.4) particularly useful in HCI research.

Tool

Transformation
Subject

Rules

Object

Community

Process

Division of Labour

Figure 3.4 Basic Structure of an Activity (Adapted: Kuutti, 1997)

In addition, Kuutti (1997) provides clear explanations for the use of theoretical notions
(in bold) in Table 3.1 for analysing an activity system. Kuutti’s model (1997) is
adotpted in this research. His theoretical notions will be used in the subsequent chapters
discussing the case study (with empirical data) involving the design of the export
trading knowledge portal.
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Table 3.1 An Activity System in the Portal (Adapted: Kuutti, 1997, p.36)
Operational-level support Action-level support
Tool, instrument (or Artefact)
Automating routines
Supporting transformative
and manipulative actions
Making tools and
procedures visible and
comprehensible
Object
Providing data about an Making an object
object
manipulable
Actor (or subject)
Triggering predetermined
responses

Rules
Embedding and imposing a
certain set of rules
Community
Creating an implicit
community by linking
work tasks of several
people together
Division of Labour
Embedding and imposing a
certain division of labour

Activity-level support
Enabling the automation
of a new routine or
construction of a new
tool

Enabling something to
become a common
object

Supporting sense-making
actions within an activity

Supporting learning and
reflection with respect to
the whole object and
activity

Making the set of rules
visible and comprehensible

Enabling the negotiation
of new rules

Supporting communicative
actions
Making the network of
actors visible

Enabling the formation
of a new community

Making the work
organisation visible and
comprehensible

Enabling the
reorganisation of the
division of labour

Human activities can be understood better in the sense of how humans communicate as
a community. The following human activities are observed in the context of export
trading. (1) People usually exchange knowledge interpersonally, but these activities can
be achieved through the use of the export trading knowledge portal; (2) the objectives of
interpersonal human interactions can be similar to those of using the portal; (3) the
activities on the portal create similar outcomes of formulating new knowledge or using
knowledge; and (4) the portal is a technological tool that mediates between the users as
subjects and their ideas as objects. Considering the right tools for mediations are
important software design aspects of the export trading knowledge portal. Hence, this
research adopts AT to understand the human activity needed for the design purpose of
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the export trading knowledge portal. As Kuutti’s model of activity theory is the most
suitable model for this research, the concepts in his model are adopted in this thesis.

3.5.3

Activity Theory and the Export Trading Knowledge Portal Design

These useful theoretical notions (concepts) in AT are used to analyse an activity system
for the members of the export trading community to communicate, share and exchange
knowledge in the export trading knowledge portal. In this community of export trading,
there are diverse user groups (users are ‘subjects’) sharing the common ground of
export knowledge (‘object’). Ideas, information and explicit knowledge transferred are
also regarded as objects in the activity system. The features of the export trading
knowledge portal contain the communication means (‘artefact’, ‘tools’ or ‘instrument’)
in the portal. The technological communication means consist of such things as
discussion forums, chat-rooms, blogs and message boards. The ‘outcomes’ in the
activity system in relation to the portal will be the use of knowledge to help decisionmaking, to increase competitive advantage and to provide information for new
knowledge creation. Another important outcome is that use of the export portal will
enable people to renew their knowledge.

Since all portal users need to share knowledge, they form a specific export trading
community (as a community of practice known as ‘community’ in the AT) with
identical or similar interests. There are ‘rules’ about using communication means on the
portal. ‘Division of labour’ allows organisations using the portal to make an effort for
knowledge sharing, exchange and creation of new knowledge to take place.
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Limitations of Activity Theory

AT does, however, present some limitations. As a form of cultural-historical
psychology, AT is very useful in providing theoretical notions to analyse a human
activity system. The human activity system is related to use of the export trading
knowledge portal in this research. However, AT does not provide a clearer definition of
a problem domain. Particularly, AT does not set a more significant knowledge boundary
for an export trading community within a portal. Furthermore, as Livari & Linger
(1999) point out, “Activity theory does not make a clear distinction between activity
addressing a type of object (e.g. a kind of symbols), and activity addressing a single
object (e.g. a single symbol)” (p. 4). In using AT, caution is needed to see technology as
simply a tool for a human activity but not exploring more technological features of the
tool, particularly in a portal, to support the human activity. In the next section, a gap in
theory not addressed by DA and AT will be discussed.

3.5.5

Limitations of Using Both Domain Analysis and Activity Theory

Comparing the aspects of DA and AT, the following points are discovered. The
theoretical notions of objects (as common concepts, terms, knowledge), tools,
community, activity (human interaction) are common to AT and DA. However, there
are basic departure points between DA and AT. DA is different in that it carries out
exploration of the nature and structure of the knowledge. AT differs by examining the
communications at the chosen level of knowledge specialisation domain.

In comparison, domain analysis is more of a cultural-sociological approach and activity
theory is a cultural-historical psychological approach. DA and AT, however, have a
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similar objective. They are both analytical approaches towards problem-solving. They
deal with human activities in society or the community. Since human interactions
involve the use, sharing and exchange of knowledge, this use, sharing and exchange
requires knowledge to be frequently converted between tacit and explicit forms.
Knowledge conversion is an important aspect to be considered in the portal design, and
how knowledge is delivered, used, shared and exchanged in the portal is important in
this study. A firm needs to covert tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge and utilise it
efficiently and quickly to compete in the increasingly competitive market (Nonaka &
Toyama, 2002).

The portal users not only need to access but also to use new information in the designed
portal. The expected results of use will be that the users’ existing or previous version of
knowledge is renewed, and/or that new knowledge is created. When knowledge is
processed, it is continuously re-created and re-constituted (Swan, Newell, Scarbrough &
Hislop, 1999). The reconstituted knowledge is renewed knowledge and the knowledge
re-creating process forms a knowledge renewal. Organisational knowledge creation
occurs when people combine and exchange their personal knowledge with others
(Hasan, 2002).

Activity theory and domain analysis, however, cannot be used to explore how explicit
and tacit knowledge convert from one form to another. Whilst domain analysis defines
the boundary of a knowledge domain, activity theory only briefly covers knowledge
internalisation and externalisation in human activity. To help understand how tacit
knowledge in the portal can be collectively used, and how members’ previous version of
knowledge is renewed and new knowledge created when the members are interacting
with one another, a theory with useful theoretical concepts on knowledge conversion
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and knowledge creation is needed to more deeply understand the possible knowledge
outcome, such as decision making and business intelligence in the export trading
community.

For these purposes, Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) and Nonaka, Takeuchi and
Umemoto’s (1996) theory of organisational knowledge creation (TOKC) is incorporated
into the theoretical framework. Although TOKC (Nonaka & Knonno, 1998; Nonaka &
Toyama, 2002; Nonaka & Toyama, 2005) has been evolving over the years with a
change in the theory name and more additional features, the basic ideas in the original
knowledge conversions are the same and are the easiest to follow. This research adopts
Nonaka et al.’s original 1995/1996 TOKC framework. Using theory of organisational
knowledge creation, the four modes of knowledge conversion help to understand how
both explicit and tacit knowledge can be transformed in people using the export trading
knowledge portal. The outcomes inherent in knowledge conversions are explored. The
next section discusses TOKC.

3.6 Theory of Organisational Knowledge Creation

As reasoned above, the theory of organisational knowledge creation (TOKC) is valuable
and appropriate. It helps explore knowledge conversions in people using the portal. It
also explores whether existing knowledge of users is renewed, or new knowledge is
created, as a result of knowledge conversions.

Using conceptual notions to explore mediation in activity theory, Lewis (1997), Boer et
al. (2002), Hasan (2002), and Hung et al. (2006) have discussed internalisation and
externalisation of knowledge as two knowledge conversion modes. Nonetheless, there
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are four modes of knowledge conversions in Nonaka et al.’s (1995, 1996) work. Two
knowledge gaps are to be filled. Socialisation and combination in TOKC are not
explored using the activity theory. To fill the knowledge gap, it is necessary to identify
or explain whether tacit and explicit knowledge in the portal users are also transformed
in all four modes as in human-to-human interactions, or in a greater or smaller number
of modes in the portal human activity. In other words, the research tries to discover how
tacit and explicit knowledge conversions work in the portal users using the technology.
TOKC (Nonaka et. al., 1995, 1996) is therefore used to understand how the explicit and
tacit export trading knowledge is transformed in individuals and in a community,
especially in the presence of the technology. More specifically, TOKC is used in
examining how humans interact across organisations and in a community with portal
users.

An export trading community consists of users who hold and use export knowledge.
Applying knowledge management practices into the design of the portal in order to
facilitate knowledge use is crucial. The export trading knowledge portal aims at
integrating all valuable intuition, experience, intellectual knowledge, skills and expertise
through communication and collaborative processes of the community users. Adopting
knowledge management naturally creates a knowledge cycle. This cycle involves
uncovering, sharing, transferring and reviewing knowledge in organisations in order to
continually create new useful knowledge. The bottom line of knowledge management is
to enable knowledge workers to perform their tasks effectively and create greater value
in organisational products, services and systems (Martin & Metcalfe, 2001).

In TOKC, knowledge management is based upon the premise of new knowledge
(Nonaka et al., 1996). To create new knowledge is to tap into the tacit and often highly
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subjective insights, intuitions and hunches of individuals and make those insights
available for use by the company as a whole (Nonaka et al., 1996; Sumner, 1999). To
understand knowledge creation further, knowledge in relation to Nonaka et al.’s (1996)
four modes of knowledge conversion is examined in the next section.

3.6.1

Four Modes of Knowledge Conversion

Knowledge needs to be distributed to achieve firm-specific goals (Bhatt, 2000). The
distribution and use are made through the knowledge management processes of
knowledge discovery, sharing, transfer and review. As in Figure 3.5, the four modes of
knowledge conversion (Nonaka et al., 1996) can be applied to explain the essence of
knowledge management processes in export trader knowledge settings.
To

Tacit
Tacit

Explicit

Socialization

Externalization

Field
Building

Dialog

From

Explicit

Internalization

Combination

Learning
by doing

Linking
Explicit
Knowledge

Figure 3.5 Four Modes of Knowledge Conversion (Adapted: Nonaka et al., 1996)

The modes are socialisation, externalisation, combination and internalisation. In
socialisation, experience is shared, thereby creating tacit knowledge such as mental
models and technical skills. Socialisation can be seen in apprenticeships, mentoring and
mastery of craftsmanship. Any advanced or complex skill learned is knowledge
formation. Externalisation is a process to convert tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge.
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In this process, tacit knowledge is articulated into explicit concepts. This is a knowledge
creation process making use of metaphors, analogies, concepts or models.
Externalisation of knowledge can be seen in concept creation, dialogue or collection
reflection. Combination systemises concepts into a knowledge system. Internalisation is
a process that converts explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge and allows absorption
of knowledge through learning by doing, training and exercising (Haldin-Herrgard,
2000).

Reality is constructed through the way people narrate their ongoing experiences
(Boland, 2001). Hence, Nonaka et al. (1996) state that the mobilisation of tacit
knowledge is organisationally amplified through four modes of knowledge conversion,
and can be metaphorically depicted as a knowledge spiral in Figure 3.5.

Nonaka et al. (1996) claim that the knowledge spiral may continue indefinitely and
effectuate new knowledge for innovations and better business performance. There are,
however, some essential points not sufficiently covered by Nonaka et al. (1996). Since
socialisation occurs through apprenticeship, mentoring and mastery of craftsmanship, it
is an essential skill for learners (especially in exporting firm’s staff) to acquire tacit
knowledge. Socialisation is hence an essential skill for advanced knowledge discovery.

If externalisation converts tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge, it is a critical skill for
individuals (especially the experts contributing to export products/service) to express or
reveal both explicit and tacit knowledge. Externalisation is a crucial skill for knowledge
sharing. Whenever more than one person is involved in solving a problem, a form of
collaboration occurs. Collaboration can be intentional or unintentional, with or without
prior arrangement to meet and discuss. Collaborative effort is required in order to
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achieve any major common goal. This mission often requires knowledge beyond that of
an individual. Collaboration is argued to be the use of a knowledge network (i.e. the
portal) to handle collective knowledge.

3.6.2

Theory of Organisational Knowledge Creation and the Portal Design

This section first explains the basic theoretical concepts related to knowledge and used
in TOKC. The theoretical concepts or logic used in the theory are broken down further
for a higher level of appropriate analysis as follows.

As in Figure 3.5, there are two forms of knowledge:
1. Tacit; and
2. Explicit.
However, the conversions in TOKC take place in one of the following modes:
1. Tacit to tacit (socialisation – field building);
2. Tacit to explicit (externalisation – dialogue);
3. Explicit to tacit (internalisation – learning by doing); and
4. Explicit to explicit (combination – linking explicit knowledge).

The four modes of knowledge conversion are used to explore knowledge use in
technology and, according to the theory of organisational knowledge creation, are
assumed to occur in the daily life of business organisations. The theory, however, has to
have the theoretical concepts applied and tested in a new context of the portal (export
trading knowledge portal, seen as a form of human-to-computer interaction [HCI]). The
theoretical exploration helps to discover whether the portal, in the form of human-tocomputer interaction, handles knowledge in the same way as that in a normal human-toPage 91
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human interaction (HHI) environment. This yields a comparison. Contrasting HHI and
HCI can help understand the difference between the two in the export trading context.

The questions that arise are: How to use the export trading knowledge portal in an HCI
form that does the same things as HHI communications and interactions? Will the four
modes of knowledge conversion in HHI work the same way in HCI? In the presence of
the portal, will the theoretical implications in TOKC and its four modes of knowledge
conversion stay the same? In the empirical investigation, there is a need to explore
whether the portal features are suitable design aspects in the portal. As in activity theory
and domain analysis, TOKC also helps to find out and relate to the knowledge by
dealing with aspects of people, activity and technology. All three theories are useful in
the early stage of software design and they help determine the design issues of the
portal.

3.6.3

Limitations of the Theory of Organisational Knowledge Creation

Nonaka et al.’s theory of organisational knowledge creation suggests an on-going
continuation of four modes of knowledge conversion between explicit and tacit
knowledge. In their work, the knowledge spiral takes place as an on-going process. It is
suggested that ‘in HHI’ knowledge evolves from an individual level, through to the
group level and to the organisation as a whole. Using TOKC in this research, how the
knowledge spiral can occur at all these levels by involving the portal in HCI is explored
and discussed.

A limitation of TOKC is the lack of explanation on whether rules are involved in the
four modes of knowledge conversion in relation to people’s use of knowledge in a
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community of practice and knowledge construction as a result of the knowledge spiral.
Considering the lack of examination of rules guiding people’s knowledge use and
construction in the four modes of knowledge conversion, this research needs to use
TOKC in addition to activity theory and domain analysis. Together, the three theories
can examine how humans obtain knowledge and how their knowledge spirals take place
in the dynamic human interaction in the portal in order to enable knowledge-creating
organisations.

3.7

A Focal Theory – A Theoretical Framework of Concepts

To recap all three theories discussed above, the important observations made so far are
as follows. AT is strong in its theoretical notions in depicting a human activity system at
the action, activity and operation levels in understanding user interactions in the export
trading community. However, activity theory is weak in defining the scope of the export
trading knowledge domain and in understanding the knowledge use, sharing and
transfer. DA and TOKC are employed to address this gap. New knowledge creation and
knowledge renewal are essential knowledge management processes covered in TOKC
but not covered in the concepts of AT and DA. Viewing from the theoretical
perspectives of TOKC, the knowledge management processes of new knowledge
creation and knowledge renewal can be revealed. TOKC addresses a gap of how
knowledge conversions take place in the export trading knowledge portal.

The theoretical framework of this research is hence made up of the theoretical notions,
theoretical perspectives and theoretical constructs for analyses through the use of three
essential theories – the activity theory, domain analysis and theory of organisational
knowledge creation. The theoretical concepts are complementary to the others as each
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theory has its strength which is useful in exploring certain aspects of the complex export
trading phenomenon. A focal theory for the present research is formed through the
integration of the concepts, theoretical perspectives, notions and constructs discussed so
far, and through which the design of the export trading community portal is constructed.

3.8

The Use of a Theoretical Framework in this Thesis

Theoretical concepts of three theories are used in formulating this theoretical framework
(a focal theory). The concepts associated with each theory are inferred to the data
collected later. In the following sub-sections, the key theoretical concepts and how they
are used for inferences to data in the export trading context are explained.

3.8.1 Domain Analysis

DA establishes the scope of export trading knowledge for collective knowledge use by
all participants in this study. This theoretical approach is also used to analyse the
knowledge associated with the portal application software within the export trading
domain. In this process, the field study data reveal information or communication tools
used in the portal for knowledge organisation, as well as how knowledge is organised
based on the types of important events, topics, or export knowledge types.

To understand how different types of users interact and how collective knowledge is
formed amongst these interactive users in a community, concepts associated with
activity theory are used in the analyses. Data collected are checked against the concepts
and terms in activity theory: artefact, subject, object, rules, community, division of
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labour2, transformation process and outcome. The embedded human interactions in a
human activity system are explored. For example, consideration is given to: the types of
rules the portal has to operate with in relation to the community, human interactions,
communications, etc. The design of the export trading knowledge portal considers all
theoretical concepts used for human activity and the knowledge transformation process
within the specific context of the export trading knowledge domain. This consideration
also takes into account concepts in the theory of organisational knowledge creation, in
particular the four modes of knowledge conversion, namely, socialisation,
externalisation, combination and internalisation in the form of tacit and explicit
knowledge. The four modes of knowledge conversion relate to knowledge use and
exchange, and also relate to the transformation process in the human activity system.
The four modes of knowledge conversion are regarded as being directly related to the
transformation process in the human activity system, and are examined through the lens
of theoretical analysis using TOKC.

Export Trading Knowledge Domain
Inherent Knowledge in a
Human Activity System
Previously Tacit / Currently Explicit
Knowledge on the Export Trading Portal
Theory of Organizational
Knowledge Creation
Activity Theory
Theory of Domain Analysis

Figure 3.6 The Relations between Three Theories and Their Use in Data Analyses

2

Note that in this thesis the term ‘division of effort’ is used to mean ‘division of labour’. ‘Division of
labour’ has a different meaning in Economics and Sociology.
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The purposes and positions of the three theories are depicted in the theoretical
framework in Figure 3.6 in relation to the empirical work. The figure shows what each
theory does and how it will be used in the data analysis. In Figure 3.6, the outermost
oval shows the use of domain analysis theory as a macro level theory. DA sets the
boundary of an application software knowledge domain, as well as formulating an
abstraction of the knowledge domain. DA studies the thoughts and discourse of the
community of users interacting with one another and using knowledge in this domain.
This understanding of the abstraction of the knowledge domain is important. DA takes
place before any systems analysis is carried out and establishes the boundary of export
knowledge appropriate to the design of knowledge portal application software. This
knowledge scope relates to knowledge of the portal users, who are the members of the
export trading community. The understanding of the collective knowledge use in their
common interactions is crucial in the design of the portal.

3.8.2

Activity Theory

The use of AT is shown in the mid oval in Figure 3.6. The way in which collective
knowledge occurs and how knowledge can be interchanged amongst users in the export
portal community is examined through the lens of AT. Using AT, the export portal
community users are seen as ‘subjects’ or ‘actors’ in the human activity system. This
same export portal ‘community’ is also seen as the ‘community’ of practice with
subjects in the human activity system. ‘Objects’ are the ideas, signals, thoughts,
metaphors and language used in their interactions. ‘Tool’ broadly refers to the entire
export portal with web pages and web functions that enable dissemination of
information on the export portal. ‘Tool’ additionally refers to the communicative
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methods used to tap knowledge in a knowledge repository for reuse on the export
trading knowledge portal.

‘Rules’ proscribes what users do when using the portal, when obtaining knowledge for
reuse from the knowledge repository, when communicating with others in the portal
(‘tool’), and when sharing knowledge. ‘Rules’ mediates between the portal users
(‘subjects’) and the ‘community’. ‘Division of effort’ refers to the intention and effort
put in to the tasks to use the collective knowledge within the community. Intention and
effort to use the portal (‘division of effort’) mediates between the knowledge (‘objects’)
and the export trading users ‘community’. Mediation also takes place when users
(‘subjects’) use the portal communication devices (‘tools’) to exchange knowledge. The
exchange knowledge (‘object’) is then transformed into an ‘outcome’ (e.g. informed
decision making). ‘Outcome’ is the resultant throughput of each and every ‘subject’ to
use collective knowledge (‘object’) successfully. The ‘transformation’ process converts
an ‘object’ into an ‘outcome’ and changes ideas (‘object’) in human activity either into
an action (e.g. decision) or an advanced idea (e.g. renewed knowledge or knowledge
creation) as the desired ‘outcome’. ‘Collective knowledge’ in this research refers to how
humans’ inherent knowledge in the community is collectively used in their activity.

3.8.3 Theory of Organisational Knowledge Creation

The innermost oval in Figure 3.6 shows the use of TOKC. Nonaka et al. (1996)
developed this theory. However, in Nonaka (1997), Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) and
Nonaka, Takeuchi and Umemoto’s work (1996), there was not any clear in-depth
discussion of the technology that may be used to enhance knowledge creation in an
organisation. Nonaka et al.’s work (1995, 1996, 1997), therefore, has a limitation: it
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investigates knowledge inherent in human-human-interaction (HHI) within an
organisational context but not human-computer-interaction (HCI) through the use of
web technology, especially on the portal.

The intended export trading knowledge portal involves all human interactions regarded
as a form of human-computer-interaction (HCI) in this study. Some theoretical concepts
introduced in the theory of organisational knowledge creation are useful. For example,
the four modes of knowledge conversion (i.e. socialisation, externalisation,
combination, internalisation), the tacit and explicit forms of knowledge, and how the
knowledge spiral works in the present new study in the export trading domain were the
result of examinations in the field study. How an ‘object’ is ‘transformed’ into an
‘outcome’ in AT on the portal is further analysed through the lens of TOKC. The portal
design considers ‘tools’ as in portal features (e.g. discussion forum, chat-room, etc.) that
support human interaction by considering how these tools can help provide solutions to
the human problems.

It is due to the differences in the natures of HHI and HCI that various theoretical
concepts in Nonaka et al.’s theory may be challenged. For example, the four modes of
knowledge conversion in the theory may not all occur in HCI. According to Nonaka et
al. (1995, 1996), there are only four types of changes in knowledge form – tacit-tacit,
tacit-explicit, explicit-explicit and explicit-tacit – in human interactions. As technology
only supports systemised data (that is, explicit knowledge), the use of explicit
knowledge is of focal interest in regard to the export trading knowledge portal. In
particular, research was undertaken to explore the portal features that allow tacit
knowledge to be externalised and to capture the previously tacit knowledge, and to
understand the four types of knowledge conversion explained by Nonaka et al. (1995,
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1996) that happen in HCI. In essence, this section has discussed how theories in the
theoretical framework influence the way the empirical data are analysed.

In essence, DA sets a boundary for the present study of an export trading knowledge
portal application domain. Within a domain, DA investigates the portal features
supporting knowledge use in the portal. AT and TOKC further support DA by more
meticulously investigating the process of knowledge exchange through interaction and
communications in human activity.

3.9 Summary

In this chapter, three theories (DA, AT and TOKC) were articulated into a single
theoretical framework. This theoretical framework is also regarded as a focal theory.
The framework is used to theoretically interpret empirical data gathered and for analysis
purposes. The significantly different but useful theoretical concepts used in three
different theories are identified. Using the theoretical concepts in any of the three
theories alone is not useful for understanding and analysing the complex export trading
phenomenon. It is stressed that all the theoretical notions are useful when they are used
together. Together, they help understand and analyse various issues related to how
technology can support inherent export knowledge in human interactions. The design of
the export trading knowledge portal draws upon the theoretical and analytical concepts
of domain analysis and activity theory. DA and AT are strong vehicles for
understanding the design of the HCI technology and formulating a body of knowledge
required in an application software knowledge domain. The use of previous theory and
philosophical thought is ‘relevant’ to modern-day information systems (Walsham,
1993). In addition, Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest the use of theory as one of the
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four important ways of triangulation. The use of a theoretical framework in this thesis
provides a higher level of validity in research.

Later in this research, the theoretical framework is used for analyses. Inferences from
data are made to the theoretical notions to understand the export trading phenomenon.
New theory building will happen after the empirical data are analysed using the
theoretical framework. The choice of methods and how they are used to conduct
research cannot be separated from the theory informing the research and the problems in
investigation (Cecez-Kecmanovic, 2001). The next chapter will discuss how the case
study method is used to support the theoretical framework formulated. In IS research,
Silverman (1998a, p.13) suggests the use of both (1) a theory of everyday knowledge
and its associated concepts, and (2) a methodology which offers access to the naturally
occurring contexts in which that knowledge is deployed to realise the theoretical
implications. The next chapter will explain how the theoretical framework, together
with the associated concepts, is supported by case study research methodology that
enables a qualitative interpretative study to understand the export trading world, its
knowledge and how the portal can be designed to support the knowledge use and
exchange.
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Chapter 4
Research Method
4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, the theoretical framework provided the required theoretical concepts that
will be used in analysing the empirical data in the export trading environment.
However, the theoretical framework needs a supporting methodology that helps provide
evidence to explain the theoretical implications of knowledge constitution in an export
trading context. Empirical data can be useful only when its collection and analysis are
properly governed by a research method. The empirical data obtained will be
investigated in the light of the theoretical concepts to further support or disprove the
validity of the new theory built in this research. This chapter develops the research
methodology adopted.

In designing a knowledge portal, it is necessary to understand what knowledge is
embedded in the human actions and interactions in the export trading environment, and
how that knowledge can be exchanged and used are necessary. Gillham (2000, p. 1)
defines a case as, “a unit of human activity that exists in the here and now, embedded in
the real world and to be understood in context, but its precise boundaries are difficult to
draw” The context and boundaries of export trading knowledge are unclear. It is
proposed here that only a qualitative case study, rather than a quantitative study, can
unpacked details in this phenomenon. In addition, only with an understanding of what
export knowledge is, used in context, can the design aspects that support knowledge use
in the portal be considered. Hence, the case study is designed with two units of analysis.
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The first unit of analysis examines what export trading knowledge is, and the second
explores how the portal can support knowledge use and exchange.

This chapter also identifies the philosophical orientation and research paradigm adopted
throughout the thesis. This study is qualitative interpretive research situated within a
constructivist paradigm, supported by the use of case study methodology and content
analysis. A paradigm is the basic belief system or worldview that guides the investigator
in research (Guba & Lincoln, 1994) and reflects fundamental beliefs and assumptions
about the nature of organisations (Gioia & Pitre, 1990, p. 585). Qualitative research
positions this study as a value-laden inquiry, while the interpretive dimension examines
the meanings people assign to the export trading context. The constructivist paradigm
directs this study into social constructions by exploring processes and meanings related
to human activity whereby knowledge use and exchange happens. Thematic formations
and pattern-matching, used in this study, are important in case study data analysis and
theory building, and content analysis is used to strengthen the data analysis. Based on
the theoretical framework elaborated in Chapter 3, this chapter explains how theoretical
framework and research method are used in the empirical investigation in an analytical
methodology developed in this thesis.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.2, the traditional methodologies
used in information systems (IS) research are discussed. It argues that IS researchers can
adopt any suitable research method, whether quantitative or qualitative, since IS is
multidisciplinary and the theories used in IS have origins in other disciplines. In section
4.3, qualitative research and its various paradigms are introduced. The section also
introduces the constructivist research paradigm used and followed throughout the thesis.
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Section 4.4 states the need for a qualitative case study in this research. It argues that this
qualitative research method can most appropriately resolve the research problem.
Further, it explains the rationale for using qualitative research methodology in the
export trading context, a complex area without closely-drawn boundaries. In such an
environment, quantifiable data cannot address the research problems. Section 4.5
depicts the development of a research design for this case study. In qualitative research,
the researcher is an instrument; accordingly this section explains the researcher’s
experience and background. It also explains how the stakeholders and respondents were
selected for the two units of analysis and discusses the multiple data collection
techniques. The types of theory building methods and the choice of case study as a
theory building approach are introduced. It explains a new analytical methodology
developed that informs how empirical data collected is theoretically analysed governed
by the research method and the theoretical framework. It explains how an analytical
methodology is derived and used in the research, and describes the evaluation, analysis,
interpretation and data presentation. It also discusses various ways of enforcing
relevance, reliability, validity and rigour in this research. Section 4.6 summarises the
chapter.

4.2 Traditional Information Systems Research Methods

Information systems (IS) are the means by which organisations and people, utilizing
information technologies, gather, process, store, use and disseminate information (Ellis
et al., 1999, p. 1096). In an IS context, there is a need for a multi-disciplinary approach
to study the range of socio-technical phenomena which determines the development, use
and effects of these organisations and society. Information systems pervade diverse
areas such as agriculture, manufacturing, services, education, medicine, defence and
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government (Baskerville & Myers, 2002, pp. 1-5). Even though IS is a reference
discipline in its own right, Baskerville and Myers (2002, p. 1) see that there is a distinct
research perspective that embraces both qualitative and quantitative research in IS.
Benbasat and Weber (1996, pp. 389-391) see diversity in information systems research.
They characterise the state of diversity today in four ways: (1) diverse research
problems; (2) research methods; (3) theoretical foundations; and (4) paradigms.

Research can be basically differentiated as qualitative and quantitative (Silverman,
1993, 1998a, 1998b; Neuman, 2006; Leedy, 1993; Gillham, 2000; Creswell, 2003;
Benbasat & Weber, 1996; Markus & Lee, 1999). Leedy (1993, p. 139) explains that all
data, all factual information and all human knowledge must ultimately reach the
researcher either as words or numbers. The nature of the data and the problem for
research dictate the research methodology. He explains that if the data are verbal, the
methodology is qualitative, and if it is numerical, the methodology is quantitative. In
quantitative research, numbers and figures are predominant. In contrast, facts
manifested as meaningful textual explications of situations produce significant
differences in qualitative research. The distinctions between qualitative and quantitative
research are manifested in the use of different types of data as evidence to report
findings.

Similarly, Denzin and Lincoln (2000), and Guba and Lincoln (1989) differentiate the
two types of study in the following way. They see that qualitative researchers place an
emphasis on the value-laden nature of inquiry and also seek answers to questions that
stress how social experience is created and given meaning. On the other hand,
quantitative studies put the emphasis on the measurement and analysis of causal
relationships between variables but not processes. Trauth (2001, pp. 280-281) states that
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“quantitative data are suitable for computerised analysis, whereas qualitative data
require the researchers to do the analysis”. She further observes that qualitative methods
are particularly suitable when the researcher does not understand the dimensions enough
to express them as quantifiable variables. Denzin and Lincoln (2000, p. 9) highlight the
choice of work methods and ideas that distinguish the two research styles,
Both qualitative and quantitative researchers think they know something about
society worth telling to others, and they use a variety of forms, media and means
to communicate their ideas and findings.

There is limited core explanatory theory within the IS community. Various researchers
(e.g. Baskerville & Myers, 2002; Ellis et al., 1999; Benbasat & Weber, 1996; Palvia,
Mao, Salam & Soliman , 2003; Benbasat & Zmud, 1999) see that IS imports knowledge
or borrows theories from other reference disciplines. Benbasat and Weber (1996, p.
394) observe that theoretical disputes in information systems are non-existent when
there have been methodological disputes – over positivism and interpretivism. This
thesis argues that the methodology use is a choice based on the research purpose and
problem. While this research is qualitative, it further considers the selection of
paradigm.

4.3 Qualitative Research and Its Paradigms in Information Systems

Doing qualitative research has many advantages for the research context. For example,
within an interpretive research framework, IS researchers understand human thought
and action in social and organisational contexts, and interpretive research has the
potential to produce deep insights into information systems phenomena including the
management of information systems and information system development (Klein &
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Myers, 1999, p. 67). Generally, qualitative researchers can make use of several methods
for collecting empirical materials (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 23). These data
collection methods range from the interview to direct observation, the analysis of
artefacts, documents, cultural records and the use of visual aids or personal experience.
The researcher also uses different methods to read and analyse the collected materials.

However, the use of qualitative method does not necessarily imply interpretive research
in Information Systems (Trauth, 2001a). Many researchers (Orlikowski & Baroudi,
1991; Trauth, 2001b; Klein & Myers, 1999, 20001) broadly classify qualitative research
paradigms as positivist, interpretive or critical research. A qualitative method such as an
interview can be used for positivist, interpretive or critical research (Trauth, 2001b).
Positivist research can be used to establish statistical tests to certify reliability and
validity (Trauth, 2001a, 2001b). Positivist studies are premised on the existence of a
priori fixed relationships within phenomena which are typically investigated with
structured instrumentation to test theory to increase predictive understanding of
phenomena (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). Interpretive studies assume that people
create and associate their own subjective and inter-subjective meanings as they interact
with the world around them (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Trauth, 2001b). Critical
studies aim to critique the status quo, through the exposure of what are believed to be
deep-seated, structural contradictions within social systems, and thereby to transform
these alienating and restrictive social conditions (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Trauth,
2001b).

Travers (2001b, pp. 8-12) further classifies the paradigms into positivism,
interpretivism, realism and post-structuralism. ‘Realism’ informs inquiry in the human
sciences by looking behind appearances to discover laws or mechanisms; interpretivism,
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on the other hand, takes members’ accounts at face value or contrasts the perspectives
of different groups in society (Travers, 2001b). Realism is the core principle of the
idiographic and nomothetic types of research design, shedding light on organisational
phenomena (Tsoukas, 1989). Post-structuralism seeks to challenge the assumption of
positivism, interpretivism and realism that it is possible to obtain valid knowledge about
the world.

Burrell and Morgan (1979) discuss four qualitative research paradigms: functionalist,
interpretive, radical humanist and radical structuralist. In IS research, there are also
other discussions of paradigms such as post-modernism (Walsham, 1993), rationalism
(Johnson & Duberley, 2000), contructivism (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991; Orlikowski,
2000, Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001; Hung et al., 2006) and critical realism (Monod,
2004; Klein, 2004; Mingers, 2004a, 2004b, Johnson & Duberley, 2000). While there are
many paradigms to discuss, this qualitative interpretive research adopts the
contructivism paradigm.

There are two strands of constructivism: radical or psychological constructivism, and
social

constructionism

(Schwandt,

1997,

2001;

Williamson,

2006).

Radical

constructivism focuses on the individual knower and acts of cognition. Social
constructionism focuses on social process and interaction and is generally known as
social constructivism (Schwandt, 1997). Only this second strand is central to this thesis.
Constructivists typically enter a context as learners, not claiming to know what is salient
(Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Constructivists seek to understand how social actors recognise,
produce, and reproduce social actions and how they come to share an inter-subjective
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understanding of specific life circumstances (Schwandt, 2003). Locke and GoldenBiddle (1997, p. 1024) state:
A socially constructed view of science suggests that knowledge cannot be
separated from the knower, because the content of knowledge is influenced by
social practices and interactions, and because the determination of what ideas
count as knowledge is a meaning-making activity enacted in particular
communities.

The constructivists see that knowing is an ongoing social accomplishment, constituted
and reconstituted as actors engage the world in practice (Orlikowski, 2002). The
constructed views and concepts from the empirical study will be constituted and
reconstituted, refined and matured in a theory building process. In this thesis, a
constructivist paradigm informs the exploration of how export trading community
members interact, use and exchange knowledge and how the portal supports them.

This study is interpretive by nature. Interpretive methods of research aim at producing
an understanding of the context of the information systems, and the process whereby the
information system influences and is influenced by its context (Walsham, 1993, p. 4).
From the constructivist perspective, this qualitative interpretive study seeks an
understanding of the knowledge of the social context of export trading (for the
knowledge portal design) based in reality. Klein and Myers (1999, p. 67) state:

IS research can be classified as interpretive if it is assumed that our knowledge of
reality is gained only through social constructions such as language,
consciousness, shared meanings, documents, tools and other artefacts.
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In essence, this study has to be a qualitative interpretive IS research to examine
knowledge framed within the social constructivist research paradigm.

4.4 Justifying the use of a Qualitative Interpretive Case Study in the Constructivist
Paradigm
The selection of the methodology should be approached flexibly and given some
thought. Every research methodology is useful for particular purposes. There is not a
‘one size fits all’ method suitable for all research problems; each research strategy has
advantages and disadvantages and no strategy is more appropriate than all others for all
research purposes (Benbasat, Goldstein & Mead, 1987). The selection of a strategy is
determined by the goals of the researcher and the nature of the research topic. The
nature of the research problem has the most significant influence on the choice of a
research methodology (Trauth, 2001). The methodology for this research is qualitative
for the following important reasons. First, the amount of uncertainty surrounding the
phenomenon under study is an important factor in the choice of qualitative research
methods (Trauth, 2001, p. 7). In addition, human activity was seen as text - as a
collection of symbols expressing layers of meanings (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 9).
The empirical study is about the meanings of data relating to human knowledge, their
human interactions in human activity systems. This study examines knowledge use and
exchange amongst export trading members as the thought and discourse community.

Within IS research, there are different interpretive methods, such as case study,
ethnographies, phenomenology, action research, grounded theory and ethnomethodology (Klein & Myers, 2001). Case study is particularly appropriate for certain
types of problems: those in which research and theory are at their early, formative stage
(Benbasat et al., 2001, p.369). Case study methodology supports interpretivism and is
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selected for this study because it best supports the goals and nature of this research
topic. In this research, theory is confronted with the results of empirical studies. The
ultimate goal is to use the empirical studies as a basis to construct a higher-order theory
(theory building). The research focuses on export trading as the domain for analysis.
Qualitative case studies are particularistic, descriptive and heuristic (Merriam, 1998).
This qualitative case study research is interpretive. Interpretive research does not
predefine dependent and independent variables, but focuses on the complexity of human
sense making as the situation emerges – to understand phenomena through meanings
that people assign to them (Klein & Myers, 2001, p. 219).

Technology is socially constituted and requires a thorough grasp of the structured and
structuring influence of social action on the development and use of information
technology (Schultze, 2001). This research explores the social construction of export
trading knowledge and how the portal can support knowledge use and exchange. It also
aims to examine how tacit knowledge is socially constructed in the community for the
purpose of the portal design. Using technology design to address human knowledge use
means that this is human-computer-interaction (HCI) research. HCI is far too rich and
complex to force into a set of hypotheses that can be quantitatively tested (Rogers et al.,
1994). A social construction is needed to understand how knowledge originally held in
humans’ minds is used in human interaction, and can be captured, stored, used and
reused in the portal. The study of what the knowledge management field calls subjective
or ‘tacit knowledge’ requires a rich and qualitative approach (Lee, 2000, p. xi).

Information systems research also falls within social science study. Social science study
allows investigation of the human interaction activities amongst export trading members
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in the portal. Case study methodology has its origin in social studies. Case studies (Yin,
1984, 1989, 1994) aim to investigate a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life
context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context (in this
instance, export knowledge through human activities and interactions) are not clearly
evident. Yin (2003, p. 15) states that the use of case study is most important to explain
the presumed causal links in real-life interventions that are too complex for survey or
experimental strategies. A series of familiar questions such as ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’,
‘how’ and ‘why’ in case study methodology enables development of a categorisation
scheme (Gillham, 2000) and is used in this research. Using these types of question, the
qualitative case study presents answers on the complex export trading phenomenon.

Further, case study is an established and recognised qualitative method which has
gained increasing acceptance over the past decades in the information systems fields
(Pare, 2002). The methodology has been adopted by various renowned IS case study
researchers (e.g. Lee, 1989a, 1989b, 1999; Benbasat et al., 1987; Klein & Myers, 2001)
to explore complex IS phenomena. While case study helps collect the empirical data and
analyses the inquiry in the present study, it also builds understandings of the portal
features that handle knowledge in a complex export trading phenomenon. Further,
qualitative case study helps serve as a theory building approach in this study.

In addition, case study techniques such as surveys, interviews, observations and
documentations are valuable critical means of information input. In this research, these
inputs were obtained from export trading members regarding their knowledge and
interactions in trading activities. The phenomenon studied is new in that the theoretical
framework is immature and will be developed into a new theory in this research.
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Further, the data collected are verbal and deliver textual meanings within a complex
phenomenon. Various sources of input information allow data triangulation through
comparison, evaluation and validation of data to increase the research rigour in
qualitative research. In case study, pattern-matching can be performed on the basis of
data triangulation in the inquiry. To enhance the results of thematic formations and
pattern-matching, content analysis is used to strengthen and support case study
methodology.

Only by using qualitative research can concepts be derived from

empirical data, inferring data to concepts, and concepts to the theories. The further
theoretical concepts derived will advance understanding of how members of the export
trading community interact, use and exchange knowledge in the export trading
community portal. The next section will present the philosophical orientation adopted in
this thesis.

4.5

Research Design

This section discusses how the research design is planned considering the advantages of
case study methodology. The research considers various aspects of research design –
such as evaluation, analysis and data relevance, reliability and validity – that increase
the quality and rigour of qualitative research. For these purposes, three important
aspects that Denzin and Lincoln (2000) recommnend in research design were
considered:

Research design describes a flexible set of guidelines that connect theoretical
paradigms first to strategies of inquiry and second to methods for collecting
empirical materials. It situates researchers in the empirical world and connects
them to specific sites, persons, groups, institutions, and bodies of relevant
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interpretive materials, including documents and archives. It also specifies how the
investigator addresses the two critical issues of representation and legitimation (p.
22).

Section 4.3 (Qualitative Research and its Paradigms in Information Systems) has
positioned this thesis as qualitative interpretive case study research within the social
constructivist research paradigm. I have briely discussed the nature of the export trading
community and its different stakeholders as an overiew in Chapter 1 (Introduction).
Later, in sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, I will explain how I carefully select suitable
organisations, sites and respondents in key roles in representative organisations and how
I collect interpretive materials from multiple data collection techniques in an empirical
investigation. In section 4.5.1, I position myself (‘the researcher’) as a critical research
instrument in this qualitative research. I reveal how I carefully use my researcher
experience, increase my awareness of the coding integrity and reduce my researcher
bias, and how I use the experience to help secure rapport with respondents to share their
truthful views and gain their help in data verification and as future contacts to the
advantage of this research. I justify the important use of note-taking in this research
which has effectively encouraged the respondents to share their personal knowledge
worldviews and has created positive researcher-respondents relations in the empirical
investigation. I also present reasons for why these ‘legitimate’ stateholeders and
representative members in the case studies best represent the world of export trading
knowledge useful in addressing the research problem.

Both Denzin and Lincoln (2000) and Yin (2003) suggest case study research follow a
three-phase design and discuss theoretical concepts, empirical data for inferences and
changes to theory, and re-presenting theory after various analyses.
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--- Dotted line feedback loop represents the situation in which important discovery occurs during the conduct
of one of the individual cases. A second feedback loop (not shown) could represent the situation in which
the discovery led to reconsidering one or more of the study’s original theoretical propositions. Under either
circumstance, redesign should take place before proceeding further (Yin, 2003, p50).

Figure 4.1 Case Study Method (Adapted: Yin, 2003, p. 50)

Yin’s (2003) case study research design was adopted in this study. Figure 4.1 illustrates
the three phases in the research activities: (1) define and design; (2) prepare, collect and
analyse; (3) analyse and conclude. As shown in Figure 4.1, the empirical data are used
in making inferences to the theoretical concepts of DA, AT and TOKC within the
theoretical framework. Through this process, theoretical concepts obtained through the
export trading context may bring to light new changes to theory. The old theoretical
concepts will either have to be refuted by a new theory or refined by re-presenting the
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theory after various analyses. The following sub-sections explain the components
considered in supporting the three phrases in Figure 4.1 and in the research design.

4.5.1

The Researcher as an Instrument

Patton (1990) states that qualitative methods make the researcher the instrument. He
also states that qualitative research relies on the skill, competence and rigour of the
person doing fieldwork. Yin (2003), in concurrence with Patton, states that, unlike
statistical analysis using few fixed formulas to guide the novice, the experienced case
study investigator has advantages over the novice at the analytic stage. Yin (2003, p.
110)

argues that the successful articulation of research results using case study

evidence depends on an investigator’s own style of rigorous thinking, sufficient
presentation of evidence and careful consideration of alternative interpretation.

The researcher’s experience was an important factor in this study. The researcher has
formal qualifications – Bachelor of Information Technology (Information Management)
and Master of Arts (International Studies) – that provide a useful background for
undertaking the proposed study; such research requires knowledge in technology,
information/knowledge management and international trade. I have been a member of
an Australian professional export association for more than six years and have met
several members who were involved in exporting. Many of those targeted for interviews
were members, or their business associates of the same association. My association with
them spans formal events of the association both before and after the interviews were
undertaken. Some additional respondents I met at academic conferences, some via a
professional computing association, some at professional industrial events and others at
the universities where I worked and researched. After meeting, contact has been
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maintained via emails and telephone calls. My very frequent interactions with these
individuals allowed a prolonged field investigation through my professional relationship
with them. My close association with them also allowed me to reach them for updates or
information verification. They have been approachable and willing to share their
experience, views and knowledge. Hence, they were selected as my respondents for
field data collection between 2001 and 2004.

I started my first full-time job in 1982, and have since worked in several large
corporations, some of which were involved in importing materials or exporting
products. Many of my past jobs exposed me to the export trading environment and tasks
that required my interaction with a network of people who exported goods and provided
services to facilitate exporting. While my work was mainly in a business context, I was
also qualified as an information technologist. One of my professional experiences was
in implementing a software package and supporting international trading users of that
package nation-wide. As well as dealing with international traders, I undertook visits to
on-site users to solve their technical problems or identify human user errors. As the
software had to be customised to individual trading operations and the types of product
traded, I was trained in importing and exporting. For the present study, while the
selection guidelines developed were based on a review of several government
documents, export trading industry publications and successful contacts with ACS
(Appendix 2), it was also based on my own past professional experience in international
trading.

In my own work experience in firms involved in both domestic and export trading in the
past twenty years, the following observations were made. To a very large extent, selling
to buyers overseas with a different cultural, language, social and country background is
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a different experience from selling goods to buyers in one’s host country. With buyers
in the same host country, sellers do not worry about language barriers (which may affect
product labelling, advertisements, promotions, dealings with overseas distribution
agents), different product preference due to cultural difference, different buyer
behaviours and different social demands for the product. Domestic traders do not have
to worry about the effects of currency exchange and receiving payments in different
currencies. Neither do they have to worry about paying extra money for insurance for
safe product delivery over a long distance.

Hence, many different types of consideration that do not affect domestic trade are made
in international trade, particularly export trading. For example, domestic traders do not
consider and select different currency payments for products delivered using different
transportation modes: land, sea or air transport. Domestic traders care less about how
they can send the products to the buyers in good time, best shape and condition where
there are internal product constraints such as the perishability of goods (e.g. fruits and
vegetables) or the need for currency of goods (e.g. newspapers and magazines), and are
less affected by the external constraints of the time and geographical distance
differences between the buyer and seller countries. Domestic traders do not need to
consider the conditions in which the products reach the foreign buyers, satisfying the
overseas legislation in safety inspections on proper food for human consumptions,
health standards, health labels, overseas permits, etc. Further, selling the same goods to
different types of buyers in different countries with different languages, cultures,
demographic, and so forth are different sorts of experiences. Exporters hence have much
more to consider, risk-manage, plan and decide before the firm can grow and benefit.
Thus, export trading is clearly different from normal commercial trading in a domestic
market (Soon et al., 2004).
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4.5.1.1 Coding Integrity and Reduction in Researcher Bias

As Krippendorff (1980, p. 72) states, “Observers, coders, and judges should, of course,
be familiar with the nature of the material to be recorded but also capable of handling
the categories and terms of the data language reliably”. My own work experience in
export trading and in information technology has helped me to gain both a strong
understanding of the research context and a good steady rapport with all my
respondents. The role of qualitative researcher as the primary data collection instrument
necessitates the identification of personal values, assumptions and bias at the outset of
the study (Creswell, 2003, p.200). I am aware that my experience may also result in
researcher bias that may deplete the values (e.g. validity) of qualitative research.

I am aware of three important issues that may affect validity in qualitative research: (1)
the impact of the researcher on the setting; (2) the values of the researcher; and (3) the
truth-status of a respondent’s account (Silverman, 1998b). The three issues are related to
researcher bias. Bias means first, a tendency in inquirers that prevents unprejudiced
consideration or judgement, and second, individual preferences, predispositions or
predilections that prevent neutrality and objectivity (Schwandt, 2001). I take various
qualitative researchers’ (Kvale, 1996; Rubin & Rubin, 1995; DiCicco-Bloom &
Crabtree, 2006; Schwandt, 2001) cautionary advice to decrease bias in this research.

I have taken the following steps to reduce researcher bias. First, I do not take the side of
or advocate the accounts of a single respondent or particular group of respondents.
Instead, I remain neutral, and listen to all respondents. I treat each respondent and
information input as equally important. As a further check, every respondent’s
information obtained was what I saw in the work and software demonstration, and
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compared with the organisational documents and archives that describe the work and
organisation; I did not accept presented facts at initial surface value. Second, I also do
not rely on information from a single respondent or a group of respondents for drawing
prejudicial inferences or generalizing from non-typical or non-representative persons or
events. I compare information from a person and the related data sources to that
provided by other respondents (across-cases check). Third, I am aware that my values
and my interactions in a field site may threaten, disrupt, create or sustain patterns of
social behaviour in my respondents at that site. While I professionally encourage every
respondent to truthfully share their world with me, I let the person air their views and
opinions openly and without threat, fear, worry or disruption.

My research experience is then used to ensure data reliability and validity in my
dealings. I am aware of my responsibility in this interpretive research. Interpretists
acknowledge their reflexive and subjective role in the research process (Denzin &
Lincoln, 1994; Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Janesick, 1998; Merriam, 1998). Hence, in the
research process, I do not direct my respondents in any way to answer questions just to
provide viewpoints that I expected, nor do I interpret their answers just to collect points
that I wanted to find. My firm standpoint is to let all respondents voice freely whatever
they want to tell me, listen to them carefully, and report as it is. Probing questions are
used to elicit information more fully (Mininchiello, Aroni, Timewell & Alexander,
1995). Probing allows the interviewer to use the techniques of follow-up and
clarification to collect more detailed information (Mininchiello, Madison, Hays,
Courtney & St. John, 1999). In all interviews, if any points (e.g. terminology, trade
jargon, unfamiliar documents or forms shown to me) are not clear, I probed to seek
clarification or detailed explanation. My professional dealings let them share with me
their honest views in a free, informal and relaxed atmosphere.
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4.5.1.2 Justification for Note-taking and Sharing of ‘Personal Knowledge’

Rubin and Rubin (1995) suggest that researchers keep a record of interviews by videotaping, tape-recording, taking handwritten notes during the interview, or jotting down
important points after the interview. Kvale (1996) suggests similar methods of recording
interviews for documentation and later analysis including audiotape recording,
videotape recording, note-taking and remembering. Rubin and Rubin (1995) explain
that the method of recording depends on the details needed, the degree to which
recording equipment disturbs the interviewee, the comfort of the interviewer with the
various techniques and the circumstances of the interviews. Note-taking is a personal
matter and it depends on the personality of the scholar and the project at hand (Brittain,
1994). Note-taking is the method used to record the views of the respondents in this
research. Hand-written points were noted during interviews, and the interviews recorded
as texts immediately after the interviews; these texts were then word-processed into
documents. The points taken down were revised and checked by the respondents in the
interviews. The word-processed documents were used later in the process of formal
respondents’ data verification.

Use of the note-taking method was determined first by the nature of my research topic.
My research aims to collect from the respondents their insightful work experience, and
to make them share with me their true knowledge. Through my contacts with the
respondents, I told them I aimed to collect data about their work processes, work file
demonstrations, work software/ portal application demonstrations, their documentations
about their work, and any documents, artefacts or archives about their work knowledge.
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Second, there were important considerations to be taken into account about using
technological equipment (e.g. tape-recorder or video-recorder) to record the informants
in my research. Recording an interview using technological equipment can stifle the
openness of the interviewee (Dawson, 2005) and make people feel uncomfortable
(Rose, Shneiderman & Plaisant, 1995). The presence of a tape recorder may inhibit
respondents from answering freely (Mitchell, 1993). The research is to collect ‘personal
knowledge’ (insights, experience, expertise, knowledge) through informants’ sharing of
what may be private, confidential or commerce-in-confidence information (i.e. the main
interests and aims in my data collection). For the same reason – that this research
collects ‘personal knowledge’ – a data collection technique such as focus groups is
inappropriate. The ‘personal knowledge’, which very likely involves management
strategies, trade secrets or highly confidential technical details, cannot be shared and
openly discussed at ease in a group with unfamiliar people. As such, the respondents
were mainly approached on a one-on-one basis. In some cases, two colleagues in the
same department of an organisation took part in the interview together as they saw that
only two persons in two roles could better or more fully answer my questions.

Third, the interview setting and process must be conducive to what some call ‘deep
disclosure’ (Platt, 2000). It is important to ensure that the interviewees feel comfortable,
so they are willing to share their experiences with the interviewer (Hove & Anda, 2005).
The respondents’ participation is totally voluntary. I endeavoured to be pleasant, ethical
and professional with all of them. I made them feel comfortable to talk about the topic
and willing to share their knowledge with me in an open and outward manner. Once
participants felt at ease with me, I progressively revealed that my research objectives
involved their sharing with me their ‘personal knowledge’. I also informed them that I
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needed and would appreciate demonstrations of their work, software demonstrations,
organisational documents, being shown around the office/firm, and anything else that
they could share with me about my research topic.

While the research objectives impact on the sensitive areas of knowledge sharing and
ownership, and are likely to result in respondents withholding information if taperecording is used, the main respondents were senior management and information
technology professionals who have genuine reasons and the right to share or withhold
strategic or professional information. Ethically, I had to seek permission before any
respondent could be tape-recorded. The respondents, however, voiced their common
worries and concerns as follows. They felt: that the topic was invasive and they did not
feel comfortable with being tape-recorded; that he/she could share knowledge with me
only if not tape-recorded; or that if the interviewee spoke inaccurately or wrongly, the
evidence could be used against the respondent’s interests. Some participants refused to
share organisation intranet information with me when tape-recorded, but were prepared
to share if not tape-recorded. Further, information about the websites or portals
developed for their clients and shared with me was private and confidential and could
not be tape-recorded. One of the respondents expressed concern that his voice would be
easily recognised as he was a very well-known person in the consultancy field. Even
where privacy and other issues do not preclude tape-recording or video-recording, there
are situations in which tape recording is inappropriate (Hove & Anda, 2005).

Note-taking plays a significant and effective role in certain types of research. In this
research, there are even more important reasons for note-taking such as sharing of
personal knowledge, privacy and confidentiality of knowledge to be shared. Note-taking
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is used in doctoral theses (e.g. Klaus, 2004; Chan, 2003; Metcalf, 1986) and is common
in IS research (e.g. Orlikowski & Gash, 1994; Schultze, 2000; Spinuzzi, 2000, 2001,
2002, 2003a, 2003b; Spinuzzi, Hart-Davison & Zachry, 2006; Rose et al., 1995;
Graham, Cheverst & Rouncefield, 2005; Nilsson & Hertzum, 2005; Millen, 2003;
Lutters & Ackerman, 2002; de Souza, Redmiles, Cheng, Millen & Patterson, 2004;
Wixon et al., 2002). As this research seeks true, insightful information, note-taking is a
feasible way to proceed. Finally, all my respondents were comfortable with my notetaking in the interviews.

Through note-taking, I achieved my research objectives of obtaining truthful ‘personal
knowledge’. Creswell and Miller (2000) defined validity as how accurately the account
represents participants’ realities of the social phenomena and is credible to them (p.
124). The understanding of the phenomenon is valid if the information is part of the
problem area and if the respondent is given the opportunity to speak freely according to
their own knowledge structures (Stenbacka, 2001). Information from all respondents
and their provided sources of data helped address research questions tailored into the
two units of analysis in this study. All my respondents openly shared with me their true
insightful knowledge. Some happily showed me around various departments within the
organisations. Some openly showed me what organisational work files and software
systems they used at work. Some let me take away forms, business models, documents
and organisational archives that are sensitive, private and confidential in nature. In a
particular instance, I was given one of only two copies of an organisational software
user manual. To ensure valid information recording, I adopted an approach in each
interview of confirming with the respondent at the end of the interview the points that I
had noted down. Some of them who sat next to me at the interviews also helped check
and correct some note-taking errors. In all interviews, I encouraged all respondents to
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agree to my future contacts with them to help me in data verification and for future
research purposes.

4.5.1.3 Professionalism, Rapport, Assistance and Further Collaboration

All data collected from the respondents in this research were verified by respondents
both informally and formally to ensure that the data collected reflected a true account of
their views. The research has been conducted as an long-term undertaking – initially
while the researcher was a student at Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
(from 2000), and later at Griffith University (from 2004) – and the researcher has
remained in regular contact with respondents through many types of interactions
throughout the years. The interactions have been in both formal (such as in interviews,
work observation, software demonstrations and collection requests for material inputs in
various document or artefact formats) and informal ways (as casual visits, phone
inquiries, social conversations in seminars, business events) that have allowed an
extensive and prolonged study in the research context.

As a social constructivist, I am aware that constructivists typically enter the frame as
learners, not claiming to know what is salient (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). Facts were not
taken at face value and I oftgen sought explanation and clarifications of doubts through
emails and phone contacts with the respondents. In addition, I further interacted with
respondents during social events, business seminars and casual visits. As interactions
with my respondents have been long-term, I have been able to share more of their
information and have created long-lasting professional relationships with these
respondents over the years. As a result, all my respondents reacted positively and helped
willingly in the later formal data verification process in 2006. In this process, which was
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also an updated study, they helped confirm that information I obtained from them has
currency and represented their truthful views.

4.5.2

Selection of Cases: Case Study as a Qualitative Research Method

This study is purposively designed as a qualitative case study to address the research
questions. The selected cases can offer purposive, situational and interrelated
descriptions of a phenomenon by connecting practical complex events to theoretical
abstraction (Stake, 1995, 2000; Lucka, Jackson & Usher, 2006; Woodside & Wilson,
2003).
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Figure 4.2 Basic Types of Design for Case Studies (Adapted from Yin, 2003, p. 40)

Figure 4.2 is adapted from Yin (2003, p. 40) to explain the basic types of design for case
studies and the case study design adopted in this study. As Figure 4.2 shows, there are
two types of case study: holistic and embedded. A holistic case study is: (1) a critical
case to test a well-formulated theory; (2) a case representing a unique case or extreme
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case; (3) a single case that is representative or typical; (4) a single case that is
revelatory; (5) a single case that is a longitudinal study design (Yin, 2003). It is not
feasible to study the complex export trading context in a single holistic case. This thesis
adopts an embedded case study. An embedded case study tackles the complexity by
studying many important stakeholders in export trading. Yin (2003) explains that in an
embedded case study, the same case study may involve more than one unit of analysis,
like a program involving a number of projects. In this research, the whole embedded
case study is a program of study involving multiple stakeholders in multiple units of
analysis. The units of analysis depend on how the embedded case study is structured
such that the entire case study can provide real-life data to inform the research problem.
Since the study explores export trading knowledge and how the portal supports
knowledge use and exchange, the following section explains how the embedded case
study is structured to address the research problem.

4.5.3 The Case: Rationale for Multiple Units of Analysis in Embedded Case Study

Figure 4.3 is produced to show the embedded case study involving multiple units of
analysis in this thesis. The unit of analysis is a specific project or decision (Benbasat et
al., 1987) and is a critical factor in a case study (Yin, 1994, p. 20). Pare (2002), Yin
(2003) and Lucka et al. (2006) suggests that the definition of the unit of analysis is
related to the way a researcher defines the initial research questions. The research
problem is ‘What constitutes export trading knowledge and how the portal technology
supports the use and exchange of this knowledge amongst the portal users’. In Figure
4.3, the case as an embedded case study contains two main units of analysis – unit of
analysis I and unit of analysis II. Unit of analysis I examines what constitutes export
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trading knowledge. Unit of analysis II examines how the portal can support knowledge
use and exchange. Together, both units of analysis address the whole research problem.

Context : Export Trading Context
Case Study (Embedded Case Study with Multiple Units of Analysis)
Unit of
Analysis I

Australian
Customs Service

Shipping
Company

Professional Export
Association

Quality
Authority

Freight
Forwarder

Logistics & Training
Services

Exporter

Specialist 1

Specialist 3

Specialist 6

Specialist 9

Specialist 12

Specialist 2

Specialist 4

Specialist 7

Specialist 10

Specialist 13

Unit of
Analysis IIA

Specialist 5

Specialist 8

Specialist 11

Specialist 14

Unit of
Analysis II

Unit of
Analysis IIB

Specialist (1)

Specialist (2)

Figure 4.3 An Embedded Case Study

However, the sub-topic of unit of analysis II, ‘how the portal can support knowledge use
and exchange’, can be broken down into three sub-questions: (1) what portal features
help export trading members interact? (2) what portal features help export trading
members seek and use important useful resources? and (3) how can members’ previous
version of knowledge be renewed and new knowledge created when the collective
knowledge in the portal is used? The sub-questions (1) and (2) examine portal features
and can be investigated together in an empirical study, but (3) is separate. As such, unit
of analysis II consists of two sub-units:
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Unit of analysis IIA
Unit of analysis IIA addresses two sub-questions: (1) what portal features can help
export trading members interact, and (2) what portal features can help export trading
members seek and use important useful resources.

•

Units of analysis IIB
Unit of analysis IIB addresses the sub-question (3) how can members’ previous
version of knowledge be renewed and new knowledge created when the collective
knowledge in the portal is used.

Within each major unit of analysis, questions that are germane and central to the issue
are asked. The answers obtained help to address the research problem from various data
sources made available from the interview respondents (e.g. interviews, the related
observations, software demonstration, documents, archives, etc.). Similar patterns of
results from various interviews (in units of analysis I, II [A, B] as stakeholder groups
and sub-groups) are compared. Results in units of analysis are cross-checked for an indepth understanding. Using an embedded case study, evaluation and analysis results are
improved and strengthened by data triangulation. Multiple informants and multiple
methods of data gathering or triangulation within a single study are themselves
recursive checks against the validity of the researcher’s interpretation (Ambert, Adler,
Adler & Detzner, 1995, p. 885) in this research.

4.5.3.1 Stakeholder and Respondent Selection

As export trading is a complex field of study involving multiple key players (or
stakeholders), two factors influenced my decisions on the selection of the scope of
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study, the stakeholders and the interviewees. The first factor was my experience and
understanding of the Australian export trading scenario.

The second factor involves reading and understanding some basic publications given to
me by the Australian Customs Service (ACS) before making my selection decisions.
This enabled me to carefully identify and select the major types of stakeholder; I was
able to see the importance of linking the export trading community members to the
government authorised controlling agency, ACS. Export trading community members
follow governmental export procedures and regulations in order to export products
legally. Further, this useful knowledge is seen as inherent in their dealings with the ACS
and other relevant stakeholders. After the initial interviews with ACS officers,
consideration was given to their responses, their interactions with the main exporting
firms, the supporting export service providers, and more. The selection guidelines were
developed based on all these considerations.

The foregoing is a broad outline of how the respondents were selected in this study.
This subsection provides further details about respondents investigated in units of
analysis I and II, and in units of analysis IIA and IIB. The selected stakeholders in unit
of analysis I are key players in export trading chosen after my contacts with ACS. The
selection was also based on own professional work experience. Having worked in these
organisations allowed me the opportunity to see the physical cargo packed, and to see
transportation and paperwork procedures in many organisations. In particular, in one of
my previous jobs, I was a product specialist involved in training and supporting
international traders in their use of software connected to a nationwide network for
import and import declarations and permit issue handlings. Other duties were to provide
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on-site visits to solve technical problems and to rectify user errors relating to the use of
the software. I worked closely with government agencies, international traders and all
related parties in exporting. With professional experience in export, I was able to select
stakeholders who are key players for the purpose of this PhD project.

The aim of the investigation is to explore the types of information and knowledge that
the export trading community use and exchange. In unit of analysis I, export
organisations included formed a case study purposively designed to provide a rich and
in-depth understanding in the investigated export context. To do so, I selected some
respondents from the following targeted stakeholders:

Table 4.1The Stakeholders and Respondents in Unit of Analysis I
No.

The Stakeholder

1.

ACS (Australian
Customs Service)

2.

Quality authority
(two authorities
involving in
seafood export)

3.

Exporter (or also
known as exporting
firms; three firms)
Freight forwarding
organisation (also
known as freight
forwarder; two
organisations)

4.

5.

Comprising

The Respondent

• One senior export officer
• Four export officers
• A Sea Compliance and
Cargo Management Reengineering Manager
Department of Primary
• A Seafood Service
Industries - Fisheries (DPI
Officer
- Fisheries)
• A Principal Scientist and
Team-leader in Seafood
Service Project
Australian Quarantine and • An Export Facilitator
Inspection Services (AQIS) • An Export Inspector
• Three Export Marketing
Managers from three
different exporting firms
An International Freight
• A Director
Forwarding Company
A State-wide Freight
• A Chief Executive
Consultation Organisation
Officer

Shipping company
(also known as
shipping carrier;
one organisation)

• Two Managers
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No.

The Stakeholder

6.

Export logistics and
training services
organisation (two
organisations)

7.

Professional export
association (one
organisation)

Comprising

The Respondent

An organisation in logistics • A General Manager
consultation and training
An organisation in all
• A Managing Director
aspects of consultations
and services
• A Chairman of the
association

The study in unit of analysis I had to be completed before units of analysis II could be
carried out. In the second unit of analysis, I included technical experts and senior
management representatives working in web portal areas who can provide insights and
useful comments on the design of a web portal incorporating knowledge management
practice. This enabled me to gain an in-depth understanding of how web technology is
used to support web knowledge exchange and useful web technology features to be
incorporated into the design of an export knowledge web portal. For the export
knowledge web portal study, there was a series of case studies carried out with
respondents in the following groups:

•

Web portal developers

•

Webpage designers

•

Specialists from a major corporate portal vendor

•

Web portal project managers

•

Senior management who endorse the development of web portals

All respondents in the first unit of analysis are located in Brisbane. As each respondent
in each subgroup represents the subgroup, I chose experienced personnel in the fields
with abundant field expertise and insights. Respondents in each subgroup are senior and
experienced officers in Australian government departments, or senior managers,
directors

and

chairmen/chief

executive

officers
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organisations in the private sector. For senior management in private organisations, their
experience in their type of export organisation was usually longer than ten years; some
had as much as fifteen to twenty years experience.

Most of the respondents in the second unit of analysis are located in Brisbane. However,
a few respondents, such as a web portal project manager and two portal specialists from
a major portal software vendor, are located in other Australian states. All respondents in
the second unit of analysis have a wealth of knowledge in portal website design,
development, management, maintenance and support. The interviewees work in either
the private or the government sector and work closely with support staff, various types
of managers in corporations, decision makers and users in relation to the use and
development of web portals.

Stakeholders in unit of analysis I in the Scope of Study

The following guidelines are important for scoping the empirical study. The same
guidelines were also used in selecting stakeholders for the interviews. The selection
guidelines derived are as follows:

1.

It is crucial to select a sufficient but manageable number of representative
organisations for the empirical study from the different types of organisation
interacting with exporters and the ACS.

2.

Essentially, organisations included in the study must interact with ACS and have
important export-related interests.

3.

ACS is selected because it is an integral player and a central controlling
government agency in exporting.
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4.

Selected stakeholders must export or carry out exporting activities in Australia.

5.

Exporting firms have frequent interactions with various stakeholders. In the
interviews with ACS, it was found that ACS had frequent interactions with
exporting firms; therefore exporting firms are to be included.

6.

Cargo can be transported overseas by sea, air, or land. As Australia is not
connected to any other countries by land, overland exporting cargo transport (cargo
trains, trucks, etc.) is not included in the study. As most products are transported
from Australia by sea, shipping organisations are considered in the study. Aircarriers or airlines were excluded from the research scoping in order to provide a
manageable and essential structure to the study

7.

In the study, stakeholders that have frequent interactions with exporting firms,
have immediate relations with exporting in Australia, and who hold important
export knowledge are to be included.

8.

Customs brokers and customs agencies carry out tasks or duties strictly based on
ACS policies. However, as their work can be undertaken by freight forwarding
organisations, these organisations are selected instead of customs brokers and
customs agencies in the study.

Interviewees in unit of analysis I in the Scope of Study

As a result, only the most critical stakeholders who took part in key export activities
were regarded as shaping the knowledge domain for this study and were selected for
interviews in unit of analysis I within the embedded case study. The critical
stakeholders are the Australian Customs Service (a manager, a senior officer and three
officers), Quality Authority (Department of Primary Industries - Fisheries (two senior
officers) and Australian Quarantine Inspection Service (two senior officers)), shipping
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company (one organisation - two managers), freight forwarder (two organisations - a
director and a CEO), an export professional association (a chairman), export logistics
and training services (two organisations - a general manager and a managing director),
and three exporters (three export managers from three different seafood exporting
firms). These interview respondents were all located in Brisbane, Australia.

After the interview with ACS officers, more thought was put into their responses and
selection criteria for interviewees were derived. The selection criteria were further
evaluated using the researcher’s own past professional experience in international
trading. Since the export trading knowledge domain consists of all types of export
related users, I considered it wise to approach the most useful, informative and relevant
representative respondents within the domain to ensure obtaining the most straight-tothe-point and insightful information. As the research investigates the synergised
knowledge in stakeholders’ interactions, the respondents’ availability, accessibility,
expertise to share, and willingness to air their views were considered. Experienced
senior management experts in export trading in major government departments and big
export related organisations were chosen in this study as it is believed that they could
provide more insightful critiques into issues, solutions and problems regarding export
trading operations.

Every respondent answered the same eleven open-ended questions in semi-structured
interviews (Appendix 3). Semi-structured interviews organised around a set of
predetermined open-ended questions can obtain not only the foreseen information but
can also elicit unexpected information emerging from the dialogue between the
interviewer and interviewees (Hove & Anda, 2005; DiCicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006).
With each question, respondents were also encouraged to freely explain their answers
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by giving illustrations of work processes, work documents, work software use, user
manuals, web information, and more. On a voluntary basis, they showed the use of their
desktop or Intranet software and offered hard copies of documents, archives or artefacts.
The ability to establish and maintain trust in a field setting while being committed to
authentically report on the same situation is always a precarious practice (Prasad, 1997).
My professionalism, trustworthiness, honesty about my research objectives, and my
non-invasive approach made all my respondents comfortable in sharing their truthful
insight and personal knowledge with me.

Interviewees in unit of analysis II in the Scope of Study

The empirical data collected in unit of analysis I are useful and are related to unit of
analysis II. The purpose of unit of analysis I is to establish knowledge used and
exchanged in the export trading domain. Only after establishing the knowledge domain
can the technological portal design be undertaken to examine ways to support
knowledge use and exchange. Gaining an understanding of the portal users’ knowledge
and knowledge needs in unit of analysis I allows the study in unit of analysis II to
investigate the portal features considered useful by various experts in portal design and
how these features support knowledge use and knowledge exchange.

The experts in unit of analysis II of the empirical investigation included portal
designers, portal developers, management overseeing a portal project, web architects
and the like. As it was their technical or technical management expertise that helped to
provide insightful responses, there was no need for them to be members of the export
trading community. The main selection criterion was that the respondents must all be
experienced in their technical or technical management fields with several years of
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industrial experience working with website or portal projects. The selected interviewees
were from various states of Australia, although the majority were located in Brisbane,
Queensland. There were fourteen specialists involved in semi-structured interviews.
Each respondent answered twenty-five survey questions. Respondents were also
encouraged to elaborate further in relation to each question. They could also make use
of their managed or developed website to illustrate the points they made. Unit of
analysis II is split into two further units of analysis, IIA and IIB. Two groups of
respondents were targeted for the studies in units of analysis IIA and IIB as follows:

•

Unit of analysis IIA:

In unit of analysis IIA, I include technical experts working in web portal areas, portal
features having first been identified from previous research. Further, the number of
characteristics was reduced, based on their importance and usefulness in relation to
supporting knowledge management. Fourteen specialists were selected in relation to the
portal features and their relationship to either information management or knowledge
management. Their main role in the portal design was in how the portal features could
be utilised to enable knowledge capture, updating and exchange in the export trading
community. Hence, the list of portal features was further reduced by selecting only
those that support knowledge management.

•

Unit of analysis IIB:

Unit of analysis IIB aims to explain how knowledge is supported in the export trading
knowledge portal, based on the discovery of what export trading knowledge is used and
exchanged in export trading. Unit of analysis IIB uses knowledge gained from unit of
analysis I and unit of analysis IIA. Unit of analysis I provides an understanding of
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knowledge constituting export knowledge. Unit of analysis IIA is developed to identify
the various important portal features useful in the portal design that support knowledge
use (i.e. help members seek and use important and/or useful knowledge resources) and
knowledge exchange (i.e. help members interact).

The understanding built from unit of analysis I and unit of analysis IIA is used in the
investigation in unit of analysis IIB. Unit of analysis IIB involves an organisation
currently using a knowledge portal to support knowledge exchange amongst the
employees within the organisation. The study of this organisational knowledge portal is
useful for the design and development of the export trading knowledge portal. Data
were obtained through interviews, and data patterns in different sources of data
collection – such as those from documentation and software tool observation – were used
in data matching for the purpose of data triangulation. Comparing and contrasting
concepts in portal domain knowledge forms a rich source for theoretical analysis.

4.5.3.2 Using Multiple Data Collection Techniques

In this project, all export-related domain knowledge was explored surrounding the
information, knowledge and human activities required in the portal. The portal can also
be described as a web information system serving as an export trading software
application. It is only by conducting several embedded units of analysis in a case study
that the actual user needs behind the export trading knowledge portal can be understood.

With the embedded case study, I obtained information through various sources of
evidence such as documentation, archival records, interview, direct observations,
participant-observations and physical artefacts. These inputs came from respondents in
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both main units of analysis, and are discussed further in the next sub-section. The
interviews that took a semi-structured format were carried out using a pre-designed
structured survey questionnaire. Telephone interviews were conducted with a few
interviewees in the second unit of analysis because they were physically located in other
states of Australia and could not commit to face-to-face interviews. In many face-toface interviews, there were observations of portal software use and collection of inhouse documentations and physical records.

Yin (1994) asserts that various data sources need to be complementary to be useful. He
sees that a good case study will therefore use as many sources as possible. Case study
researchers cope with situations that differ in technical aspects. Because context is
crucial to qualitative observations and analyses, techniques that explore contextual
meanings are important (Myers, 1997). Adopting multiple data collection methods aids
in the process of triangulating and is a means of enhancing the validity of the findings
(Newell, Huang, Galliers & Pan, 2003). Silverman (1998b) stresses two forms of
validation in qualitative research: comparing different kinds of data in triangulation and
taking one’s findings back to the subjects being studied for respondent validation. Data
in this research were verified by all respondents. This research obtained benefits from
data collection using multiple data sources for analysis and theory building. Case study
makes logical links according to patterns and themes in the data in the evaluations and
analysis.

4.5.3.3 The Collection Instrument: Unit of Analysis I

The structured interview questions were open-ended; the respondents were encouraged
to tell as much as they felt appropriate. All respondents in the interviews were asked
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basically the same type of structured open-ended questions in a survey questionnaire.
However, as they could tell more than were asked and were able to illustrate using
equipment or visual aids, the interviews then took a semi-structured format.
Interviewees explained their thoughts using hard-copy office documents, software tools
with database, or even free-hand drawings. They discussed their business activities and
their business operations and told me what they saw as useful types of knowledge. They
explained that they and their staff sourced useful knowledge and information through
people, documents or technology. They also explained why they needed to interact with
people for knowledge, the various methods they used to seek information or knowledge,
what they did about new knowledge, how they later used the knowledge, and their good
or bad experiences in obtaining new information and knowledge.

The respondents’ prior contacts with me contributed to their willingness to tell me what
I needed to know and provided responses beyond what I had expected. In the case of
one of the two logistics and training services organisations, it was the chairman of the
board whom I met initially. However, due to his lack of frequent physical involvement
in his organisation, he requested his general manager to share his viewpoints with me
and assist me in the best way he could in the interview. All information collected from
respondents was recorded using note-taking for analysis.

4.5.3.4 The Collection Instrument: Unit of Analysis II

Literature on portals was reviewed to identify critical portal features that distinguish
portals from normal websites (Appendix 6). Through these common features, a list of
useful portal features was derived (Appendix 7). The useful features were translated into
twenty-five survey questions. The aim of unit of analysis II is to address what portal
features help support knowledge use and knowledge exchange in export trading
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knowledge portal design. All of the respondents had substantial experience in portal
projects. They worked either in the private or government sector. The respondents were
interviewed face-to-face or by telephone, depending on their availability. Participation
was voluntary, subject to their willingness and convenience. For unit of analysis IIA, I
selected fourteen specialists from different organisations dealing with web technology.
Some of the portal specialists work in different portal projects but within the same
organisations. Two specialists were from a major portal software vendor organisation.
Most of them were located in Brisbane, Queensland and some were from other states in
Australia.

The empirical investigation was planned so that the study discovered what knowledge
the interviewees used, what portal features supported their knowledge use, and how
knowledge management practice could be put in place in the design, development and
implementation of a portal project. Further, respondents were encouraged to discuss the
portal features in a portal design that supported knowledge use and knowledge
exchange. All respondents were approached with twenty-five survey questions and
could voice their viewpoints in relation to every question. The interview took a semistructured format allowing all respondents to freely answer what they wanted to tell me
and show me. Whenever their answers were not clear, or I required further information
or their rationales for their thoughts or actions, I probed for explanation and
clarification. They were also asked to give examples to explain their thoughts whenever
necessary. All interview respondents were invited to talk freely and comfortably and to
share any useful related information within the context of the questions. The
interactions were open, friendly and professional. The empirical results were recorded
as notes, which were checked with the respondents for validity at the end of the
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interviews. The notes were word-processed soon after the interview and the resulting
documents compiled and further analysed.

For unit of analysis IIB, the interviewees were located in Brisbane. The investigation
focused on a knowledge portal used in a government department. This department was
also a quality authority controlling export product standards and permit issuing in the
export trading domain, but was not involved in unit of analysis I. The first respondent
was a knowledge management specialist and chair of a special interest group on
knowledge management in a computing society in the information technology industry.
She left her role in 2004. The second respondent, as her replacement, was approached
later for formal verification and an updated study in 2006.

In unit of analysis IIB, both interviewees were asked questions from the same survey
questionnaire in unit of analysis A. Next, they were told the objectives of the
investigation into the ways the organisational portal is utilised to handle knowledge use
and exchange. The officers were invited to comment on how the portal users’
knowledge is renewed and new knowledge created in relation to the use of the
knowledge portal. Similar approaches to professional dealings in interview, note-taking,
verification, word-processing, record-compilation and analysis were applied to this unit
of analysis.

4.5.4

Theory Building: Various Methods

Theory can be built using different methods and approaches. The process of theory
building has been examined from a multitude of perspectives (Dooley, 2002). Various
researchers (Dubin, 1978; Turner, 1989; Blum, 1974; Lynham, 2002a, 2002b; Pandit,
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1996; Carroll & Swatman, 2000; Cronk & Fitzgerald, 2002; Kelle, 1997; Klein, Tosi &
Cannella Jr., 1999; Turnbull, 2002; Wacker, 1998; Gioia & Pitre, 1990) have suggested
different methods, guidelines and ways to build theory. The different approaches
towards theory building can be basically categorised as: Dubin’s (1978) widely
accepted theory building methodology, general theory-building method (Lynham,
2002), theory building from case study (Eisenhardt, 1989; Dooley, 2002; Carroll &
Swatman, 2000) social constructivist theory building using ethnography (Turnbull,
2002), grounded theory building (Pandit, 1996), and meta analysis theory building
using statistical procedures (Yang, 2002; Gioia & Pitre, 1990; Klein et al., 1999; Kelle,
1997; Cronk & Fitzgerald, 2002). Theory building usually follows some prescribed
procedural guidelines or approaches. Dubin (1978) explains, “The need for theories lies
in the human behaviour of wanting to impose order on unordered experience… Theories
serve human purposes, their creation is motivated and their logic organised by the skills
and limitations of human capabilities” (pp. 6-7). Nonetheless, whatever the method used
for theory building, the theory has to make sense of the social phenomenon being
researched.

Qualitative research has the potential to add the richness and significance of individual
experience to the theory-building research process (Turnbull, 2002). Building theory
from case study often results in creative and novel theory (Eisenhardt, 1989; Turnbull,
2002). This case study research uses data from multiple sources and compares diverse
data within-case and across-cases. It has built a new creative theory, namely a theory of
net-user knowledge creation and renewal.
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Theory Building: Using the Case Study Approach

While theory building methods vary, there are also different methods, guidelines and
procedures for building theory from case study research (Carroll & Swatman, 2000;
Eisenhardt, 1989; Dooley, 2002). This research has adopted Dooley’s (2002) method of
building theory because the guidelines provided are clear and the method is easy to
follow. Dooley (2002) explains six steps towards theory building from case study as
follows:
1.

Determine and define the research question

2.

Select the cases and determine data-gathering and analysis techniques

3.

Prepare to collect the data

4.

Collect data in the field

5.

Evaluate and analyse the data

6.

Prepare the report

Dooley (2000, p. 346) sees case study research as a method for fulfilling specific phases
of the general method of theory building in an applied discipline and as a strategy for
holding together multiple methods for the purpose of fulfilling all the phases. Eisenhardt
(1989, p. 533) positions theory building from case studies within the larger context of
social science research. The present research has taken into consideration the strength of
using case study for theory building. These are, firstly, that case study employs an
embedded design involving either single or multiple cases and numerous levels of
analysis within a single study. The comparisons within-case and across-cases add to
research validity. Secondly, case study combines data collection methods such as
archives, interviews, questionnaires and observations. The use of multiple data sources
enhances construct validity and reliability. Finally, regardless of how case study is used,
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it is a scholarly inquiry and exploration process whose underlying purpose is to create
new knowledge (Eisenhardt, 1989; Dooley, 2002). Case study is an essential research
methodology for applied disciplines (Dooley, 2002, p. 338), and the case study
approach to theory building requires contextual application (Dooley, 2002, p. 351).

4.5.6

Theory Building: a Constructivist Research Approach

Theorists located within the context of the interpretive paradigm analysing the social
world to make its links with this sociology are informed by a concern to understand the
world as it is, and seek to understand the fundamental nature of the social world (Burrell
& Morgan, 2000). This research has taken a social constructivist approach towards
theory building. Social constructionism is an interpretist philosophy situated within a
phenomenological framework (Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Bourdieu, 1990; Giddens,
1984). This research seeks to understand the social context studied and to socially
construct related concepts obtained from the study. In constructivist research, the
conceptual development of theory is entirely contingent upon field research and the
insights generated (Turnbull, 2002). Rather than starting with a theory (as in postpositivism), constructivist researchers generate or inductively develop a theory or
pattern of meaning (Creswell, 2003). Undertaking constructivist theory building, this
research results in a mid-range theory.

4.5.7

Content Analysis

Content analysis aims to help improve the quality of inferences in analysis by checking
the ways inferences are made in various stages and checking on the validity of the
inferences made (Carney, 1972). Content analysis has been used in communication,
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journalism, sociology, psychology and business research for more than fifty years
(Neuendorf, 2002). However, content analysis lacks a consensual definition.
Krippendorff (1980) defines content analysis as a research technique for making
replicable and valid inferences from data to their context. In Metcalf’s (1986)
understanding, content analysis can quantitatively and qualitatively measure the
messages contained in communication and draw meaningful sociological inferences
from such data. In the quantitative way, Carney (1972) states that the research question
has to be defined in such a way that the answers to it can be counted (‘quantitative’).
Schwandt (2001) states that content analysis is a generic name for a variety of means of
textual analysis that involve comparing, contrasting and categorising a corpus of data to
test hypotheses.

Data used for content analysis do not have to be text only. Stemler (2001) clarifies that
content analysis includes any technique for making inferences by objectively and
systematically identifying specified characteristics of messages but is not restricted to
the domain of textual analysis. Neuman (2000) regards content analysis as a technique
of examining content of a wider scope, such as information and symbols contained in
written documents or other communication media such as photographs, movies, song
lyrics and advertisements. Content analysis is used in either or both quantitative and
qualitative analyses. The classic content analysis emphasises systematic, objective,
quantitative description of content derived from researcher-developed categories, but
contemporary content analysis includes both numeric and interpretive means of
analysing data (Schwandt, 1997). Content analysis can be viewed as the processing of
content into structured representations or databases that capture some aspects of the
meaning of the content’s statements (Rao, 2005).
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Figure 4.4 The Framework for Content Analysis (Adapted: Krippendorff, 1980, p. 28)

Krippendorff’s (1980) framework for content analysis is adopted in this research as
depicted in Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4 explains that data come from their source in the reallife phenomena and surrounding conditions. Data are communicated directly to an
analyst. The analyst puts the data into a context and constructs knowledge of the
surrounding conditions using the data, including what he wants to know about the target
of the content analysis. Knowledge about the system of interest is formulated into
analytical constructs that allow the analyst to make inferences that are sensitive to the
context of the data. Content analysis results must represent some feature of reality, and
the nature of this representation must be verifiable in principle (Krippendorff, 1980, p.
28). Krippendorff’s (1980) framework is also useful in qualitative analysis. The next
section will discuss qualitative content analysis.

4.5.8

Qualitative Content Analysis in this Study

In qualitative evaluation, content analysis is the process of identifying, coding and
categorizing the primary pattens in the data (Patton, 1990). In qualitative research,
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content analysis examines coherent categories, trends, patterns and themes in
documents (Stemler, 2001; Patton, 1987). Content analysis stands and falls by its
categories, and the analyst should state precisely what indicators are relevant in the
particular content for the categories they have in mind (Berelson, 1952). Flick (1998)
suggests three types of qualitative content analysis: (1) Summarising content analysis
skims statements in a generalisation and summarises them on a high level of
abstraction; (2) Explicative content analysis clarifies diffuse, ambiguous or
contradictory passages by involving context materials in the analysis; and (3)
Structuring content analysis looks for types or formal structures in the material. This
study adopts summarising content analysis to form concepts and to generalise based on
concepts formed across studies in two units of analysis.

Case study allows multiple data collection techniques. However, not all data collected
through a case study are textual. The object of qualitative content analysis can be all
sorts of recorded communication obtained from interview transcripts, discourses,
protocols of observations, video tapes, documents, etc. (Mayring, 2000). Although
interview records can often be textual, records from observations, documentations and
archives often capture symbols, signs, motions, sounds, graphics, images and so forth
for analysis. There are advantages in using content analysis in qualitative case studies.
Schwandt (1997) includes data of cultural artefacts such as texts of various kinds,
documents, records, billboards, television shows, films, advertisements and the like, or
events for content analysis. In qualitative research, content analysis is used to categorise
information into groups for a specific purpose (Silverman, 1993). In theory building,
individuals develop patterned relationships that serve as heuristics, and symbolic forms
that represent ‘structuring’ influences or occasions for structuring (Gioia & Pitre, 1990).
Shye (1978) discusses categorising or classifying as a ‘sentence mapping technique’ in
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a domain of study to provide a unified scheme for defining a universe of observational
items regarding the use of content analysis in theory building. His rationale is that
semantic structural unity links the observational items together in the content universe
(domain of study). The inference of any categories provides a full version of hypotheses
and sharpens the conceptions (Berelson, 1952).

Figure 4.5 is a model adapted from Mayring (2000) about inductive category
application in this study. Within the framework of qualitative approaches, it is of central
interest to develop the aspects of interpretation, the categories, as near as possible to the
material and to formulate them in terms of the material (or data in this thesis) (Mayring,
2000). The category definitions are put together within a coding agenda. As this
research does not suggest quantitative aspects, frequencies of coded categories (used in
quantitative content analysis) are not analysed.

Research question

Determination of category definition
(criterion Of selection) and levels of
abstraction for Inductive categories

Step by step formulation of inductive
categories out of the material, regarding
category definition and level of abstraction.
Subsumption of old categories or
formulating new categories

Revision of categories
after 10 – 50% of the
material

Formative
check
of reliability

Final working through the
texts

Summative
check of
reliability

Interpretation of results

Figure 4.5 Step Model of Inductive Category Application (Adapted: Mayring, 2000)
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Mayring’s (2000) steps are adopted. As qualitative data are collected, the interpretation
is qualitative analysis. In this thesis, the research question – ‘what constitutes export
knowledge, and how portal technology helps members use and exchange knowledge’ –
is used in content analysis which also aligns with theory and method in the empirical
study.

Based on the theoretical concepts introduced in the theoretical framework in Chapter 3,
the categorisations of data objects are as follows. In DA, content analysis is used to
group various knowledge types within the export trading domain based on their
relationship to the categories. Content analysis works in alignment with DA, that is,
examining the portal features that facilitate knowledge use and exchange within the
knowledge domain in the portal. In AT, theoretical concepts such as tools, subjects,
objects, community, rules and divisions of labour are used as categories. These
categories are mapped and related to the portal features, portal users, communicative
objects, export trading community, behaviour and ways of using the portal, and intent or
effort to use the portal. Theoretically, an object is a complex component in AT, and the
object is mapped with knowledge components such as ideas, signs or symbols in human
interaction and communications in export trading and the portal. To understand the
knowledge conversion as in TOKC, the four modes of knowledge conversions are
treated as categories. Knowledge used in activities is made related to the categories.
Attention is specially paid to how the export trading community members (e.g. the
interviewees, employees of an organisational portal, or work members as reported in
organisational documents) transform their knowledge into outcomes in the four possible
knowledge conversion modes, based on data collected in interview discussion,
documentation, work observation, software demonstration and so forth.
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Paton (1990) explains that the purposes of classifying qualitative data for content
analysis are to facilitate the search for patterns and themes within a particular setting or
across cases. As concepts are the building blocks of theory (Neuman, 1994), themes and
patterns obtained through data from various units of study in a phenomenon can be
pieced together to form critical concepts useful to build a theory. Concept formation in
content analysis is not notably different from that in any other type of research
investigation (Berelson, 1952).

4.5.9

The Analytical Methodology - Theory, Research Method and Analysis

As previously presented and explained in Chapter 3 and above in this chapter, the
research methodology devised supports the theoretical framework. The theoretical
framework and research method are both useful in reflecting the integrated concepts
gained in empirical data. Many researchers (e.g. Benbasat et al., 1987; Yin, 1984, 1989,
1994, 2003; Stake, 1995; Gillham, 2000; Merriam, 1998) clearly explain how case study
methodology is generally applied in different types of research. Some researchers
(Dooley, 2002; Eisenhardt, 1989; Pare & Elam, 1997; Plummer, 2001) discuss some
principles to adopt in case study theory building.

There is, however, a lack of research attention on the analytical process involved after
the data are collected and before new theory is built, and on how the process uses both
the methodology and theory to analyse empirical data. This section firstly explains the
relationship between theoretical framework, case study methodology and empirical
data. Next, it discusses how a new analytical methodology developed here can be used
to analyse the collected empirical data theoretically.
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Figure 4.6 Theoretical Analyses – Mapping Empirical Data to Theoretical Concepts

The theoretical concepts in the theoretical framework in this thesis are useful in
exploring how knowledge is used and exchanged in order to explain how knowledge is
renewed and new knowledge is created in the export trading community. The theoretical
framework enables inferences to human knowledge use and exchange in their
interaction activities. The theoretical comprehension of members’ knowledge use and
exchange assists in understanding how the technological means in the portal can be
designed to address the portal users’ needs.

Figure 4.6 pictorially presents the analytical methodology. In the centre of Figure 4.6,
the entire rectangle represents the case in this study. It indicates that case study
methodology is used to obtain empirical data. The three ovals surrounding the case
rectangle indicate the three theories used in the theoretical framework. Having obtained
the data using case study methodology and applying the content analysis, the theoretical
concepts in the framework are used to theoretically analyse the empirical data.
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In this study, the analytical methodology helps theoretically examine data collected
from both units of analysis I and II. The respondents in unit of analysis I discussed the
seeking and use of externalised knowledge of human ‘hunches’, insight, expertise,
advice and experience for work performance in the export trading community. The
respondents in the unit of analysis II discussed how knowledge is distributed, sought,
used and exchanged.

They shared their views on how knowledge is used and

exchanged on the web as information dissemination and web publishing. In brief, they
explained the portal features supporting knowledge use as web information delivery or
dissemination, and knowledge exchange through web forums, chat rooms, bulletin
boards, blogs and email messages. Sharing the respondents’ world views of export
trading knowledge and the use and exchange of knowledge in the portal allows a
socially constructed understanding of the export trading knowledge portal in this study.

Theory of Organizational
Knowledge Creation (TOKC)
Domain
An
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(DA) –
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Communicative
Conversions
An analytic
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Means
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Figure 4.7 An Analytical Methodology
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Figure 4.7 illustrates how theoretical analyses take place using the data collected and
having the data mapped to the three theories. The outermost circle shows the boundary
of the portal application software in the export trading context from the DA perspective.
According to DA, the export trading community and their knowledge forms the thought
and discourse community. The inner oval of Figure 4.7 shows the human interactions in
the human activity system. The empirical data are mapped to the theoretical concepts
(e.g. tools, subject, objects, rules, community, division of effort, etc.) of AT to
understand the human activity system in the portal. In Figure 4.7, the transformation
process is identified as related to the knowledge conversions in TOKC. The white
arrow indicates the transformation process of inherent knowledge (tacit or explicit) used
in interactions in the human activity system. For examination, the theoretical concepts
(e.g. externalisation, combination, internalisation and socialisation) in the TOKC are
inferred to the knowledge transformation process in the human activity system in the
portal.

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are related. Figure 4.6 states that all empirical data are collected
based on the case study methodology used and the devised data have to be theoretically
interpreted and analysed using concepts in the theoretical framework. Figure 4.7 then
clearly explains how the analytical methodology actually uses a mapping technique to
infer data to theoretical concepts in order to derive new theoretical understandings. It
also explains how empirical data are used differently through the lens of the three
theories and mapped to different theoretical concepts within the theoretical framework.
For example, DA allows an understanding of the human discourse in the community of
practice; AT provides a picture of the portal user community as a human activity
system; and TOKC enables a conceptualisation of the knowledge transformation
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process related to the portal knowledge use and exchange. This analytical methodology
is useful in this thesis, and it is also strongly believed that it would be useful in other
case study research using theory to analyse data.

4.5.10 Evaluation, Analysis, Interpretation and Presentation of Data

Patton (1990, p. 13) comments that the art of evaluation includes creating a design and
gathering information that is appropriate for a specific situation and a particular decision
making context. Yin (2003, p. 15) states that case studies have a distinctive place in
evaluation research. According to Yin (2003), the five applications in evaluating case
studies are: (1) to (most importantly) explain the presumed causal links between reallife interventions; (2) to describe an intervention and the real-life context in which the
intervention occurred; (3) to illustrate certain topics in an evaluation again in a
descriptive mode; (4) to explore those situations in which the intervention evaluated has
no clear and single set of outcomes; and (5) a case study may be a meta-evaluation, i.e.
a study of an evaluation study. The five different applications that Yin (2003) suggests
are adopted in this case study research.

To analyse the collected case study evidence, some analytic strategies are followed.
Three general strategies proposed by Yin (2003) are adopted in this case study research:
(1) to rely on theoretical propositions; (2) to think about rival explanations; and (3) to
develop a case description (e.g. thick description). In Chapter 3, the formulated
theoretical framework provides theoretical propositions which guide the case study
analysis. I follow the theoretical propositions and the theoretical analyses using data
from the case study. The original objectives and design of the case study were based on
these propositions, which in turn reflect the set of research questions, the ideas from the
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review of the literature and any new insights. A second strategy is to define and test the
rival explanations.

The first and second strategies are related in that the theoretical proposition may include
rival hypotheses. Being aware of rival hypotheses allows one to collect evidence
regarding possible influences on the empirical study. These rival hypotheses may be
valid and may disconfirm the initial theoretical proposition. A third strategy is to
develop a case description. According to Yin (1994, 2003), this strategy is less
preferable than that of the theoretical proposition but useful as an alternative when a
theoretical proposition is absent. In Yin’s (2003) view, a case study describes a rich and
historic case in its structure with a range of topics relevant to the research. Such
descriptive approach helps to identify the appropriate casual links to be analysed, even
quantitatively.

The dominant modes of analysis in this study are pattern-matching and explanationbuilding (Yin, 2003, pp. 119-120). Pattern-matching is a logic used to compare an
empirically based pattern with a predicted one. In such a situation, several cases may be
known to have had a certain type of outcome. With explanation-building, the goal is to
analyse the case study data by building an explanation about the case. It is useful in
explaining a phenomenon to stipulate a set of causal links about it. In the final round of
explanation, the evidence is examined once again from a new perspective in the iterative
mode. The pattern being matched is the key cause-effect pattern between independent
and dependent variables. This study collected, sorted and organised the evidence. The
data were consolidated and compiled before using it for analysis. Next, new information
derived from the analysis was used to test the formulation of the theoretical proposition.
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The rival hypothesis produced was checked again at the point when the evidence
gathered at the beginning stages was well-validated.

4.5.11 Relevance, Reliability, Validity and Rigour in Qualitative Research

This research ensures that there is data reliability, validity and relevance in the empirical
investigation. Data pattern matching across information from several respondents in
various groups and subgroups also establishes reliability. Yin (2003) states that it is a
prerequisite to document the procedures followed in the earlier case and perform a
reliability check on whether the same results are produced when the same procedures
are followed in subsequent cases. Checking obtained information in various types of
sources is the first type of data relevance, reliability and validity check. Checking
information obtained from different respondents across similar subunit studies (across
cases) is the second check of relevance, reliability and validity. Data verification done at
the point of information collection – to probe, to clarify and to confirm facts – is another
way to ensure data reliability and relevance. The reliable data are then used for the
purposes of theoretical analysis.

Explanations about the types of knowledge use, how humans interact, from whom they
obtain knowledge and for what reasons they approach other people for help are checked
in subsequent units of analysis to establish the core of knowledge exchange in the
export knowledge web portal. The use of different stakeholders in this study creates a
need to include only the suitable respondents in order to manage just the right number
of respondents from the appropriate types of stakeholder organisations.
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Relevance is crucial. The respondents in the first group (in unit of analysis I) must be
involved in export and directly use export trading knowledge. How they see knowledge
used and exchanged in their work, and hence comment on knowledge application and
exchange in the portal (if they use the Internet), are important factors for this study. As
for the second group (in unit of analysis II), they have to provide expert’s insights on
how portals facilitate knowledge use and exchange. Table 4.2 is adapted from Yin
(2003, p. 34). I adopt Yin’s recommendations in Table 4.2 in order to enable various
types of checking; for example, the research design, study protocol, data analysis and
use of multiple sources of data evidence.

Table 4.2 Case Study Tactics for Four Design Tests (Adapted: Yin, 2003, p. 34)
Test

Case Study Tactic

Phase of research in which
tactic occurs

Construct
validity

•Use multiple sources of evidence
•Establish chain of evidence
•Have key informants review draft case
study report

Data collection
Data collection

Internal
validity

•Do pattern matching
•Do explanation-building
•Address rival explanations
•Use logic models

Data analysis
Data analysis
Data analysis
Data analysis

External
validity

•Use theory in single-case studies
•Use replication logic in multiple-case
studies

Research design

•Use case study protocol
•Develop case study database

Data collection
Data collection

Reliability

Composition

Research design

The tactics associated with four design tests for data validity and reliability were
adopted in this research. To ensure construct validity and reliability, the following
methods were used. Firstly, multiple sources of evidence (interviews, observation –
work process, software use, archives, documentations, etc.) was used. Secondly, the
questions used in survey questionnaires at semi-structured interviews were checked and
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validated for relevance by PhD supervisors and established researchers at Queensland
University of Technology (QUT). Supervisors at QUT kept track of interviews
performed, data collected and the good relationships built with all respondents.
Supervisors at QUT were also aware that recorded information with respondents was
checked and verified at the interviews. The PhD program was later transferred to
Griffith University.

All the respondents in interviews were later contacted to formally review the interview
records and some initial findings in another data verification process. The credibility
test is to present the interviewee with the findings and to take account of how he/she
reacts to them (Mitchell, 1993). The contents of notes can be verified by showing them
to the person interviewed, or preferably, to an unbiased system expert (Rose et al.,
1995). Silverman (1998b) suggests that the researcher go back to the subjects with
tentative results and refine them in the light of the subjects’ reactions (p. 159). The facts
recorded as findings in this thesis were presented to seven respondents for verification
as the information directly related to their areas of knowledge or activity. While four
accepted all facts recorded, three helped make some changes.

Data reliability and validity is enforced when ‘member check’ is used in data
verification. ‘Member check’ is also called member validation or respondent validation
(Schwandt, 1997, p. 88). Member check determines the accuracy of the qualitative
findings through taking the final report, specific descriptions or themes back to the
respondents and determining whether the respondents feel that they are accurate
(Creswell, 2003). My respondents were invited to freely change, drop or add any points
to truthfully report their true views in the data verification process. As there was a gap
of a few years between the time of interview and this formal process of verification,
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respondents were invited to check the currency in addition to the accuracy of
information in the recordings as an update study.

All respondents have agreed that the information was current, correct and true in their
current views. I received some faxed signed copies of pre-designed data verification
forms as well as a signed form and a ‘with compliments’ slip in a letter. I also received
in several emails positive data verification replies from most of the respondents. Two
supervisors, the head of department and a thesis reviewer (a reader/ professor) at
Griffith University also checked through the verified data and sighted the formal data
verification replies (in a letter, emails and faxes) confirming the recording of true
accounts of respondents’ views.

Thirdly, a chain of evidence (such as freight forwarding journals, professional export
association journals, respondents’ organisational documents, forms, brochures,
magazines, business reports, word-processed verified interview records, website of
respondents’ organisations for on-going information update, electronic bulletins in
seafood, sea freight, portal business issues, portal investor issues and portal software
developer network issues) was maintained in order to keep track of the research – from
the research questions, right through to the data collection and to the conclusions.

The different evidence collected from various sources in various units of analysis was
used in a rich data triangulation process. What respondents said at interview was
checked with work observed, work recorded in documents, their electronic bulletins
sent to me, their website information and so on. The information was not taken at face
value but cross-checked against various sources to ensure more rigourous empirical
evidence. In cross-checking, patterns and themes were categorised to form concepts as
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guided by case study methodology and content analysis. Denzin and Lincoln (2000)
provide an overall view of rigour as follows. They state that the combination of multiple
methodological practices, empirical materials, perspectives and observer in a single
study is best understood as a strategy that adds rigour, breadth, complexity, richness and
depth to any inquiry. This research is believed to have satisfied the stringent criteria
above in the research strategy designed. In other words, this thesis reports rigorous
research.

4.6

Summary

This chapter has explained the research strategy centrally designed to support
qualitative interpretive study in the constructivist research paradigm adopting case study
methodology. The chapter explained that the research strategy also supports the use of
theoretical concepts in data analysis. As themes and patterns are useful in formulating
concepts that are important to theory building, content analysis was used to strengthen
the data analysis.

Case study methodology is explained as the most suitable methodology to allow a
qualitative interpretive study as a constructivist research to address the research
problem. As tacit knowledge and HCI (human-computer-interactions) cannot be
quantified and statistically tested, the study has been designed as a qualitative
interpretive constructivist research to address what export trading knowledge is and how
the portal can support knowledge use and exchange. This study addresses the
importance of the researcher’s work experience in the research topic, and the
researcher’s awareness of the need to eliminate researcher bias. It addresses the research
objective via the collection of truthful personal knowledge and explains the necessity
for note-taking.
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This chapter has explained the guidelines used to shape the scope of the study, and to
guide the selection of stakeholders and interviewees. It explicated the analytical
methodology derived that will be used in the thesis. This chapter also explained how
data relevance, reliability and validity is enforced in this research to ensure research
rigour. On the whole, case study methodology is useful to enable empirical data to be
collected for the purpose of performing data triangulation. In addition, case study
methodology as a theory building approach also enables theory building.

This chapter draws up a research strategy setting up the philosophical orientation of this
research. It also explains the qualitative interpretive constructivist research paradigm to
be followed throughout the rest of this thesis. The next chapter will explain the conduct
of the empirical investigation.
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Chapter 5
Case Study – Field Investigation
5.1 Introduction

In Chapter 4, a philosophical orientation of this research was drawn up positioning this
study within a qualitative interpretive constructivist paradigm. This chapter reports the
data collection and fact-finding results in the study. The main fact-finding result
indicates the important use of the portal as a knowledge management platform in the
export trading community. The practice of knowledge management is to create a
knowledge repository that constantly captures, stores, uses, distributes and reuses
knowledge. The knowledge repository refers to the storage of captured knowledge
retrievable for later use. Knowledge repository is used interchangeably with knowledge
base, knowledge store or knowledge warehouse. This chapter discusses how existing
shared export trading knowledge should be captured into a knowledge repository and
made useful for the general export trading community. The findings of the field study
indicate that a knowledge repository developed by the portal can capture new
knowledge created, and provide updated information to renew the members’
knowledge. Hence, the portal is a website entry point to information and knowledge
resources in export trading.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the main themes and
patterns of concepts obtained through various data sources that were provided by the
respondents in unit of analysis I and unit of analysis II. The field reporting provides an
understanding, through social constructions, of what knowledge is used in the export
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trading community and how the portal can support that knowledge use and exchange.
These socially constructed concepts reflect the important human interactions through
which existing knowledge is renewed and new knowledge created through knowledge
use and exchange. It also explains how the portal is designed using the scope of the
export trading knowledge in the portal application software domain in this study. It
explains important evidence used for analyses based on verified data obtained from the
respondents. Section 5.3 is a summary of this chapter.

5. 2 Data Collection

As explained in Chapter 4, this qualitative interpretive case study is situated in the
constructivist paradigm as an embedded case study. It comprises multiple units of
analysis. The main aim of the study is to investigate how export trading domain
knowledge is captured using portal technology. There are two main units of analysis (I
and II) in the embedded case study. In unit of analysis I, it investigates knowledge
within the export trading domain. In unit of analysis II, it investigates what portal
features support the knowledge use and exchange within such a knowledge domain.

5.2.1 Unit of Analysis I – The Export Trading Knowledge Domain

In unit of analysis I, the aim is to discover what constitutes export trading knowledge.
Essentially, domain analysis is used to identify knowledge within the export trading
context before unit of analysis II can examine the portal features supporting the
knowledge use and exchange. Knowledge in the seven stakeholders in unit of analysis I
forms a basis of export trading knowledge in this study. Only by going through unit of
analysis I can a clear view of knowledge manageable in the portal be established.
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5.2.1.1 The Discourse Community of Export Trading

As discussed in Chapter 4, there are seven key stakeholders in this research. Figure 5.1
shows the coverage and relationships of seven stakeholders with the related members in
unit of analysis I in the case study. Figure 5.1 also shows that a portal user scope
comprises the seven stakeholder groups in the portal design. The stakeholders and the
members represent the export trading community in this study. They are also regarded
as the users of the export trading knowledge portal for whom this study develops the
portal design.

Permit
Issuing
Authority

Logistic and
Training
Services

Australian
Customs
Service
(ACS )

Exporting
Firm

Freight
Forwarding
Organization

Shipping
Organization

Professional
Export
Association

Figure 5.1 The Seven Stakeholders in Unit of Analysis I of the Case Study

Using the concepts in DA, the community to be considered as the portal users is also
regarded as a discourse community. This discourse community comprises export trading
stakeholders and the members in this thesis. The knowledge domain of this community
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is investigated in unit of analysis I to discover what knowledge is used in the
community and how the collective knowledge is used and exchanged in the usual ways
before these ways are considered in the portal design in unit of analysis II. Technology
is socially constituted (Shrultze, 2001; Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Orlikowski, 1992),
and this study socially constructs the portal design based on respondents’ views and the
data obtained in the interactions. The following sub-sections provide a socially
constructed understanding of the knowledge domain formed by the seven stakeholders
and information collected from each of the stakeholders (starting with ACS) within the
knowledge domain. This knowledge domain is used for the analysis of the export
trading knowledge portal.

5.2.1.2 Results of Unit of Analysis I

The interviews with the respective respondents in several stakeholder groups have
provided an insightful picture of the export trading knowledge domain useful for the
portal design. This sub-section reports the fact-findings in a narrative form, and the
patterns and themes of concepts with the findings are categorised in tables in unit of
analysis I. Appendix 5 shows the reports of my initial findings verified by respondents
in all stakeholder groups in unit of analysis I. The constructivists recognise that relating
the situation will be a narrative that reflects and portrays not only the voices of those
being researched but also the voice, experience and background of the researcher
(Turnbull, 2002). Narratives importantly reflect an understanding of human thoughts
and discourse in export trading. The social constructivists place emphasis on people
developing meanings for their activities together (Williamson, 2006). The focus on
narratives allows a researcher to gain an insight into how organisational actors represent
and make sense of their discourse in everyday coping with the world (Boer et al., 2002).
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The dynamic of living in the world is consistent with activity theory concepts of social
meaning brought into existence by activity (Cluts, 2003). I argue that the narratives in
this thesis are social constructions of knowledge, activities and the meanings that
respondents give to their world.

The interview results were gathered, sorted and organised into initial findings. The
results were also checked against supporting facts in the documentation, archives,
electronic materials and website information provided by the respondents. The process
allowed data triangulation which gives a validated account of the findings and a much
richer understanding of export trading knowledge. These findings in unit of analysis I
were sent to the respondents for a secondary verification in this research. As
respondents suggested changes, the findings were modified to maintain a more
objective view. From the concepts gained, understandings were categorised into themes
and patterns. These themes and concepts broadly resolved the research problem. The
following five main themes were identified from the interview records.

Theme 1: There was a need to acquire knowledge (new information input) through
information seeking processes (i.e. knowledge exchanges, knowledge
discovery) to update existing knowledge (i.e. knowledge renewal):
The input of information updates workers’ knowledge, which in turn facilitates work
procedures, decision-making, planning, etc. resulting in export success. For example, a
export manager of a seafood firm commented, “We find our information and knowledge
internally within our company and gather information from sources outside our
company”. Two AQIS officers remarked, “Information and knowledge is generally
obtained from people, technology and documentation” and “Knowledge is generally
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used in work procedures internally. Export inspectors usually look for new information
on the web for new seafood products, food safety risks, etc. Knowledge is used and
disseminated amongst staff.” A freight forwarding company director shared his secret of
obtaining credible information, “It is very important to interact with people for the use
and exchange of information and knowledge. People are the most important source of
our information. People share with you their practical interpretation of their knowledge
and how the practical application of their experience or knowledge helps solve a
problem. We establish the credibility of people who provide information over the years.
We have a network of people to share the peer knowledge. The people are trust-worthy
and their information is reliable.”

The freight forwarding company director particularly stressed, “It is important to obtain
new information and knowledge. Further, knowledge in people should be regularly
updated.” Asked to explain knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation, he said,
“We need to know what is required and what makes things work. The old knowledge
based on our previous understanding is subject to renewal. New knowledge is created in
the new product design process. For example, the bottles of drinks come in variations of
sizes in different countries. In the Australian market, drink bottles are in the size of
500ml. In a Hong Kong market, the bottles become smaller as a 375ml size due to it
being a standard size in the local market.”

AQIS officers stated, “New information and knowledge obtained would normally
require confirmation before sharing within AQIS. For example, when export inspectors
found new information from importing countries, they usually sent emails to Canberra
office. The information and knowledge is assessed in Canberra and is later confirmed,
disseminated and shared in AQIS.” The managing director specialising in consultancy
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cautioned the use of useful new information, “New information can often be unchecked
or unreliable, so use your network to check it out.”

Two senior management respondents discussed the use of acquired knowledge and the
updating of existing knowledge. A CEO of a freight organisation remarked, “Useful
information could be obtained but it was more important to apply the knowledge at
work. A lot of shipping and freight knowledge was gained by staff when they truly went
through the cases of shipments.” A general manager of a logistics and training service
company explained that knowledge use is seen in some processes that individuals go
through. He said that there must be a knowledge life cycle involving (1) the creation of
knowledge (have new informative knowledge merging with the existing knowledge);
(2) knowledge transfer (for exchange and sharing of information); (3) knowledge
review (to keep information up-to-date); and (4) knowledge discard (where obsolete
knowledge is neglected and not used). The knowledge cycle went on and on.

Theme 2: A learning attitude is critical in export trading:
Dynamic changes in the export trading environment generate a need for gaining new
information and constant updating of existing knowledge. A learning attitude helps
export trading community members gain new information and knowledge in order to
renew existing knowledge or formulate new knowledge in the individuals and their
organisations. For examples, an ACS officer commented that many exporters were not
familiar with the exporting process and go through the customs agents, freight
forwarders, airline/shipping companies or consolidators. They would face difficulties in
using the new system unless they had undergone some formal training and learnt the
ACS export procedures. Two DPI Fisheries officers commented, “While some
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experience was accumulated in the seafood exported over their number of years of
experience, he saw that some knowledge had to be learnt from the documents or
people.” A shipping company manager remarked, “Knowledge is stored in the mind,
filed in a folder or in a hard drive. New information and knowledge is obtained when
one always learns – learn everything whether related, semi-related or even not related to
the job. It is important to stimulate the knowledge base and not stay ignorant.”

A general manager of a logistics and training organisation pointed out that, owing to the
constant evolution of information and frequent changes in the trading environment, an
export trader should always be a learning organisation to keep the knowledge updated.
He gave me examples of frequent changes in government legislation, health and safety
issues, human control and technology (for packing, production, innovations and
electronic devices). Hence, he emphasised, “Constant learning would ensure anyone has
the real professional ability. It is because constant learning allows one to learn from
constant changes and have the existing knowledge updated with the new information.”
The managing director focusing on providing consultancy stated, “Consultants are
constantly networking and learning from other people externally. They exchange and
use knowledge within their own networks (both in Australia and overseas), knowledge
that is difficult to pick up by any other means.” To foster a learning attitude and culture
in the organisation, the freight forwarding director remarked, “Information and
knowledge in our staff is regularly updated. We encourage our staff to go for important
education and trainings. Information and knowledge is used and shared as individuals,
as groups, and within the organisation as a whole. As a result, we provide better
services and benefits to the clients.”
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Theme 3: Human communications are essential for export trading community
members who seek advice and help for knowledge renewal and
creation:
Communications and interactions help export trading community members seek advice
and help in the process of knowledge use and knowledge exchange. Using the credible
knowledge gained leads to knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation. For
example, the CEO of the freight organisation explained, “At work, the staff also
interacted with customs, customs agents, consolidators, shipping organisations, freight
forwarders, export logistics specialists and many related people. The interactions
allowed people to know a lot about their work all relevant to export.” He highlighted the
need for new information input from related work associates that updated work
knowledge which, in turn created a new body of practical knowledge at work. A
shipping company manager said, “Human interactions for knowledge use and exchange
are important. Human interactions are important as opinions and experience of the more
experienced people can resolve a problem more promptly. By interacting with the more
experienced people, one will identify the knowledge gap and also fill it.” From his
perspective, new insights fill the knowledge gaps, and sharing knowledge of the more
experienced people is vital in export trading. This is an indication that interaction allows
one to learn new knowledge.

Interactions are important in enabling the export trading community members to work
with relevant knowledge. The managing director who specialised in consultancy stated,
“Human contact, interaction and relationship building are extremely important in the
accumulation of relevant and timely knowledge and know-how.” He further clarified
with an example on how the use of new information directly obtained from the Japanese
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buyers was strongly related to product-selling in Japan, “Take Japan for example. Sales
orders from the Japanese do not necessarily depend on having the cheapest and best
product or just because the product information is well presented ... To sell to the
Japanese the first priority after establishing personal rapport is to find out as much as
possible about their needs, and not blindly assume the lowest price and your product’s
merits will necessarily work for them. Also, do not talk to the Japanese about the price
until you see they are interested in the product.” His discussion clearly indicated the
necessity for a product user needs analysis that greatly impacted on the product
acceptance before it could be sold in Japan. For an existing product to be tailor-made
into a new form for acceptance in the Japanese market, it is necessary that old product
knowledge be extended by receiving inputs about the new user’s needs. This new
knowledge creation concept was supported when he further said, “The ability to interrelate these issues is the key to leveraging knowledge and turning it into practical
benefit.”

An export manager commented, “The key information needed is to be obtained from the
people who have the right information holdings. Through people, information and
knowledge is used and exchanged in general business occasions. The knowledge use
and exchange take place in a casual way. For example, our interactions with out clients,
suppliers, catchers all happen in general business dealings in a casual way. In some
occasions, we take part in trade show and the information use and exchange take place
too.” He commented that products demonstrated in trade shows could generate new
ideas, and these ideas were stimulants to existing knowledge resulting in new
knowledge formation.
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Hence, tacit knowledge shared and exchanged through communications and
interactions, especially advice and help information, is valuable for work practices and
decision making. The freight forwarding director explained the importance of obtaining
new information and knowledge, “We need to know what is required and what makes
things work. The old knowledge based on our previous understanding is subject to
renewal. New knowledge is created in the new product design process.”

Theme 4: Human interaction activities such as conferences, seminars and
informative training events disseminate knowledge:
Knowledge is disseminated in human interactions in many ways. The general manager
of the logistics and training organisation said, “As an export trade logistician, my
updated knowledge can come from the contacts with the Australian Logistics
Association through dinners, awards nights, conferences or seminars, and with business
meetings or associations or government, competitors, or from any other trading
companies.” Respondents from the AQIS, DPI Fisheries, exporters and ACS commonly
said that knowledge is used and disseminated in conferences, seminars, training events,
etc. Two export managers in seafood firms remarked that they participated in trade
shows for information and knowledge exchange.

A general manager of a logistics and training organisation commented, “The present
contact was still very much human contact but not through net-chat or electronic forum
to liaise with people in different segments of export trading domain.” However, he saw
that knowledge or information could be gained inside or outside an organisation,
through physical human contacts or electronic means.
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purposes of such human activities that could possibly be put on the portal should be
considered in the portal design.

Theme 5: There is a need for a portal with integral export trading knowledge for
export trading community members to access which also facilitates
interactions:
Many respondents revealed that they use the Internet for information seeking. For
example, an export manager of a seafood firm commented, “I think the Internet is useful
and people should use it. Information that I find on the web includes what are the types
of restricted seafood for exports, customs regulations and issues, the customs agents,
etc.” Two DPI Fisheries officers mentioned that some documents useful to exporters
were put on the web so that the seafood exporters could find the commonly used
information. However, electronic news, bulletins and web information were provided to
subscribed exporters. They saw that seafood exporters still had to interact with people in
the trade and related to the trade to obtain useful knowledge. DPI Fisheries also put
seafood publications on the web.

Useful information is available but scattered over several websites. For example, two
DPI Fisheries officers showed me various types of documents and seafood information
that I could obtain from different websites. One of them told me he would send me
emails giving me more website information about DPI Fisheries, seafood exporting and
the seafood business. The director in the freight forwarding company also indirectly
pointed out the use of the Internet for different sources of information. He said,
“Internet provides some useful information. For example, the web is used to find out
about the Australian government grants, overseas general banking, economies and
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business.” The CEO of a freight organisation remarked, “The Internet was used for
obtaining useful information and emails were used to enable communication. However,
Internet technology could not store all the knowledge all in a single website. … Many
websites provide general organisation information and allow buy and sell activities. But,
search results on the web were recurring and their web information could be duplicate
and confusing.” He also said, “There was important knowledge that general websites
could not deliver. In time of help and need to clear the doubt, humans are still the
essential points of contact.” An export manager of a seafood firm commented,
“Currently a lot of information that needs to be found is on different websites.” He
added, “There is not a single controlling point of help for the small producer of good
quality products for sales overseas. For example, a central control website should help
lead the buyers to the products of the seafood sellers. Technology should be more
effectively used to help a buyer who needs fifty quality eels to find the seller with the
quality, quantity and price of eels that they want. It will be good if the central control
website can also be used to help the seafood exporters to obtain the information they
want.”

Obtaining information through the Internet is mostly rated as the second preference by
the respondents, after human interaction but as a better choice than document research.
However, the Internet (or WWW) was seen as not currently facilitating human
interactions. The managing director focusing on providing consultancy supported
human interactions on the web, “Chat-rooms can be used to build information systems
involving primary as well as secondary knowledge exchange.” He regarded primary
knowledge as knowledge obtained through direct physical interactive dealings with
customers and their environments about their buying needs, and secondary knowledge
as all general useful export knowledge not in the form of primary knowledge. The
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managing director saw chat-rooms as useful to exchange both forms of knowledge, but
best guided and facilitated by experienced leaders in the chat-rooms.

The five themes and their related patterns of information above are important in
providing a foundational conceptual understanding of knowledge use in export trading
and how the portal can be designed to capture the knowledge resources and facilitate
knowledge use and exchange. Using the highlighted themes and critical relationships of
themes from verified data, I interpreted the interview records by checking through what
I observed, what I read and saw in the respondents’ websites, manuals, work archives,
documentations, artefacts and electronic materials sent to me (data triangulation). The
data triangulation involves verifying facts within each stakeholder and across various
stakeholders (i.e. across-cases study). I prepared my initial findings based on the
socially constructed export trading phenomenon studied by reflecting genuine
viewpoints of respondents in their world of realities. Using verified initial findings from
the respondents, I formulated in tables some socially constructed concepts about the
export trading phenomenon.

In essence, the findings from respondents in the seven export trading stakeholder groups
indicate that there are some useful knowledge overlaps across stakeholders through their
interactions in trade shows, conferences, seminars and training information events.
What they hold in common is their need to interact with people involved in exporting
for knowledge use and exchange. Some seminars, business events and export activities,
hence, aim at equipping them with some common knowledge, especially from the
government departments. In sum, the field investigation has provided an understanding
(or concept formulation) of a social phenomenon about the use and exchange of
knowledge in export trading. Using content analysis to classify the themes, this socially
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constructed understanding of the export trading context and its knowledge in operation
are developed into various tables. Concepts were initially organised in rough tabular
formats to reflect themes, logical patterns and relations and have been revised again and
again to become three tables.

The final themes obtained are sorted in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 to show three groups of
useful related kinds of knowledge to the respondents. In all three tables, the first column
shows the names of the knowledge types. The second column shows the analysed
knowledge types. The third column explains whether each type of knowledge is
available as tacit or explicit knowledge. Determinations in the third column were based
on the researcher’s own view and the interpretation of tacit or explicit knowledge
developed. Tacit knowledge refers to knowledge which users have but which is revealed
in their interactions. Explicit knowledge refers to the expressed or recorded information
which users can find over some websites, or in electronic forms or in hardcopy print
formats. This column is prepared for the purpose of relating knowledge to concepts in
knowledge management.

The following were taken into account when designing the third column in the three
tables. In practice, there are some situations in which some knowledge is not easily
accessible but can be revealed through human contacts, due to the familiarity with
persons in trusting relationships. Where a type of knowledge is available in a tacit form
or an explicit form, it is indicated as ‘explicit or tacit’ or ‘tacit or explicit’. In cases
where ‘explicit or tacit’ knowledge is indicated, there is an implication that the explicit
knowledge is easily accessible but also found in human face-to-face contacts. In cases
where ‘tacit or explicit’ knowledge is indicated, there is an implication that the explicit
knowledge is not easily accessible but found in human face-to-face contacts.
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Accessibility here means such information is easily found through websites, in
electronic or hardcopy formats.

Table 5.1 is developed to show that some knowledge is controlled by governments
through legislation. Controlled knowledge is the type of knowledge understood as
enforcements which are legally, socially or politically informed, changed and controlled
legislatively.

Table 5.1 Important Controlled Knowledge in Export Trading
Knowledge

Analysis

Government

• Within a country, there are various rules, regulations and acts
governing the export trade.
• Various government departments are granted authorities to control
the movement and sales of items overseas. To do so, they exercise
rules and regulations.
• Another major control is over items not to be exported overseas
(e.g. cultural heritage), restricted goods (i.e. goods that need
certifications), or unrestricted goods (cargo still needs to be
declared to ACS).
• Exporters also need to know what overseas import regulations and
country controls are put on imports.
• Government enforces some rulings into export laws
• The laws appear in sections and acts.
• Infringements of such laws incur penalty.
• Knowing the exporter country’s laws is insufficient. The exporter
needs to know the overseas buyers’ country laws to buy products
from overseas too.
• There may be some governmental best practices known to the
general export traders on what to do and not to do.
• Policies do not aim at imposing fines or penalties. They aim at
fostering a relationship or creating a better way of doing things.
• Policies restrict the cargo exporting movement to or from certain
parts of the world due to war-time, religions, locality or regional
needs.
• Over each trading organisation, each trader implements their
internal policies to cooperate with government fulfilling the laid-out
policies.
• When the economy is strong, the government will purchase and
invest in highly skilled manpower and high-tech equipment to
facilitate trading and improve trading procedures.
• The export traders must be relatively well-off to invest in the
minimum manpower, technology, operation and maintenance.
• Government may provide an export subsidy or grant to encourage

Laws

Political
issues

Economy
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Knowledge

Environment

Analysis

•
•
•

Technologies

•

•
•
•

the use of technologies in order to facilitate trading and improve
trading procedures.
Export trading operates within an environment in a legal domain.
Peer export traders have mutual influence on the standards, general
practice and agreement on trading procedures.
There must be knowledge of geography, climate of export trade,
energy of manpower, population overseas for international
trade/marketing.
As technologies advance rapidly, government rulings affect the use
and adoption of technology resulting in virtual export-trading
communities.
The confident and competent virtual members are well-informed
and educated over the change-over to any new technology.
The government must encourage the use and implementation of the
same technologies (two kinds as aforesaid).
The export traders respond by fully employing technologies.

Tacit/
Explicit

• Explicit
• Tacit
• Tacit or
explicit
• Explicit
• Explicit
or tacit
• Tacit or
explicit
• Tacit or
explicit

Table 5.2 shows the types of knowledge required by the export trading community in
their daily work procedures. Like Table 5.1, Table 5.2 is developed using consolidated
responses and sorted results from the field studies.

Table 5.2 Important Work Procedure Knowledge in Export Trading
Knowledge
Payment/
finance

Transportation

Analysis
• The financial payments arranged between vendor and overseas
buyer need to be decided before the export.
• Payments must be clearly laid out in detail such as which banks
are involved on both buyer and seller sides. Any checking and
confirmation procedures associated with the payment agreement
should be stated in the payment agreement.
• For such an international sale, the sale contract agreement is
different from that in any other type of trading. It is essential to
spell out what the payment covers (e.g. EXW (Ex Works), FOB
(Free on Board), CIF (Cost, Insurance and Freight), DDU
(Delivered Duty Unpaid), or CPT (Carriage Paid To)).
• The payment amounts, methods, credit period, credit terms and
any specific trading requirements or conditions must be formally
written into the contract (sometimes with the aid of a lawyer) to
avoid international business disputes later.
• Consideration of the transportation mode of cargo is essential. For
example, dairy products, fruits and vegetables are perishable and
need short transportation turnover time.
• The costs and time associated with the types of cargo to be
transported have to be taken into account.
• Whether the shipment should go to overseas clients over land (e.g.
from Canada to America), by sea or by air must be decided.
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Knowledge

Analysis

Tacit/
Explicit

• Factors of time, distance and types of cargo are to be considered.
Insurance

Export
Procedure

Production

• In relation to the export cargo to be sent to the overseas buyer,
which type of insurance is paid for and what insurance has
covered is to be decided.
• What insurance and insurance companies are available to deal
with international trade and costs related to it have to be identified.
• If the export amount is small, the organisation may prefer to
engage a customs agent or a freight forwarder.

• The export company will operate like any trading company with
the departmental structure. The export organisation will still adopt
a normal structure like any trading company. Departments such as
human resources, accounting and finance, sales and marketing,
administration, production and warehousing will exist.
• However, there will be an emphasis on staff having shipping,
export legislations, international business dealings skills and
export related knowledge, especially in sales/marketing
department.
• As international trading involves different business practices from
general trading, there may be a shipping department involved.
• Production catering for overseas market differs from any local
business dealings.
• The labels and product descriptions may be done differently.
• Packaging material used may be different. For example, some
vegetables for local market consumption are packed in cartons, but
packed in vacuum air-tight packing for overseas sales purposes.

• Tacit
• Tacit
• Explicit
or Tacit
• Explicit
to some
(Tacit/
explicit
to others)
• Tacit

• Tacit

• Tacit
• Tacit
• Explicit
or tacit
• Tacit

Table 5.3 shows the types of knowledge which cannot be controlled by the community
but are required knowledge in export business operations. These types of knowledge are
not controlled by any stakeholders in the investigation, by laws, or by the government.
These types of knowledge are dynamically changing, a situation inherent in the nature
of export trading.

Table 5.3 Important Uncontrolled Knowledge in Export Trading
Knowledge
Social/
demography

Analysis
• The social structure overseas can affect the selection and use of
any import products.
• Overseas demographic data such as aging population should be
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Knowledge

Sales/
Marketing

Customer
Relations

Competitor

Analysis
examined in relation to the sales of products overseas.
• Information is to be sought on what the overseas market is like in
terms of demography, competitors, market demand for the types
of product and so on.
• Are there some different needs in the types of marketing
techniques? Is there a need to speak another language to
negotiate a business deal? Is the product used within a local
community overseas? Are there restrictions posed by the
religion, government control or laws. For example, wine is never
sold to a Muslim country due to religion and country
governmental control.
• To foster customer relations overseas requires the understanding
and empathy of local language, culture and beliefs.
• The skills required to create strong, good and healthy relations
for regular and constant business will be different from that with
customers in the exporter’s country.
• Are there ways to penetrate into the local market overseas?
Places where an ethnic community requires a certain cultural
food or products will create demand in countries which can
produce the food or products.
• In the overseas market, there may be local competitors selling
similar products. What market share will they take and what will
the export trading company’s share be?

Tacit/
Explicit
or tacit
• Tacit or
explicit
• Tacit

• Tacit
• Tacit
• Tacit or
explicit

• Tacit or
explicit

The crux of the field exploration in unit of analysis I pointed out the crucial real-life
need for interactions for new information update, new knowledge creation and existing
knowledge renewal in export trading, but the lack of actual interactions on the web from
the respondents. Having explained useful knowledge in the export trading domain, the
next focus is on how portal technology supports the export trading knowledge in its
knowledge domain.

5.2.2

Unit of Analysis II – The Export Trading Knowledge Portal

In the field work in unit of analysis I, a crucial discovery was that computer-assisted
knowledge use and exchange involving users in all stakeholder groups is useful and is
an important consideration in the portal design. With the understanding of knowledge
used and exchanged, I then conducted unit of analysis II with two sub-units. Unit of
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analysis IIA involved two steps. The first step was the theoretical examination of portal
features supporting knowledge use and exchange in prior portal literature. The second
step was to conduct face-to-face interviews with selected portal experts. Their responses
were compared and screened for consensual expert responses. Then, in unit of analysis
IIB, a further case study was conducted to more carefully select the most appropriate
portal features in the consensual responses in unit of analysis IIA. The case study also
aimed to explore the export trading knowledge capture, repository, exchange and virtual
human interactions within the portal software application knowledge domain. The
collection instruments, units of analysis IIA and IIB, are reported in the following
subsections.

The further analysis resulted in respondents identifying fifteen essential features in web
portals. Appendix 11 was developed to reflect their responses on the fifteen essential
features in web portals on all general portals, the analysis and further implications. With
the established portal features and further analysis points in Appendix 11, Table 5.4 was
also developed taking into account features that support knowledge management
practice and hence help establish a knowledge portal.

Seven portal features were extracted from Appendix 11 to produce Table 5.4. Eight
other features in Appendix 11 were dropped for the following reasons. It is argued that,
as the export trading knowledge portal is exclusively used by people in the export
community, advertisements, security issues, payment and subscription to use the portal
is subject to the controlling authority that operates the export trading knowledge portal
project. Further search and user-designed contents are common portal features but are
optional and may not be adopted in an export trading knowledge portal. The
internal/external types of information access and local/exotic information in contents
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questions are useful but quite premature to focus on before an authorised party takes the
project on board.

Table 5.4 Essential Portal Features in the Export Trading Knowledge Portal
Portal Feature

Indications of knowledge management
practices as in prior research
1. Information
• Knowledge management (KM) refers to
dissemination or the methods and tools for capturing, storing,
communication organizing and making accessible knowledge
facilitated (one- and expertise within and across communities
way, two-way
(Mack, et al., 2001)
or multiple• The use of a knowledge portal is to support
way, e.g. web
the work of the knowledge workers (Mack et
publishing,
al., 2001; Collins, 2003a, 2002b)
message board,
chat-room,
email, etc.)

2. Creation of
business
intelligence or
competitive
advantage

3. Focus on
central
knowledge
repository

4. Support
decision
making

• Knowledge is a fundamental factor behind
an enterprise’s success, corporate
competitiveness and all its activities
(Stenmark, 2002; Wiig, 1997; Civi, 2000)
• Competing successfully requires either
aligning strategy to what the organisation
knows, or developing the knowledge and
capabilities needed to support a desired
strategy (Zack, 1999).
• A knowledge repository is formed when
knowledge management directs acquiring,
storing, adding value to and deploying the
intellectual capital of the firm’s professionals
(Ezingeard et al., 2000).
• The knowledge repository captures the
imminent critical knowledge and uses it for
other phases in the lifecycle, such as reusing
the knowledge or creating new knowledge
without ‘reinventing the wheel’ (Rosemann &
Chan, 2001, p.626).
• Additional knowledge about related
business processes could be used to broaden
the knowledge base (O'Leary & Selfridge,
1999)
• Managers are constrained in the amount of
knowledge and information they process
before decisions are made (Kreiner, 1999).
• The importance of knowledge management
is to transfer knowledge to business decision
before it is needed, to enable information
access and to generate or test new knowledge
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Rationale for being
knowledge portal feature
Knowledge management
involves knowledge
processes as one-way web
publishing or two-way or
multiple-way
communication on the
web. Knowledge or
information that has to be
sought, transferred,
captured and reused on the
web are knowledge
processes in a knowledge
portal.
Knowledge management is
performed with the
expected results of better
decision making, business
intelligence, knowledge
reuse, knowledge renewal
and knowledge creation.

As knowledge in
document or
communication messages
is compiled and organised
for centrally controlled
reuse, it forms a central
knowledge repository.

Knowledge and business
intelligence can inform
decision making
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Indications of knowledge management
practices as in prior research
about the firm’s changing risk management
requirements (Marshall et al., 1996).
• The World Wide Web offers information,
advice and remote access to software with
decision variables for solving problems
(Fourer & Goux, 2001).

Rationale for being
knowledge portal feature

6. Emphasis on
business
operations

• To remain aligned with the dynamically
changing needs of the business environment,
organisations need to continuously assess and
organise their business for ongoing
effectiveness (Civi, 2000).

Some relevant application
software can be included
on the knowledge portal
for the use of the wider
community. E.g. web
software allowing export
trading declaration
transactions on the web
can be regarded as a portal
function on the export
trading knowledge portal.
Major business activities
and the improvement of
business operations are of
the central interest in the
portal.

7. Facilitate
user’s business
work processes

• A knowledge management system that
facilitates frequent reuse will likely integrate
tightly with business processes and generate
information from work processes (O’Leary,
2001; O'Leary & Selfridge, 1999).
• The success of businesses depends
critically on the quality of knowledge which
organisations apply to their key business
processes (Civi, 2000).

If any work applications
can be integrated on the
web, the business database
and information is useful
to perform business work
processes, for example,
restricted good permit
application or export
declaration.

5. Business
legacy
applications and
database (e.g. a
portal function
or portlet, a
web form)

Table 5.4 outlines the seven features to be present in an export trading knowledge portal
in order for export trading community users (as knowledge workers) to use the webbased explicit information in their work. The seven portal features developed also
support Mack et al. (2001) and Collins’s (2003a, 2002b) findings that the use of a
knowledge portal is to support the work of knowledge workers.

Having identified the seven important features for the knowledge portal, the
substantiating information from real-life portals was explored to support the validity of
the seven features. Unit of analysis IIB was another case study sub-unit planned for this
purpose. In unit of analysis IIB, a corporate portal in an organisation identified as using
a knowledge portal was examined. The organisational portal was considered a
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knowledge portal as knowledge management practice was put in place in the phases of
design, development, implementation and use of the portal.

5.2.2.1 Unit of Analysis IIA

In unit of analysis IIA, the most specific aim was to discover what portal features
support the knowledge use and knowledge exchange. To do so, it first requires the
understanding of the common portal features that distinguish it as a portal rather than “a
website with no substances” (as the general manager of a logistics and training services
organisation noted). It also requires the understanding of what features make a portal or
types of portal. Next, the concentration is on the type of portal with the features that
support knowledge use and exchange. Portal features supporting human activity must be
related to such knowledge work. ‘A website with no substances’ can also refer to a new
website domain with no construction work or that is undergoing construction work. In
contrast, I define a portal here as being an established website serving as a single-stop
entry to a world of information and knowledge resources and web-based human activity
services for its intended audience of users in the export trading community.

From the literature, a list of possible portal features was recorded (Appendix 6). Using
the categorisation schemes in content analysis, the features were further grouped based
on similar meanings (Appendix 7). To more specifically address each portal feature, I
also carefully examined the meanings of words that were related to how portals could be
used as a feature to support such usage. During the process, there were considerations of
how the features could be utilised to enable knowledge capture, update, use and
exchange in the export trading community.
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To examine the features useful in portals, I accessed 176 websites to gauge whether
they used such features. For websites under construction or websites with no
information or substance, it means that the website does not serve as a single-window
entry to a world of consolidated information/ knowledge resources for knowledge use.
Websites that do not provide features that allow human communication or interaction
are not regarded as portals. The website assessments provided tentative conceptual
findings of what portals are and the features useful for knowledge use and exchange. In
particular, I paid attention to how the web features helped one use, exchange, share and
transfer knowledge in a form of web-technology-enabled knowledge management. With
the combination of understanding from the literature and the website visiting
experience, I developed a questionnaire (Appendix 9) with twenty-five questions for use
in semi-structured interviews. The respondents aired their views freely without being
pressured and were invited to demonstrate their portal or show project knowledge in
documents or electronic database format. After all respondents had verified their
responses, the interview records were organised into Appendix 10. Appendix 11 shows
the further groupings of their common responses about the critical portal features
initially identified as most useful to the portal design in this study.

In unit of analysis IIA, five respondents provided extra information in their areas of
expertise. The five respondents each had their own specialties in organisational portals:
one in knowledge portals, two in building work procedures and resources in
organisational portals and two in portal user interface design. Reports were made on
such extra information they revealed, work demonstrated and electronic news provided
about the portals and their designs. These respondents verified the reports (Appendix
12). The initial useful portal features obtained in unit of analysis IIA as in Appendix 11
are combined with the design information from these respondents to help in the portal
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design in this study. Concepts of what portal features can support what knowledge
resource use and knowledge exchange were tentatively formed by the end of unit of
analysis IIA. Their information about useful portal designs, shown in demonstrations,
explanations and materials provided was foundational knowledge that helped
understand and explore the knowledge portal in unit of analysis IIB.

5.2.2.2 Unit of Analysis IIB

Two respondents were involved in unit of analysis IIB. Both answered the twenty-five
questions in the survey questionnaire in unit of analysis IIA. In unit of analysis IIB, the
first respondent (later addressed as the original officer) was a well-known knowledge
management specialist in the information technology industry and a chairman of a
special interest group on knowledge management in a computing association before she
resigned from this role in 2004. She was a senior business analyst and system
administrator with key responsibilities of her organisational portals. She took charge of
the implementation, administration and use of the knowledge portal in her government
department. According to her, this portal was one of the first four knowledge portals in
the government sector. Her government department invested heavily in a knowledge
portal project in order to facilitate effective knowledge use, exchange, human
communications and interaction, especially in encouraging collaborative intellectual
work. The portal aimed at the dissemination of critical useful information within the
organisation to help knowledge workers in performing their work tasks, and to retain
the knowledge of workers. The portal was regarded as a knowledge base capturing
organisational knowledge beneficial for long-term use.
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As explained in Chapter 4, the formal verification was performed after the study was
transferred to Griffith University. At the time of performing the formal verification, the
original officer in unit of analysis IIB had left her previous role to undertake new
important duties after having completed her doctoral study. Government departments
have certain rigid rules and policies and, as the information to be verified was about the
organisational portal, the original officer not in her previous system administrator role
could not help to verify the report. In unit of analysis IIB, one of my respondents was a
Queensland state-wide government portal projects manager. Knowing the government
rules and policies, he advised me to approach the replacement officer for data
verification, as this person presently had the right to administer the portal and its
databases and was the proper person to assist me. Taking the opportunity of the kind
offer of help from the replacement officer, I engaged her in a ‘confirmatory study’ to
affirm the truthfulness of data gathered. Her assistance played two important roles in
this qualitative research – serving the purposes of data verification and confirmatability.
Confirmability is to establish that the facts in the data and interpretations of an inquiry
were not the inquirer’s imagination (Schwandt; 1997, 2001). With confirmability, I also
mean to let the replacement officer show and tell me the same or very highly similar
data as that from the original officer so that it further confirms the data validity and
reliability.

At the preliminary visit, the replacement officer was involved in the verification of the
initial findings that I obtained from the original officer about all portal features
supporting knowledge use and exchange in unit of analysis IIA. I explained everything
that the original officer had told me, what I had discovered and how much I knew from
the original officer about the portal. I asked her the same questions in the same manner
as had been previously carried out in the interview with the original officer. In addition
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to providing me with answers to the twenty-five questions, the officer willingly
demonstrated some websites with web tools that addressed portal features explored in
the survey questions. After the meeting, the findings I had obtained from her were sent
out for her verification. Findings from both the original officer and the replacement
officer are included in Appendix 10.

In a second visit, the replacement officer was first involved in the verification of
findings from the original officer about how knowledge in the portal was used in
knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation. Appendix 13 shows a verified report
as a corroboration of interview findings in unit of analysis IIB regarding the use of the
portal for knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation. The officer affirmed that all
the findings obtained from the original officer were true and valid. She confirmed that
the portal worked as a knowledge repository to allow the use and exchange of
knowledge, and established the fact that the portal also worked like a common
knowledge resource library by holding useful databases for the access and use of
authenticated users. When staff members accessed the information, they used the
knowledge obtained to make decisions at work. She verified that information was
disseminated through various ways for use, such as news in bulletin boards. While news
was displayed on the portal main page, she saw that some staff members might not
bother to read them. She stressed the importance of sending out critical news as email
alerts to address the lack of attention from some staff members on the portal main page.
She confirmed that knowledge was still exchanged using the same portal means as
discussion forum and listservs. Although blogs were popular web tools, they were not
considered for use in the portal. She maintained that business intelligence could be
generated through the use of information and knowledge in the portal.
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In addition, the officer asserted that the knowledge portal had not been modified and all
features remained the same. However, she pointed out an additional feature created in
the knowledge portal that incorporated some important and frequently used applications
from the general government department as useful links on a portal web page. This
feature allowed all staff to access the applications from anywhere, and not only from the
office’s desktop computer. On the whole, her views to a very large extent reflected a
high level of similarity with the original officer’s opinions in the knowledge renewal
and new knowledge creation processes in using the organisational knowledge portal. In
this study, truth is ‘independent reality’ gauged in a consensual rather than an absolute
way (Snape & Spencer, 2003). The high level of similarity in views between the two
officers is a sign of confirmability reflecting consensus in data which are essential
criteria highlighting validity, reliability and rigour in qualitative research (Schwandt,
1997, 2001; Ng & White, 2005) in this study.

Similar to the portal investigated in unit of analysis IIB, this research focuses on the
exclusive use of a knowledge portal by the authorised users in the export trading
community. The design takes into account a main difference that the export trading
knowledge portal is not freely available to the general public. Although all users are not
related as staff of the same organisation, they are authenticated through the security
feature of a community portal. In the portal, inter-organisational knowledge could be
shared, used and exchanged even though the portal users did not belong to the same
organisation and did not necessarily have business relationships (e.g. business
associates, business alliance) with other portal users. The portal users are members from
the seven key stakeholder groups involved in the portal application using the same
domain knowledge. All users are in the same knowledge context and can understand the
language syntax in the context-specific portal. Shareable knowledge amongst the seven
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stakeholders was central to the design of the portal (private confidential information or
knowledge is not a focus and is excluded in the portal design).

The limitation of unit of analysis IIB is that information or knowledge obtained was
within the work context of a single organisation, and knowledge was related to the work
activities of all organisational members in a smaller portal user community. However,
even when the organisational portal was for a smaller user community, the concepts,
benefits and features of the organisational portal can be considered in the design of the
portal for a wider user community in export trading. The organisational knowledge
portal was further analysed in order to compare, contrast and confirm the portal features
useful and appropriate in the portal design.

5.2.2.3 Overall Results of Unit of Analysis II

In essence, the government department’s knowledge portal studied allows explicit
knowledge dissemination and enables tacit knowledge exchange. The seven features
identified in Table 5.4 were supported as valid knowledge portal features in the field
study. Web tools supporting information dissemination and knowledge exchange are to
be employed in the export trading knowledge portal.

The seven features in Table 5.4 are the more salient features found to facilitate the work
of the knowledge workers in the organisation. Table 5.5 was developed to show how the
knowledge workers use the portal features in relation to the theoretical terms in activity
theory. The entire knowledge domain is seen as a study of the discourse community in
the light of the theory of domain analysis. The activities supported by the portal features
are related to theoretical concepts used in activity theory. The types of knowledge in
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conversions from tacit to explicit or vice versa in the transformation process are related
to theory of organisational knowledge creation. All the theoretical concepts related to
the theories will be discussed in the next chapter.

Table 5.5 Portal Features Enabling Knowledge Management
Portal Feature

Organisation

1. Information
dissemination
and
communication
facilitated
2. Business
intelligence

• Show all the recent important news
announcements.
• Use the bulletin board and list servers for
information exchange on more specific
subject issues.
• Create a knowledge base by capturing
knowledge beneficial to the organisation for
long-term use.
• The forums are regarded as knowledge bases.
• A repository of explicit knowledge was
indirectly created by tapping in internally and
externally useful resources.
• Staff make work-related decisions using the
databases on legacy application systems,
internal information resources and links to
external resources.

3. Central
knowledge
repository
4. Decision
making

5. Business
legacy
applications and
database

• Work processes are linked to the different
legacy application systems. Knowledge of
workers is inherent in the work processes.
• Staff members obtain the required data,
documents and files about their work from the
central database.

• Retain knowledge of workers. Existing
workers use information/knowledge available
on systems to achieve better work
performance.
• Capture the changes in legal issues, socioeconomic situations, geographic matters, etc.,
related to the business operations.
7. Business work • Provide staff members with the information
processes
required to carry out their daily work
activities.
6. Business
operations
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Relating to Theoretical
Concepts in Activity
Theory
• Object

• Tools
• Outcome
• Tools
• Object
• Community – all staff
• Subjects – individual
staff members
• Tools – legacy
application systems
• Objects – information
resources
• Transformation
process
• Tools – legacy
application systems
• Subject – worker
• Subjects – staff
members
• Objects – knowledge
• Use – division of
labour
• Objects – issues,
information of socioeconomic, geographic
matters, etc.
• Subjects – as
individuals
• Community – as staff
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With the reporting of units of analysis I and II, their subunits of analyses, and some
initial evaluation of information most related to the collected data, the reporting of the
field study is now completed.

5.3

Summary

Through the field investigation, key points discovered are: (1) There is a need for an
export trading knowledge portal to facilitate the communication and knowledge use of
the export trading community members; (2) Portal design should consider portal
features that support knowledge discovery, information dissemination for the purposes
of knowledge use, and human interactions and communication for the purposes of
knowledge exchange.

The findings from unit of analysis I reflect the important knowledge use in business
operations within export trading. It stated the need for knowledge use and knowledge
exchange in the export trading context. The findings from unit of analysis II propose the
portal features that facilitate knowledge use and knowledge exchange amongst the
export community members. The findings of the entire case study address the following
key point. Due to knowledge updating requirements and interaction needs in export
trading, it is essential for export trading community members to use the export trading
knowledge portal. The portal particularly supports knowledge use and knowledge
exchange. In a nutshell, the field study investigated what constitutes the export trading
knowledge and how portal technology tools support knowledge use and exchange in the
export trading context. The next chapter will report all analyses made using analytical
methodology.
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Chapter 6
Case Study – Analyses
6.1 Introduction

Chapter 5 explained the conduct of the field investigation and reported the fact-finding
results which provided explanation building and ideas, themes and concepts useful for
theory building. Chapter 6 reports the analyses performed using analytical methodology
and new derived theory. This chapter covers two types of analyses – a preliminary
analysis and a theoretical analysis. The preliminary analysis is purely empirical without
the use of theory; it serves as data triangulation, and uses empirical findings obtained
through

interviews,

survey

questionnaires,

observations

and

documentations.

Theoretical analysis is performed using analytical methodology and presents empirical
information mapped to theoretical concepts. Theoretical analysis was done using DA,
AT and TOKC and by using all concepts within the theoretical framework. Congruence
in the three theories was found through analysis resulting in triangulation.

This research suggests that there is a need to link the export trading related
organisations, their staff members, websites, information resources and common work
related web-based interactions within an export trading knowledge portal. In the
research, the knowledge boundary extends to cover the work interests and knowledge of
seven stakeholders. This is a specific knowledge boundary used for the design of the
export trading knowledge portal. Tacit knowledge studied is delimited to shareable tacit
knowledge in this research, using Matusik and Hills’ (1998) knowledge taxonomy as a
guideline. Architectural knowledge relates to the organisation-wide routines and
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schemas for coordinating the various components of the organisation (Henderson &
Clark, 1990), and contributes most to an organisation's long-term competitive position
(Grant, 1996; Henderson & Cockburn, 1994; Kogut & Zander, 1992). Matusik and Hills
(1998) suggest that architectural knowledge is private tacit collective knowledge shared
within an organisation, not shared even with contingent workers in firms, and hence is
not shared in public. In this research, architectural knowledge is further defined as
private confidential organisational knowledge only shared amongst limited personnel
within an organisation who need it for purposes of strategy planning and missioncritical tasks. In this research, this type of non-shareable private tacit architectural
knowledge is not within the scope and not a focus of this study. Having drawn this clear
distinction between the types of tacit knowledge that can and cannot be shared and that
can be shared, it is concluded that not ALL tacit knowledge is shareable. However, this
research strongly argues that the use of the web communication and web information
dissemination tools allows the sharing of knowledge and encourages knowledge
externalisation. Hence, the export trading knowledge portal serves as a vital knowledge
management tool. Tacit knowledge captured in the export trading knowledge portal is
shareable tacit knowledge amongst the export trading community members.

In this chapter, the results of analyses indicate two types of empirical findings. First, in
real life, export trading business activities and human interactions across different
stakeholders are common, but such critical export knowledge used in these engagements
is not captured and retained to its full extent. This knowledge should be tapped within
an export trading knowledge portal. Second, current export trading knowledge is
scattered and not consolidated in a central location. Thus, there is a need for the portal
to centralise and organise every bit of crucial knowledge by category of purpose into
related portal areas. The results from investigations in unit of analysis II in Chapter 5
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show that portals generally have the capabilities and web tools to support knowledge
exchange and reuse. Portals can link people, further websites, information resources and
enable topic-specific interactions using a main webpage as a central entry point. Hence,
web communication tools like bulletin boards, discussion forums, chat-rooms, blogs and
so forth are to be used in the design of the export trading knowledge portal in order to
enable interactions amongst users from different stakeholder groups.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 6.2 presents a preliminary analysis
performed using the results in Chapter 5. The preliminary analysis reflects a core set of
ideas showing the implications of the empirical investigation. It explains the need for a
portal that helps the export trading community use and exchange knowledge. It provides
a picture of how the export trading knowledge portal is used as a means to capture
important tacit knowledge inherent in human interactions for storage, dissemination and
further use. The preliminary analysis also provides a crucial understanding by relating
theoretical concepts in a portal human activity system for theoretical analysis. Section
6.3 explains the theoretical analyses conducted using the three theories within the
theoretical framework. It discusses firstly some theoretical implications of DA and,
subsequently, AT and TOKC. The theoretical framework formulated in Chapter 3
makes use of all concepts in the three theories. Using concepts in the theoretical
framework, further analysis and results are produced. Section 6.4 is a summary.

6.2 Preliminary Analysis

In the previous chapter, many important themes emerging from empirical fact-findings
were organised. In this chapter, all themes derived from various data collection methods
are further analysed. Lee (2001), Orlikowski and Baroudi (1991), Krauss (2005), and
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Golden-Biddle and Locke (1997) contend that reality is socially constructed and content
of knowledge is influenced by social practices and interactions. A social account is
constructed by matching data from different sources of data collections as well as
checking patterns of results across different respondents in different organisations and
stakeholder groups. Within the data analysis, the researcher avoids imposing his or her
views, setting aside any preconceived knowledge, and is open, sensitive and empathetic
to the participants’ responses (Krauss, 2005, p. 764). As the researcher, I am cautious
not to impose my own views in the interpretation and analysis of data. Information is
carefully compiled, consolidated and processed by vigilantly not introducing any
preconceived ideas but to provide a truthful account of the empirical study. After
consolidating validated information, a preliminary analysis is performed.

Markus (1997, p. 22) states that “research that systematically observes information
systems practice is a scientific contribution, even in the absence of explicit theory that
predicts or explains the observation”. The preliminary analysis provided is an important
contribution both as observation and as a socially constructed account of the export
trading phenomenon useful in portal design. This study addresses a knowledge gap in
prior research. In knowledge management, scholars (Lane & Lubatkin, 1998; Dyer &
Singh, 1998; Lertpittayapoom et al., 2007; Zahra & George, 2002; Lane & Koka, 2006;
Liao et al., 2003; Chou, 2005; Jansen et al., 2005) researching in absorptive capacity
defined the capability of a firm’s acquisition and absorption of knowledge as
organisations’ need for of knowledge from external environments as well as from
internal sources. A firm’s absorption of knowledge from related business environments
is important. However, prior inter-firm or inter-organisational knowledge research
focuses on knowledge exchange within organisations with business alliances (Simonin,
1999), small and medium-sized organisations for strategic alliances (Chen, Duan,
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Ewards & Lehaney, 2006), supplier-client-partner-relationship focused organisations
(Mentzas, Apostotou, Kafentzis & Georgolios, 2006), organisations with same
industrial stakeholding members (Holmqvist, 1999; Muller-Prothmann, Siegberg &
Finke, 2005), and organisations in project-based industries (Taylor & Levitt, 2005).
These researchers relate inter-organisational knowledge to some kinds of business
relations.

This research fills the research gap by examining inter-organisational (or inter-firm)
knowledge in a real-life export trading context by including relevant members in
different stakeholding parties. It is the examination of inter-organisational knowledge
use and exchange by relevant members from ‘different firms’ other than those internal
employees, clients, suppliers, partners and business alliances in one’s business
environments. This research provides a different understanding of inter-firm knowledge
and hence addresses the knowledge gap. There were seven key stakeholders involved in
the portal application knowledge domain as the intended authenticated users. As they
are members in the same export trading context, they share common knowledge and use
a common trade-specific language in their communications. This research is new as it
extends the scope of inter-organisational knowledge exploring how knowledge use and
exchange happens amongst the various stakeholders as the portal users in export
trading.

6.2.1 A Portal, Community of Export Trading Users and Knowledge Domain

A socially constructed view of science suggests that knowledge cannot be known
separately from the knower, as social practices, interactions and meaning-making
activities in communities influence knowledge (Golden-Biddle & Locke, 1997). The
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consolidated data from the case study portrayed an understanding that each group of
users has a ‘knowledge island’. Knowledge island here refers to the ‘sub-domain
knowledge’ used by each stakeholder based on the specialisation of the organisation, the
stakeholder’s distinct expertise, and the knowledge related to the services that the
stakeholder renders. In the analysis, when all the knowledge islands were put together,
significant indications of knowledge overlap were seen. Stakeholders’ shareable and
externalised tacit knowledge from their real-life interactions is valuable in the export
portal application knowledge domain. The scope of this shareable and externalised tacit
knowledge is of interest in this study, and used for theoretical analysis.

Logistic and
Training
Services
Quality
Authority
Export
Organizations

Interactions
and
Knowledge

Freight
Forwarding
Organization

Shipping
Organization

Professional
Export
Association

Australian
Customs
Service
(ACS )

Figure 6.1 Shareable Tacit Knowledge in Human Interactions

Figure 6.1 depicts the possible interactions of the seven stakeholders with their
knowledge in this study. It shows that, while each stakeholder has specific knowledge
due to their business-specific services and operations, there is overlapping knowledge
among the seven stakeholders. This overlap also indicates some important points: (1)
Where there is no knowledge overlap, the knowledge is non-shareable tacit knowledge,
knowledge used within certain stakeholder groups, or knowledge not understandable to
other stakeholders; (2) Overlapped knowledge enables common understanding (terms
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and concepts) and provides members with a common language in their communication
and interactions. Hence, when there is a knowledge overlap, that knowledge is shareable
tacit knowledge in the export trading knowledge portal.

Figure 6.1 allows for a different understanding of how the users in the seven stakeholder
groups are related, and how they can communicate their tacit knowledge in the export
trading knowledge portal.
Quality
Authority
Logistic and
Training
Services
Australian
Customs
Service
(ACS )

Export
Organization
Freight
Forwarding
Organization

Professional
Export
Association

Shipping
Organization

Figure 6.2 An Export Trading Portal Linking Knowledge of the Seven Stakeholders

Figure 6.2 is produced to illustrate how the users in the seven stakeholder groups are
related and the possible ways for them to communicate their externalised tacit
knowledge. Users in each group can interact with one another for several practical
reasons. The most significant interpretations from the data collection about their
interactions were as follows: (1) Export knowledge is subject to dynamic change. As
such, there is a need for each user to constantly renew their existing knowledge by
holding trade events, seminar, etc. Export trading community members constantly seek
externalised tacit knowledge to update knowledge holding. Newly received externalised
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knowledge helps users learn, update and create their own renewed export knowledge;
(2) It was observed that Internet tools are popular but are not made good use of in
export trading. While the export trading community members do interact, there is not a
single commonly available Internet tool to enable the exclusive community to use, share
and exchange knowledge. An export trading knowledge portal is therefore essential; (3)
An export trading knowledge portal can serve two main purposes. First, it can be treated
as a media place that helps disseminate important externalised knowledge to the portal
users for knowledge renewal. Second, it can be treated as a web communication place
for virtual interactions amongst the community members who have access to the export
portal for knowledge exchange; (4) Such a communication and media place can
contribute to a knowledge repository; and (5) The communication place also serves an
advisory role tapping various forms of expert views and experience, accumulated
through the experts’ export ventures. The focus of this research is on shareable tacit
knowledge. While not all tacit knowledge can be externalised (as discussed in this
chapter’s introduction section and in Chapter 2, Literature Review), the use of the
communication and media place allows and encourages possible knowledge
externalisation and the exchange of shareable tacit knowledge.

6.2.2 Export Trading Knowledge Needed in the Portal

While respondents talked about web information publications and explicit website
information (as electronic data) that they found on the Internet, there were frequent and
common responses that some knowledge required in export trading was not on the
Internet but was available from other people or in document formats. In particular,
participants reported the need to seek help or advice from experts in their work problem
areas. They saw that they could make decisions or act only after they had obtained help
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and advice from credible sources. From the perspectives of the respondents, experts
were those who had valuable knowledge and real-life practical experience (wisdom),
knew about risks and opportunities in export, and knew what action to take in the face
of challenges and problems in export trading. Hence, the empirical investigation has
indicated the need to share the knowledge of experts through human interactions. In
addition, respondents saw that knowledge gained in their daily export-related work
interactions might not be found as electronic data on the Internet. This data representing
a social view of the respondents, then, indicated a further need: for discussion boards,
newsgroups, chat-rooms, and so forth, that could be used to facilitate real-life type
interactions.

The empirical findings reported the types of export trading knowledge (tacit or explicit)
required by the stakeholders; these knowledge types are further analysed and
summarised in Table 6.1. Table 6.1 shows the types of knowledge and web information
that the respondents in the seven stakeholder groups commonly used and sought at
work. In Table 6.1, the column ‘category of knowledge’ indicates usefulness of
knowledge in both tacit and explicit knowledge formats. The column ‘web information’
indicates the sorts of knowledge sought in web information format. Web information is
explicit knowledge. Table 6.1 also shows the important categories of knowledge used in
export trading sorted into basic groups as follows: government, export laws, political
issues, business operating environment, technologies, payment/finance, transportation,
insurance, export procedure, production, economy in buyer country, social demography
in buyer country, sales/marketing, customer relations, competitor.
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Shipping Company

Freight Forwarding
Organisation

Quality Authority
(AQIS and DPI
Fisheries )

Australian Customs
Services

Stakeholder
Type

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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Sea regulations
Government export regulations and laws
Competitors (Products, services, marketing, customer

Government rulings and control over export products
Quality control of export products
Cargo support to exporters
General export control at sea or air ports and country
boundaries
Knowledge of and interactions with other government
departments and international agencies related to export
Regulations of seafood export
Quality control on seafood for export
Monitoring marine habitat
Innovative seafood products and cultivation of sea
creatures for export
Research on seafood
Banking
Export insurance
Transportation/Delivery services
Billing/Payment methods
Cargo packing and consolidation
Government export regulations and laws
Obey customs rulings, make export declarations
Domestic country and overseas country rules
Apply export permits for restricted goods to export

Category of Knowledge

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Local and overseas banks
Insurance companies; authority regulating
insurance services
Transport companies
Incoterm details (may be obtained by traditional
means)
Packing and cargo consolidation services
Relevant government authorities
Customs service and procedures
Government laws, e.g. Attorney-General's
Department
Competitor websites
Relevant government authority on sea ruling
All major government authorities related to export
Local and overseas competitor websites

Not discussed

Not discussed

Web Information Sought

Table 6.1 Types of Export Trading Knowledge (Tacit or Explicit) Needed and Web Information (Explicit Knowledge) Sought

Chapter 6

Exporter

Professional Export
Association

Export Logistics &
Training Services

Stakeholder
Type

Chapter 6

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Overseas business opportunities
Variations in customer preference
Sales and marketing
Government rulings and policies
Goods with permit control
Export procedures
Billing and payments
Banking and insurance
Transportation
Shipments
Advisory information from government offices or
business associates
Grants and subsidies

relations, etc.)
Shipment of cargo as a blue water service from a port to
ports in different countries
Government regulations and laws
All export trading community issues
Affiliations with professional bodies in export
Improvement techniques, advices, research issues
Course accredited by government and affiliated bodies
Student needs in export courses
Contacts with government authorities, affiliated bodies
and real-world of export trading to tailor courses

Category of Knowledge

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Government information
Banking
Shipping
Goods transportation and distribution
Websites containing useful information, e.g.
Austrade, chambers of commerce, trading societies
and professional associations
Logistics of resources
Export training services
Production methods
Technologies supporting their business
All information from any websites containing
useful information to export, e.g. foreign currency
exchange

All major government authorities mentioned above
Export related organisation websites are scanned
through e.g. chamber of commerce, trading
societies and professional associations.
Government accreditation and professional bodies
Cultural, social and living needs for overseas
customers
General export trading issues on the web

Current affairs on world traffic/transportation
situation

Web Information Sought
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To understand how portal technology supports knowledge use, Section 6.2.3 discusses
how knowledge and human interactions in activities happen in the portal.

6.2.3 Knowledge and Human Activity in an Export Trading Knowledge Portal

Drawing on the socially constructed views and experience of the respondents in the
seven stakeholder groups and portal specialists in the empirical study, the portal design
considers the ways to access the particular types of knowledge in order for the portal
users to effectively use knowledge. Figure 6.3 is developed to show the use of web tools
in the communication and media place. Each cluster on the left-hand-side of the dotted
line shows the tools that facilitate explicit knowledge dissemination. These include listserves, newsgroups, bulletin boards and message boards, and allow new explicit
knowledge to be sent to users as useful information in their work. It is important to note
that the use of each of the tools (e.g. a newsgroup tool) can replicate. The replicates (i.e.
different newsgroups) are used for different topics or purposes by different users of
interests. Hence, there are smaller clusters inside each cluster. Each smaller cluster
shows a replicated type of tool used for a more specific different topic or purpose. It is
to be noted that the information dissemination direction is one-way, i.e. from the sender
to the receiver, in the form of one-to-many – from one sender to many receivers.

Each star-shape cluster on the right-hand-side of the dotted line shows the possible web
tools used to enable knowledge exchange. The knowledge exchange tools allow human
interactions, enabling bidirectional many-to-many relationships. This is because all
users can freely participate in all discussions and interactions. Taking the example of the
discussion boards, messages can be threaded, and such threading allows many-to-many
interactions.
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Figure 6.3 New but Valuable Information in the Export Trading Knowledge Portal

Many web tools, such as newsrooms, bulletin boards, chat-rooms, discussion forums,
blogs and emails are useful. The tools make explicit knowledge dissemination or
interactive communications possible. Further, each tool can be replicated to address
needs of specific topics of interest. Each topic or purpose is related to a group of users.
The relationships of tools, purposes of use, user groups and information flow direction
are depicted in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2 Relationships of Tools, Purposes, User Groups and Information Direction Flow
Foci
Tools

Purposes

User groups

Direction of
information
flow

Media Place
Communication Place
List-serves, newsgroups, bulletin boards, Newsrooms, bulletin
and message boards.
boards, chat-rooms,
discussion forums and
email.
Send useful new explicit knowledge to Allow communication and
users for work purpose; enable knowledge interactions; enable
knowledge use and
use.
exchange.
Users subscribe to receive information of Users interact for different
different topics of different work interests. work purposes discussing
different topics of interest.
One-way; One-to-many (i.e. from one Bidirectional many-tosender to many receivers).
many interactions.

In relation to dissemination of explicit knowledge, records of news and views can be
stored in a central database as a single knowledge repository. There may be a central
repository with sub-folders of different community sub-group (e.g. freight forwarder,
shipping company, ACS, etc.). Other than using sub-group names to help in retrieval,
other ways for easy searching of documents can be considered. Sub-folder names may
indicate topic or purpose. Search criteria may be subject name, document creation or
modification date, authors, title, search keys, and/or reference number. As such, the
relevant documents can be simply retrieved using the subgroup (organisation name),
date and title of topic.

The case study also found that knowledge within any export venture or export project
was often lost and was not well-documented in many organisations. These losses were
due to staff resignations, movement of staff for different projects, people’s common
habit of not documenting what they know, and lack of organisational policies to
document job knowledge. Business is dependent on knowledge of the employees, and
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the loss of intellectual capital due to resignation and the lack of mechanisms to capture
the lost tacit knowledge is a major concern in organisations (Bhardwaj & Monin, 2006).
There are advantages in using the knowledge portal: should any member leave an
organisation or move amongst projects at different locations of an organisation, he/she
may still remain a portal community user. In addition, the knowledge recorded from
web communications helps others find the required knowledge since web tools enable
permanent recording of all insightful discussions and ideas in textual formats. As
elaborated earlier, a knowledge portal serves as a communication and media place. This
allows experts with special knowledge and insights to exchange ideas with the
community users. Hence, in this virtual communication and media place, new facts and
information by community users make new knowledge creation possible, while the
knowledge recorded in repository facilitates knowledge reuse.

6.2.4 Objective of the Export Trading Knowledge Portal

The design of the export trading knowledge portal considers many user information and
knowledge needs. The design is also based on the needs of human knowledge use and
human interactions which the portal functions can support. As a provision for the most
essential types of knowledge to be used, the portal design will do the following. The
portal has to provide the most basic knowledge resources such as community member
electronic bulletins and shareable electronic publications in .pdf format within the
community of users. The portal is to incorporate the portal users’ organisational
websites, integrate various possible external links to other useful websites, enable
contacts with experts, and provide many more user benefits.
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Figure 6.4 also explains two other main objectives of the export trading portal:
gathering knowledge and information, and functions which allow these to be
shared/disseminated. The first objective is knowledge portal content focusing on web
information delivery and communication. These foci are shown in the middle and the
third box (on the right-hand-side).

Figure 6.4 Information/ Knowledge Contents in the Export Trading Knowledge Portal

The middle box shows the concepts of a portal as a media place. Media places
disseminate explicit knowledge as information to the portal users. Media places enable
knowledge use. I name the middle box ‘knowledge fertilisers’, and this term is used to
reflect the purpose of using the media place, because explicit knowledge disseminated
in the media place provides the ingredients needed to renew knowledge and create new
knowledge. There are needs for including context-specific export trading stakeholder
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groups to supply useful information (explicit knowledge) through the various
information delivery means (e.g. bulletin boards, newsgroups, etc.), facilitating
knowledge transfer, sharing and use. This enables knowledge renewal and new
knowledge creation.

The box on the right-hand-side of Figure 6.4 shows the concept of a portal as a
communication place. The figure shows the range of forums where inherent knowledge
takes place. The crux is to facilitate knowledge exchange. In a knowledge forum, the
exchange of ideas about products and services happen like brainstorming for solutions
to problems. These knowledge forums facilitate communication and interactions using
the portal tools. Through the use of forums, the portal tools support knowledge use and
exchange.

The second objective of the knowledge portal is inclusion of valuable export trading
information for users. The entity of people, their sharable tacit knowledge and their
general information or knowledge resources is the focus in this research. The box on the
left-hand-side of Figure 6.4 shows that the export trading portal needs to incorporate
some tailor-made information as well as links to external information resources to serve
the export portal community users. The middle box is used to reflect the importance of
considering the inclusion of non-existent but potential export trading information in the
communication tools. Portal communication tools may be included for a variety of
reasons. For example, some users may belong to a certain organisation with an existing
website. Through the option ‘link to member website’ on the portal home web page, it
offers the user a chance to state whether his/her organisation wishes to have its
organisational website included. The inclusion will allow export trading portal users (or
members) to access organisation specific information.
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As learning, training and education were frequently stressed as important by the
interviewees, the portal design considers links to training centres or education
institutions for useful course opportunities. As the community members need incentives
and there are usually initiatives related to benefits to use the portal, any types of user
entitlements in terms of incentives and benefits are also to be included (e.g. shopping
discounts, waivers of housing loan establishment fees, travel information and benefits,
use of resort facilities at discount price, user point reward systems, etc.).

As users are from diverse backgrounds and each individual is regarded as an expert in
his/her own way, upon being accepted as an export trading portal user, he/she reveals
their expertise. This expertise is sorted based on knowledge categories discussed in
Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 in Chapter 5. To reiterate, the useful knowledge categories
enable the sorting of expertise into the areas of government, export laws, political
issues, business operating environment, technologies, payment/finance, transportation,
insurance, export procedure, production, economy in buyer country, social demography
in buyer country, sales/marketing, customer relations and competitor. Alternatively,
expertise can be sorted based on the seven stakeholder types, namely ACS, quality
authority, shipping, freight forwarding, training and logistic services, professional
export association and exporters.

Links to external websites to incorporate additional useful information related to
activities in export trading context are included. Various respondents discussed the
currently disorganised and messy way of finding information over numerous websites.
The useful links to all permit issuing authorities, chambers of commerce based in
Australia, export-related professional societies and international export trading
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authorities are to be selectively used, enabling the export trading knowledge portal to
support knowledge use and exchange in the export trading community. It is important to
note that contents pages with links to information are simply serving as web pages of
more explicit knowledge (already formalised and articulated; whether in text, tables,
graphics, images; with or without metaphors, mental models, analogies) for further
information dissemination, serving the common purpose of delivering explicit
knowledge. The communication tools invite more new information, and enable the
conversion of expert (or user) tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge.

The export trading knowledge portal is designed with a socially constructed view of all
respondents in the case study. The preliminary analysis provided an important
understanding of the empirical findings prior to the use of theoretical notions later. In
the next section, the empirical data are examined in light of different theories. The use
of the same empirical data in examinations using concepts within a theoretical
framework is a form of triangulation.

6.3 Theoretical Analysis

In this section, empirical data are analysed using the theoretical concepts laid out in the
theoretical framework formulated in Chapter 3. The analyses are further guided by the
use of analytical methodology discussed in Chapter 5. As there are three theories
involved, the empirical data are examined using each theory in turn. Hence, three set
theoretical implications have been derived. Subsequently, all theoretical concepts from
the three theories within the theoretical framework will be used to examine the data. By
theoretically examining data, a different set of theoretical implications is derived. The
theoretical understanding provided in the focal theory enables a deeper understanding of
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human interactions related to the use of the knowledge portal. This richer understanding
also supports the design of the export trading knowledge portal to be developed.

6.3.1 Theoretical Implications using Domain Analysis

Llorens et al. (2004) state that a domain is a knowledge area, activity, interest or
application with defined limits. Discussing domain analysis, Hjorland and Albrechtsen
(1995) suggest that studying the knowledge domain as a thought or discourse
community is the best way to understand scientific communication. Hjorland (2002)
further clarifies that a discourse community is a community in which an ordered and
bounded communication process takes place. A point to be highlighted here is that the
design of an export trading knowledge portal considers all the export trading community
users’ needs, especially their needs for communication. The design hence considers
only those design aspects discerned from the experience of the empirical study to be
most relevant and appropriate for the export trading user community. This demarcation
concurs with Hjorland’s (2002) and Abrahamsen’s (2003) recommendation to not treat
all domains similarly but as different discourse communities.

Abrahamsen (2003) states that while the perspective from the domain analysis offers
inspiration from other domains, the comparisons of domain studies show that all
different domains (as fields of studies) have both similarities and differences. Hence,
export trading is a domain by itself and the export trading knowledge portal users form
a discourse community in their own right. Domain analysis formulates the common
elements and structure of a domain of application software (Moore & Bailin, 1991).
Hence, the design of the export trading portal must take into account its own critical
knowledge components and software structure as discussed in Figure 6.4. Moore and
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Bailin (1991) also state that domain analysis is an ongoing process and does not stop
with the establishment of a reuse database or a domain knowledge base. The knowledge
repository of the export trading knowledge portal is therefore reusable and updated
through its ongoing use.

As shown in Table 5.4 in Chapter 5, the seven identified portal features enable
knowledge management. They are important to the design of features and structure of
the export trading knowledge portal. The seven features (information dissemination &
communication facilitated, business intelligence, central knowledge repository, decision
making, business legacy applications & database, business operations, and business
work processes) are interrelated in human communication processes. All the human
communication processes take place using knowledge within the export trading
knowledge domain. In Figure 6.5, the seven features and their relationships to
knowledge workers (human users) having the same export trading knowledge are
illustrated.
Business Intelligence
Business Work Processes
Business Operations
Decision Making

Knowledge
Repository
(Database)

Business Intelligence
Business Work Processes
Business Operations
Decision Making

Business
Legacy
Applications

Human User

Human User

Human User

Human User
Information Dissemination & Communication

Export Trading Knowledge Portal
Figure 6.5 Seven Features and the Relationships to Knowledge Workers
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The seven features considered in the portal design cater to the interests of the
community and are related to human activity in the portal application. Domain analysis
involves humans, their thoughts and social discourse. In the community of export
trading users, the ideas and thoughts used in human interactions are knowledge in the
knowledge portal. The portal user community is regarded as a discourse community in a
specific boundary for analysis. This sets the boundary of knowledge required in the
application software domain. When humans (as knowledge workers) interact, they
exchange views and ideas (as knowledge) in their communications.

For simplicity, the four human figures in Figure 6.5 are used to symbolise the
involvement of some portal users (albeit the actual number of users will be greater than
four). When explicit knowledge is transmittable, such transmission takes place in the
form of information dissemination. When explicit knowledge is exchanged in
communications, it takes place in the form of human interactions or communications.
As Boer et al. (2002, p. 3) explain, “Knowledge has only meaning within the context of
interacting subjects. Technologies that are considered to support this kind of knowledge
sharing include discussion groups, chat rooms and white boards.”

So, an export trading knowledge portal can take the form of a discussion board message,
email message, news bulletin, etc. All this explicit information is manipulated by web
tools in the human activity system. This real human knowledge can be captured in a
central database or knowledge repository. When the captured knowledge is used or
reused, it is business intelligence and it helps decision making. Since web applications
on knowledge portals enable the business work processes and business operations of
users, they produce human activity. Business legacy software applications for general
use are to be included in the portal. For example, portal application functions (also
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called portlets), such as permit application web forms, shipment order forms and export
declaration applications, are business legacy software applications in web format in the
export trading knowledge portal.

Having looked into the seven features from the knowledge management perspective in
the export trading knowledge portal, essential portal features (Appendix 8) to allow
knowledge reuse and knowledge sharing are considered for technicality or practicality
reasons. The export trading knowledge portal is to be made exclusively for the use of
authenticated and authorised users. So, user subscriptions may be enforced to invite
serious and committed export trading users. Logins and passwords are to be
implemented for information security reasons. Authentication and authorisations are to
be used to control the types of information each user can access.

In essence, from the perspective of domain analysis, an export trading portal must have
a strong emphasis on information dissemination and communications, treating the
community users as a thought or discourse community. The export trading knowledge
portal design must support this notion and include appropriate portal functions. As
discussed earlier, when members of diverse communities are brought together, the
merging of ideas and methods from several fields results in innovation or new
knowledge (Gazen, 2003, p. 182). Users in the seven stakeholders have different work
interests from their diverse communities. The thought and discourse community in the
portal forms a virtual community. In this community, human interactions are seen as a
human activity system. The following subsection explains how humans interact within
the export knowledge domain through portal communicative means in the light of
activity theory.
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6.3.2 Theoretical Implications using Activity Theory

Broughton et al. (2005) state that the way a domain is analysed is mainly by studying
the subjects in the domain and the theoretical assumptions put forward by these
subjects. Domain analysis is very closely related to activity theory, as user activities
happen in a knowledge domain. In activity theory, the fundamental unit of analysis is
human activity (Tuikka, 2002; Turner et al., 1999; Kuutti, 1995) and a core concept in
activity theory is the subject (Nardi, 2002).

Using activity theory, the subjects (users) and their behaviours in human activity system
are analysed. In this research, division of effort (DE) replaces the conventional term
division of labour. Kuutti’s (1995) concept on division of effort was used here but not
Engestrom’s (1987). DE does not mean the division of tasks between the subjects and
division of power and status, but refers to the effort and intention that users contribute in
order to use the portal to facilitate the exchange of thoughts and discourse within the
export trading community. DE mediates between the community and object,
transforming the objects into the desired outcome. This research focuses on humancomputer interactions.
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All subjects participating in a human activity
in the export trading knowledge portal
constitute a community.

Division of effort mediates between the
community and the object. It is the combined
effort of individuals. This combined effort
results in organisation of a community that
enables the transformation of an object into the
outcome.

Division of
Effort
(convention:
division of
labour)

Rules

Community
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Effort and intention to use portal to
facilitate the exchange of thoughts and
discourse within the export trading
community.

Language, ideas, thoughts, sounds, voices,
images, graphics, pictures, diagrams,
tables, figures, symbols, signals, signs,
text, data.
Employees, management members and
the authorised associates with work
interests in the group of the seven
stakeholders.
Search function rules, rules to organise
knowledge type in the portal, rules
associated with communication means,
e.g. rules of using email as reply with
history; chaining related users about a
discussion topic in the discussion board.
A community is formed by having
communicative actions and interactive
activity of users in the export trading
knowledge portal.

The community members work
together to exchange knowledge in
order to aid decision making and
renew their existing knowledge
(resulting in business intelligence).
Making the organisation of
knowledge work in the export
trading community visible and
comprehensible.

Export trading community users of
knowledge portals who are human
subjects interacting with one
another for knowledge purposes.
Rules are observed in all portal
functions. The proper use of export
trading knowledge portal requires
users to work according to rules.

A method or a medium enabling
communication or information
dissemination.

Newsrooms, bulletin boards, list servers,
discussion forums, chat rooms, emails,
blogs, etc.

A tool mediates between a subject and an
object. Portal functioning tools are seen as
instruments, work procedures and methods
used to enable the occurrence of an activity.
A material thing, whether tangible (a plan) or
intangible (an idea), is mediated by the use of
a tool to help a subject achieve this material.

A person who is an export trading community
member and the portal user. The person
interacts with other members to transform an
object to an outcome.
Rules mediate between every subject and the
community. Rules stipulate what every subject
has to practise in order for an activity to
happen in a community.

Serving as a means of information
dissemination or communication.

Examples in Export Trading Knowledge
Portal

Purpose

Case Study - Analyses

Definitions of Terms used in
This Research

Subject
(also: actor)

Object
(also:
objective)

Terms in
Activity
Theory
Tool (also:
instrument
and artefact)

Table 6.3 Activity Theory Terms in the Export Trading Knowledge Portal
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As different scholars work on human activity systems in different contexts, the
theoretical concepts also are used differently. Table 6.3 is developed to clearly state
what these theoretical concepts mean in the context of this research, provide examples
of the use of these concepts in the export trading knowledge portal and describe the
purpose of using these terms in an export trading knowledge portal. This helps to further
conceptualise the human activity system in the export trading knowledge portal.

As explained in Chapter 3, Gould (2003) and Kuutti (1997) explain Leontiev’s idea that
the units of activity are actions and operations organised in a hierarchical structure
(illustrated in Figure 6.6).

Activity

Motives

Actions

Goals

Operations

Conditions

Figure 6.6 Activity Theory Hierarchies (Adapted: Gould, 2003, p. 303)

The human activity system in the portal also adopts the hierarchical structure. Hence,
the activities of the portal users are distinguished on the basis of motive. Actions are
distinguished on the basis of goals. Operations are distinguished on the basis of the
conditions under which the portal users’ actions are carried out. Using the further
concepts in Figure 6.6, Table 6.4 is produced to show how these concepts are used in
the export trading knowledge portal.
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Table 6.4 Knowledge Portal Support to Export Trading Community Users
Operational-level
Action-level support
support
Tool (or instrument, Artefact)
Automating portal use
Support transformative
routines to facilitate
and manipulative actions
knowledge use, capture
by making web tools and
and exchange.
procedures visible and
comprehensible.

Object (or objective)
Providing object data in
web publishing tools, in
communication
tools,
through the use of legacy
and other application.
Subject (or Actor)
Portal operation
supporting predetermined
responses from all portal
functionalities.

Rules
Embedding and imposing
the certain set of rules.

Community
Creating an implicit
community by linking the
work effort of several
export trading members
together.
Division of Effort
Synergised effort to use
the portal for purposes of
some expected outcome.

Activity-level support

Enable the construction of all
new tools such as
newsgroups, chat-room, etc.
to support knowledge sharing
and exchange.

Making an object
manipulable through the
use of text, graphic,
image, data, etc.

Enabling something to
become a common object.
Objects may take the form of
a metaphor, metal model,
diagram, tables, charts, etc.

Supporting sense-making
actions within any activity
of any members in their
interactions and in
obtaining web
information.

Supporting export trading
members in learning and
reflection with respect to the
whole object and activity.

Making the set of rules
visible and
comprehensible.

Enabling the negotiation of
new rules in relation to the
use of export trading portal
and community practice.

Supporting
communicative actions.
The network of export
trading members is made
visible in the
communications.

Enabling the formation of a
new community sharing tacit
knowledge.

Making the work
organisation visible and
comprehensible

Enabling the reorganisation
of the division of effort.

Table 6.4 provides a theoretical understanding of how the export trading community is
formed using theoretical notions/concepts. It shows how export trading members
(subjects) interact with their knowledge and views (objects) in the community
(community). Through their effort to use (division of effort), and rules (rules) to govern,
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the use of the knowledge portal, their shared or exchanged views or knowledge
(knowledge in conversion) may be transformed (transformation process) into solutions
and answers (outcome).

Further, Figure 6.7 is developed to re-present the terms described in Table 6.4. Figure
6.7 directly applies the theoretical notions in the human activity system to the export
trading knowledge portal with more details.

Newsroom, bulletin
boards, list servers,
discussion forums,
chat-rooms, emails, etc.

Employees, management
members, & authorised
associates within the
export trading community

Subject

Rules associated with the use
of portal; search rules;
knowledge organisation rules,
rules associated with the use
of communication tools

Rules

Tool
Knowledge processes:
• tacit knowledge
• explicit knowledge
Language, ideas,
thoughts, sounds,
voices, images,
graphics, pictures,
figures, diagrams,
tables, symbols,
signals, signs,
text, data

Business intelligence;
Better business operations;
Improved work processes;
Better decision making

Transformation Outcome
Object
Process

All users in the portal

Community

Effort to use portal;
organisation of thought
and discourse in the community

Division of Effort

Figure 6.7 A Human Activity System in Export Trading Knowledge Portal

In Figure 6.7, a subject is any export trading portal user. As subjects interact together,
they form an export trading knowledge portal user community (or export trading
community in short). Objects can be in any media format such as language, ideas,
metaphors, mental models, diagram, graphics, etc., used in interactions. Boer et al.
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(2002) regard knowledge as equivalent to justified true belief; they remark that
knowledge is perceived as object (expressed in language, signs, symbols, etc.). In
Figure 6.7, the callout depicts the human knowledge processes of receiving,
comprehending and retaining knowledge through the transformation process. The
processes are related to the conversion of knowledge into tacit and explicit forms. The
communication means within the knowledge portal, such as discussion boards, mediate
as tools for the communications and interactions between export trading portal users
resulting in transformation of knowledge. The transformed knowledge then becomes an
outcome such as business intelligence. In the export trading knowledge portal, the
organisation of the community allows users to take advantage of the social learning
involved in their activity. The division of effort allows the mediation of relationships
between the community and the objects. In mediating, there is a transformation process
to turn the objects (e.g. thoughts, ideas, or knowledge) of the subjects (i.e. export
trading community users) into an outcome (e.g. business intelligence, decision making).
This callout refers to the state of information processing in the minds of users during
information dissemination and communications using the portal. In the transformation
process state of mind, knowledge (tacit and explicit) conversions take place.

Knowledge is used in various types of human communication environments,
particularly in professional settings, work environments, counselling, teaching-andlearning, etc. Since knowledge is inherent in a human activity system, Nonaka et al.’s
(1996) theory of organisational knowledge creation is used to analyse this
transformation process in the system. The next subsection is a theoretical examination
of how human knowledge gets exchanged and how new knowledge is created in the
interactions of thought and discourse in the export trading community.
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6.3.3 Theoretical Implications using Theory of Organisational Knowledge Creation

Hjorland and Albrechtsen (1995, p. 400) see knowledge domains as thought and
discourse communities. They also state (1995, p. 405) that modern activity theory is
closely related to Dewey’s theory, which is famous for its principle ‘learning by doing’.
This ‘learning by doing’ is not of the individual subject alone, but is coordinated action
in the form of participating in a functioning culture. While the export trading knowledge
portal sets a knowledge domain for the export trading community, the human activity
system created within this thought and discourse community enables ‘learning by
doing’. However, knowledge use, knowledge exchange and ‘learning by doing’ involve
knowledge conversions. Hence, TOKC is further explored and discussed. As Nonaka et
al.’s theory (1996) (that examines knowledge creation) is useful in analysing human-tohuman interactions (HHI) in an organisational context, these principles supporting
TOKC within the HHI environment are further analysed within the portal (HCI)
context. The details of Nonaka et al.’s (1996) theory are re-presented in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5 Four Modes of Knowledge Conversions and their Related Activities
Knowledge
conversion

Mode

Activity

Tacit to
tacit

Socialisation

Field
Building

Tacit to
explicit

Externalisation Dialogue

Explanation
• In socialisation, experience is shared,

thereby creating tacit knowledge such
as mental models and technical skills.
• Socialisation can be seen in
apprenticeships, mentoring and mastery
of craftsmanship.
• Any advanced or complex skill learned
is knowledge formation.
• Tacit knowledge is articulated into
explicit concepts.
• This is an information input process to
knowledge creation that makes use of
metaphors, analogies, concepts or
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Knowledge
conversion

Mode

Explicit to
tacit

Internalisation

Explicit to
explicit

Combination

Activity

Explanation

models.
Learning by • Internalisation is a process that converts
Doing
explicit knowledge into tacit
knowledge.
• Internalisation allows absorption of new
ideas into the intellectual capacity
through learning by doing, training and
exercising.
• Internalisation results in knowledge
gain, knowledge renewal or new
knowledge creation.
Linking
• Combination systemises concepts into a
Explicit
knowledge system.
Knowledge

Nonaka et al.’s (1996) theory does not clearly discuss the following important points
regarding how technology handles knowledge (whether in a tacit or explicit form). This
thesis clarifies that:

•

Computers, communication equipment and technology facilitate the transmission of
digital data. Information comes from data. Relating relevant information in the same
field or discipline forms knowledge. Knowledge transmitted in technology is
systemic data.

•

Data in technological communications exist in the formats of text, raw data, voice,
image, graphics, etc.

•

Explicit knowledge is information. Information consists of data in the basic units of
all formats of text, raw data, voice, image, graphics, etc.

•

Web information is externalised knowledge in the form of systemic data.

Before making a theoretical examination of knowledge in the portal, Nonaka’s theory
and the four modes of knowledge conversion are examined (Figure 6.8). The box in the
middle of Figure 6.8 is adapted from Nonaka et al. (1996). Figure 6.8 denotes the four
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types of knowledge conversion in their theory but with the addition of all human and
web information/ knowledge learnt to specifically reflect the human interactions
applicable within the portal.

Tacit - Explicit
Tacit - Tac it
Human-Human Inte raction
To

Tacit
Tacit
Explicit - Tacit

Explicit

Socialization

Externalization

Field
Building

Dialog

Explicit - Explicit

From

Internalization
Explicit

Combination

Learning
by doing

Linking
Explicit
Knowledge

Export Trading K nowledge Domain
Knowle dge Conve rsions in Human to Human Inte raction
•
•
•
•

Tac it - Tacit
Tac it - Explic it
Explicit - Tac it
Explicit - Explic it

Figure 6.8 Knowledge Conversions (Adapted: Nonaka et al., 1996)

Mapping empirical data to the theoretical concepts, it is discovered that externalisation
occurs whenever web information is presented in the forms of export trading
information seminars, information training events, forum discussions, bulletin news and
so forth. For example, a respondent discussed that experts amongst the portal users can
share their insightful views and ideas with other users through a form of tacit-to-explicit
knowledge conversion in the portal discussion forums. Combination takes place when
the portal users form their concepts after making sense of the key points and ideas in
their understanding of all forms of the web information. Combination is a form of
explicit-to-explicit knowledge conversion.
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When an individual has fully understood the concepts and is able to conceptualise what
he has learnt, explicit-to-tacit conversion will next occur (internalisation). During
internalisation, the use of new web information has the three following possible impacts
to the portal users: (1) the gain of different knowledge not in the intellectual capacity
beforehand; (2) existing knowledge renewed due to the integration with the new
information input; and (3) new knowledge formation resulting from the use of new
ideas or new insights. The empirical findings indicated that web portals support
externalisation of knowledge, enable combination and internalisation of knowledge, but
the current state of technology cannot fully replace physical human-to-human
interactions. To a very large extent, this supports Haldin-Herrgard’s (2000) comment
that internalisation allows absorption of knowledge through learning by doing, training
and exercising, and internalisation is a knowledge creation process making use of
metaphors, analogies, concepts or models. By using the portal, an obvious benefit is that
users clearly build and/or extend their export trading field knowledge. Since the portal
involves experts and authenticated users in the knowledge use of this export portal, the
diversified experience and backgrounds of users allow the sharing of new information,
advice, ideas and knowledge components. The portal users can use the new web
information inputs to gain knowledge, renew existing knowledge or create new
knowledge.

Socialisation is tacit-to-tacit knowledge conversion. Socialisation occurs when the
experience, insight or expertise is shared in the forms of mental models, metaphors and
analogies (Nonaka, Takeuchi & Umemoto, 1996; Fayard, 2003; Corno, Reinmoeller &
Nonaka, 1999; Stenmark, Klang & Olsson, 1999) between a mentor (teacher) and an
apprentice (learner). In other words, the sharing of advanced knowledge or technical
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skills using mental models or metaphors is best noticed in a teaching and learning
situation such as mentoring or apprenticeships.

As discussed in Chapter 2 (Literature Review), constructivists see knowledge as
constantly shaping and being shaped by social practices of individuals in communities
(Schultze & Stabell, 2002). Knowledge is not to be regarded only as a ‘stock’ but as
knowing what to do and having the ability to act. To know what to do, learning by
doing is critical. The sharing of advanced knowledge or technical skills in the portal
involves ‘learning by doing’ between the teaching party and learning party, which does
not just involve a single individual, but is coordinated action in the form of
participating in a functioning culture. This thesis argues that ‘learning by doing’ is not a
face-to-face interaction (immediate tacit-to-tacit knowledge conversion) in the current
state of portal technology, and cannot be made equal to that in a physical mentoring or
apprenticeship situation.

Although tacit-to-tacit knowledge does not happen immediately in any single HCI
instance of using the portal, it is argued that it can slowly happen and have similar
effects when using the portal over time. Using the portal, the users learn (explicit-totacit) from one another in the knowledge exchange especially through the web
communication tools (e.g. discussion forum, chat-room, etc.). The knowledge learnt is
applied at work over time. When the users have doubts again when doing their work
using the advice or knowledge from the portal, the users come back to ask (tacit-toexplicit) in the portal and obtain new answers. This indirectly facilitates the process of
‘learning by doing’. Socialisation that happens in the portal involving people using
computers is a form of HCI. The crux is that people must willingly express or learn their
knowledge in HCI mode while computers onlyly serve to desseminate information
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inputs for the knowledge purposes. The limitations are HCI still requires the tacit-toexplicit knowledge conversion in the cognitive process of the teaching party, and
explicit-to-tacit modes of knowledge conversion in the cognitive process of the learning
party. In other words, portal technology does not well support socialisation that requires
the expert to externalise his knowledge and the learner to instantly grasp concepts and
ideas to form mental models and build his own field knowledge, even by doing.

In brief, mentoring or apprenticeship is ‘learning by doing’ activities that require
interactive teaching and learning processes. In a physical situation, the interactions
allow very much shorter time for feedback and responses. ‘Learning by doing’ is ‘deep
learning’ that imparts advanced knowledge or highly technical skill from a teacher to
the learner through mentoring or apprenticeship. Physical human interactions employing
‘learning by doing’ are socialisation forms that involve direct teaching and learning.
Many respondents who were portal specialists discussed that, when video-conferencing
could be used, it was generally used for corporate meeting purposes. Web videoconferencing, as a two-way communication tool, was too expensive to be used to
demonstrate a trade skill, or for interactive teaching of advanced work knowledge or a
trade skill in long-time video-display. Web video-streaming in the form of web
information dissemination was reported to be a better alternative.

Following on from the discussion above, some policies to encourage knowledge sharing
are to be implemented. A controlling authority of the export trading knowledge portal
must implement rules to deal with the users. For example, policies may guide the
discussion board topic leader and topic selection. Acceptance of an article for a bulletin
may require the contributor to have five or more years of experience in successful
export ventures. The ACS officer or PIA officer appointed and involved in the chatPage 227
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room must be knowledgeable, experienced and well-trained to provide possible
solutions to numerous types of problems. For an additional example, an exporting firm
can interact with an ACS officer in a chat-room about whether a cargo can be shipped
out of his local port without a valid export clearance number (given when any export
declaration is approved). The tacit knowledge of the ACS officer is converted into a
textual reply format in order to provide the exporter with an answer (a solution to the
exporter’s problem); an answer to this case is explicit knowledge. Many respondents
pointed out that one learns the exporting solution and keeps it in mind as tacit
knowledge, and this tacit knowledge helps to deal with all future identical or similar
problems.

In general, whenever there are no constraints to sharing knowledge, tacit knowledge can
be converted to explicit knowledge in the portal by asking a question, providing an
answer, or thinking of a solution to a problem. Knowledge needs to be distributed to
achieve firm-specific goals (Bhatt, 2000). The export trading knowledge portal
facilitates knowledge exchange, allowing individuals or groups to make better decisions
at work using externalised previously tacit knowledge or currently web-based explicit
knowledge in texts. The transformation process is a cognitive human learning process
by the export trading knowledge portal community users. As many respondents
indicated, updated knowledge can come from contacts with human associations through
dinners, awards nights, conferences, seminars, business meetings, business associations,
government, competitors, or from any other trading companies.

Web information involving knowledge in human associations is an integral part of the
portal for knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation. Various senior managers
commented that, although business intelligence is existing knowledge that is not easily
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shared, obtaining new ideas through interacting with people from diverse backgrounds
triggers innovation and new knowledge creation that forms business intelligence. The
portal allowing such human interaction is important, such that many respondents
regarding it as the most important knowledge exchange through human sources, other
than obtaining web information from several diversified websites or documents. The
thesis argues that new credible information input properly planned and captured for use
in the portal, will result in the portal users seeing new ways of business operation, new
work processes, new products, new services, etc. The use of credible portal information
and knowledge could lead to more powerful renewed knowledge and innovations or
new knowledge creation. Hence, it is also argued that new business intelligence can be
generated by linking all these different types of explicit portal knowledge.

In essence, the important discoveries are: (1) new knowledge is created when users of
diverse knowledge backgrounds interact and when users with insights, experience and
in-depth knowledge are invited to give advice and share expertise; (2) all export trading
knowledge portal users must be willing to learn and the learning attitude allows the new
knowledge creation and renewal of existing knowledge. Having discussed the
theoretical analysis using theory of organisational knowledge creation (1996), the three
theories and their concepts that work in the theoretical framework as a single focal
theory in Chapter 3 are explored in the next sub-section.

6.3.4 Theoretical Implications from Focal Theory

Applying all theoretical concepts in the formulated theoretical framework onto the
empirical data, the following are seen: (1) how the knowledge portal works as a
knowledge-domain application software; (2) how human activity works within the
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domain; and (3) how knowledge is used in the HCI human activity in the domain.
Figure 6.9 is used to explain some new concepts in the theoretical framework. Legends
in Figure 6.9 explain terms in activity theory.

C

O
E-E
T-E

U
S

E-T

DE
E-E

U

O

R

T-E
E-T

T
Portal
Technology
with means
of
communication
for
human
interactions

T: Tool or Artefact
S: Subject or Actor

U

E-T

DE

O: Object
R: Rules
C: Community

S

E-E
T-E
E-T

U
DE

S DE
Legends:

E-E
T-E

S

DE: Division of Effort
TP or
: Transformation Process
U: Outcome

Figure 6.9 Theoretical Concepts in the Focal Theory

In Figure 6.9, the four human users are subjects (or actors), S being used to denote
several users in a human activity system. These users have diverse knowledge
backgrounds and represent users from different stakeholder groups. Objects, O, are such
things as languages, ideas, symbols, signals, graphics, diagrams, metaphors, mental
models and any possible object formats shown in the interactions using communication
means on the portal. In the export trading portal, a community, C, is formed by several
users participating in human communications and interactions. T is a tool (or artefact)
used in communications and human interactions in the human activity system, and any
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of the information dissemination or communication means in portal technology, such as
web publishing, emailing, message boards, discussion boards and chat-rooms, are
possible tools to support knowledge exchange.

Rules, R, are used to govern the way the portal can be used. For example, rules are used
in relation to the user access to the portal, use of communication means, and what to do
and not do in the portal in order for users to interact in a regulated manner. DE is the
division of effort, in which the organisation of community and horizontal division of
tasks amongst members in the community takes place. I argue that during the use of the
export trading knowledge portal, there is a transformation process, TP or the
symbol

, that allows the user to share knowledge, learn new knowledge and convert

knowledge from explicit to tacit or tacit to explicit. The transformation process here
results in the outcome U of learning, new knowledge and renewed knowledge. In the
knowledge conversion processes, learning takes place, new knowledge is created, old
knowledge is renewed and a knowledge spiral handling this knowledge is in place in the
mind of knowledge users. Mediation between the tools and objects in the export trading
knowledge portal results in the creation of new knowledge.

As discussed in the previous subsection, the tacit-to-tacit (T-T) knowledge conversion
occurs in socialisation. Socialisation requires tacit-to-explicit (T-E) mode of knowledge
conversion in the cognitive process of teaching or knowledge-to-share party, and both
explicit-to-explicit (E-E) and explicit-to-tacit (E-T) modes of knowledge conversion in
the cognitive process of the learning or knowledge-to-learn party. So, socialisation is a
single process with three modes of knowledge conversion happening between humans
in an advanced social-cultural situation.
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To show the use of the portal for communication as a form of human-to-computer
interaction in Figure 6.9, T-E, E-E and E-T are used, but T-T is not applicable. Outcome
U, is shown in the mind of user (subject) as a realisation. As subjects (Ss) are involved
in the organisation of community in the division of effort (DE), DEs and Ss are placed
next to each export trading knowledge portal user. T in the box shows the portal
technology employing the communication means to facilitate human interactions for
knowledge exchange. There are, rules R, for use of portals and operations. C is used to
indicate a community formed with many subjects and the subject interactions with one
another.
E-E
T-E

E-E
T-E
E-T

E-T

E-E

E-E
T-E

T-E
E-T

E-E
T-E
E-T

Portal
Technology
with means
of
communication
for
human
interactions

E-T

E-E
T-E
E-T

E-E
T-E
E-T

E-E
T-E
E-T

Figure 6.10 Technology-enabled Knowledge Creation in an Export Portal

To take these ideas further, the new knowledge creation, the renewed knowledge and
the learning outcome are used amongst co-workers of an organisation. Figure 6.10
shows the ordinary human-to-human interactions possible within each oval or circle as
an organisation. Within each oval, notice that, while some members of an organisation
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use the export trading knowledge portals, their ideas in and about new knowledge and
renewed knowledge can be exchanged again with other members in the organisation
who do not use the knowledge portal.

6.4

Summary

In summary, the export trading knowledge portal design has considered the user needs
by linking related websites, information or knowledge resources to allow better
knowledge use. In addition, the design considered important portal aspects such as the
human interactions and communications that facilitate knowledge use and exchange.
Using domain analysis, the design of an export trading knowledge portal has taken into
account the relevant knowledge within the same contextual domain, and the thought and
discourse community consisting of users from the seven stakeholders. These seven
stakeholder groups have different work interests and diverse knowledge backgrounds.
While domain analysis has set the boundary of the portal application software for
domain knowledge, activity theory has helped explore the knowledge inherent within
human interactions and communications. Further, the inherent knowledge in the human
activity in the transformation process was analysed using the theory of organisational
knowledge creation. Theoretical triangulation was performed and congruence in results
was found through various sets of theoretical analyses.

In this chapter, the preliminary analysis provides a socially constructed picture of
important issues related to the export trading knowledge portal. The theoretical analyses
are premised on the preliminary analysis to provide a further theoretical understanding
of possible knowledge capture, update, reuse and new knowledge creation in the export
trading knowledge portal. In a nutshell, this chapter has explained the types of
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knowledge that constitute export trading knowledge and how technology can be used to
support the use and exchange of export trading knowledge.

Two essential findings derived through the analyses are: (1) Due to the complex and
dynamic operating environment, there is a constant need for export trading community
members to renew knowledge; (2) new ideas, thoughts, concepts and perspectives
obtained through interactions renew or update information into one’s own knowledge.
The use of the portal designed here is critical to the export trading community members.
As Polanyi (1983) wrote, “The discovery of new information may change the interest in
established facts, and the intellectual standards themselves are also subject to change”
(p.69). The interaction allows a member to see things in a new light and very often
results in innovations, ideas for new products and new knowledge. It is strongly
believed that knowledge use and exchange can be effectively managed in the portal, and
the resulting use of the portal can lead to knowledge renewal and new knowledge
creation impacting on the export success.

Klein and Myers (2001, p. 231) state,
Theory needs to be confronted with the results from empirical studies, but
this is only a first step. The ultimate goal must be to use the empirical
studies as a base to construct higher order theories that organise and
explain the findings of as many studies as possible.
Having described the empirical studies and the analyses, the next chapter will discuss
some conceptual frameworks and theoretical models developed. In addition, it will
show a new higher order theory, namely the theory of net-user knowledge renewal and
creation, derived from the theoretical understandings provided in this chapter.
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Chapter 7
Export Trading
Trading Knowledge Portal
7.1 Introduction

Chapter 6 explained the importance of export trading knowledge use and knowledge
exchange in the export trading community, the important need for portal technology to
facilitate the export trading knowledge use and knowledge exchange, and how the portal
may be designed to fulfil these purposes. Chapter 7 explains a new theory, namely the
theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation (Figure 7.8), developed using the
theoretical perception of empirical data. In theory building, the theoretical
understanding uses all concepts of three theories (Domain Analysis (DA), Activity
Theory (AT) and Theory of Organisational Knowledge Creation (TOKC)), discussed in
the previous four chapters (Chapters 3-6). Theory of net-user knowledge renewal and
creation explains that the use and exchange of export trading knowledge in portal users
create wisdom.

The finding of this research is that wisdom empowers the portal users for work
purposes. It is argued that wisdom transforms into export performance by advising
actions related to decision making, planning, strategic orientation, innovations,
competitive advantage and business intelligence in export trading. The role of theory as
an explanatory device is to aid understanding, rather than as a predictive instrument
(Rogers et al., 1994, p. 29). However, the goal of good theory is a clear explanation of
how and why specific relationships lead to specific events (Wacker, 1998, p. 364). The
theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation explains the results of using
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knowledge to achieve export performance in the complex export trading phenomenon. It
predicts the export trading member’s (portal user’s) wisdom by using knowledge in the
portal activity.

Theory building requires integration of concepts in a deep understanding of the
researched phenomenon (Wacker, 1998). Using themes and key ideas from verified
empirical evidence in this research, some concepts are presented as conceptual
frameworks. The themes and key ideas in the conceptual framework are seen as
conceptual schemas, that contain useful assumptions about casual relationships and thus
serve as effective precursors to explanatory theory (Locke et al., 1992). The conceptual
frameworks illustrate the knowledge use and knowledge exchange between humans in
the portal, how the portal functions support users’ knowledge use and exchange, and
how the use of portal knowledge results in knowledge renewal and new knowledge
creation. Some theoretical models are additional steps taken to elaborate thematic
concepts related to export domain knowledge use and knowledge exchange. The
concepts in the conceptual frameworks and theoretical models show underlying critical
ideas and logics used in theory building. These concepts can be seen in the theory
developed.

The theory building went through several iterations of checking, reflecting, refining and
confirming of the concepts. The theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation
unfolds various knowledge processes that can be found in the conceptual frameworks
and theoretical models. The various knowledge processes are explained as constructs in
the theory. In presenting the defined knowledge processes as constructs in the theory,
the relationships of the constructs (relationships of the knowledge processes) and the
domain where the theory is applied are also explained.
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There are different approaches to building theory, all of which are in some way useful in
making sense of social phenomena (Schwandt, 1993). Taking a social constructivist
stance, theory building in this thesis reflects a conceptualisation of export trading
knowledge as a social accomplishment. This research adopts a case study theory
building approach within the constructivist paradigm. The resultant new theory from
this case study is derived inductively within the framework of qualitative interpretive
constructivist research. This study adopts Dooley’s (2002) case study theory building
approach, as the process recommended for theory building is structured, easy to
understand and friendly to use. The theory developed is a mid-range theory. Mid-range
theory shows an abstraction of the world (Gioia & Pitre, 1990; Gregor, 2006; Raab &
Goodyear; 1984). The mid-range theory developed in this research shows only the
export trading world: the theory is developed by analysing empirical data from the field
of export trading, and hence it is practically applicable to the specific export trading
domain. It is believed that the theory may also be applicable to other portal software
applications in the Internet or similar networking environments. Hence, the theory is
named theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation for generalisability purposes.

In addition, the theory explains that wisdom in the export trading portal users is gained
through constant knowledge renewal or new knowledge creation as a result of an ongoing use of the portal. In the increasingly interconnected world with great uncertainty
in the competitive trading context, the context is more dynamic and demanding of fast
organisational responses (Merali & Davies, 2001). In export trading, dynamic changes
in global trading environments require the export trading community members to react
promptly based on their constantly renewed knowledge and new knowledge. The
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uncertain, dynamic and changing export trading context causes a genuine need for
wisdom, and wisdom is obtained through the supported knowledge use and knowledge
exchange in the portal by the export trading community members. The need for wisdom
in export trading clearly supports Polanyi’s (1962, 1983) and Davenport’s (2000, 2001)
standpoint that knowledge is power.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 7.2 explains a conceptual framework
of the use of export trading domain knowledge. The explanation covers how the types
of export domain knowledge are related and how the export trading community
members use knowledge in the portal. It also explains how existing knowledge renewal
and new knowledge creation happen in such a context. Theoretical cumulation is
facilitated by adopting, adapting, synthesizing, stealing and developing others’ ideas
(Turner, 1989) through the process of further reflection of conceptual analysis of the
framework. The theoretical cumulation obtained through the explanation in section 7.2
is used as a basis for theory building. The theoretical notions examined through domain
analysis, activity theory and theory of organisational knowledge creation are used for
the theoretical cumulation. Section 7.3 introduces the theory of net-user knowledge
renewal and creation. Many theoretical perspectives related to the theory are discussed.
Section 7.4 describes the advantages and limitations of the theory. Section 7.5 is a
summary of the chapter, which reports some important viewpoints associated with the
theory.

7.2 Conceptualising the Use of Export Trading Domain Knowledge

Knowledge is a fundamental factor behind an enterprise’s success, corporate
competitiveness and all its activities (Stenmark, 2002; Wiig, 1997). Three significant
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themes were discovered from the empirical study. Firstly, any export member has to
renew export knowledge in a timely manner in order to make good export decisions at
work in the face of on-going business challenges, risks and opportunities in the complex
export trading environment. Secondly, when a complex work problem is beyond what
any member could solve, it is wise for the member to interact with others and involve
others in working out the solutions to problems. Thirdly, wisdom and business
intelligence is gained over time when one accumulates export knowledge, insights,
experiences and skill through work over time.

7.2.1

The Use of Export Trading Domain Knowledge

Figure 7.1 is produced using the themes derived from the verified empirical evidence. It
shows concepts used in Figure 6.10 in Chapter 6 but extends the concepts further.
Figure 7.1 illustrates the human activity of the portal users. It explains that the portal
users interact with other workers in their organisations. Figure 7.1 also explains the
relationships between human interactions and the use of knowledge.

HHI

HCI

HCI

E-E

E-E

T-E
E-T

Portal
communication
means
for
human
interactions

HHI

T-E
E-T

Figure 7.1 The Relationships between Human Interaction and the Use of Knowledge

As explained in Figure 6.10, the portal users interact with one another in the form of
human-to-computer interactions (HCI), and the portal users interact with other
employees within the portal users’ firms in the form of human-to-human interactions
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(HHI). Figure 7.1 shows how web information is delivered to users taking a systemised
data format. Explicit knowledge is found in both HHI and HCI interactions. There are
hence three types of arrows between each portal user and the portal technology tool
indicating knowledge conversions as: E-E (explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge);
T-E (tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge); and E-T (explicit knowledge to tacit
knowledge). In HCI, explicit knowledge takes the form of systemised data format as
information when it is communicated and displayed using technology (E-E). Using the
web communication tools for knowledge transfer or exchange, the revealed (codified or
externalised) knowledge is converted from the mind of the users as their tacit
knowledge to the systemised data (information). The data are then captured by the web
tools as explicit knowledge (T-E). The portal users interpret systemised data and
internalise explicit knowledge from the web published information. Using knowledge
enables the portal users to gain tacit knowledge (E-T). It is argued that immediate
frequent human-to-human interactions and instant learning through mentoring or
apprenticeship is unavailable in web communication tools on the portal. Hence, the
thesis strongly argues that T-T (tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge; socialisation mode
in TOKC) is not a technology-facilitated knowledge conversion process.

The two-directional arrows with spaced-out dotted lines (

) indicate the virtual

human-to-computer interactions between the portal and the users. It shows the use of
portal knowledge through virtual HCI interactions. The two-directional arrows with
dense dotted line (

) between and amongst humans in the oval and the two circles

show physical HHI interactions. These arrows show the use of knowledge through HHI.
For work purposes, interactions enable individuals to work in groups or holistically as
an organisation. Seeing through the lens of activity theory, humans are subjects
interacting with others using the portal as a tool (the export trading knowledge portal).
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In HHI interactions, the tools are simply the language, signs and symbols used by
people in their communications. The two humans in Figure 7.1 are used to represent
people in HHI in each organisation as an HHI community. All portal users form an HCI
community. Rules mediate between humans (or the portal users) and their community
(as an HHI or HCI community). Rules govern human interactions. All members’ efforts
and intent to interact form the division of effort (in HHI or HCI).

In Figure 7.1, a knowledge spiral (

) occurs in the mind of each individual seeing

from the theoretical perspective of the theory of organisational knowledge creation. The
arrows between the different types of users (HHI and HCI) indicate interactions
between people. In interactions, all people have knowledge in mind as tacit knowledge
that leaves the mind as explicit knowledge in the format of spoken and written words, or
other idea expression (e.g. as metaphor or diagram). In interactions, knowledge is
constantly converted between the tacit and explicit modes in the knowledge spirals as a
dark bold spiral in each human mind. The dark bold spiral above the two-directional
arrow (

) indicates that knowledge processes take place during human interactions

in the organisational work during HHI.

7.2.2

Knowledge Renewal and Knowledge Creation in Export Trading

The concepts in Figure 7.1 proceed to more advanced concepts in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.2
focuses on HCI and knowledge use that originate from the portal. It shows a conceptual
framework for the use of the export trading portal knowledge.
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4

3

Wisdom for Value-adding Activities:
Innovation, Knowledge Creation
(New ideas, products and Services)

Wisdom for Work: decision making,
problem solving, planning,
strategic orientation, business
intelligence, competitive advantage
Evaluate, synthesise, synergise
knowledge
(at individuals, group &
organisational levels)

2

1

T

E

Use with an Aim for Export
Performance

Knowledge Repository

Figure 7.2 A Conceptual Framework on the Use of Export Trading Domain Knowledge

From the empirical findings, a socially constructed view explains how knowledge is
used to inform actions. Figure 7.2 shows how knowledge occurs and is used in export
trading. It explains how information forms knowledge and how the formed knowledge
advises action. In Figure 7.2, the cylinder represents export trading knowledge collected
from the portal in this study. The cylinder symbol represents a database or knowledge
repository in the portal taking in all useful explicit knowledge inputs supported by the
portal features (or web tools). The knowledge repository captures the knowledge
externalised through the web tools supporting human interactions and combines the web
information resources. The grey arrows in Figure 7.2 show the direction of knowledge
flow, which starts from the cylinder all the way through to box 4.

The export environment is hostile, and there are great risks, uncertainty and
unpredictability associated with export trading (Baldauf et al, 2000; Yeoh & Jeong,
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1995; Zhao & Zou, 2002; Robertson & Chetty, 2000). The aim of the portal is to
streamline all relevant, reliable and highly accurate information inputs and knowledge
resources for the use of the portal users. It is emphasised in this research that, although
knowledge resources and useful information are made accessible to all portal users, the
knowledge obtained through the knowledge repository must be used. Hence, in Figure
7.2, the portal users’ behaviour to use the knowledge provided is stressed in box 1. Box
1 explains that centrally collected knowledge must be used with the portal’s aim to
improve export performance. Nonaka and Toyama (2002) state, “If a firm cannot utilise
necessary knowledge, it cannot survive the intense global competition” (p. 998). Boxes
2, 3 and 4 are very closely related. Their relationships will be explained in the
discussion of box 2. Box 2 explains that when knowledge is used, it is assimilated and
integrated in the minds of the portal users. The knowledge has to be evaluated,
synthesised and synergised in the mind. In this research, it is argued that the integration
process is important as it updates the previous version of the portal user’s knowledge to
generate the renewed knowledge of a stronger power.

The assimilation and integration of evaluated, synthesised and synergised knowledge
are critical in both knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation. Firstly, the
knowledge integration process in box 2 results in knowledge renewal when the previous
version of knowledge of the portal users is updated by incorporating new information
inputs. The knowledge integration process renews obsolete or outdated knowledge and
reflects the currency of knowledge. The renewed knowledge is more powerful than the
previous obsolete or outdated version of knowledge. Export trading is a competitive and
challenging environment constantly requiring solutions to new problems (Jones, 2001;
Morgan & Katsikeas, 1998; Robertson & Chetty, 2000; Winklhofer & Diamantopoulos,
2001, 2002). The advantage of the renewed knowledge is the validation, vigour and
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strength provided by the use and impact of use through the reliable and more accurate
value-added information sought from the portal. In this research, it is strongly believed
that this powerful renewed knowledge can lead to export performance by empowering
the portal users at work in their decision making, problem solving, planning and
strategic orientation. The empowerment is also manifested as business intelligence and
competitive advantage. Box 3 is hence related to box 2, as the wisdom for work is
obtained when knowledge integration occurs and renews the previously obsolete and
outdated knowledge. The relationship of boxes 2 and 3 shows that wisdom for work is
obtained as a result of the knowledge integration process.

Secondly, the knowledge integration process in box 2 results in new knowledge creation
when the new information inputs bring along new ideas, new values and new
perspectives to creatively formulate new understandings. The new understandings lead
to innovations and new product designs critical in export trading. For example, in the
product design phase, considering the redesign of an existing product for the new
overseas market requires new information inputs such as the shape, size, consumption
frequency and so on that will affect the new end-product. It is believed that innovation
will also occur when the new ideas, perspectives, values and beliefs can result in into a
totally innovative product not manufactured and sold before. Box 4 is related to box 2,
as innovation and new knowledge creation can only happen after the knowledge
integration process. The relationship of boxes 2 and 4 also shows that wisdom for valueadding activities is a result of the knowledge integration process.

However, it is important to know that, while box 1 indicates the portal behaviour to use
the portal, boxes 2, 3 and 4 are cognitive processes, and the mental outputs occur in the
minds of the portal users. The cognitive process in box 2 results in knowledge renewal
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and new knowledge creation. Wisdom in boxes 3 and 4 produces mental outputs. Box 2
indicates that the knowledge integrated into the mind can be used at the individual,
group, or organisational levels. In order for knowledge to become powerful, it must be
interpreted and used. Processed and understood knowledge advises actions. Knowledge
integration enables the conversion of the explicit knowledge gained from the portal to
turn into tacit knowledge in the minds of the portal users. Tacit knowledge is used
during the interactions with other portal users. In interactions, tacit knowledge is
externalised. The goal of knowledge integration is to form tacit knowledge. Knowledge
integration basically allows all complex concepts and ideas to be assimilated and form a
deeper understanding. However, it is strongly believed that this same process, with a
deeper understanding of the export trading context, is an effective knowledge basis to
explain ideas and thoughts with the capability of articulating tacit knowledge into the
explicit format (T ↔ E). A knowledge spiral is placed in box 2 to indicate the
knowledge conversion between tacit and explicit modes. Further, the use of knowledge
at group level happens as the portal users can be employees of the same organisation, or
each portal user of a firm can mix with other non-portal users in the firm. When humans
interact, the group of people share knowledge for group work. When knowledge of all
the employees (including the portal users) and members in the firm is used together, the
knowledge is used at the organisational level.

Box 2 shows that, in the light of the theory of organisational knowledge creation, an
organisational knowledge spiral takes place. The knowledge spiral indicates the
evaluation, synthesis and synergy effects of using critical knowledge at the individual,
group and organisational levels. The evaluation process identifies critical knowledge.
The synthesis process extracts values and creates meaningful use of knowledge. The
synergy process renews knowledge by incorporating new values and meanings. The
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informed portal users work better with more powerful knowledge which turns into
actions. These actions help them counteract challenges and difficult situations in export
trading.

7.3 Theory of Net-User Knowledge Renewal and Creation

This research has built a new theory rather than providing insights of knowledge use
and exchange in export trading. Before showing the theory, a series of matters such as
what theory is, what theory does and what ways are available to theory building are
explained first. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 developed in this research have so far formed a
cumulation of theoretical concepts. Next, how the use of the cumulated theoretical
concepts can lead to theory building is discussed. Two theoretical models (a complex
and a simple one) are presented to show how they constitute the components of the new
theory. The new theory is then presented and explained.

7.3.1

Theoretical Comprehension of Knowledge in Portal Interaction

The theoretical framework shown in Figure 7.2 is tightly linked to data collected in the
field and to the two following main hypotheses: (1) New information input obtained
from human interactions can help renew and create export trading knowledge in
members; and (2) the portal can be used to support and facilitate knowledge use and
exchange. The concepts in Figures 7.2 are extended in Figure 7.3. Figure 7.3 provides
an integrated comprehension of knowledge use and knowledge exchange through portal
interactions in the light of the three theories (DA, AT and TOKC).
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Figure 7.3 Theoretical Cumulation – Knowledge in Portal Interactions
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Turner (1989, p. 9) states, “Theoretical cumulation occurs by selectively taking the
ideas of others and extending them in some way, producing a theoretical argument that
is more powerful than the one with which we began.” The ideas presented in Figure 7.3
show the initial theoretical concepts from the three theories (DA, AT and TOKC).
Figure 7.3 reflects a theoretical cumulation of concepts from the empirical evidence and
analyses so far presented in this thesis over the last three chapters. In brief, the entire
figure is value-laden with empirical and theoretical concepts in this research. The whole
figure presents the domain of the export trading knowledge portal being researched
using the domain analysis theory, in which the triangle represents the human activity
and the concepts that can be interpreted in activity theory. Some useful parts of the
graphics used in Figure 7.2 are used in Figure 7.3 to explain the transformation process
and outcomes of human interactions in the portal. In particular, the cognitive process of
knowledge integration and the two mental outputs as wisdom that are discussed in
Figure 7.2 apply in Figure 7.3

In Figure 7.3, every portal user is regarded as a subject. Externalised knowledge or
explicit web information manifested in the forms of metaphors, tables, charts, diagrams,
language, symbols, etc. are all regarded as the object. Object is seen as knowledge
stored in a knowledge repository of the portal as in the cylinder in Figure 7.3 The tool is
the newly-designed portal. It mediates between the subject and the object. The tool also
refers to the portal features supporting information or knowledge dissemination,
communications and interactions. With the tool, web information and knowledge are
used, transferred, shared, exchanged and captured. The community of the portal users
mediates between the subjects and the objects. The rules mediate between the subject
and the community. Through the transformation process, an object is transformed into
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an outcome. The argument is that the portal communication tools allow interactions
resulting in sharing of knowledge, knowledge use and knowledge exchange.

Using the concepts in Figure 7.3, it is postulated that knowledge renewal and
knowledge creation are the outcomes of the human activity system in the portal.
Knowledge renewal and knowledge creation occur when the portal user cognitively
processes knowledge in the knowledge transformation processes. One construct is that
the the existing knowledge of the portal user is renewed because of the portal user’s
frequent use of the portal. Another construct is that new knowledge is created due to the
new insights, new perspectives and new experience gained to produce new groundbreaking ideas and thoughts. As a result, these new ideas and thoughts can become
innovations and ideas for new products and services.

Putting all the discussed concepts and constructs together forms a basis of the theory.
Shaping the concepts is the sharpening of construct (Eisenhardt, 1989). After many
iterations of checking, refining and confirmations of concepts with empirical data and
literature, some new constructs are defined. Evidence was gathered and checked to
support or measure the construct in each case. The constructs are also shaped by
verifying the emergent relationships between constructs that fit with the evidence in
each case (each smaller unit of analysis) and across cases (across units of analysis in the
embedded case study). The maturity of ideas slowly takes a firm shape of theory.

7.3.2

Theoretical Model of Net-User Knowledge Renewal and Creation

Figure 7.4 depicts a theoretical understanding of the export trading portal user
knowledge creation and renewal. It is a theoretical model. In the theoretical mode, both
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knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation are regarded as important to the portal
users involved in export trading. It is named the theoretical model for net-user
knowledge creation and renewal because the portal users are network users and they
renew their knowledge and create new knowledge when using the portal.
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Figure 7.4 A Theoretical Model of Net-User Knowledge Renewal and Creation

The rationale is that portal technology is a form of web technology using the World
Wide Web which is part of the Internet. The Internet connects people, their databases,
hardware and software sources through inter-networking. It is believed that the theory
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developed in this research can be used in an external empirical world of a network
application system with users in a network environment or the Internet. In this research,
net users refer to portal users. However, “net users” can also refer to Internet users in
theory generalisation. In other words, this theoretical model is believed to be applicable
to a networking community in the Internet or a type of environment similar to the export
trading knowledge portal.

Through the analyses of empirical data, human interactions are identified as essential in
export trading in order to frequently supply new information, insights and ideas to
members in order to help them face the dynamic changes in the export world. Indirectly,
the members can counter-react with the challenges and problems at work. Accordingly
in Figure 7.4, the two triangles, which imply the use of activity theory, show that there
is a human activity system taking place in the use of the portal. The use of the cylinder
in Figure 7.4 is to explain that knowledge through the human activity system is captured
in the portal’s knowledge repository. The contents of the repository, as a central
database, are explicit knowledge or stored systemised data. Knowledge in the repository
is captured for use. To use knowledge, three knowledge processes (knowledge
dissemination, knowledge integration and knowledge construction) take place as in the
middle circle of Figure 7.4. In knowledge use, knowledge activities occurs where
knowledge is used, transferred, shared, exchanged, renewed and new knowledge is
yielded.

Knowledge previously captured in the portal’s central database, represented by the
cylinder in Figure 7.4, is unpacked and disseminated on the portal for use. Knowledge
recently externalised for sharing is also disseminated through the use of portal
communication and interaction tools. Knowledge delivered on the web takes the form of
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explicit knowledge and is simply displayed as web information. Through web browsing
and the use of web tools, knowledge is disseminated to the portal users. When
knowledge is being disseminated, it is explicit knowledge. After it is disseminated and
has reached the mind of the user, it is tacit and can be made explicit again.

Knowledge then reaches the mind of the portal users for processing. The users have to
receive, make sense of and combine all explicit knowledge on the portal in a knowledge
integration process. In knowledge integration, the portal users try to understand the
types of information received from knowledge, relate the similar meanings and types of
knowledge, and group the relevant knowledge together. The users go through a
knowledge integration process in order to organise, relate, form and conceptualise
knowledge in their minds.

When knowledge is properly comprehended and assimilated into the mind of the portal
user as a corpus of tacit knowledge, knowledge construction takes place. Knowledge
construction aims at obtaining further experience, better skills and advanced capability.
The three knowledge processes (knowledge dissemination, knowledge integration and
knowledge construction) work together and are closely related. Hence, the three states
happen in a cyclical order starting with knowledge dissemination, then knowledge
integration and knowledge construction.

The small circle in the centre of Figure 7.4 shows the knowledge outcome or expected
knowledge as the heart of the human activity system using the portal. It indicates a
knowledge reservation process. Knowledge, when used and frequently processed in the
mind of the portal users, is registered in the mind as human memory. Hence, the arrows
travelling in a circular movement also represent the dynamic changes occurring to the
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human knowledge contents in the minds of the portal users. In the knowledge
reservation process, the portal user reflects on work and the use of work knowledge
from the portal. In this process, knowledge is regarded asbeing further evaluated,
synthesised and synergised. In other words, the portal user makes better sense of the
knowledge. Since new explicit knowledge is obtained each time the portal users browse
through web information, every cycle of the three knowledge processes provides new
information into the knowledge reservation store.

In the knowledge reservation process, further thinking that takes place renews the portal
users’ knowledge. The portal users think in a series of questions as what new
knowledge is, how it is understood, how the logic in new knowledge work, how this
logic relates to existing knowledge, and why events and things happen in a certain way
in the new knowledge obtained. Alternatively, any new insights, new perspectives, or
new ideas that come into the mind of the portal user in the knowledge reservation
process allow him or her to see things from a different perspective, formulating new
thinking and creating new knowledge. In the knowledge reservation process, knowledge
is hence subject to modification to obtain a new understanding of the existing
knowledge (knowledge renewal) and, with re-examination and viewed in the light of a
new perspective, results in a different type of understanding as new knowledge (new
knowledge creation). In brief, knowledge is renewed or created in the further cognitive
processes undertaken in the mind of the portal user in the knowledge reservation
process. Hence, the arrows around the small inner circle explain that existing knowledge
is renewed or new knowledge is created in this state as a result of portal usage.

The outer circle, as a dotted line, in Figure 7.4 shows that knowledge renewal and new
knowledge creation is the central issue in the use of the portal. All four knowledge
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processes are related to knowledge activities that happen in human minds. Knowledge
in human minds can be regarded as tacit or explicit – the symbol T  E is used to show
both possible tacit and explicit knowledge forms in the four knowledge processes.

In essence, the four knowledge processes are closely related, and together they help
formulate a body of tacit knowledge in the portal users. This body of tacit knowledge
that enables work actions and allows value-adding activities, as discussed in Figures 7.2
and 7.3, is regarded as the wisdom of the export trading community members. Wisdom
refers to members’ intellectual capability for decision making, strategic planning,
business intelligence and competitive advantage that assist in their work practices in the
face of challenges and problems in export trading. In a more succinct form, Figure 7.5
attempts to be a three-dimensional figure to illustrate the theoretical understanding
provided in Figure 7.4.

Wisdom
Knowledge Renewal &
New Knowledge Creation
Knowledge
Reservation
Tacit Knowledge  Explicit Knowledge
Knowledge
Construction
Knowledge
Dissemination

Knowledge
Integration

Figure 7.5 A Refined Theoretical Model of Net-User Knowledge Renewal and Creation
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In a very similar way to Figure 7.4, the three knowledge processes in the bottom oval
show the cyclical procedure of knowledge that happens in the portal users’ minds.
Knowledge reservation, in the middle oval, takes place where new knowledge is created
or existing knowledge is renewed. As in the bottom and middle ovals, all the four
knowledge processes can involve knowledge in tacit or explicit formats. As a result of
going through all four knowledge processes, wisdom occurs in the portal users (as
shown in the top small oval). The arrows pointing upwards relate the three knowledge
processes

(knowledge

dissemination,

knowledge

integration

and

knowledge

construction) in the bottom oval to knowledge reservation in the middle oval. The
upward-pointing arrows also show the stages that the three knowledge processes have to
go through before the knowledge reservation process (for knowledge renewal and new
knowledge creation) takes place. In turn, by obtaining new knowledge or renewed
knowledge, the portal users also obtain wisdom for decision making and competitive
advantage for work purposes.

7.3.3

A Theory of Net-User Knowledge Creation and Renewal

Wacker (1998) explains, “The goal of ‘good theory’ is a clear explanation of how and
why specific relationships lead to specific events. A theory is made up of four
components, (1) definitions of terms or variables, (2) a domain where the theory applies,
(3) a set of relationships of variables, and (4) specific predictions (factual claims)” (p.
363). Hence, a good theory must fulfil the four component criteria. So far, the
discussion has provided a theoretical comprehension of net-user knowledge renewal and
creation as follows: (1) the constructs (‘variables’ is a term for quantitative research;
‘constructs’ is for qualitative research) used in theory building are identified as
knowledge dissemination, knowledge integration, knowledge construction, knowledge
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reservation and wisdom; (2) the domain where the theory can be applied is export
trading. The theory directly applies to the portal users in the export trading domain.
“The theory of export trading portal user knowledge creation and renewal” is therefore
regarded as equivalent to “the theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation”. The
theory takes the latter name. The theory is also regarded as being possibly used for a
community of networked users using any web-based information system such as portal
software applications in the Internet or a similar networking environment. (3) the
relationships of all constructs used in the theory are explained.

However, as to

component number (4) – a theory predicts any possible events – the theory can offer to
predict wisdom of the portal user in the export trading domain. An explanation of the
theory and its prediction is discussed below.

Figure 7.6 shows the theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation. This theory is
built seeing empirical export trading data through the theoretical lenses of domain
analysis (DA), activity theory (AT) and theory of organisational knowledge creation
(TOKC). The theory is built using case study research method. It is positioned as a
social constructivist theory building and situated in the interpretive research paradigm.

Knowledge
Dissemination
Knowledge
Reservation
Knowledge
Integration

Knowledge
Construction

(Knowledge
creation &
knowledge
renewal)

Wisdom
(Decision
making,
competitive
advantage,
etc.)

Figure 7.6 A Theory of Net-User Knowledge Renewal and Creation
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As shown in Figure 7.6, the theory predicts whether a portal user (also the export
trading community member) can formulate wisdom for work after using the export
trading portal knowledge. As previously discussed, the three constructs knowledge
dissemination, knowledge integration and knowledge construction on the left-hand-side
of Figure 7.6 are related and take place in a cyclical fashion. Web information is explicit
knowledge that has to be disseminated to the portal user. Upon consolidating all explicit
knowledge, the portal user has to integrate the various kinds of explicit knowledge by
understanding, sorting, relating and making sense of knowledge in the knowledge
integration process. After that, knowledge construction takes place when the portal user
can conceptualise knowledge and assimilate it into the portal user’s own body of
knowledge. The three processes go through a cyclical procedure. Next, knowledge is
further evaluated, synthesised and synergised in knowledge reservation (as shown in the
middle box). As a result of knowledge reservation, knowledge results in the human
mind as new knowledge creation or renewed knowledge. The well consumed, processed
and absorbed knowledge forms wisdom (as in the box on the right-hand-side). Wisdom
enlightens the portal user in making decisions at work and forms competitive advantage.

The central argument in this thesis is that wisdom of export trading members is gained
by having new knowledge created and existing knowledge renewed. In the use of the
export trading knowledge portal, the theory explains that the portal user has to go
through knowledge dissemination, knowledge integration and knowledge construction
before synthesising knowledge for knowledge reservation. The portal user will then
have wisdom created to counter-react with challenges and problems in export trading.
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A Framework of Operational Management of Export Trading

Every portal is developed, owned and maintained by someone, and the same applies to
this export trading knowledge portal. The following framework is a suggestion by an
authoritative party taking over the role of an export trading knowledge portal’s
development and operations. In the researcher’s opinion, an authoritative party of the
portal is responsible for implementing rules of use, policies governing use, system
security, user control, management of user relations, usage monitoring and all related
activities regarding the use of knowledge portal. In the light of such reasoning, the
major controlling authority of export trading, ACS, is recommended as the most
appropriate authority to undertake the responsibility of the export trading knowledge
portal. Figure 7.7 shows how government could lead a portal project and develop an
Internet tool to enable knowledge exchange in the virtual export trading community.

Government Monitoring
Legal Control

Policies

Implementation

Evaluation

Changes and Improvement
Government Control

Virtual
The need for an information communication
technology supporting export trading
knowledge use and exchange

Export
Trading

Employment of Portal Technology

Community

Knowledge
Sharing

Knowledge
Capture

Knowledge
Creation
Export Trading

Knowledge
Renewal

Knowledge
Reuse
Operations

Figure 7.7 Operational Management of the Export Trading Knowledge Portal
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The outermost oval in Figure 7.7 represents the export portal knowledge domain. It is
argued that the use of the export portal creates a virtual export trading community. The
top smaller oval refers to control by a central government authority such as the ACS
over the use of this portal. To control, the top smaller oval indicates that the controlling
authority has to put in policies, laws, implementation methods and timely evaluation
regarding the use of the portal. The issue of utmost importance to the controlling
authority is to make all community users realise their exclusive relationship to this
portal and its benefits to individuals and the entire community. Monitoring the portal
use is constantly required and new changes and improvements need to be implemented
from time to time in relation to such matters as rules of accessing knowledge use and
technological changes. The middle smaller oval indicates the need for the portal as a
means to effectively manage export trading knowledge. It reflects the use of portal
technology to support the export trading knowledge framework. The bottom smaller
oval shows the knowledge processes as knowledge capture, knowledge reuse,
knowledge sharing, knowledge renewal and knowledge creation that enable export
trading knowledge management.

7.4 Advantages and Limitations of the Theory

Theory building is important because it provides a framework for analysis, facilitates
the efficient development of the field and is needed for its application to practical real
world problem (Wacker, 1998, p. 361). The theory of net-user knowledge renewal and
creation is developed by recursively testing and making several modifications of
concepts in the export trading phenomenon. However, the theory of net-user knowledge
renewal and creation is new and subject to more testing in a similar or a totally different
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study context. There is not, and never will be, a best theory (Walsham, 1997, p. 478). In
the interpretive tradition, there are no correct and incorrect theories but there are
interesting and less interesting ways to view the world (Walsham, 1993, p. 6). The
theory is also subject to further refinement if flaws are identified through future work in
theory testing. Like all theories, the new theory in this research faces problems of
challenges and acceptance. In this light, this theory is believed to have strengths and
weaknesses like all theories. The advantages of the theory developed are discussed as
follow:

•

Theory reflecting an insight into the empirical world of export trading

As the theory created is linked to the empirical data collected from the field, it is
highly linked to the real observations of the studied practical world. Several
concepts derived are true insights and are examined both empirically and
theoretically. The concepts reflect what export trading community members need to
do in order to gain wisdom for work to sustain export success and business viability.

•

Theory likely to be empirically valid

The constructs (a qualitative research term; as variables in quantitative research) of
theory seen in a conceptual framework were examined using data from multiple
sources. Patterns of data were also matched in within-case and across-cases
examinations. The power of case study research is the ability to use all methods
within the data-collection process and to compare within-case and across-cases for
research validity (Dooley, 2002, p. 338). The close and careful examinations have
added values to the level of validity of both data and theory.
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Novel theory generated

The researcher has come across organisation theory, theory of knowledge creation in
organisations and theory of knowledge as quite relevant theories that also examine
human knowledge holdings in different contexts. From a comprehensive review of
the literature and to the best of the researcher’s knowledge, there has not been a
similar theory about knowledge renewal, or a theory about net-user knowledge.
Hence, this theory about net-user knowledge creation and renewal is novel.

•

Theory that can be generalised in other networking environments

As portal technology is part of the Internet and the Internet uses the core concepts of
connecting networks around the world, the wider context of this study is any user
network environments. It is strongly believed that the theory can be used in an
external empirical world of a network application system with users in a network
environment or in another type of portal software application in the Internet.

•

An inductive theory generated through meanings of empirical data in interpretive
research
The constructivist paradigm emphasises the social construction of meaning and
reality (Turnbull, 2002, p. 319). The theory built shows an intimate relationship
between the researcher and the researched, the situational constraints that shape
inquiry and the value-laden nature of inquiry (Turnbull, 2002, p. 320). Built upon
the empirical data, the socially constructed concepts of the export trading knowledge
in the portal are used in the process of building the theory.
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A mid-range theory giving an explanation of an empirical world studied

Carroll and Swatman (2000, p. 239) explain three different levels of sophistication
in theory building: (1) Theories showing minor working relationships are concrete
and based directly on observation; (2) Theories of the mid-range involve some
abstraction but are closely linked to observations; and (3) All-embracing theories
seek to explain social behaviour. This constructivist research has created a midrange theory using a case study theory building approach. It is a mid-range theory as
the theory shows a working relationship of observed items in a studied phenomenon.
It is not an all-embracing theory on a type of social behaviour that can be
generalised in many different phenomena. However, using theoretical concepts and
empirical data, it shows an inductive abstraction of the export trading phenomenon.

Nevertheless, there are some characteristics that lead to weaknesses of the theory. The
limitations of the theory developed are addressed as follows:

•

Theory applicable to and used best in the empirical world of export trading

The examined export trading context in this study involves challenges that require
prompt updates of knowledge holdings. In other business contexts (e.g. domestic
trade) that do not face fierce international market competition and a higher level of
business risks and uncertainties, the same need for knowledge renewal and new
knowledge creation may not apply. The theory needs to be tested in a different user
community context such as a different user network environment for teachinglearning or service purposes to find out its generalisation.
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Theory with constructs hard to measure

This is a social constructivist research and it is mainly human knowledge, behaviour
and interactions that are researched. In the portal, all data about externalised
knowledge are unmeasurable. The constructs used in the theory such as knowledge
dissemination, knowledge integration, knowledge construction and knowledge
reservation are hard to measure. In future research, a measurable set of sample data
related to a fixed amount of externalised tacit knowledge may need to be established
in order to set knowledge measurement units to test how this knowledge is
disseminated, integrated, constructed and synergised in the knowledge repository.
The test would also need to establish the start and end point of each of the
knowledge processes and how wisdom is determined to be true.

•

Theory may be further refined through practical use of the developed portal

The throughput of a design phase is an abstraction of the use and exchange of
knowledge amongst the export trading portal users. The developed theory is
conceptually tested during the design phase of the portal, in which theory building
relies a lot on both the empirical and theoretical conceptualisations of how portal
knowledge works. It is believed that the constructed theory can be further tested and
enhanced when the portal is developed and adopted.

•

Theory testing in other networking environments for further potential
improvement
Although it is believed that the theory can be generalised to user communities in
other networking environments, the theory is yet to be tested with various types of
user communities in other networking environments.
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7.5 Summary

This chapter has explained the constructs, relations of constructs, the domain in which
the theory applies, and the prediction of the theory built. Many conceptual frameworks
that inter-relate with one another were presented and explained in a logical sequence
towards theory building. The logic selected to work behind theory building has been a
case study theory building approach with a qualitative interpretive constructivist
research stance.

Through the explanation and discussions of concepts using the frameworks, theoretical
models and the theory, this chapter reflects important insights into the world of export
trading knowledge use. The conceptual frameworks show a combination of empirical
and theoretical understanding of human interactions and knowledge gain using the
export trading knowledge portal. It also reports the gain of wisdom as a result of using
knowledge through the portal by export trading community members. It also reports the
need for wisdom to counter-react in the dynamically changing world of international
trade. The use of the wisdom to act as explained increases decision making power and
business intelligence to counter-react in the face of exporting problems and challenges.

The theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation stresses the importance of
making good use of information and data from the central knowledge repository of the
portal. Wisdom is the ultimate benefit gained by the portal users. Although all portal
users must be subscribed in order to use the portal, not all portal users will fully utilise
all portal knowledge. The portal users’ wisdom level will differ (e.g. high, medium and
low). The developed theory is useful in predicting whether or not the export trading
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portal users gain wisdom, and helps gauge how much wisdom the export trading portal
users can gain by using the portal.

Dooley (2002), Turnbull (2002) and Eisenhardt (1989) highlight that theory developed
from case study research is likely to have important strengths like novelty, testability
and empirical validity. The theory developed is believed to be novel and empirically
valid. However, it is also believed that the theory is subject to more testing in similar
user networking application environments, but in different knowledge domains and/or
in different communities.

The development of theory is also another way to provide answers to the inquiry in this
research. All knowledge used in the portal, as in the real life of export trading,
constitutes export trading knowledge. All users can access specific categories of
knowledge resources, receive knowledge through dissemination tools and participate in
any type of portal communications. The use of the portal supports and facilitates
knowledge use and exchange. The central argument in this thesis is that the use of the
portal creates wisdom (gained from knowledge use) in users. Wisdom empowers users
for problem solving at work, and provides business intelligence. It is strongly believed
that wisdom creates export success and provides business viability in export trading. In
the next chapter, this thesis will present the conclusions and future research based on
this program of research.
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8.1 Introduction

In Chapter 7, the findings of this research were reported. Some conceptual frameworks
and theoretical models were discussed. A new theory of net-user knowledge renewal
and creation was developed to predict the wisdom resulting from the use of knowledge
from the portal that would determine the export performance of the portal user. In all the
preceding chapters, this research as a whole has addressed the vital need and crucial use
of the portal technology to support the effective use of export trading knowledge.

The thesis has delivered a congruent story. Chapter 1 introduces the research and
provides an overview of the research. It establishes a common understanding of terms
or concepts between the researcher and the readers in export trading. It also states the
need for the research, being a social inquiry into information and knowledge use in the
export trading phenomenon. Chapter 2 provides a literature review by using previous
related research to establish a theoretical account important to this research. It discusses
the research gap in prior research. It then states the research problem and anticipates
what this research will do to fill the knowledge gap. Chapter 3 explains three theories
useful in providing a basic theoretical understanding and a formulated theoretical
framework in this research. It also discusses the use of the three theories in the
theoretical framework for triangulation crucial in qualitative research.

Chapter 4 frames this research within the qualitative interpretive constructivist
paradigm. Constructivist research seeks to add to knowledge through the specific case
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chosen to research (Turnbull, 2002) by constituting social concepts of how people
engage the world in practice in an ongoing social accomplishment (Orlikowski, 2002).
This study is an embedded case study comprising multiple units of analysis. The cases
are purposively selected to reflect the research questions (Dooley, 2002), to collect rich
data (Jafari & Akhavan, 2007) and to provide a deep understanding of the studied
phenomenon (Stake, 2000; Woodside & Willson, 2003). Multiple units of analysis
allow across-cases analysis to be used for richer theory building (Perry, 1998). Case
study method is useful with its multiple data collection methods that help ‘triangulate’
by confirming and deepening understanding using multiple sources (Woodside &
Wilson, 2003). Chapter 4 explains that content analysis is used to enhance case study
research by identifying and categorising emerging themes, patterns of ideas, and
concepts in the theory building process in this research. It also explains the combined
use of theory and case study method that helps to formulate an analytical methodology
that guides the ways data are analysed in this research.

Chapter 5 provides an account of the export trading phenomenon based on the empirical
field study. It is a social constructivist’s account of how the portal supports the use and
exchange in export trading using the themes, ideas and concepts built from the
empirical data. The account was explained by presenting the results of units of analysis
I, IIA and IIB in narratives, tables and figures. These different presentation formats
forms the basis of explanation building. The themes and concepts are useful in the
subsequent process of theory building. Chapter 6 explains a preliminary analysis and a
theoretical analysis. The preliminary analysis presented the evaluation of empirical data
in real-life export trading. This resulted in a socially constructed understanding, and the
understanding was then used in a theoretical analysis. Chapter 7 reports the findings in
this qualitative interpretive research with a social constructivist stance. In the process of
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introducing and explaining how some theoretical conceptual frameworks, theoretical
models and a new theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation have been
developed, it explains their relationships and how theoretical concepts are cumulated
into more advanced theoretical concepts to help build the new theory. It explains that
the theory predicts the net-user’s wisdom after using the export trading portal
knowledge. Chapter 8 (this chapter) provides a conclusion to this thesis.

This study has addressed the research problem. To explain what constitutes export
trading knowledge, the thesis has provided a holistic account of export trading
knowledge. To address how portal technology supports knowledge use and exchange
amongst the users, the thesis establishes that the portal technology can facilitate
knowledge processes, especially knowledge use and knowledge exchange. First, the
portal is explained to be able to disseminate information and knowledge for effective
use. Second, the portal technology can support human interactions that exchange
important tacit knowledge in the export trading community. Third, how members’
previous version of knowledge could be renewed and have new knowledge created was
explained as follows. As the export trading environments change dynamically, export
trading knowledge is subject to constant dynamic changes. It is argued that using new
inputs informing dynamic changes, the export trading community can update or renew
knowledge to develop a stronger work capability (e.g. decision making, etc.). New
information inputs stimulate thinking, and allow one to see things from a different
perspective and think outside the square. Knowledge creation is a dialectical process
(Nonaka & Toyama, 2002). This thesis argues that new ideas and new perspectives
enable innovations and new product design in export trading.
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This thesis argues that wisdom happens in the knowledge users when the obtained
knowledge from the portal is effectively used in decision making, planning, strategy
setting, and for competitive advantage and business intelligence. The study has
explained that export success relies on a constant dynamic renewal of knowledge and
new knowledge creation. The export trading community should be aware of the
importance of knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation in order to keep pace
with dynamic changes in the competitive global trade to win export success. It is of
positive interest and for the serious benefit of the export trading community to have the
export trading knowledge portal developed, implemented and used. The export trading
community is strongly encouraged to use and share their knowledge from the portal in
their export trading undertakings.

This chapter adopts the following structure. Section 8.2 explains the overall main
findings obtained as a result of this study. Section 8.3 discusses the contributions from
this research. Section 8.4 explains some limitations of this research. Section 8.5
discusses the possible future research that will address these limitations. Section 8.6 is a
summary.

8.2 Research Outcome

Knowledge is a precious global resource (Clarke, 2001; Haldin-Herrgard, 2000;
Merchant, 2000; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka et al., 1996). This research has
explained that knowledge is a critical factor for export success. The study has explained
that the complex, uncertain, risky and unpredictable export trading phenomenon has
warranted a need for effectively using and exchanging knowledge. To use information
inputs to renew knowledge and create new knowledge, the export trading community
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has to be willing to learn and use new information input. To effectively renew
knowledge and create new knowledge, the exporting firms hence need to cultivate and
adopt a learning attitude. This learning attitude should apply to everyone at individual,
group and organisational levels. The export trading community members have to
effectively manage the multiple sources of knowledge used in various aspects of
organisational activities. The future will be essentially determined by the ability to
wisely use knowledge (Shariq, 1997), especially in export trading.

The export trading knowledge portal is critically needed as it allows human
communication, information dissemination and knowledge interchange. The portal is an
effective means to convert useful tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge and store it
for use within the export trading community. The central argument is that knowledge
resources for critical export business success have to be captured through the daily use
of such knowledge and not left until the day when a staff member resigns or transfers to
another work location. This research suggests that both humans and technology are
important knowledge management enablers, but they must work together to optimise
the effects of knowledge management.

Traditional knowledge management examines ways of capturing mission-critical tacit
knowledge for long-term or future use (e.g. Abell & Oxbrow, 2001; Bhatt, 2002;
Davenport & Pruzak, 1998; Liebowitz, 2000; Wiig, 1999). This thesis argues that
knowledge management must include the management of knowledge renewal and new
knowledge creation due to the fact that export trading is subject to dynamic changes in
the world. It is argued that the export trading knowledge portal helps organise and
manipulate knowledge in a more effective way for the benefits of individuals, groups
and firms.
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The research has provided some critical analyses, developed a design of export trading
knowledge portal for development and implementation, and built a theory of net-user
knowledge renewal and creation, all of which are of interest to the export trading
community members. The portal design is also of interest to portal specialists, portal
designers, portal project managers and technologists working in portal areas. The design
specifically considers the web tools and web knowledge resources that support
knowledge use and exchange in export trading.

Overall, the research findings have helped to address the research questions as follows.
The first half of the principal question asks, “What constitutes export trading
knowledge?” The answer is that export trading knowledge is constituted by obtaining
important types of knowledge used in export trading, which is different for each
stakeholder type. There are fifteen main knowledge areas, summarised as follows: (1)
government, (2) export laws, (3) political issues, (4) business operating environment,
(5) technologies, (6) payment/finance, (7) transportation, (8) insurance, (9) export
procedure, (10) production, (11) economy in buyer country, (12) social demography in
buyer country, (13) sales/marketing, (14) customer relations, and (15) competitor. These
types of knowledge break-downs are shown in Table 6.1 in Chapter 6. These types of
knowledge come from obtaining information from various information sources in the
external environments in both the host domestic and foreign countries of the exporting
firms.
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Shipping Company

Freight Forwarding
Organisation

Quality Authority
(AQIS and DPI
Fisheries)

Australian Customs
Services

Stakeholder
Type

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Sea regulations
Government export regulations and laws
Competitors (Products, services, marketing, customer
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Government rulings and control over export products
Quality control of export products
Cargo support to exporters
General export control at sea or air ports and country
boundaries
Knowledge of and interactions with other government
departments and international agencies related to export
Regulations of seafood export
Quality control on seafood for export
Monitoring marine habitat
Innovative seafood products and cultivation of sea
creatures for export
Research on seafood
Banking
Export insurance
Transportation/Delivery services
Billing/Payment methods
Cargo packing and consolidation
Government export regulations and laws
Obey customs rulings, make export declarations
Domestic country and overseas country rules
Apply export permits for restricted goods to export

Category of Knowledge

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Local and overseas banks
Insurance companies; authority regulating
insurance services
Transport companies
Incoterm details (may be obtained by traditional
means)
Packing and cargo consolidation services
Relevant government authorities
Customs service and procedures
Government laws, e.g. Attorney-General's
Department
Competitor websites
Relevant government authority on sea ruling
All major government authorities related to
export

Not discussed

Not discussed

Web Information Sought

Table 6.1 Types of Export Trading Knowledge (Tacit or Explicit) Needed and Web Information (Explicit Knowledge) Sought

Chapter 8

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional Export
Association

Exporter

•

•
•
•
•

•

Export Logistics &
Training Services

Stakeholder
Type

Chapter 8
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Overseas business opportunities
Variations in customer preference
Sales and marketing
Government rulings and policies
Goods with permit control
Export procedures
Billing and payments
Banking and insurance
Transportation
Shipments
Advisory information from government offices or
business associates
Grants and subsidies

Course accredited by government and affiliated bodies
Student needs in export courses
Contacts with government authorities, affiliated bodies
and real-world of export trading to tailor courses

relations, etc.)
Shipment of cargo as a blue water service from a port to
ports in different countries
Government regulations and laws
All export trading community issues
Affiliations with professional bodies in export
Improvement techniques, advice, research issues

Category of Knowledge

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Government information
Banking
Shipping
Goods transportation and distribution
Websites containing useful information, e.g.
Austrade, chambers of commerce, trading
societies and professional associations
Logistics of resources
Export training services
Productions methods
Technologies supporting their business
All information from any websites containing
useful information to export, e.g. foreign
currency exchange

Local and overseas competitor websites
Current affairs on world traffic/transportation
situation
All major government authorities mentioned
above
Export related organisation websites are scanned
through e.g. chamber of commerce, trading
societies and professional associations.
Government accreditation and professional
bodies
Cultural, social and living needs for overseas
customers
General export trading issues on the web

Web Information Sought
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The second half of the principal question asks, “How does the portal technology support
the use and exchange of this knowledge amongst the portal users?” The answers to the
second half of the principal question can be found in the portal graphically designed as
in Figure 6.4. It was explained in Table 6.2 and further elaborated in Section 6.2.3 in
Chapter 6. On a whole, the portal uses web tools that suit the user needs for the
purposes of use, user groups using the tools, and the direction of information flow to the
users. In particular, the portal designed has integrated three important aspects in the
design. First, a media place to disseminate knowledge. Second, a knowledge forum to
encourage interactions and communications. Third, the incorporated use of multiple
knowledge resources in the export trading knowledge portal. There are three research
sub-questions. The answers to sub-question numbers (1) and (2) are the objective
discussed in the design of the export trading knowledge portal in Section 6.2.4

Figure 6.4 Information and Knowledge Contents in the Export Trading Knowledge Portal
(Taken from Chapter 6)
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The answers to the subsidiary research questions are as follows. Research sub-question
number (1) states, “What portal functions can help export trading members interact?”
The answer is that many web communication tools, such as newsrooms, bulletin boards,
chat-rooms, discussion forums, blogs and emails are useful for interactions. As in
Figure 6.4, portal users are organised in different user groups. Portal communication
tools are designed to direct the flow of information in exchanged knowledge to the
relevant users in the relevant user groups. The portal communication tools allow
previously tacit knowledge such as advice, human experiences, hunches and skills to be
externalised and shared in the forms of metaphors, analogies, diagrams, tables, charts
and so forth. The use of web tools for communications and interactions is shown as star
clusters in Figure 6.4 to indicate that the relevant users are involving and receiving the
required exchanged knowledge.

Research sub-question number (2) states, “What portal functions can help export trading
members seek and use important useful resources?” The answer was provided in the
portal designed in Chapter 6 which helps members seek and use important useful
resources. The design incorporates the useful website links to external export trading
knowledge into the portal. The portal also integrates the user’s organisational website
with permission. The portal uses the knowledge dissemination tools in the media place
such as list-serves, newsgroups, bulletin boards and message boards. The portal
includes a link to education and training resources. The portal provides a list of
expertise, contact details and communication methods. Answers were discussed in
Section 6.2.4. The second objective of the knowledge portal is to include valuable
export trading information for users.
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Research question number (3) states, “How can members’ previous version of
knowledge be renewed and new knowledge created when the collective knowledge in
the portal is used?” The answers can be found in the portal design discussion in sections
6.2.4, which introduces the portal as a media place and a communication place in
addition to other web facilities. In the portal, explicit knowledge disseminated in a
media place, communication place and other web facilities provides ingredients needed
to renew knowledge and for new knowledge creation. Using the web information and
knowledge such as new ideas, concepts, values, perspectives and beliefs are stimulants
to the mind that renew existing knowledge and trigger new knowledge creation.

8.3 Contributions from this Research

Export has economic significance as it allows growth and revenue in firms and nations.
This research is of significant importance in export because it contributes to the
awareness of supported use of knowledge through portal technology that enables export
success. This research is useful to various types of main research audience such as the
exporters, the government departments involved in export, the export service providers
and anyone who takes an interest in export trading. The secondary audience group is the
web portal designers, the portal specialist, the portal project managers, and anyone who
takes an interest in portal design and development. The third audience group involves
case study researchers who may utilise the analytical methodology to evaluate empirical
data with theory in research. It also benefits constructivists who perform social inquiry
in a similar knowledge system by taking this study as an example. There are four types
of contributions identified in this research. They are theoretical contribution,
technological contribution, methodological contribution and practical contribution.
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Practically, the social inquiry into the real-life export trading phenomenon informs that
the important interactions, information dissemination, knowledge use and exchange lead
to export success. This understanding, gained from the empirical investigation, is a
scientific finding based on a social inquiry. As Markus (1997) states, “Research that
systematically observes information systems practice is a scientific contribution, even in
the absence of explicit theory that predicts or explains the observations” (p. 22). Many
explanations in this study provide deep insights into how export trading members
combat challenges in complexity and uncertainty by seeking and utilising knowledge
for knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation. Prior inter-firm or interorganisational knowledge research (Simonin, 1999; Chen, Duan, Ewards & Lehaney,
2006; Mentzas et al., 2006; Holmqvist, 1999; Muller-Prothmann et al., 2005; Taylor &
Levitt, 2005) focuses on knowledge exchange within organisations with business
partnerships, strategic alliances, supplier-client-partner and project-based relationships.
This research fills a research gap by examining inter-firm knowledge use and exchange
in export trading not involving the above relationships. This inter-firm knowledge
study, with a theme in knowledge renewal and new knowledge creation involving the
export trading community with seven stakeholders with no previously formulated
relationships, is a new inter-firm knowledge research.

The methodological contribution refers to the analytical methodology developed in
Chapter 5 that analyses empirical data collected in this research. Case study research
supports the use of theory in research (Yin, 1994, 2003; Stake, 1995; Gillham, 2000)
and theory building (Yin, 1994, 2003; Dooley, 2002). However, the exploration into the
process and how to use theory and empirical data in case study analysis does not receive
much research attention. The analytical methodology in this research explains the
processes and ways to interpret the retrieved empirical data from the theoretical
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perspectives and can be used by other case study researchers. As Chapters 5 and 6 show
how the case study data and theory are analysed in a social constructivist approach, this
study is of greater interest to qualitative interpretive constructivist case study
researchers. The analytical methodology helps the researchers understand the
relationships between data and theory, and how to analyse case study data by inferring
theory to the data. The analytical methodology is believed to also help researchers
understand and formulate theoretical concepts useful in theory building.

Theoretically, the conceptual framework, models and understanding developed from
this study helps build a new theory. The new theory (theory of net-user knowledge
renewal and creation) is a form of innovation or new knowledge creation. The creativity
results from gaining deep insights into the export trading phenomenon from different
theoretical perspective driven by three theories from various disciplines. The new theory
shows advances in theory by grounding onto the three existing theories. The three
theories are grounded on a community of practice where humans interact and use
knowledge together. The deep insights gained through the theoretical understanding
also help in the design of the portal. Theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation
helps predict the wisdom (export performance, seen as decision making, problem
solving, planning, strategic orientation, business intelligence and competitive
advantage) of a portal user using knowledge in the portal. The new theory is an output
of qualitative interpretive constructivist study. In the interpretive tradition of qualitative
research, there are no correct or incorrect theories but there are interesting and less
interesting ways to view the world (Walsham, 1993, p. 6).

The research makes a technological contribution in the development of the design of an
export trading knowledge portal. This design considers practical issues of users needs in
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export knowledge use and exchange, the integration of useful knowledge resources, the
portal functions to retrieve information and the provisions of linking to further external
web knowledge resources. The design considers the subscriptions of portal users with
experience and background in export trading. The design also considers how to
motivate the portal users to use and retain them in the long term.

8.4 Limitations

The research is subject to some limitations in its current state. This study utilised a
manual analysis method (Neuman, 2006). However, it is recognized that there are
software applications such as Leximancer, NVivo 7 and NUD*IST available to analyse
text data. Due to the need to identify some major stakeholders for the empirical
investigation, the case study is purposively designed to select only the most critical key
players in export trading for the empirical study. For example, in the quality authority
stakeholder group, only two government departments as key players were selected.
However, in real-life export trading, many other permit issuing authorities and relevant
quality agencies that exist could have been included. Further, in each key player, there
should be inclusions of more respondents. Currently, only the most highly useful and
relevant respondents, but not the moderately or less important respondents, are
included.

The new theory developed is limited to net-users in the export trading context. This is a
theory generalisation limitation. Thus, the limitation can be extended by first changing
the type of portal software application in theory testing, and second, by changing the
environmental context. Another limitation is that there has not been any theory
refinement testing performed after the new theory was developed in this research.
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Theory refinement testing can also be performed in a similar trading environmental
context, such as import trading or domestic trading.

8.5 Future Directions

Various areas are suggested for further research, as follows. First, as discussed above,
the scope for empirical investigation is currently restricted and can be widened by
including more useful stakeholders, key players and even respondents in export trading.
Second, the theory developed is new and subject to theory refinement testing. The
testing is better done after more stakeholders have been included in the new empirical
investigation. Third, testing can also be performed in a similar networking user
environment of a portal application software. Fourth, for theory generalisation, the
theory may also be tested in a hotel, government, health, business or industrial net-user
environment where knowledge renewal and creation is needed.

8.6 Summary

This research first of all indicates the important use of information and knowledge. It
then indicates the need for a critical export portal to manage mission-critical export
knowledge. By proposing the use of a portal to capture valuable human knowledge for
export success, it provides a rationale that such an adoption can prevent the potential
loss of many human knowledge resources after a staff member resigns, after a project
dissolves or for other human resource relocation reasons. The portal is most useful in
such situations when exporting firms could have recorded and stored such knowledge
through technological means.
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As a practical contribution, the research provides insightful understandings of export
performance through illustrations using some conceptual frameworks. The frameworks
are useful as they help to understand how new export knowledge is created amongst
humans and how knowledge is renewed using the portal. As a methodological
contribution, the analytical methodology developed in this research is important to the
case study researchers who need to use theory to analyse their field data. The analytical
methodology explains the process and how to make theoretical inferences to empirical
data. Some theoretical frameworks and models have been developed to highlight the
important use of knowledge, which can result in wisdom and export performance (e.g.
innovation and competitive advantage) and how knowledge is transformed from web
information to the portal users' tacit knowledge. As a theoretical contribution, the new
theory of net-user knowledge renewal and creation predicts wisdom (as export
performance) in portal users as a result of using the portal for knowledge use and
exchange. As a technological contribution, the research has developed a design of an
export trading knowledge portal that demonstrates how knowledge resources can be
captured, how the portal users can be provided with more useful information and how
users can exchange knowledge in the portal.

The export trading knowledge portal has to be implemented and used to critically
manage mission-critical export trading knowledge. The portal users must also have a
full awareness that export knowledge has to be constantly renewed in order to increase
the work capability. They should also have the full awareness that export knowledge
obtained through the portal interactions can bring new ideas and perspectives as inputs
into the new product design and innovations. This is critical in new knowledge creation
and in exporting firms that are keen to stay competitive in global markets by
redesigning products and providing innovative products that suit foreign buyers in other
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countries. The thesis advocates that the use of the portal enables an effective knowledge
management in export trading which leads to export success.
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The Australian Customs Service is a statutory authority that services the Government,
business community and the people of Australia.
Customs has three main functions:
•

•
•

to facilitate trade and the movement of people across the Australian border
while protecting the community and maintaining appropriate compliance
with Australian law;
to efficiently collect customs revenue; and
to administer specific industry schemes and trade measures.

Customs is the largest collector of Commonwealth revenue after the Australian
Taxation Office. During 1998-1999 Customs collected a total of $9.6 billion in revenue
including $3.9 billion in customs duty and $228 million through the Passenger
Movement Charge.
During the 1998-1999 financial year, Customs:
•
•
•
•

facilitated over 15.4 million passengers through international airports;
dealt with over 4 million import and export entries;
cleared 4.1 million air cargo consignments and 1.2 million sea cargo
consignments; and
cleared over 2.2 million parcels and 1 million bags of letter class mail.

Customs has its Central Office located in Canberra – the national capital – and employs
about 4300 staff Australia wide. Australian Customs Officers can also be found at
overseas posts in Brussels, Washington, Tokyo and Bangkok.
To assist Customs carry out its activities it has a marine fleet, a number of fixed wing
aircraft and two helicopters contracted for coastal and offshore surveillance. Customs
also has a Detector Dog program which assists in the interception of illegal drugs in
cargo, postal items and accompanying passengers entering the country.
Customs is headed by a Chief Executive Officer located in Central Office. He is
responsible to the Minister for Justice and Customs. Regional Directors head each State
or Territory administration.
Customs Information Centres are located in each state and territory capital city. These
centres have been established to assist the Australian community, industry and overseas
visitors to better utilise and understand the services and programs administered by
Customs.
Staff at the Customs Information Centres aim to provide easy access to information on
matters as diverse as:
•
•
•
•

import and export requirements and restrictions;
rates of Customs duty;
the applicability of Goods and Services Tax, Wine Equalisation Tax and Luxury
Car Tax;
travellers’ concessions;
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the Tourist Refund Scheme;
the private importation of vehicles and yachts; and
goods subject to quarantine.

The Centres form part of the Customs Advisory Service (CAS). CAS was formed to
enable business to better access and understand Customs information and programs.

Australian Customs Service’s role to control and regulate Australian
export trading
A Guide to Customs:
Exporting goods:
Export requirements
The following sets out in general terms Customs requirements in relation to exports.
The requirements are contained in the Customs Act and other relevant legislation and
basically designed to:
a.

identify goods that for various reasons are subject to special control
arrangements – these reason may relate to quality standards (to preserve
Australia’s reputation as an exporter of quality products), the preservation of
native flora and the protection of Australia’s strategic and foreign policy
interests.
b. gather information about the nature and volume of exports to assist
government and industry in policy and decision making in this important
area.
While at first glance the requirements may seem complex, they can be easily and simply
explained.
•

Lodgement of entries
Except for those exemptions listed below, all goods intended for export must be
entered. Export entries may be lodged:
 Electronically by a registered user of the EXIT system either as an owner or as
an agent acting on behalf of an owner; or
 Manually by completion of a documentary entry, which may be prepared by the
owner or an agent appointed by the owner; and must be lodged with Customs by
giving, mailing or faxing it to an officer in the Export Section of a Customs
Office.
The Exit system operates 24 hours each day. Manual entries may only be lodged in
person during normal business hours, Monday to Friday. They may be faxed to a
Customs Office 24 hours a day.
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Entries lodged electronically will receive a higher priority than those lodged
manually. Customs aims to electronically transmit a clearance within 10 minutes of
the receipt of a complete and accurate electronic entry, provided there are no
regulatory impediments. Subject to the processing of entries lodged electronically,
Customs aims to provide a clearance by close of business the next working day after
receipt of a complete and accurate manual entry, again provided there are no
regulatory impediments.
Most customs brokers and organisations engaged in international freight forwarding
have on-line access to the EXIT system.
•

Exemption from export entry
Goods exempted from export entry requirements include:
1. personal or household effects (including motor vehicles and pets) of a passenger
or crew of a ship or aircraft other than goods which are regarded as commercial
consignments or are in commercial quantities.
2. A postal consignment that has a Free On Board (FOB) value not exceeding
$2000 except for:
a. dutiable goods on which duty is unpaid;
b. excisable goods on which excise duty is unpaid;
c. goods on which a person intends to claim a drawback of customs duty or
excise duty
d. goods on which GST is payable but unpaid.
3. Those in a consignment to which a single Australian Harmonised Export
Commodity Classification (AHECC) applies, and the consignment is one
exported by ship or aircraft that has an FOB value not exceeding $500 except
for:
a. dutiable goods on which duty is unpaid;
e. excisable goods on which excise duty is unpaid;
f. goods on which a person intends to claim a drawback of customs duty or
excise duty
g. goods on which GST is payable but unpaid.
4. Containers, whether empty or loaded, that belong to a business in Australia that
are exported on a temporary basis to be re-imported.
5. Certain ships’ stores.

•

Permit controls
Where goods are subject to export controls under the Customs (Prohibited Exports)
Regulations or any other Commonwealth legislation, the exporter must apply to the
appropriate department or agency for a permit to export regardless of the value of
the consignment or any other export entry requirements.
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Details of the permit must be presented to Customs when the goods are entered for
export. Failure to quote or provide a valid permit where necessary may result in the
exportation of the goods not being approved.
The following is a list (non-exhaustive) of categories of goods subject to export
control, the names of the relevant authorities to contact and links to their respective
contact details.
 Fresh apples, pears, nashi and
citrus

Australian Horticultural
Corporation

 Certain animals, plants and their
Products. Hazardous waste. Ozone
Depleting substances

Environment Australia

 Wine, brandy and grape spirit

Australian Wine & Brandy
Corporation

 Wheat

Wheat Export Authority

 Movable cultural heritage items

Dept. of Communication,

e.g. works of arts, Aboriginal artefacts,
precious stones and minerals, fossils
and items of national significance

Information Technology &
the Arts

 Certain human products. Certain drugs
and goods containing those drugs
(whether for donation or commercial
sales).

Dept. of Health & Aged Care

 Military goods, civilian arms and
explosives. Goods containing dual-use
(military/civilian) technology

Department of Defence

 Certain goods to certain countries
e.g. Libya. Chemical warfare precursors.
Biological agents and toxins.

Dept. of Foreign Affairs &
Trade

 Primary products (excluding minerals),
Animals and marine life.

Dept. of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries

 Minerals (including nuclear material)

Dept. of Industry Science and
Fisheries

 Meat, dairy products, eggs, animals,
Fish, grains, vegetables and fruit

Australian Quarantine and
Inspection Service

 Currency over $10,000 (or foreign
equivalent)

Australian Transaction
Reports & Analysis Centre
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 Publications (including books, films
and computer software) depicting sex,
drug misuse or violence
•

Office of Film and Literature
Classification

Restricted Goods Export Permit
Customs Officers may issue Restricted Goods Export Permits (RGPs) for the
exportation of firearms for non-commercial purposes that are part of the
accompanied or unaccompanied personal or household effects of a passenger of a
ship or aircraft. RGPs are issued for privately owned non-military firearms where no
more than five (5) firearms are exported in one consignment. RGPs are not issued
for firearms exported via the post, sent as gifts or sent overseas for repairs.
Inquires regarding the exportation of firearms qualifying under the guidelines for the
issue of RGPs should be directed to the Customs office at the intended port of
export. Where the proposed exportation does not qualify under the guidelines,
inquiries are to be directed to the Department of Defence.

•

Commerce trade description
Exporters should be aware that it is an offence to knowingly apply any false trade
descriptions to any goods destined for export or to export such goods. A false trade
description means any description which by addition, deletion, effacement or
otherwise is false or is likely to mislead.
Trade description markings must be:
 in English;
 in prominent and legible characters; and
 on a principal label or brand attached to the goods in a prominent position in as
permanent a manner as practical.
The Commerce (Trade Description Act) 1905 provides that any goods exported in
contravention of any regulation may be seized and forfeited to the Crown.
Any exporter who is uncertain about any aspect of Customs requirements on
labelling/trade descriptions should contact a Customs Information Centre.

•

Export statistics
It is most important that accurate information be declared on export entries.
Data relating to exports is referred to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) for
use as a basis for the preparation of detailed export statistics.
These statistics provide essential information about Australia’s trading role within
the international environment. They are some of the most valuable decision-making
tools available to businesses competing in the import and export fields and also vital
to governments in formulating and monitoring policy initiatives and international
trade negotiations.
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Transshipments
Transshipment cargo is cargo which is transiting Australia only and has an ultimate
destination overseas. Such cargo is subject to Customs control while in Australia
and must be held at a Customs approved premise pending export.
Access to transshipment cargo, other than by shipping and airline companies and
organisations engaged in freight forwarding, requires written Customs permission.
In certain circumstances transshipment cargo is subject to normal permit
requirements.

•

Examination of export cargo
Cargo which is received for export is subject to Customs control and as such is
liable for examination. Customs officers examine export cargo for a variety of
reasons including:
 To verify the goods against entry details;
 To inspect commerce marks; and
 To detect prohibited exports
An examination can be conducted in the owner’s presence while the goods are being
packed for export, at a wharf, terminal or depot. Examinations may be followed by
an audit of commercial records relating to that and other export consignments.
The customs audit is the primary tool in the Customs’ Commercial Compliance
program which aims, through cooperative arrangements with industry, at improving
overall compliance levels.
Section 240 of the Customs Act requires that the owner of the goods keep all
relevant commercial documents for a period of five years.

•

Export concessions
The Drawback scheme provides for a refund of import duty on goods that are
subsequently exported. Excise duty may also be refunded on exported goods.
Imported goods must be exported either unused since importation or exported in
manufactured goods after further processing.
It is not possible to obtain drawback of GST. However, the exporter may be able to
claim an input tax credit.

•

GST and exported goods
With the introduction of the GST on 1 July 2000, businesses may be able to claim
input tax credits. In order to do so, businesses must be registered for GST purposes
and have an Australian Business Number. The supply of goods for export is
generally GST free. In these cases the overseas customer will not bear the cost of the
GST because the exporter can claim an input tax credit for the GST paid on eligible
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inputs. The Australian Taxation Office (ATO) will verify that any goods on which
input credits have been claimed have been correctly accounted for.
In the case of goods supplied for export, the ATO will require exporters to keep
appropriate records to verify that goods have been exported. Such records will
include the export entry. Consequently, it will become even more important for
businesses to provide Customs with accurate information about exports. The
exporters ABN must be included on the entry.
Customs produces a number of booklets, brochures and fact sheets dealing with various
aspects of the exporting process. A useful overview of Customs procedures is available
in the booklet Customs Guide for Business which is available electronically. Where
possible, these have been included in this module in simplified text version. Where such
material has been mentioned but is not so provided, contact a Customs Information
Centre on 1300 363 263 and a copy will be mailed to you.
A useful overview of Customs procedures is available in the booklet Customs Guide for
Business which is available free of charge from any Customs Information Centre. It is
also available electronically at
http://www.customs.gov.au/bizlink/export/general/index.htm.
Some Government Agencies and Permit Issuing Authorities also publish
brochures/pamphlets about their areas of concern. However, other agency publications
may not always reflect current Customs legislation and procedures and, accordingly, it
would be advisable to contact a Customs Information Centre to check these issues.
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Appendix 3

Questions for Semi-structured Interviews in Unit of Analysis I

Interviewee
Position
Company
Telephone number
Allow further interview
Date of Interview
Time of Interview
Duration

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Export Trading Knowledge
Objectives
The purposes of the survey are to obtain the viewpoints of experts as
senior management in export related functions about what types of
knowledge are used in their business operations, how export knowledge is
sought, used, exchanged and the implication on knowledge creation and
renewal in real life.
1.

Please discuss your business activities and your business operations.

2.

Please tell me what types of knowledge are used in the strengths of your human
resources and what are regarded as useful types of knowledge to the staff.

3.

Other than using the information and knowledge within your organisation, do you
seek new information or knowledge? Where do you find them, internally or
externally? Do you have a special internal team to seek them?

4.

Please explain where you and your staff source for externally useful knowledge.

5.

Please tell whether you obtain information through people, documents or
technology.

6.

If you obtain information from people, explain why you need to interact with people
for knowledge and what you find from the people.

7.

Are human interactions for knowledge and information use or exchange important?
Why? How do knowledge use and exchange happen in human mode?

8.

Please tell me various methods they used to seek information or knowledge through
on the web (as portal technology). Please show me if you use the web to search for
information or knowledge.

9.

Please discuss what you do about your knowledge, new information, and new
knowledge.

10. Please tell me how the knowledge is used later as an individual, in groups or in the
organisation.
11. Please discuss your good or bad experience in obtaining new information and
knowledge through document, people and technology.
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Appendix 4

Verified Interview Records in Unit of Analysis I

Confidential information is withheld for ethical reasons
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Appendix 5

Verified Initial Findings in Unit of Analysis I

Confidential information is withheld for ethical reasons
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Common Portal Features in Prior Research

Source

Citation

1

Zahir,
2002

Portal potential of becoming a major
public policy issues

2

Zahir,
2002

Portal with convergence and
divergence that works across culture

3

Rao, 2001

4

Rao, 2001

Rao examines general versus
specialised portals remarking that “To
overcome limitation of general
consumer portals, horizontal portal
embraces the unique interest and needs.
Vertical portals focus on specific areas
and addresses target customers by
providing content in depth rather than
in breadth and appeal to a specialised
segment of the market.”
Provide knowledge for competitiveness

5

Rao, 2001

Adopt new Internet technology

6

Rao, 2001

Portal has to provide localised content

7

Rao, 2001

Advertising: The more users the more
money for advertising

8

SAP AG,
2002

Mission critical knowledge of
enterprise

9

SAP AG,
2002

Make better decision for knowledge
workers

10

SAP AG,
2002

Portals give employees, selected
partners, suppliers and customers a
single seamless enterprise wide
environment

11

IBM
Corporati
on, 2000

Security policy management tools
address the challenges of escalating
security costs and cross-platform
security issues.
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Implication/ further
meaning
Portal is able to distribute
public policy issue which is
of general public interest

Portal Feature
Need for a
general public
interest portal

Portal content is localised
according to people’s needs
and culture in a locality
(catering to a given
demographic)
Because there are specific
interests and needs of portals
users, there are portals
addressing such interests and
needs in depth for such
segment of specialised
market. General consumer
portals however cover
contents in breadth.

A portal with a
local taste in
contents for a
local culture

Create, store and use
business knowledge
required. In return, the
processes help obtain
competitiveness
Use of Internet for the
information exchange
Local content contain the
relevant local issues i.e.
connect issues and local
content
Advertisements are included
on webpage

Create and store
business
knowledge

Enterprise business
knowledge is contained in a
portal
Workers use the enterprise
work knowledge obtained
through portal to make
decisions at work
Employees, selected
partners, suppliers and
customers are essential
people in a business. When
cooperated, they allow
business processes to be
successfully performed to
improve business success

Enterprise
knowledge

User authentication is
required for the use of portal.

Portal users are
going for either
specialised or
general
information
content

Use of Internet
A portal with
relevant local
issues for local
user needs
Advertising is
required

Help decision
making

Corporate users

Security is
implemented,
Users
authentication is
required
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Source

Citation

12

IBM
Corporati
on, 2000

Web analysis, measure and report

13

IBM
Corporati
on, 2000

Comprehensive portal offerings for
successful business-to-employee
(B2E), business-to-business (B2B) and
business-to-consumer (B2C) portals

14

IBM
Corporati
on, 2000

WebSphere portal include a feature of
advanced collaboration support for emeetings, application sharing and
white-boarding.

For collaborative work, a
communicating channel is
opened up through emeeting, application sharing
and white-boarding.

Facilitate
communication

15

Sybase
Inc., 2003

User-id and password allow
the authorised users to use
the portal. Hence there is
security control over the use
of portals.

User
authentication

16

IBM
Corporati
on, 2002

Test connectivity from the client
application to the OpenSwitch server
and through the DirectConnect to the
target database by logging into the
OpenSwitch server. Note that you must
supply a user id and password
combination that is valid on the target
database.
Each business has a different portal
requirement and an E-business
infrastructure – business critical portal
meets business needs

Since business requirements
are met through the use of
portal infrastructure, the
portal does contain business
database.

A portal is used
to incorporate
business database

17

Allmen,
2001

A single login is used to authenticate to
the system, so it can recognise who you
are and what your role is.

User
authentication

18

Allmen,
2001

Personalisation based on some form of
model of user’s needs.

19

Allmen,
2001

Users can subscribe to or unsubscribe
from channels

20

SAP AG,
2002

21

White,
2000

22

Li, Smith,
Mohan &
Chang,
2000

In addition to subscription, the portal
can proactively push new content out to
employees or role groups who are most
likely to use it to achieve business goals
The use of LEXIS-NEXIS service from
Mead Data General was subscriptionbased
Different types of information needs
cause different types of portals.
Customisation is based on the users’
interests and preferences.

Security is implemented with
a single login and
authentication. The required
content is then pushed to the
right user.
The portal window screen
produced place all required
content (user needs) to a
targeted user.
Only subscribers can use
information from the
channels.
With subscription, the right
content is pushed to the right
users such as employees and
role groups.
Subscription is required to
use information from
LEXIS-NEXIS
User needs are different for
each user group. So each
portal has to have its
information content
customised for its interested
users with their information
preferences.
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Implication/ further
meaning
Portal allows workers to use
the produced reports,
statistical analysis of
information and item
measurements.
Business operational
activities such as interacting
with customers, business
partners and employees take
place through a portal.

Portal Feature
Help decision
making

Business
operations is in
place

Personalisation/C
ustomisation
according to user
needs
Subscription
needed
Subscription
needed

Subscription
needed
Personalisation/C
ustomisation
according to
information needs
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Source

Citation

23

Li et al.,
2000

Content adaptation and transformation

24

Wege,
2002

Categorise portal users into groups. So
portal presents content specific to a
users’ role, interests, locations, function
or position.

25

Wege,
2002

Portal integrate diverse interaction
channel at a central point, providing a
comprehensive context and an
aggregated view across all information

26

Wege,
2002

27

Hazra,
2002

Users can typically subscribe
themselves to public web portals, for
example, but not to enterprise portals.
Business domain experts and Ebusiness strategy

28

Hazra,
2002

29

Hazra,
2002

30

Davis,
2002

31

Davis,
2002

32

Davis,
2002

Organisations have learnt a great deal
in providing their customers with a
friendly, easy-to-use web experience.

33

Davis,
2002

Give a single view of organisation

34

Detlor,
2001

Adopt a specific e-commerce initiatives

35

Detlor,
2001

Strategic for operational success over
Internet - Information sharing reduces
information overload.

Identify business domain experts and
balance resource allocation in a timely
manner
Integrate business applications to
deliver the promises of collaborative
commerce
The employee portal is an excellent
vehicle for providing all employees
with wide-scale, consistent, and timely
information. Employee portals
combined with employee processes
provides an easy way for employees to
share information across the entire
organisation
Help one makes informed decision
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Implication/ further
meaning
Adaptation of user needs in
content formulation and
content transformation.
Group users according to
social roles; group users
according to interests, group
users according to locations,
group users according to
work function or position
Portal allows electronic ways
of human interaction

Portal Feature
Local content

Users are after
general or
specific
information
content.
Facilitate
communication

Subscription is required for
the use of public portals

Subscription is
required

Business expert knowledge
and business strategy is
incorporated in the portal
Portal allow sharing in the
use of resources at work

Business database
as a business
brain
Improve work
collaboration

Both the business application
and the created database
altogether produce internal
enterprise information.
Employees can fulfil their
role and work functions by
using portal.

Enterprise
knowledge

One can make decision after
using and analysing the
information from portal.
Businesses allow their
customers to interact with
them by way of web
information exchange.
Portal can provide a view of
an entire organisation
knowledge through a single
window
As e-commerce mainly
encourages buying and
selling, the e-commerce
initiative allows buying and
selling transactions to take
place electronically.
Business work processes are
improved through the use of
portal for information
sharing.

A portal supports
business work
process

Help decision
making
Foster customer
relationship

Enterprise
knowledge

Encourage ecommerce
activities

Facilitate
business work
process

Appendix 6
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37

38

39

40

41

42

43

Common Portal Features in Prior Research

Source

Citation

The
Delphi
Group,
2001
The
Delphi
Group,
2001
The
Delphi
Group,
2001

Link information, processing and
people (professionals in new business
workplace).

Leads to competitive advantages and
business growth (Delphi Group uses the
term “E-business intelligence”).

Use of information pushed to
them and they further pulled
in will create business
intelligence

The
Delphi
Group,
2001
The
Delphi
Group,
2001

Intra and inter-enterprise collaboration.

Portal can help collaborate
corporate users to do
collaborative work

Single access point for general
corporate information.

Enterprise knowledge

The
Delphi
Group,
2001
The
Delphi
Group,
2001
The
Delphi
Group,
2001

User authentication with login and
password.

User authentication

Organizing intranet and applications
content.

Business information content
is captured through intranet

Use of
internetworking
technology

It is in the these pushed items that
many professionals find the greatest
value in the networked computing
environment, and a successful portal
implementation must provide a robust
set of utilities in the area.
Government services are normally
accessible without extra cost.

Selected information content
is pushed to the appropriate
users in the networked
computing environment.

Improve business
operations

No registration and
subscription fee

Registration/
subscription is
not required for
some portal
information

Organisation’s knowledge practice

Implication/ further
meaning
The people at workplace
perform business processes
using the right information
linked up for them.
Organisational knowledge is
obtained through the use of
portal

Portal Feature
Facilitate
business work
process
Focus on
enterprise
knowledge
business
intelligence and
competitive
advantages is
obtained
Collaboration
work

Knowledge
workers can
access internal
business
knowledge
through portal.
Security control
is implemented

44

GlanderHobel,
2002

45

GlanderHobel,
2002
GlanderHobel,
2002

Consumer of information

Help decision making

ChemWeb for example allows its users
– after a free registration – to utilise
some databases such as Beilstein
Abstracts and journal fulltexts such as
the Journal of Photochemistry and
Photobiology A-C

No registration fee is
required for the use of
information or database
released for sharing from
some portal providers e.g.
ChemWeb.

Registration/
subscription is
not required for
the use of some
portal information

47

GlanderHobel,
2002

A University of Wisconsin-Madison
project produces subject-specific
newsletters using human indexers to
assess web sites critically

Newsletter contents in
specific subject areas also
suggest that users are in such
special subject areas.

There are portals
that satisfy
specific subject
needs of users.

48

GlanderHobel,

Sites for analytical methodology,
insight to research, new equipment and

Portals report information
critical to research, help

Help decision
making

46
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Source

Citation

2002

application

49

Denning,
2002

We are moving into a knowledge age in
which the Internet facilitates the reach
and speed of communications. We can
send email or transmit web pages and
documents anywhere in the world
cheaply and in a fraction of a second.

50

Denning,
2002

51

Denning,
2002

52

Denning,
2002

When we invoke search engines, we
often find hundreds or thousands of
documents “matching” our inquiries.
Information overwhelm is a perception
that the demand for our time by all
incoming requests prevent us from
getting important and meaningful work
done
Access to application service
information content according to role

53

Denning,
2002

Increase efficiency and customer
service - address business issues faster
more effectively at lower cost

54

Denning,
2002

Increase strategic advantage

55

Bannan,
2002

56

Bannan,
2002
Kotorov,
2001

Benefits from information sharing,
communication, employees, education
and training
Security and control over users

57

Portal for computerised knowledge
management

58

Kotorov,
2001

59

Kotorov,
2001

Portal solves information overload,
increases expected benefits and lowers
potential problems
Timelines of information discovery and
contribute to corporate bottom lines

60

Kotorov,
2001

Increase in quality and lower cost of
processing

61

The
Delphi
Group,
2002

62

The
Delphi
Group,
2002

Towards a particular business
objectives and deliver measurable
business values - customer relationship
management and enterprise
applications in content management all business initiatives into one
interface
Streamline info-centric businessprocesses with interactive/ dynamic
content and access to application
service information content according
to role
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Implication/ further
meaning
analyse information with
equipment and application
used
Electronic ways of
communication and
interaction take place.

Portal Feature

Facilitate
communication

Further search is used

Further search

Call for an improvement of
business operational process
due to information
overwhelm

Need to improve
business
operations

Structure content according
to user role

Content
classification
method is used
Foster customer
relationship

Improve customer service
and foster a customer
relationship during the
business work processes
Using business knowledge
through portal for strategic
planning, etc.
Communication and
information sharing is
facilitated
There is control over who
can access and use the portal
Business electronically
manage knowledge using
portal
Portal reduces business
operations problem and
improve work processes
Use internal work
information effectively
More quality work and spend
less on cost of conducting
the processes
Foster customer relationship
by delivering measurable
business values through the
use of enterprise applications

Improve role-based work
functions by accessing
dynamically the useful
application and information
content at work.

Create strategic
business
competitive
advantage
Facilitate
communication
Security
implemented
Portal is a central
store of business
knowledge
Improve business
operations
Create and reuse
internal work
information
Facilitate
business work
process
Foster customer
relationship

Facilitate
business work
process
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Source

Citation

The
Delphi
Group,
2002
The
Delphi
Group,
2002
Green,
2000

Balance breadth of community with
relevance of content

66

Green,
2000
Leung,
2001

Further search is allowed by
matching content using
search index.
Enterprise network is used
with the e-commerce
applications and portal
information built in.

Further search
allowed

67

68

Compaq
Global
Services,
2001
Compaq
Global
Services,
2001
White,
2000

Return results based on standard
methodology of matching search terms
on content on the websites in its index
Information stored in different types of
providers distributed throughout the
enterprise network must be integrated,
and used to build new kinds of ecommerce applications, information
portals, and other types of applications
leveraging the power of distributed
computing
Tightly integrated network of portals
enterprise-wide

Portal network people and
work processes enterprisewide

Knowledge management solution for
intranet

Intranet helps organise
business knowledge and
manage such knowledge for
use
Identify user with
authorisation to access the
portal
More advanced portal
information on different
screens may require further
login in order to retrieve
such information.
Sharing and exchange
information through
communication
Buy and sell activities on
portals are enabled

Business needs
expressed in
information
content
Business
knowledge

63

64

65

69

70

Business decision across industry or
function

Reduce information on web into a state
of digital chaos

Access control

71

White,
2000

Multilevel security and access control

71

White,
2000

Exchange of information in literal
communities

72

White,
2000

In addition to the provision of content
some of these companies are also
creating virtual communities for the
exchange of information, and are
positioning themselves to be ecommerce portals for the purchase of
goods and services.

73

White,
2000

Integrate internal corporate information
with the best available external
information
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Implication/ further
meaning
Portal for community
purposes needs a range of
contents relevant to
community needs
Portal with industry content
help make business decision
based on the industrial and
functional information
Portal push the right content
to the right information
recipient and hence avoid
digital chaos

External information should
be incorporated with the
internal business
information.

Portal Feature
Personalisation/C
ustomisation
according to
community needs
Help decision
making

Facilitate
business work
process

Use of enterprise
network together
with Internet

Security
implemented
Security
implemented

Facilitate
communication
E-commerce is
facilitated on web
portal

Internal vs
external
information
through portal
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Source

Citation

74

Zimmerm
ann, 2002

Planning a non-commercial portal can
be based on the experience of Math-Net
and PhysNet, two worldwide
information portals under the auspices
of the respective research societies

75

Zimmerm
ann, 2002

Address specific interest and is
professionally knowledgeable

76

Zimmerm
ann, 2002

Use content classification methods in
IEEE, IEE, ACM, IPC, MSC, PACS,
and DCC

77

Green,
2000

Static web pages provide the same
generic information to everyone, while
dynamically generated web pages
provide unique information, customised
to user’s specific requirements.

78

Rao, 2001

79

Zimmerm
ann, 2002

80

Rao, 2001

81

Martin,
2001

The general interest portals have a
better chance to survive and grow in
India as they serve as an entry point for
the Internet browser;
Produce subject-specific fortnightly
newsletters using human indexers to
assess Web sites critically;
Such individuals can be arbitrary users
from the general public;
The current focus on knowledge
management provides an opportunity
for librarians to demonstrate their
capabilities by leveraging their
traditional strengths in content;

82

The
Delphi
Group,
2001
White,
2000

A single point of access to professional
portal services and applications
residing both on the Internet and the
corporate intranet or extranet;
Interfacing with legacy database and
providing extranet/e-business
applications;

Zahir,
2002

Different countries and cultural groups
have their own buying habits, social
pastimes, ways of reporting , etc. Portal
developers must balance pressures
towards convergence for its intended
customers and divergence to reflect
cultural variations in their indigenous
portals

83

84
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Implication/ further
meaning
Buy and sell activities are
not seen on some portals as
the nature of portals requires
the content delivery of more
formal and serious work,
such as that in research
societies.
Some portals provide
specific interest contents
With the information
contents to be placed on the
portal web pages, there is an
option to adopt standard
classification scheme to
classify such information.
Information content can be
so generic that everyone can
use or so specific that it is for
the use of certain users.

General portal is popular and
growing in India (in 2001).

Portal content can be
subject-specific.
Portal may attract general
interest public users.
Portals have started to take a
knowledge management
focus

Corporate portals make use
of intranet (or extranet) and
Internet
Incorporate corporate legacy
system applications and
database through
internet/intranet/extranet.
Cultural and locality needs
as the user requirements
have to be taken into
accounts into the portal
content design.

Portal Feature
Non-commercial
stance of portal

Special interest
portal
Information
content classified
according to
standard method;

Portal can be
general (static) or
specific
(dynamic) in
information or
service contents
Portal is of
general interest

Portal content can
be subjectspecific
General interest
portal
Portal trend
grows toward a
stance of
knowledge
management and
a creation of
knowledge
repository
Use of intranet
(or extranet) and
Internet
Use of intranet
(or extranet) and
Internet
Local information
in content
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Source

Citation

85

White,
2000

News and business information
services are funded by advertising so
that their information content was free
at the point of use

86

Allmen,
2001

If a license can be purchased to avoid
the advertising, the price is usually out
of reach. However, fees are waved if
advertising is accepted. Advertising is
required especially for small business.

87

Suzumura
, 2001

The event contains the registration or
deletion of services.

88

Suzumura
, 2001

In the Jini security model, one can
create security policy files to restrict
the activity of downloaded proxy
objects.

89

White,
1998

ACM member may subscribe to the
Online Guide to Computing Literature
for $55.

90

White,
1998

91

McGrath,
2001

92

McGrath,
2001

ACM Computing Classification
Scheme (SCS) allows the user to drill
down through ACM’s own
hierarchically structured subject.
Context is explicitly maintained for the
user.
Mailing lists, Listservers, Newsgroup,
Chat, and Bulletin Boards are
increasingly being brought together in
commercial course management
systems for use in on-line web-based
instruction.
In portal environment, retrieving,
publishing, and subscribing to on-line
content are allowed.

93

McGrath,
2001

94

McGrath,
2001

MyYahoo and MyExcite offer initial
screen layout and default channel
subscription but allow and encourage
the user to customise their portals to
match their needs and interests.
The U.C. Berkerly E-BABEL project
centers on an internet portal for
university-level foreign language
learners.
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Implication/ further
meaning
Advertise over a portal will
allow the portal service
provides to finance the
overheads for the portal
operations and maintenance
Without accepting
advertising, the portal
provider has to bear the costs
of portal operations and
maintenance. Advertising is
particularly essential for
small businesses
Registration is a method
used in Jini-based portal to
allow the use or discontinue
the use of services
Security policy files are
created in Jini-based portal
to restrict the activity of
downloading proxy objects
Subscription and
subscription payment is
required to access and use
ACM online literature.
Content classification
method is adopted on
computing subjects on ACM
portal.

Portal can facilitate on-line
communications especially
for course management
systems and web-based
instruction areas.

Portal Feature
Advertising
included

Advertising
included

Subscription/regis
tration is required

Security control
implementation

Subscription/regis
tration is required

Content
classification
method may be
used in
structuring portal
contents
Communication
is facilitated

Subscribing to on-line
content is required in portal
environment to retrieve
information.

Subscription/regis
tration is required

Further personalisation/
customisation is allowed
based on user own choice.

Personalisation/c
ustomisation

Language needs of portal
user has to be considered in
portal language and contents
design

A specific
language and
local content for a
localised portal
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Source

Citation

95

Krishnan,
2001

A Grid is a set of distributed services
and protocols that have been deployed
across a large set of resources. These
services include authentication,
authorisation, security, namespaces and
file/object management, events,
resources co-scheduling, user services,
network quality of service, and
information/directory services.

96

Krishnan,
2001

In such portals, scientific domain
knowledge and tools are presented to
the user in terms of the application
services.

Specific scientific interest/
knowledge portal exists for
this scientific (special
interest group) of users

97

White,
1998

Individual member of ACM who
subscribe to ACM Digital Library will
be bundled into ACM portal. Their
subscription is upgraded automatically
to ACM portal subscribers.

Subscription is needed to
become a portal
member/user.

98

Green,
2000

The amount and quality of information
provided for free varies.

There may not be a need to
pay to use information

99

Rao, 2001

Subscription is a way a
portal provider leverage its
user retention and
subscription.

100

GlanderHobel,
2002

Once a company can achieve a critical
mass in terms of subscribers and boast
a high retention rate, there is no limit to
how it can leverage its subscription
base.
The number of subject-oriented
websites has been constantly increasing
in all scientific disciplines since the
mid-1990s.

101

Wege,
2002

Users can typically subscribe
themselves to public web portals but
not to enterprise portals.

Subscription is typically
required for the use of public
portals not enterprise portals.

102

The
Delphi
Group,
2001

Portal needs to support from a one-toone, or personal level, through work
groups or highly focused interest
groups, to larger vertical portals for
larger communities of interest and mass
distribution sites.

One-to-one (or personal) and
larger communities belongs
to a common interest level;
Work groups level; Focused
interest groups level

103

GlanderHobel,
2002

104

GlanderHobel,
2002

Portal is often used for websites that
function as an entry to a repository of
information on almost any topic on the
Internet
In many countries initiatives are
forming to create huge subject-specific
gateways with help of libraries and
national organisations.

Portal is seen as a central
knowledge repository based
on the topic and user needs
of user group.
Portal can be subject specific
and is created with support
of libraries and organisations
in the countries.
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Implication/ further
meaning
Measures for user
authentication and
authorisation are put in place
to enforce security.

There are portals catering for
users with various subject
interests

Portal Feature
Security control
and user
authentication
implemented

Specific interest/
knowledge portal
exists for special
interest groups of
users
Some portal
provider request
for subscription
for the use of
their portal
information
content.
Pay/not pay to
use restricted
information
Subscription is
required to use
portal
information.
Portals can be
subject-specific
and hence there
are subjectspecific users
Subscription is
required to use
portal
information.
User groups are
therefore
specialised
knowledge
domain user,
public interests
user,
collaborative
work user.
A central
knowledge
repository
Subject-specific
portal
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Source

Citation

105

Pettersson
&
Jarzabek,
2005

The portal foundation aimed to simplify
the implementation of session and
access control.

106

Schwarzk
opf, 2004

The connectedness of a set of
documents is regarded as a main
indicator for the user’s knowledge in
the corresponding topic area.

Portal contents are
categorised based on the
users’ interests.

Types of
information a
user can access

107

Zhang,
2006

Portal contents are
categorised based on the
users’ roles and interests.

Types of
information a
user can access

108

Su, Jiang,
Liu, Xie
& Pan,
2004

The expertise was categorised in a way
similar to how explicit knowledge was
categorised in a structured hierarchy.
All employees were mapped into the
database.
The MIP system provides a portal for
end users to access market intelligence
information.

Portals can gather and store
market intelligence
information.

109

Medawar,
2007

Portals can be used to share knowledge
and enable users to find information
effectively and efficiently.

Knowledge is collected and
stored in a knowledge
repository for further use as
information.

Creation of
business
intelligence and
competitive
advantage.
Focus on central
knowledge
repository.

110

Huang,
Zhao &
Chen,
2007

More web applications are put into
practice to support business operations,
leading to the emergence of digital
enterprise.

Portals support business
operations.

Emphasis on
improving
business
operations

111

Lausen et
al., 2005

Portals facilitate
communication.

Communication
facilitated.

112

Neumann,
Hogan &
MacDona
ill, 2005

Various communities have taken
advantages of the current web portal
functionalities to strengthen
communication and information
exchange inside and outside of the
community.
Web portals play an increasingly
important role amongst online
communities.

Portals facilitate on-line
communication.

Communication
facilitated.

113

Neumann,
Hogan &
MacDona
ill, 2005

Portals provide support for
collaborative knowledge creation.

Knowledge is created and
stored in a knowledge
repository.

Focus on central
knowledge
repository.

114

Ryu, Kim
&
Chaudhur
y, 2005

Members of an enterprise information
portal conduct specific tasks that are
assigned through a division of labour.

Portals facilitate work by
enabling members to use
web applications.

Facilitate
business work
processes
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Implication/ further
meaning
Portal has a security control.

Portal Feature
Security and user
authentication
implemented

Appendix 7
No
1

Source
Zahir, 2002
GlanderHobel, 2002

Martin, 2001

Zimmermann,
2002
Zahir, 2002
GlanderHobel, 2002
Krishnan,
2001

Green, 2000

GlanderHobel, 2002

2

Rao, 2001

Rao, 2001
The Delphi
Group, 2001

SAP AG,
2002

3

Denning,
2002
The Delphi
Group, 2001
Rao, 2001

Derive Portal Features
Citation
Portal with convergence and divergence
that work across culture
Categorise portal users into groups. So
portal presents content specific to a
users’ role, interests, locations, function
or position
A University of Wisconsin-Madison
project produces subject-specific
newsletters using human indexers to
assess web sites critically
Produce subject-specific fortnightly
newsletters using human indexers to
assess Web sites critically
Address specific interest and is
professionally knowledgeable
Portal potential of becoming a major
public policy issues
In such portals, scientific domain
knowledge and tools are presented to
the user in terms of the application
services
Static web pages provide the same
generic information to everyone, while
dynamically generated web pages
provide unique information, customised
to user’s specific requirements
The number of subject-oriented
websites has been constantly increasing
in all scientific disciplines since the
mid-1990s
Rao examines general versus
specialised portals. To overcome
limitation of general consumer portals,
horizontal portal embraces the unique
interest and needs. Vertical portals
focuses on specific areas and addresses
target customers by providing content
in depth rather than in breadth and
appeal to a specialised segment of the
market
Such individuals can be arbitrary users
from the general public
Portal needs to support from a one-toone, or personal level, through work
groups or highly focused interest
groups, to larger vertical portals for
larger communities of interest and mass
distribution sites
Portals give employees, selected
partners, suppliers and customers a
single seamless enterprise wide
environment
Increase strategic advantage
Leads to competitive advantages and
business growth (Delphi Group uses the
term “E-business intelligence”)
Provide knowledge for competitiveness
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Feature
Dimension of
information content

Value
General
(horizontal),
specific (vertical)

User group

Specialised
knowledge
domain user,
public interests
user,
collaborative
work user

Creation of business
intelligence or
competitive advantage

Yes, No

Appendix 7
No

4

Source
Su et al.,
2004
SAP AG,
2002
Kotorov,
2001
The Delphi
Group, 2001
GlanderHobel, 2002

Martin, 2001

Hazra, 2002

Medawar,
2007

5

Neumann,
Hogan &
MacDonaill,
2005
Rao, 2001
Li et al., 2000
Zahir, 2002

The Delphi
Group, 2002
McGrath,
2001

Rao, 2001

6

Rao, 2001

White, 2000

Derive Portal Features
Citation
The MIP system provides a portal for
end users to access market intelligence
information.
Mission critical knowledge of
enterprise
Portal for computerised knowledge
management
Organisation’s knowledge practice

Feature

Value

Focus on central
knowledge repository

Corporate
knowledge
repository,
specialised topic
knowledge
repository,
general topic
knowledge
repository

Local information in
content or exotic
information in content
(Content in relation to a
specific targeted local
user needs and culture
or to a generic and
wider group of users)

Local, Exotic

Advertise to support
portal operations
(Advertise; free from
advertising)

Yes, No

Portal is often used for websites that
function as an entry to a repository of
information on almost any topic on the
Internet
The current focus on knowledge
management provides an opportunity
for librarians to demonstrate their
capabilities by leveraging their
traditional strengths in content
Identify business domain experts and
balance resource allocation in a timely
manner
Portals can be used to share knowledge
and enable users to find information
effectively and efficiently.
Portals provide support for
collaborative knowledge creation.

Portal has to provide localised content
Content adaptation and transformation
Different countries and cultural groups
have their own buying habits, social
pastimes, ways of reporting , etc. Portal
developers must balance pressures
towards convergence for its intended
customers and divergence to reflect
cultural variations in their indigenous
portals
Balance breadth of community with
relevance of content
The U.C. Berkerly E-BABEL project
centers on an internet portal for
university-level foreign language
learners
The general interest portals have a
better chance to survive and grow in
India as they serve as an entry point for
the Internet browser
Advertising theme: The more users the
more money for advertising

News and business information services
are funded by advertising so that their
information content was free at the
point of use
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Appendix 7
No

7

8

Source
Allmen, 2001

Citation
If a license can be purchased to avoid
the advertising, the price is usually out
of reach. However, fees are waved if
advertising is accepted. Advertising is
required especially for small business

Feature

Value

SAP AG,
2002
Davis, 2002
The Delphi
Group, 2002
IBM
Corporation,
2000
Wege, 2002

Make better decision for knowledge
workers
Help one makes informed decision
Business decision across industry or
function
Web analysis, measure and report

Support decision
making

Personal decision,
Corporate work
decision, Not
applicable to
decision making

Business legacy
applications and
database is used

Yes, No

Security control and
user authentication
implemented

Yes, No

IBM
Corporation,
2000
Hazra, 2002
White, 2000

9

Derive Portal Features

Compaq
Global
Services,
2001
IBM
Corporation,
2000
Bannan, 2002
White, 2000
Suzumura,
2001
Allmen, 2001

The Delphi
Group, 2001
Sybase Inc.,
2003

Sites for analytical methodology,
insight to research, new equipment and
application
Each business has a different portal
requirement and an E-business
infrastructure – business critical portal
meets business needs
Business domain experts and Ebusiness strategy
Interfacing with legacy database and
providing extranet/e-business
applications
Tightly integrated network of portals
Enterprise-wide

Security policy management tools
address the challenges of escalating
security costs and cross-platform
security issues
Security and control over users
Multilevel security and access control
In the Jini security model, one can
create security policy files to restrict the
activity of downloaded proxy objects
A single login is used to authenticate to
the system, so it can recognise who you
are and what your role is
User authentication with login and
password
Test connectivity from the client
application to the OpenSwitch server
and through the DirectConnect to the
target database by logging into the
OpenSwitch server. Note that you must
supply a user id and password
combination that is valid on the target
database
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No

Source
Krishnan,
2001

Pettersson&
Jarzabek,
2005
10

IBM
Corporation,
2000
Hazra, 2002

Denning,
2002

Davis, 2002
The Delphi
Group, 2001

Kotorov,
2001
Detlor, 2001

Bannan, 2002

Huang, Zhao
&
Chen, 2007
11

The Delphi
Group, 2001

Davis, 2002

Denning,
2002

Derive Portal Features
Citation
A Grid is a set of distributed services
and protocols that have been deployed
across a large set of resources. These
services include authentication,
authorisation, security, namespaces and
file/object management, events,
resources co-scheduling, user services,
network quality of service, and
information/directory services
The portal foundation aimed to simplify
the implementation of session and
access control.

Feature

Value

Comprehensive portal offerings for
successful business-to-employee (B2E)
, business-to-business (B2B) and
business-to-consumer (B2C) portals
Integrate business applications to
deliver the promises of collaborative
commerce
Information overwhelm is a perception
that the demand for our time by all
incoming requests prevent us from
getting important and meaningful work
done
Give a single view of organisation
It is in the these pushed items that many
professionals find the greatest value in
the networked computing environment,
and a successful portal implementation
must provide a robust set of utilities in
the area
Portal solves information overload,
increases expected benefits and lowers
potential problems
Strategic for operational success over
Internet - Information sharing reduces
information overload
Benefits from information sharing,
communication, employees, education
and training
More web applications are put into
practice to support business operations,
leading to the emergence of digital
enterprise.
Towards a particular business
objectives and deliver measurable
business values - customer relationship
management and enterprise
applications in content management all business initiatives into one interface
Organisations have learnt a great deal in
providing their customers with a
friendly, easy-to-use web experience
Increase efficiency and customer
service - address business issues faster
more effectively at lower cost

Emphasis on improving
business operations

Yes, No

Foster customer
relationship

Yes, No
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Appendix 7
No
12

Source
IBM
Corporation,
2000
Wege, 2002

Denning,
2002

White, 2000
The Delphi
Group, 2001
McGrath,
2001

Lausen et al.,
2005

13

Neumann,
Hogan &
MacDonaill,
2005
Allmen, 2001
Wege, 2002

SAP AG,
2002

White, 2000

Suzumura,
2001
White, 1998

McGrath,
2001

Derive Portal Features
Citation
WebSphere portal include a feature of
advanced collaboration support for emeetings, application sharing and
white-boarding
Portal integrate diverse interaction
channel at a central point, providing a
comprehensive context and an
aggregated view across all information
We are moving into a knowledge age in
which the Internet facilitates the reach
and speed of communications. We can
send email or transmit web pages and
documents anywhere in the world
cheaply and in a fraction of a second
Exchange of information in literal
communities
Intra and inter-enterprise collaboration

Feature
Communication
facilitated

Value
Yes, No

Subscription/
registration required

Yes, No

Mailing lists, Listservers, Newsgroup,
Chat, and Bulletin Boards are
increasingly being brought together in
commercial course management
systems for use in on-line web-based
instruction
Various communities have taken
advantages of the current web portal
functionalities to strengthen
communication and information
exchange inside and outside of the
community.
Web portals play an increasingly
important role amongst online
communities.
Users can subscribe to or unsubscribe
from channels
Users can typically subscribe
themselves to public web portals, for
example, but not to enterprise portals
In addition to subscription, the portal
can proactively push new content out to
employees or role groups who are most
likely to use it to achieve business goals
The use of LEXIS-NEXIS service from
Mead Data General was subscriptionbased
The event contains the registration or
deletion of services
Individual member of ACM who
subscribe to ACM Digital Library will
be bundled into ACM portal. Their
subscription is upgraded automatically
to ACM portal subscribers
In portal environment, retrieving,
publishing, and subscribing to on-line
content are allowed
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Appendix 7
No

Source
GlanderHobel, 2002

Wege, 2002

Rao, 2001

14

GlanderHobel, 2002
Green, 2000
White, 1998

15

Detlor, 2001
White, 2000

Zimmermann,
2002

16

The Delphi
Group, 2001
Kotorov,
2001
The Delphi
Group, 2002

Davis, 2002

17

Ryu, Kim &
Chaudhury,
2005
The Delphi
Group, 2001

Derive Portal Features
Citation
ChemWeb for example allows its users
– after a free registration – to utilise
some databases such as Beilstein
Abstracts and journal fulltexts such as
the Journal of Photochemistry and
Photobiology A-C
Users can typically subscribe
themselves to public web portals but
not to enterprise portals
Once a company can achieve a critical
mass in terms of subscribers and boast a
high retention rate, there is no limit to
how it can leverage its subscription
base
Government services are normally
accessible without extra cost.
The amount and quality of information
provided for free varies
ACM member may subscribe to the
Online Guide to Computing Literature
for $55
Adopt a specific e-commerce initiatives
In addition to the provision of content
some of these companies are also
creating virtual communities for the
exchange of information, and are
positioning themselves to be ecommerce portals for the purchase of
goods and services
Planning a non-commercial portal can
be based on the experience of Math-Net
and PhysNet, two worldwide
information portals under the auspices
of the respective research societies
Link information, processing and
people (professionals in new business
workplace)
Increase in quality and lower cost of
processing
Streamline info-centric businessprocesses with interactive/ dynamic
content and access to application
service information content according
to role
The employee portal is an excellent
vehicle for providing all employees
with wide-scale, consistent, and timely
information. Employee portals
combined with employee processes
provides an easy way for employees to
share information across the entire
organisation
Members of an enterprise information
portal conduct specific tasks that are
assigned through a division of labour.
Single access point for general
corporate information
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Feature

Value

Pay to use restricted
information

Yes, No

Encourage/ provide ecommerce activities
(web form appears for
interactive e-commerce
transaction e.g.
purchase details)

Yes, No

Facilitate business work
processes

Yes, No

Type of information a
user can access

Internal
information,

Appendix 7
No

Source
Kotorov,
2001
White, 2000

Schwarzkopf,
2004

Zhang, 2006

18

Denning,
2002
Green, 2000

19

Zimmermann,
2002
White, 1998

20

Allmen, 2001
Li et al., 2000

Denning,
2002
The Delphi
Group, 2002
McGrath,
2001

Derive Portal Features
Citation
Timelines of information discovery and
contribute to corporate bottom lines 71;
Integrate internal corporate information
with the best available external
information
The connectedness of a set of
documents is regarded as a main
indicator for the user’s knowledge in
the corresponding topic area.
The expertise was categorised in a way
similar to how explicit knowledge was
categorised in a structured hierarchy.
All employees were mapped into the
database.
When we invoke search engines, we
often find hundreds or thousands of
documents “matching” our inquiries
Return results based on standard
methodology of matching search terms
on content on the websites in its index

Use content classification methods in
IEEE, IEE, ACM, IPC, MSC, PACS,
and DCC
ACM Computing Classification
Scheme (SCS) allows the user to drill
down through ACM’s own
hierarchically structured subject.
Context is explicitly maintained for the
user
Personalisation based on some form of
model of user’s needs
Different types of information needs
cause different types of portals.
Customisation is based on the users’
interests and preferences
Access to application service
information content according to role
Balance breadth of community with
relevance of content
MyYahoo and MyExcite offer initial
screen layout and default channel
subscription but allow and encourage
the user to customise their portals to
match their needs and interests
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Feature

Value
external
information,
internal and
external
information, not
applicable for a
non-corporate
user

Further search with the
use of a search
engine/tool

Search internal
information,

Standard content
classification method is
used

User-defined content
classification method
used

Search external
information,
Search both
internal and
external
information
Yes, No

Yes, No

Appendix 8

Essential Features in Web Portals

#
1

Characteristics
Type of information a user can access

2

Local information in content (content specifically
addresses targeted local user needs, language and
culture)or exotic information in content (content also
address needs of international users)
Advertise to support portal operations
Information dissemination or communication
facilitated (any channel e.g. web publishing, message
board, chat-room, email, etc)
User-defined content classification method used
Creation of business intelligence or competitive
advantage
Focus on central knowledge repository
Support decision making
Business legacy applications & database (e.g. portlet,
web form)
Security, user identification, authentication,
authorisation implemented
Emphasis on business operations
Foster customer relationship
Subscription/ registration required to use information
Further search with the use of a search engine/tool
Facilitate user’s business work processes

3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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Value
Internal information within a
website, Both of internal and
external information (within
and beyond a website)
Local, Exotic

Yes, No
One-way information
dissemination, Two-way
communication
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No
Yes, No

Appendix 9

Questions for Semi-structured Interviews in Unit of Analysis II

Interviewee
Position
Company
Telephone number
Allow further interview
Date of Interview
Contact Time
Duration

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
Types of Portals and Portal Features
Objectives

The purposes of the survey are to obtain the viewpoints of portal
experts over what contributes and construct the types of portals with
the features.
Questions:
To obtain general ideas each expert has in mind about portals:
1.

From your perspective, what do you think a portal does?

2.

What do you think are the purposes of each portal developed?

3.

Who do you see are the essential portal users?

To ascertain the differentiating features discovered in our research:
4.

Who provides portals? Do you see that individuals, business, government,
society, professional can create their own portals?

5.

How much do you agree that the subject content in portal can be vertical or
horizontal?

6.

Portals are created with information services and web application. Do you think
that users are usually able to access all information and services created within
the particular portal only? Is there a portal that provides links to all external
information but no information provided internally? Are users able to access
further external information other than those internally from a particular portal?

7.

On the web portal to be designed or developed, does the content specifically
address the needs of targeted local users or the does portal also address needs of
international users considering their language and cultures?

8.

Do you agree that advertisement logos, banners and pop-up windows are
generally on the portals? Why do you think they are there? Are advertisements
essential?
Do you think that portals should help facilitate communication by providing
features like forum, chat-room, share-group space?

9.
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Questions for Semi-structured Interviews in Unit of Analysis II

10.

Is there any particular method/approach you use to classify the portal contents,
application, and services?

11.

Some portals like Yahoo and Excite allow the users to further customise their
portal contents to the specific interests of the users. Do you see further
customisation of personal contents as an important thing in a successful portal?

12.

Do you see that all portals support e-commerce activities? Do you think there
are portals not for e-commerce purposes?

13.

This is to find out what is behind the search option on the websites your
organisation creates. Do you make it a search function for searching through the
internal database and information or a function like “Google” that explores
information over the world?

14.

Do you see a portal as a central knowledge repository? Why?

15.

Do you think that the information, database and knowledge that a portal
provides can help a portal user to make decisions?

16.

Do you think portals can be used to help foster customer relationship?

17.

What types of portals do you think should consider security issues and
implement user identification, authentication and authorisations?

18.

Subscription and registration are used in portals. Are they essential? Should fees
and payments be used in relation to such portals?

19.

Do you agree with the idea that one should pay to use restricted information?

20.

Do you agree that portals with its contents can create business intelligence or
competitive advantage?

21.

Can portals be used in any business to improve business operations?

22.

Do you see that business legacy software applications and database can be
incorporated into portals?

23.

How much do you see that portals can facilitate business work processes?

24.

Over the years of your industrial experience dealing with web design and
development or portal development, do you classify websites into certain types?
Can you name some now?

25.

What are the main features you see inside each of these portals or websites? Can
you discuss them?
-The EndThank you very much for your valuable time and help in this research study.
Have a nice day!
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Verified Interview Records in Unit of Analysis IIA

Confidential information is withheld for ethical reasons
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Appendix 11

1

Portal Features
Creation of business
intelligence or
competitive
advantage

Essential Features in Portals According to the Respondents
Common Response
All respondents agree that having
the portal content structured for
resource recovery will lead to the
creation of business intelligence.
The essential information for
business viability and performance
must be contained and aid users in
their role tasks.
There are objections and
agreement of portals being able to
form a knowledge repository
A portal can be used to create and
capture knowledge. However,
some websites fail to maintain the
currency of information and are
not good enough to be a central
knowledge repository.
Usually there are local contents
and local language used (e.g.
English). Portal can however
present exotic contents to allow the
portal to be used in other parts of
the world.

2

Focus on central
knowledge
repository

3

Local information in
content (content
specifically
addresses targeted
local user needs,
language and
culture)or exotic
information in
content (content also
address needs of
international users)

4

Advertise to support
portal operations

Advertising is commonly seen on
web portals. Advertising is
commonly used in portals where
there is fast dissemination of free
information.

5

Support decision
making

All respondents agree that portal
information can support decision
making. They see that essential
information is all captured in
portals. The appropriate use of
retrieved information can help
problem solving and decision
making.

6

Business legacy
applications &
database (e.g.
portlet, web form)

For business operations, there is a
need to include legacy
applications. It is however an
option for any corporation to
integrate business legacy software
on the web.

7

Security, user
identification,
authentication,

IDs and passwords always allow
the access of the right users to the
right types of information at the
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Analysis
Portals should have the
right information
captured and contained.
That will then provide
users with value
information of business
intelligence.
A portal is a knowledge
management platform.

Mirror sites with
various languages,
culture and different
construction will be
possible. However, the
signs of
internationalisation and
globalisation will be
prevalent in this portal.
A single cyber culture
and English language
will be suggested for
use.
Advertising invites
revenue to maintain
portal operations and
pay for further
development.

Critical and useful
information/knowledge
should be captured in a
portal. With the right
person (given
authorised usage)
retrieving the right
information can help
make the right decision
at the right time.
Although legacy
software can be used as
stand alone, corporation
should be aware that
software application
can be web enabled on
the portals.
The security method of
using ID, authentication
and authorisations is

Implication
Portals can provide
useful content
information when
the use of it creates
business
intelligence or
competitive
advantage
The way
knowledge can be
managed on a
portal should be
investigated.

If the information
needs to reach
people other than
the present locality,
a single language, a
cyber culture and
such a unique
construction needs
to be considered.

For public portal,
advertising is
important to
support it. For
serious work
purpose, a private
portal may not
adopt advertising.
If designed and
developed so, a
portal does provide
decision making
support.

If a web window
entry to all
information and
tasks helps boost
productivity, web
legacy applications
should be
considered.
Private information
portals should put
security features in

Appendix 11
Portal Features
authorisation
implemented
8

Emphasis on
business operations

9

Information
dissemination or
communication
facilitated (any
channel e.g. web
publishing, message
board, chat-room,
email, etc.)
Subscription/
registration required
to use information

10

11

Pay to use restricted
information

12

Facilitate user’s
business work
processes

13

Type of information
a user can access

14

Further search with
the use of a search
engine/tool

Essential Features in Portals According to the Respondents
Common Response
right time for access. It is
important to control the types of
users and their use of information.
Not all respondents see that all
portals cater for business
operations. Not all portals are
developed to allow and improve
business. A lot of organisations
look into the return of investments.
It is only worthwhile when the
right content is placed in the portal
to improve the business operations.
It is mutually agreed that portals
are for information dissemination.
More and more communication
tools also start showing up in
portals.

Analysis
important to release
information for
members’ use only.
If integrating business
interests and contents in
a portal create revenue
it is worthwhile to
include them in portals.

Implication
place to secure its
privacy.

Portals disseminate
information. For more
instant interactions, the
communication
channels in portals will
grow in future.

One-way, two-way
and even multipleparty
communication
channels are
possible in portals.

Subscription/ registration is
required depending on the portal
and the type of business being run.
Some public users have to obtain
information by registering their
interest. Some subscribed
information also needs to be paid
for.
So long as a company considers
the business gains, charging for use
is put in place on a portal.

Subscription is needed
to show the genuine
interest of portal users
in using the
information.

For businesses that
need to track users
interested in the
information on
their portal,
subscription can be
used.

Some information and
services have to be paid
for in order to use it.

Personalised workflow is the future
of portals. The types of business
software applications put in place
dictate the business operations and
work in an organisation. If
applications can be integrated on
the web, the business database and
information is useful for
performing business work
processes.
Portals built on intranets have a
purpose to specifically allow
access to internal staff.

Portals should carefully
capture the right
information contents
and allow the right
activities to take place.

To create business
profits, some
valuable
information or
service can be
charged for its use.
A portal has the
potential to show
positive effects
when it is wellstructured for work
flow and delivers
its promises.

While internal search of a current
portal’s contents is necessary,
many portals are designed to
provide an additional search engine
such as ‘Google’ to conduct further
search on topic not covered by the
portal.
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The information and
services accessed by
staff are private,
confidential, and
sensitive.
For all export related
parties to search the
mega portal and the
links (linked portals), it
is necessary to conduct
a further search on the
entire mega portal. To
explore topics not
directly export related,
a search engine like

The right contents
with right business
values are to be
carefully tailored in
a portal.

Private portals are
for the exclusive
use of immediate
members.
The search tool is
useful to detect
discussion and
search for specific
topic information
in export
knowledge.
Additional types of
search beyond
export topics

Appendix 11

15

Essential Features in Portals According to the Respondents

Portal Features

Common Response

Analysis
‘Google’ is useful.

User-defined content
classification method
used

Users like to personalise their web
portal contents based on their
personal preferences as to the
appearance of the contents. They
also classify information based on
how they normally use the
information in categories. So long
as users define a particular type,
portals can be developed to suit the
individed user.

Export trading
knowledge portal
contents should be best
classified based on the
type of export
community
membership (e.g. govt,
shipping, freight
forwarding, etc.), the
topic, then the
organisation name.
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Implication
should also be
enabled.
For quick reference
to the related
information, any
user who accesses
the portal can find
a topic based on
the type of
information one
needs in a
particular type of
export community
membership.

Appendix 12 Verified Reports in Unit of Analysis IIA supporting Unit of Analysis IIB

Confidential information is withheld for ethical reasons
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Appendix 13

Verified Findings in Unit of Analysis IIB

Confidential information is withheld for ethical reasons
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